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Welcome to WAPT’s official documentation by Tranquil IT, last compiled on 2022-12-02.

Click here for a PDF version of the complete documentation.

WAPT is a software and configuration deployment tool that may be compared to Microsoft SCCM (System Center Configuration
Management) (now called MECM (Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Management)), Ivanti UIM (Unified Endpoint Manager), IBM
Bigfix, Tanium, OPSI, PDQDeploy, or Matrix42.

WAPT exists in two flavors, WAPT Discovery and WAPT Enterprise.

For System Administrators:
• Install software and configurations silently.

• Maintain up to date an installed base of software and configurations.

• Configure software at the system and user level to reduce the load on support teams.

• Remove unwanted or out of cycle software and configurations silently.

• Reduce your need for support by your IT teams, whose reaction times are often long because of their workloads.

• Reduce as much as possible the consumption of bandwidth on remote sites to preserve it for productive uses.

For IT Security Officers
• Pilot the software installed base to converge to a security standard acceptable to the organization.

• Prepare your enterprise for the coming GDPR and help your DPO keep his register of data processing, because you two will
become close colleagues.

• No longer tolerate machines operating in Administrator mode.

• No longer tolerate users downloading and running software binaries from their home directory.

• Start applying SRPs (Software Restriction Policies), also known as Applocker or WDAC (Windows Defender Application
Control) to improve application level IT security.

• Reduce the level of exposure to software vulnerabilities and lateral movement attacks.

• Bring up audit indicators for a better knowledge of the state of installed IT devices and their global security level.

• Be prompt to deploy updates to react to cyber attacks like Wannacry or notPetya.

For End-Users
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• Have installed software configured to work well in the context of your Organization and trust that they will work correctly.

• Give Users more autonomy to install software safely and reliably.

• Have better working and more predictable professional systems because of standard software configurations.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION TO WAPT

1.1 For what purpose is WAPT useful?

WAPT installs, updates and removes software and configurations on Windows, Linux and macOS devices. Software deployment
(Firefox, MS Office, etc.) can be carried out from a central server using a graphical console. WAPT is taking many ideas from Debian
Linux apt package management tool, hence its name.

Private companies of all sizes, Colleges, Schools, Universities, research labs, local and state governments, Hospitals, city governments,
state ministries around the world are successfully using WAPT.

WAPT exists in two versions, Discovery and Enterprise, both proprietary, the Community version having been friendly forked to
the Opensource Community.

WAPT is very efficient to address recurrent Firefox or Chrome update needs and it is often to cover that basic need that WAPT is
initially adopted; it then becomes a tool of choice for the sysadmin’s daily tasks.

1.2 Security Certification from French Cyberdefense Agency ANSSI

Following its first level security certification obtained on 14 February 2018, WAPT has obtained on 15 march 2018 a higher level
certification from ANSSI.

1.3 The genesis of WAPT

1.3.1 Our assessment after 15 years of IT management

Managing large IT installed bases of Microsoft Windows computers is today a difficult task in a secured environment:

• Common ghosting methods (Clonezilla or Ghost) are efficient on homogeneous IT infrastructures with roaming user profiles.

• Deployment tools (OCSInventory or WPKG) can broadcast software but do not easily allow software level or user level cus-
tomizations that are useful to prevent or limit user support requests.

• Software from smaller vendors often need Local Administrator rights to run properly.

• Currently available solutions to address theses problems are either too expensive or too inefficient, and they are in every case
too complex.
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Fig. 1: Security Visa from ANSSI dated 14th of February 2018 for WAPT Enterprise Edition 1.5.0.13

4 Chapter 1. Introduction to WAPT
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1.3.2 WAPT development hypotheses and motivations

The development of WAPT is motivated by these two principles:

• What is complicated should be made simple.

• What is simple should be made trivial.
WAPT relies on a small set of fundamental hypotheses:

• Sysadmins should know a scripting language and WAPT has chosen Python for the depth and breadth of its libraries.

• Sysadmins who have little experience with scripting languages must find inspiration in simple and efficient examples that they’ll
adapt to fit their needs.

• Sysadmins must be able to communicate on the efficiency of their actions to their superiors and report process gaps to internal
or external auditors.

• Sysadmins must be able to collaborate with their IT team; thereby WAPT local repositories provide signed packages that they
can trust to be deployed on their network. Alternatively, they can choose external public repositories providing them the security
guarantees that they consider sufficient.

• Sysadmins are aware that user workstations serve business purposes and some customizations must be possible. The adaptation
of the infrastructure to the business needs is facilitated by the notion of groups and OU (Organizational Units); it allows to select
a large number of machines to customize their configuration.

1.3. The genesis of WAPT 5
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CHAPTER

TWO

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

2.1 Repository principle

Packages are stored in a web repository. They are not stored in a database.

Note: Transport protocol used for deploying packages is HTTPS.

WAPT packages are served by the Nginx web server, available with Linux and Windows.

The Packages index file is the only thing necessary. It lists the packages available on allowed repositories and some basic information
on each package.

That mechanism allows to easily set up a replication process between multiple repositories.

Large organizations with remote sites and subsidiaries sometimes require services to be replicated locally to avoid bandwidth conges-
tion (Edge Computing).

2.2 Replicated repository

WAPT Enterprise offers the possibility to upgrade remote agents to serve as remote repositories that can be managed directly
from the WAPT Console. All WAPT agents can then be centrally configured to automatically select the best repository based
on a set of rules.
When WAPT is used on bandwidth limited remote sites, it makes sense to have a local device that will replicate the main WAPT
repository to reduce the network bandwidth consumed when deploying updates on remote devices.

With remote repositories, WAPT remains a solution with a low operating cost because high bandwidth fiber links are not required
to take advantage of WAPT.

It works as follows:

• A small form factor and no maintenance appliance with the role of secondary repository is deployed on the local network of
each remote site; a workstation can also be used, although it may not be up and running if you want to connect to it.

• The remote repository replicates the packages from the main repository.

• The WAPT clients connect in priority with the repository that is the closest to them, the local repository.

To learn more about the replicated repositories, visit the documentation on the replicating a repository.

7
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Fig. 1: Replication and multiple repositories

2.3 Packages principle

A WAPT package structure is similar to Debian Linux .deb packages. Each WAPT package includes the binaries to be executed and
the other files it needs.

A package is easily transportable.

Here is how a WAPT package looks:

To learn more about the composition of a WAPT package, visit the documentation on the structure of a WAPT package.

2.3.1 Types of WAPT packages

There are 7 types of WAPT packages:

8 Chapter 2. Fundamental principles
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Fig. 2: Replicating WAPT repositories

2.3. Packages principle 9
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Fig. 3: WAPT package structure

Fig. 4: Anatomy of a simple WAPT package
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base packages

They are classic software packages.

They are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

group packages

They are groups of packages.

Each group often correspond to:

• a service in an organization (ex: accounting).

• a room, building, etc.

Hint: A host can be a member of several groups.

They are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

host packages

Host packages are named after the UUID of the computer BIOS or the FQDN of the host.

Each host will look for its host package to know the packages that it must install (i.e. dependencies).

Host packages are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt-host/.

unit packages

Unit packages bear the complete name of OU, example: OU=room1,OU=prod,OU=computers,DC=mydomain,DC=lan.

By default, each computer looks for the unit packages and then installs the list of associated dependencies.

Unit packages are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

wsus packages

Wsus packages contain the list of authorized or prohibited Windows Updates.

When this package is installed on the endpoints, the next update scan performed by WAPT will choose Windows updates based on
this filtering.

Wsus packages are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

2.3. Packages principle 11
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self-service packages

Self-service packages contain a list of groups or users (Active Directory or local) and their associated lists of authorized packages
that Users are allowed to install by themselves.

Self-service packages are stored in the web directory https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

profile packages

Profile packages are similar to group packages.

However, profile packages work a little differently and are most useful when an Active Directory Server is operating within the
Organization:

2.4 Dependency mechanism

In WAPT everything works on the principle of dependencies.

By default, the WAPT agent will look for its host package. The host package lists packages to install on the computer.

The host package is correctly installed when all its dependencies are satisfied.

Each sub-dependency must be satisfied to satisfy an upper-level dependency.

When every dependency has been satisfied, the host notifies its status to the WAPT Server. Its indicator turns OK and green in the
WAPT console, meaning the host has the host profile that the Administrator or Package Deployer has defined for it.

Hint: When attributing a software package to a host as a dependency, only the software canonical name without its version number
is registered as a dependency (ex: I want Freemind to be installed on this machine in its latest version and Freemind to be configured
so that the User does not call me because she does not find the icon on her desktop!).

For each dependency, the WAPT agent will take care of automatically installing the latest available package version. So if several
versions of Freemind are available on the repository, the WAPT agent will always get the latest version, unless I have pinned the
version for reason of compatibility with other sets of tools.

Afterwards, when the agent contacts the repository to check for new updates, it will compare the package versions on the repository
with its own local list of packages already installed on the machine.

If an update of an installed package is available, the client will switch the status of the package to NEED UPGRADE. It will then
install the software updates during the next upgrade.

2.5 Private key / Public certificate principle

Like Android APK packages, WAPT packages are signed; a hash of the control sum of all the files included in the package is calculated.

This signing method guarantees the origin and integrity of the package.

To work properly, WAPT requires a private key / public certificate pair (self-signed, issued by an internal Certificate Authority or
commercially issued).

The private key will be used to sign WAPT packages whereas the public certificate will be distributed with every WAPT client so
that WAPT agents may validate the files that were signed with the private key.

12 Chapter 2. Fundamental principles
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Fig. 5: Conceptual diagram of the dependency mechanism

Fig. 6: Private key / public certificate

2.5. Private key / Public certificate principle 13
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The different public certificates will be stored in the WAPT subdirectory ssl. That folder can contain several public certificates.

2.5.1 Package verification

When a WAPT package is downloaded, the WAPT agent (waptagent) will check the integrity of the package, and then check that the
package has been properly signed.

If the WAPT package signature does not match any of the public certificates located in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl on
Windows or in /opt/wapt/ssl on Linux and macOS, the WAPT agent will refuse to install the package.

For more information, please refer to the documentation on how the integrity of the installation process a WAPT package is insured.

2.5.2 The private certificate is important

Attention: The private key must NOT be stored on the WAPT Server, nor on any public or shared storage that could be accessed
by non-authorized personnel. Indeed, WAPT security is based on keeping the private key private.

The private key must be stored in a safe place, because she who has your key controls your network!

Finally, to ensure maximum security, the private key can be secured in a smartcard or a cryptographic token that WAPT Admin-
istrators or Package Deployer will carry physically on them, using the smartcard or the token only when needed to sign a WAPT
package.

Note: The private key is protected with a password by default.

More informations on generating the Administrator’s certificate for signing WAPT packages.

2.5.3 Differentiating user roles in WAPT

WAPT offers the possibility to differentiate roles based on:

• A PKI (Public Key Infrastructure).

• ACLs (Access Control Lists).

Public Key Infrastructure

Hint: The usage of an existing PKI is possible, the WAPT console comes with a simple certificate generator.

WAPT works as a CA (Certificate Authority) mode in regards to PKI.

By design, WAPT is capable of generating certificates that may be used as parent keys to generate other public and private child keys.

Therefore the main WAPT Administrator who acts as a may issue certificates for each IT admin so their actions may be identified
when they use WAPT.

Child certificates issued from the CA can themselves be configured as:

• Code-signing to allow IT admins to package, sign and deploy WAPT packages containing executable loads (i.e. setup.py).

14 Chapter 2. Fundamental principles
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• CA to delegate to other IT admins the right to issue certificates.

• No right to limit IT admins to only deploying packages containing non executable loads (i.e. configure hosts).

Fig. 7: WAPT user role differentiation

More informations on generating the Certificate Authority (CA).

Access Control Lists

With WAPT, it is possible to define user rights using ACL (Access Control Lists).

Each IT technician is identified with his own certificate and rights can therefore be be finely applied on an individual basis.

For exemple, a WAPT console user may have a View right on a host but may not be allowed to click on Edit hosts.

More informations on the ACL list of rights.

2.5. Private key / Public certificate principle 15
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Fig. 8: ACL roles differentiation

16 Chapter 2. Fundamental principles



CHAPTER

THREE

WAPT MODE OF OPERATION

3.1 Inventory

WAPT keeps a hardware and software inventory of each host.

That inventory is stored in a small database integrated in each WAPT agent.

Fig. 1: Inventory feedback mechanism

• When first registering with the WAPT Server, the WAPT agent sends the entire inventory (BIOS, hardware, software) to the
server.

• When the WAPT agent updates, the WAPT agent will report its inventory status to the WAPT Server.

The central inventory allows you to filter hosts by their components, software or any other searchable argument.

3.2 Information feedback

The WAPT agents also report back their WAPT package status.

In case of errors during package installation, the information will be reported to the WAPT Server. The host will then appear in
ERROR in the console.

The Administrator can see the package returned in error in the console and fix the package accordingly.

For each upgrade, WAPT will try to install a new version of the package until no error status is returned.

Note: WAPT agents sign their inventory before sending it to the WAPT Server.

17
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Fig. 2: The inventory in the WAPT console

18 Chapter 3. WAPT mode of operation
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Fig. 3: Inventory feedback returned to the WAPT Server

Fig. 4: Packages with error status in the WAPT console

For more information, please refer to signing inventory updates.

3.3 WAPT common interactions

3.3.1 update

When an update command is launched on an agent, it is equivalent to ordering the agent to check the WAPT repository for new
packages. By default, the WAPT agent will look for updates every two hours.
If the date of the Packages index file has changed since the last update, then the WAPT agent downloads the new Packages file
(between 20 and 100k), otherwise, it does nothing.

The WAPT agent then compares the Packages file with its own local database.

If the WAPT agent detects that a package must be added or updated, it will switch the status of the host and the status of the package
to NEED-UPGRADE.

It will not launch the installation of the package immediately. The WAPT agent will wait for an “upgrade” order to launch the upgrade.

3.3.2 upgrade

When we launch an upgrade, we ask the WAPT agent to install the packages having a NEED-UPGRADE status.

An update must come before an upgrade, otherwise the agent will not know whether updates are available.

By default, the WAPT agent will trigger an update/ download-upgrade at startup; after starting up, the WAPT agent will then check
every 2 hours to see whether it has something to do.

Packages to be installed will be downloaded and cached in the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\cache.

waptexit will launch an upgrade when the computer shuts down. An Administrator will also be able to force the immediate launch
of an upgrade from the WAPT console. Alternatively, an end-user may choose to manually launch an upgrade. Lastly, a scheduled
task may be set up on hosts to launch an upgrade.

3.3. WAPT common interactions 19
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If the WAPT Server is not reachable when upgrading, the WAPT agent will still be able to install cached packages.

Inventory updates will then be sent to the WAPT Server when network connectivity returns.

The 5 goals of the WAPT agent are therefore:

• To install a base, a group or a unit package if it is available.

• To remove obsolete packages.

• To resolve package dependencies and conflicts.

• To make sure all installed WAPT packages are up to date compared to the ones stored on the repository.

• To regularly update the WAPT server with its hardware status and the status of installed software.

3.4 WAPT agent behavior

A key concept that can be hard to understand is the behavior of a WAPT agent when installing a package and the considerations around
it.

WAPT agent package installation can be split in simple steps:

• On triggerring an update, the agent downloads NEED-UPGRADE or NEED-INSTALL packages and stores them in the cache
folder.

• On triggerring an upgrade, the agent unzips the packages into a temporary folder.

• The setup.py content is parsed and stored in WAPT agent database located in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\db\
waptdb.sqlite.

• The file setup.py is executed and the software is installed from unzipped files.

• In case of success: the downloaded packages and unzipped files are deleted. An OK status is returned to the WAPT Server.

• In case of failure: the downloaded packages are kept and the unzipped files are deleted. An ERROR status is returned to the
WAPT Server.

That behavior is important for understanding the lifecycle of an installed package.

Fig. 5: WAPT install behavior

20 Chapter 3. WAPT mode of operation
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For instance when removing a package the following steps are taken:

• The setup.py content is retrieved from WAPT agent database located in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\db\waptdb.
sqlite.

• The WAPT agent looks up the UninstallString in the local database.

• If defined in the setup.py copied into the local database during initial installation of the WAPT package, the uninstall()
function is executed.

Similar steps are activated when executing session_setup and audit.

Fig. 6: WAPT behavior with uninstall / session_setup and audit

3.5 Complete diagram of the WAPT operating mechanism

Fig. 7: WAPT general operating mode

We find here the common WAPT behavior, from duplicating a package from an external repository accessible on the Internet, to
deploying it on network hosts.

Reading the diagram clockwise:

• Import packages from an external repository (or create a new package from scratch).

3.5. Complete diagram of the WAPT operating mechanism 21
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• Test, validate, build and then sign the package.

• Upload the package onto the main repository.

• Packages are automatically downloaded by WAPT clients.

• Packages are executed based on the selected method:

– The Administrator forces the upgrade.

– The Administrator proposes the upgrade at User.

– A scheduled task launches the upgrade.

– The upgrade is executed when the machine shuts down.

– The User chooses the right time for herself (at shutdown or using the self-service).

• Inventory information feedback.

• The updated inventory is reported in the WAPT console.

22 Chapter 3. WAPT mode of operation



CHAPTER

FOUR

WAPT SERVER ARCHITECTURE

The WAPT Server architecture relies on several distinct roles:

• The repository role for distributing packages.

• The inventory and central server role for hardware and software inventory.

• The proxy role to relay actions between the WAPT console and the WAPT agents.

4.1 Repository role

First, the WAPT Server serves as a web repository.

Fig. 1: WAPT repository mechanism

• The repository role is accomplished by a Nginx web server.

• The repository allows the distribution of WAPT packages, the installers for waptagent and waptsetup.

• WAPT packages are available via a web browser by visiting https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt.

• The host packages are stored in a directory that is not accessible by default (https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/wapt-host/).

23
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4.2 Inventory server role

Second, the WAPT Server serves as an inventory server.

The inventory server is a passive service that collects information reported by WAPT agents:

• Hardware inventory.

• Software inventory.

• WAPT packages status.

• Tasks status (running, pending, error).

Note: The WAPT service is not active in the sense that it only receives information from clients. As a consequence, if the inventory
server fails, the inventory will recover by itself from inventory status reports received from the deployed WAPT agents.

In the Discovery version of WAPT, access to inventory data is only possible through the WAPT console.

WAPT Enterprise comes with reporting capabilities. In parallel, it is possible to push WAPT inventory to GLPI ITSM tool.

4.3 Proxy role

Third, the WAPT Server serves as a command relay proxy.

It acts as a relay between the WAPT management console and deployed WAPT agents.

Fig. 2: WAPT proxy mechanism

Note: Every action triggered on a WAPT agent from the server are signed with a private key. Without a valid private key, it is not
possible to trigger remote actions on remote WAPT equipped devices. For more information on remote actions, please refer to signing
actions relayed to the WAPT agents.

24 Chapter 4. WAPT Server architecture



CHAPTER

FIVE

WAPT LANGUAGE AND DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT

WAPT is built using the Python language.

Attention: With WAPT 2.0, the WAPT internals have switched to python3. WAPT packages must NOW follow the new
python3 syntax.
Refer to this documentation to help you identify potential problems when switching your existing packages from Python2 to
Python3.

Any Rapid Application Development environment intended for Python development is suitable.

Tranquil IT has developed some useful WAPT specific plugins for the PyScripter IDE (https://sourceforge.net/projects/pyscripter).

Tranquil IT recommends using PyScripter for developing WAPT packages for Windows and vscode for developing WAPT packages
for macOS and Linux.

5.1 The strength of Python

All the power of Python can be advantageously put to use.

Many libraries already exist in Python for:

• Doing conditional loops (if . . . then . . . else . . . ).

• Copying, pasting, moving files and directories.

• Checking whether files or directories exist.

• Checking whether registry keys exist.

• Checking access rights, modifying access rights.

• Looking up information on external data sources (LDAP, databases, files, etc).

• And more.

25
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5.2 The power of WAPT

Functions most commonly used with WAPT were simplified within libraries called Setuphelpers.

Setuphelpers libraries simplify the process of creating and testing WAPT packages, thus validating WAPT’s main objectives:

• What was complicated is made simple.

• What was simple is made trivial.

26 Chapter 5. WAPT language and development environment



CHAPTER

SIX

COMPARING FEATURES BETWEEN THE WAPT VERSIONS

6.1 Summary of operating principles in WAPT

• WAPT is agent based to allow no inbound open port in host’s firewalls that initiate a secured bi-directional websocket with
the server for allowing real-time reporting and actions.

• WAPT works with Trusted Data Gateways using simple task scheduling.

• WAPT works on the principle of smoothly pulling updates and then applying upgrades at a convenient time (works with low /
intermittent bandwidth, high latency, high jitter networks).

• WAPT does not require an Active Directory to work (works with Windows Home edition too); however, WAPT will show the
host in its Active Directory tree if the host is joined to an AD.

• Methods for deploying WAPT agent:

1. Using a GPO (Group Policy Object) or an Ansible script.

2. Manually after having downloaded the agent from the WAPT server or using SSH (Secured Shell).

• Methods for registering hosts with the WAPT server:

1. Automatically using the host’s kerberos account.

2. Manually with the WAPT Superadmin login and password.

• Upgrades may be triggered:

1. Upon shutdown of the host, this is the standard mode.

2. By an authorized WAPT Administrator in an emergency (ex: patching critical vulnerabilities running in the wild).

3. By the user herself at a time she chooses (ex: 24/7 nursing cart unused during breaks with a simple click).

4. Via a scheduled task running at a predetermined time (best for servers).

• Security is insured with:

1. Signing of WAPT packages using asymmetric cryptography.

2. Authentication of hosts against the WAPT server using symmetric cryptography on registering.

3. Confidentiality of the WAPT server using WAPT deployed client certificates.

4. Using of ACL to define what an administrator is allowed to view or what actions he is allowed to perform according to
his certificate.

27
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6.2 Current feature list as of 2022-12-02

Attention: You may find on Internet the mention of a GPLv3 Community version of WAPT that has been maintained and
supported by Tranquil IT up to version 1.8.2, or up to approximately July 2021.

The Community version of WAPT has been friendly forked. Tranquil IT provides no longer any support, nor any mainte-
nance, either free or paid on WAPT =< 1.8.2. Support and maintenance may be obtained from the operators of the fork at their
rates and conditions.

Tranquil IT is the sole author and the full copyright owner of WAPT 1.8.2 and will require from maintainers of friendly forks
that they refrain from using the name WAPT as the WAPT brand is trademarked and protected by the French INPI (Institut National
de la Propriété Intellectuelle).

28 Chapter 6. Comparing features between the WAPT versions
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Table 1: Comparison of features between WAPT versions as of 2022-12-
02

Feature En-
ter-
prise

Dis-
cov-
ery

Com-
munity

Deploy, update and remove software on hosts 1

Maintenance and support (check footnote for conditions) Tran-
quil
IT
staff4

Tran-
quil IT
forum?

Open-
source
commu-
nity

Licensed under Pro-
pri-
etary

Propri-
etary

GPLv3

Limits on number of devices un-
lim-
ited

300 unlim-
ited

Version of Python used in code and WAPT packages 3+
(cur-
rent)

3+
(cur-
rent)

2.7 (ob-
solete)

Deploy and update configurations in SYSTEM context ?

Deploy and update configurations in USER context ?

Get a comprehensive inventory of hardware, software and applied WAPT packages
Benefit from the differentiated self-service (authorized users may install authorized software from
authorized WAPT package stores)
Benefit from simplified Windows Updates that work better than a standard WSUS (only the re-
quired KBs are downloaded from Microsoft)
Simplify and structure your administrative workload by applying WAPT packages to an OU
Configure and manage easily WAPT store relays to preserve bandwidth for Edge Computing
scenarii
Get access to ready-to-deploy WAPT packages for common free-to-use software ?

Work with easily verifiable python recipes for installing, updating and removing software and
configuration

?

Benefit from hundreds of Helpers for simplifying software packaging 2 ?

Encrypt your sensitive data for transport (software license keys, login, password, server FQDN,
API informations for registering software with the vendor, etc)
Automate the auditing of your configurations for an easy, automated and always up-to-date
compliance
Benefit from the power of SQL integrated with the WAPT console to make reports that you need
for your daily sysadmin work or that your organization requires for budgeting decisions
Authenticate your WAPT Administrators against Active Directory or LDAP, or their sets of cer-
tificates

3

Benefit from differentiated roles between Package Developers and Package Deployers so you can
delegate your WAPT powers to the most adequate people (packagers know security implica-
tions, deployers know user needs)
Benefit from multi-tenant, multi-client mode with ACLs for MSPs (Managed Service Providers) or
large multi-departmental or international organizations using an internal, easy to use PKI (Public
Key Infrastructure) based mechanism for allowed perimeter
Simple to use screen-sharing for user support, built with the same level of security and privacy as
WAPT (requires an additional host)
Continued support for Windows XP in WAPT for factory machine tools, Hospital medical equip-
ment, expensive and hard to replace research instruments, etc

5

Update packages directly within the WAPT console with update_package function
Integrate WAPT inventory with popular GLPI ITSM (IT Service Management) tool
Verified and approved by internationally recognized cybersecurity agency ANSSI

, WAPT is the only deployment software in the world with this level
of certification
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6.3 Features coming soon

Below is a list of features that we have identified as being really useful to WAPT and WAPT’s user community and that we have
already started to work on. No time-line is promised, stay tuned, we are only promising you that we are working very hard to achieve
these objectives.

Feature Enter-
prise

Dis-
cov-
ery

History of actions done via WAPT for a complete reporting of a hosts software maintenance life-cycle
Authentication of WAPT Administrators using cryptographic tokens (ex: smartcards)
Access to ready-to-deploy WAPT packages or recipes for licensed business software (common business soft-
ware for industry, medical, office, public collectivities, cybersecurity, etc)
Access to ready-to-deploy WAPT package extensions for simplifying desktop armoring using Applocker or
equivalent
Check package with www.virustotal.com 7

Operating system image deployment tool integrated within WAPT

6.4 Main functional benefits of the Enterprise version of WAPT

WAPT Discovery is designed to let you try WAPT at no cost on a limited perimeter and with limited high-end features.

With WAPT Enterprise, you benefit automatically from the base functions included in WAPT to help you deploy, upgrade and remove
software and configurations on your Windows, Linux and MacOS devices, from a central console, with many more benefits.

WAPT is a freemium model. The Enterprise version shares the same code base with the Discovery version. An activated Enterprise
license key turns on the following additional functionalities:

• Active Directory authentication
of WAPT package developers, package deployers, self-service users and for the initial registering of the WAPT agents with
the WAPT Server. In addition, the display of WAPT equipped devices in the WAPT console follow the same structure as the
hierarchical structure of the Organization’s Active Directory OU.

• Role separation between package developers and package deployers.
This way, central IT teams may build the software packages because they know the Organization’s security guidelines, and local
IT teams may deploy the WAPT packages because they know the needs of their user base.

Such a separation is implemented using differentiated sets of keys (i.e. Code Signing SSL certificates for package developers
and Simple SSL certificates for package deployers) and with ACLs rigths.

1 WAPT =< 1.8.2 implements python2.7, so there is no guarantee that packages designed for python3 will work.
4 A minimal volume of licenses must be subscribed in order to benefit from Tranquil IT’s telephone support for the daily operation of the software. Additional

paid support is available to help you with your WAPT packaging needs. Forum support is provided without warranty nor delay and may be provided by Enterprise or
Discovery users not affiliated with Tranquil IT.

2 The Enterprise version embeds more SetupHelper functions than the Community and Discovery versions.
3 In the Community and Discovery versions, the WAPT SuperAdmin password is shared between individuals that manage the WAPT server.
5 Windows XP does not work with Python > 2.7. So a special branch of WAPT will be frozen with the last build of the WAPT agent running with 2.7. This version

of the agent will of course be excluded from the target of evaluation in future security certifications.
7 Only for packages on the Tranquil IT certified WAPT store. To benefit from virustotal for your own packages, the Enterprise version is required.
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• ACLs.
ACLs are managed by the SuperAdmin to authorize or restrict WAPT Administrators to viewing informations or performing
actions only on a subset of the devices registered with the WAPT server.

The identification and the authentication processes rely either on using Active Directory, LDAP or certificates. The authoriza-
tions granted to the Administrators are managed in the WAPT server database. The perimeter of devices on which the rights
are granted is defined by the deployed Administrator’s certificate.

This feature is particularly useful for large multi-national Organizations, central administrations with large regional offices or
for MSPs wanting to centralize the management of several clients while allowing their end customers to perform some daily
management tasks.

• Differentiated self-service.

WAPT Enterprise allows you to apply lists of allowed packages to user groups in Active Directory.

Allowed users are free to install qualified packages from their list of approved packages without having to submit a ticket to
their IT teams.

This feature is designed to offer Users the feeling of freedom and empowerment that they fear to lose in managed environments
while allowing CISO to apply strict security rules using such method as SRP (Software Restriction Policies), also known as
Applocker.

• WAPT WUA.

WAPT allows to manage the Windows Updates on your Windows endpoints.

WAPT WUA is designed to just work out of the box, be gentle on your storage and preserve your bandwidth for your productive
needs.

• Advanced reporting for corporate teams.
This reporting completes the operational reporting already available in the WAPT console; reports help WAPT operators demon-
strate their efficacy with WAPT for insuring a greater level of security and conformity for their networks, systems, software and
applications.

• Dynamic repository configuration.

Starting with WAPT 1.8, repository replication can be enabled using a WAPT agent installed on an existing machine, a dedicated
appliance or Virtual Machine.

The replication role is deployed through a WAPT package that enables the Nginx web server and configures scheduling,
packages types, packages sync, and much more.

This feature allows WAPT agents to find dynamically their closest available WAPT repository from a list of rules stored on the
WAPT server.

• Integration with GLPI
GLPI is a popular ITSM solution for ticketing, incident and asset tracking.

WAPT can now optionally send a minimum set of useful informations to a GLPI server.
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6.5 Targeted use cases of WAPT Enterprise

The Enterprise version of WAPT is particularly advisable for Organizations:

• That manage large installed bases of devices (generally above 300 units).

• That are spread geographically with many subsidiaries or production sites.

• That require a strong traceability of actions performed on the installed base of devices for reasons of audit or security.

• That value secured and proven solutions in their IT sourcing.

6.6 Description of services available with a WAPT Enterprise contract

6.6.1 Access to future improvements in WAPT Enterprise

By subscribing to a WAPT Enterprise contract and by maintaining your subscription valid, you benefit from the future improvements
brought into the core of WAPT and you benefit automatically from all future improvements to the WAPT Enterprise version.

A lapsing of your subscription will automatically switch your WAPT instance back to its corresponding Discovery version. Advanced
functions only available in the Enterprise version will no longer be accessible and no action other that deleting hosts from the console
will be allowed until the host count has passed below 300.

6.6.2 Direct telephone support for your daily usage of WAPT

When your subscription reaches above a certain volume, Tranquil IT, the creator of WAPT, allows you a privileged access to its core
team of WAPT experts and developers.

We give you access to a dedicated telephone hot-line with a direct answer to satisfy your needs for support in English and French.

We are committed to providing you with reliable and pertinent answers on the subscribed perimeter, quickly.

By subscribing or renewing your WAPT Enterprise contract, you will receive a notification indicating the practicalities to access our
support.

Attention: The support concerns only the use in your Organization of the WAPT Enterprise software, additional support for
adapting, personalizing, debugging or creating WAPT custom packages may be obtained with prepaid support tickets.

Up to three individuals in your Organization may communicate with our direct support.

Note: For more information, contact Tranquil IT sales team.
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6.6.3 Price and preferential access to WAPT training

You may choose to train your IT team on any particularity of WAPT.

WAPT Enterprise subscribers benefit from a privileged access to Tranquil IT’s training advisers and a 50% discount on standard
training prices.

Note: For more information, contact Tranquil IT sales team.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS

You have to take into consideration a few security points in order to extract all possible benefits from WAPT:

• If you are familiar with Linux, we advise you to install WAPT Server directly on CentOS following the security recommendations
of French ANSSI or the recommendations of your state cyberdefense agency.

• Although the WAPT Server is not designed to be a sensitive asset, we recommend it to be installed on a dedicated machine
(physical or virtual).

Attention: In all steps of the documentation, you will not use any accent or special characters for:

• user logins;

• path to the private key and the certificate bundle;

• the CN (Common Name);

• the installation path for WAPT;

• group names;

• the name of hosts or the the name of the server;

• the path to the folder C:\waptdev.

7.1 Hardware recommendations

The WAPT Server can be installed either on a virtual server or a physical server.

RAM and CPU recommendations are:

Size of the network CPU RAM
From 0 to 200 desktops 2 CPU 2024 Mio
From 200 desktops onward 4 CPU 4096 Mio

• A minimum of 10GB of free space is necessary for the system, the database and log files. For better performance, Tranquil
IT recommends the database to be stored on fast storage, such as SSD drives or PCIe-based solid-state drives.

• The overall disk requirement will depend on the number and size of your WAPT packages (software) that you will store on your
main repository, 30GB is a good start. It is not strictly required to store WAPT packages on fast drives.
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• Finally, we have knowledge of users with servers equipped with multiple 10Gbps networking interfaces deploying at full speed
massive Katia, National Instruments and Solidworks update packages on their LAN (Local Area Network). Yes, WAPT can be
real fast!

7.2 Software recommendations

WAPT server are available on Linux and Windows:

• For Linux, Debian 10, Red Hat 7 / 8 and derivatives, Ubuntu server LTS 20.04 64 bit version are supported. It not an
obligation to use a Linux server distribution, but use a non graphical distribution.

• For Windows WAPT Server can be installed on Windows Server 64 bit version supported by Microsoft (Win2012r2, Win2k16
or Win2k19). Depending on your need, it can also be installed on recent Win10 Pro/Ent version (1903 or later).

The WAPT Server will only run on 64bit based system.
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CHAPTER

EIGHT

TIPS BEFORE INSTALLING

8.1 Configuring the Organization’s DNS for WAPT

Note: DNS configuration is not strictly required, but it is very strongly recommended.

In order to make your WAPT setup easier to manage, it is strongly recommended to configure the DNS server to include A field or
CNAME field as below:

• srvwapt.mydomain.lan.

• wapt.mydomain.lan.

Replace mydomain.lan with your network’s DNS suffix.

These DNS fields will be used by WAPT agents to locate the WAPT Server and their WAPT repositories closest to them.

8.2 Configuring DNS entries in Microsoft RSAT.

• The A field must point to the WAPT Server IP address.

Fig. 1: Configuring the A field in Windows RSAT

You can now install the WAPT Server on your favorite operating system:

• Install the WAPT Server on GNU / Linux Debian.

• Install the WAPT Server on CentOS / RedHat.

• Install the WAPT Server on Windows.
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CHAPTER

NINE

INSTALLING WAPT SERVER ON DEBIAN

Hint: This part is only for Debian, for Ubuntu you refer to this point.

9.1 Setting up the GNU/Linux Debian server

In order to install a fresh (physical or virtual) please refer to the Debian GNU/Linux Installation Guide.

Warning:
• Install 64bit version.

• Install the server without the graphical user interface.

Danger: From WAPT Server Nginx is the ONLY supported web server. Apache on Linux is no longer supported in WAPT.

9.1.1 Configuring the network parameters

The different parameters presented below are not specific to WAPT; you may adapt them as required for your environment.

Modify the following files in order to get a proper naming (FQDN) and network addressing strategy.

In the following example:

• the FQDN name is srvwapt.mydomain.lan;

• the short-name of the WAPT Server is srvwapt;

• the DNS suffix is mydomain.lan;

• the IP address is 10.0.0.10/24;
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9.1.2 Configuring the name of the WAPT Server

Hint: The short name of the WAPT Server must not be longer than 15 characters (the limit is due to sAMAccountName restriction
in Active Directory).

The name of the WAPT Server must be a FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name), that is to say it has both the server name and the
DNS suffix.

• Modify the /etc/hostname file and write the FQDN of the server.

# /etc/hostname of the WAPT server
srvwapt.mydomain.lan

• Configure the /etc/hosts file, be sure to put both the FQDN and the short name of the server.

# /etc/hosts of the WAPT server
127.0.0.1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4 localhost4.localdomain4
::1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6 localhost6.localdomain6
10.0.0.10 srvwapt.mydomain.lan srvwapt

Hint:
• On the line defining the DNS server IP address, be sure to have the IP of the server (not 127.0.0.1), then the FQDN , then the

short name.

• Do not change the line with localhost.

9.1.3 Configuring the IP address of the WAPT server

• Configure the IP address of the WAPT server in the /etc/network/interfaces.

# /etc/network/interfaces of the WAPT server
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 10.0.0.10
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 10.0.0.254

• Apply the network configuration by rebooting the machine with a reboot.

reboot

• If it has not already been done, create the DNS entry for the WAPT Server in the Organization’s Active Directory.

• After reboot, configure the system language in English in order to have non-localized logs for easier searching of common
errors.

apt install locales-all -y
localectl set-locale LANG=en_US.UTF-8
localectl status
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• Check whether the NTP service is installed, started and whether the time is correct.

dpkg -l | grep ntp
service ntp status
date

Hint: If the NTP package is not installed.

apt install ntp -y
systemctl enable ntp
systemctl start ntp

• Update and upgrade your Debian.

apt update && apt upgrade

• Install systemd.

apt install systemd -y

• Install certificate authorities shipped with Mozilla’s browser.

apt install ca-certificates

• Reboot the server.

reboot

The Debian server is now ready. You may now go on to the next step and install WAPT on your Debian.

Attention: The upgrade procedure is different from installation. For upgrade, please refer to the documentation on upgrading
the WAPT Server.

Installing the WAPT Server requires a few steps:

• Configuring the repositories.

• Installing additional Linux packages.

• Installing and provisioning the PostgreSQL database.

• Post-configuring the WAPT Server.

Note: The WAPT Server packages and repository are signed by Tranquil IT and it is necessary to get the gpg public key below in
order to avoid warning messages during installation.
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9.2 Configuring DEB repository

The configuration of repositories for WAPT Enterprise and WAPT Discovery Edition differs. Make sure to choose the right one!

9.2.1 Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

9.2.2 Enterprise

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery
Edition please refer to the previous block.

• Install apt-transport-https for the use of https.

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release gnupg -y

• Retrieve the .gpg key and add Tranquil IT’s repository.

wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/debian/wapt-2.0/ $(lsb_release -c -s) main
→˓" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

• Create the wapt.conf file in /etc/apt/auth.conf.d to store your login information.

Hint: Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
machine srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it
login user
password password
EOF

• Apply the correct ACLs on wapt.conf.

chmod 600 /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf
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9.3 Installing the WAPT Server packages

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND

9.4 Post-configuring

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.
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Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...
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Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

The server is now ready. You may go to the documentation on installing the WAPT console.
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CHAPTER

TEN

INSTALLING WAPT SERVER ON UBUNTU

10.1 Setting up the GNU/Linux Ubuntu server

In order to install a fresh (physical or virtual) please refer to the Ubuntu GNU/Linux Installation Guide.

Warning:
• Install 64bit version.

• Install the server without the graphical user interface.

• Only LTS version are supported by WAPT.

Danger: Nginx is the ONLY supported web server for WAPT. Apache on Linux is no longer supported in WAPT.

10.1.1 Configuring network parameters

The different parameters presented below are not specific to WAPT; you may adapt them as required for your environment.

Modify the following files in order to get a proper naming (FQDN) and network addressing strategy.

In the following example:

• the FQDN name is srvwapt.mydomain.lan;

• the short-name of the WAPT Server is srvwapt;

• the DNS suffix is mydomain.lan;

• the IP address is 10.0.0.10/24;
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10.1.2 Configuring the name of the WAPT Server

Hint: The short name of the WAPT Server must not be longer than 15 characters (the limit is due to sAMAccountName restriction
in Active Directory).

The name of the WAPT Server must be a FQDN, that is to say it has both the server name and the DNS suffix.

• Modify the /etc/hostname file and write the FQDN of the server.

# /etc/hostname of the WAPT server
srvwapt.mydomain.lan

• Configure the /etc/hosts file, be sure to put both the FQDN and the short name of the server.

# /etc/hosts of the WAPT server
127.0.0.1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4 localhost4.localdomain4
::1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6 localhost6.localdomain6
10.0.0.10 srvwapt.mydomain.lan srvwapt

Hint:
• On the line defining the DNS server IP address, be sure to have the IP of the server (not 127.0.0.1), then the FQDN , then the

short name.

• Do not change the line with localhost.

10.1.3 Configuring the IP address of the WAPT server

• Configure the IP address of the WAPT Server in /etc/network/interfaces.

# /etc/network/interfaces of the WAPT server
auto eth0
iface eth0 inet static
address 10.0.0.10
netmask 255.255.255.0
gateway 10.0.0.254

• Apply the network configuration by rebooting the machine with a reboot.

reboot

• If it has not already been done, create the DNS entry for the WAPT Server in the Organization’s Active Directory.

• After reboot, configure the system language in English in order to have non-localized logs for easier searching of common
errors.

apt install locales-all -y
localectl set-locale LANG=en_US.UTF-8
localectl status
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• Check whether the NTP service is installed, started and whether the time is correct.

dpkg -l | grep ntp
service ntp status
date

Hint: If the NTP package is not installed.

apt install ntp -y
systemctl enable ntp
systemctl start ntp

• Update your Ubuntu.

apt update && apt upgrade

• Install systemd.

apt install systemd -y

• Install certificate authorities shipped with Mozilla’s browser.

apt install ca-certificates

• Reboot the server.

reboot

The Ubuntu server is now ready. You may now go on to the next step and install WAPT on your Ubuntu.

Attention: The upgrade procedure is different from installation. For upgrade, please refer to the documentation on upgrading
the WAPT Server.

Installing the WAPT Server requires a few steps:

• Configuring the repositories.

• Installing additional Linux packages.

• Installing and provisioning the PostgreSQL database.

• Post-configuring the WAPT Server.

Note: The WAPT Server packages and repository are signed by Tranquil IT and it is necessary to get the gpg public key below in
order to avoid warning messages during installation.
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10.2 Configuring DEB repository

The configuration of repositories for WAPT Enterprise and WAPT Discovery Edition differs. Make sure to choose the right one!

10.2.1 Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

10.2.2 Enterprise

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery
Edition please refer to the previous block.

• Install apt-transport-https for the use of https.

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release gnupg -y

• Retrieve the .gpg key and add Tranquil IT’s repository.

wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/debian/wapt-2.0/ $(lsb_release -c -s) main
→˓" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

• Create wapt.conf in /etc/apt/auth.conf.d to store your login information.

Hint: Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
machine srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it
login user
password password
EOF

• Apply the correct ACLs on wapt.conf.

chmod 600 /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf
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10.3 Installing the WAPT Server packages

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND

10.4 Post-configuring

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.
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Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...
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Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

The server is now ready. You may go to the documentation on installing the WAPT console.
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CHAPTER

ELEVEN

INSTALLING WAPT SERVER ON CENTOS7

11.1 Setting up the CentOS / RedHat server

In order to install a fresh machine (virtual or physical) please refer to official CentOS documentation. This documentation is also valid
for Redhat7.

Warning:
• Install 64bit version.

• Install the server without the graphical user interface.

Danger: From WAPT Server Nginx is the ONLY supported web server. Apache on Linux is no longer supported in WAPT.

11.1.1 Configuring network parameters

The different parameters presented below are not specific to WAPT; you may adapt them as required for your environment.

Modify the following files in order to get a proper naming (FQDN) and network addressing strategy.

In the following example:

• the FQDN name is srvwapt.mydomain.lan;

• the short-name of the WAPT Server is srvwapt;

• the DNS suffix is mydomain.lan;

• the IP address is 10.0.0.10/24;
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11.1.2 Configuring the name of WAPT Server

Hint: The short name of the WAPT Server must not be longer than 15 characters (the limit is due to sAMAccountName restriction in
Active Directory).

The name of the WAPT Server must be a FQDN, that is to say it has both the server name and the DNS suffix.

• Modify the /etc/hostname file and write the FQDN of the server.

# /etc/hostname of the waptserver
srvwapt.mydomain.lan

• Configure the /etc/hosts file, be sure to put both the FQDN and the short name of the server.

# /etc/hosts of the waptserver
127.0.0.1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost4 localhost4.localdomain4
::1 localhost localhost.localdomain localhost6 localhost6.localdomain6
10.0.0.10 srvwapt.mydomain.lan srvwapt

Hint:
• On the line defining the DNS server IP address, be sure to have the IP of the server (not 127.0.0.1), then the FQDN , then the

short name.

• Do not change the line with localhost.

11.1.3 Configuring the IP address of the WAPT Server

• Modify the /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 file and define a static IP address. The name of the file can
be different, like ifcfg-ens0 for example.

# /etc/sysconfig/network-scripts/ifcfg-eth0 of the WAPT server
TYPE="Ethernet"
BOOTPROTO="static"
NAME="eth0"
ONBOOT="yes"
IPADDR=10.0.0.10
NETMASK=255.255.255.0
GATEWAY=10.0.0.254
DNS1=10.0.0.1
DNS2=10.0.0.2

• Apply the network configuration by rebooting the machine with a reboot.

reboot

• If it has not already been done, create the DNS entries for the WAPT Server in the Organization Active Directory or on your
DNS server.
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• After reboot, configure the system language in English in order to have non-localized logs for easier searching of common
errors.

localectl set-locale LANG=en_US.utf8
localectl status

• Check that the machine clock is on time (with NTP installed), and that SELinux and the firewall are enabled.

yum list installed | grep ntp
service ntpd status
date
sestatus
systemctl status firewalld

Hint: If the NTP package is not installed.

yum install ntp -y
systemctl enable ntpd.service
systemctl start ntpd

• Update CentOS and set up the EPEL (Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux) repository.

yum update
yum install epel-release wget sudo -y

The server is now ready. You may now go on to the next step and install WAPT on your CentOS/ RedHat.

Attention: The upgrade procedure is different from installation. For upgrade, please refer to Upgrading the WAPT Server.

Installing the WAPT Server runs a few steps:

• Configuring the repositories.

• Installing additional Linux packages.

• Installing and provisioning the PostgreSQL database.

• Post-configuring the WAPT server.

11.2 Configuring RPM repository

The configuration of repositories for WAPT Enterprise and WAPT Discovery Edition differs. Make sure to choose the right one!
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11.2.1 Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be released later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

11.2.2 Enterprise

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery
Edition please refer to the previous block.

To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Adding Tranquil IT’s repository.

Hint: Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Server Repo
baseurl=https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/centos7/wapt-2.0/
username=user
password=password
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

11.3 Installing the WAPT Server packages

• Retrieving the key .gpg.

wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7"; rpm --
→˓import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg

• Install all necessary packages.

yum install epel-release -y
yum install postgresql96-server postgresql96-contrib tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup cabextract -y

• Initialize the PostgreSQL database and activate the services.
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sudo /usr/pgsql-9.6/bin/postgresql96-setup initdb
sudo systemctl enable postgresql-9.6 waptserver nginx
sudo systemctl start postgresql-9.6 nginx

11.4 Post-configuring

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >
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• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >
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The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

Your WAPT server is now ready. You may go to the documentation on installing the WAPT console!!
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CHAPTER

TWELVE

INSTALLING WAPT SERVER ON WINDOWS

Attention:
• The WAPT Server can not be installed on a computer with services already listening on port 443 (example WSUS with IIS).

• Port 443 is used by the WAPT Server and must be available.

• If port 443 is already occupied by another web service, you should take a look at the Microsoft official documentation for
changing the default ports on Windows.

• The WAPT server will not run on a x86 version of Windows.

• The installation of the WAPT server must be done using a Local Administrator account on the host and NOT a Domain
Administrator account.

Danger: Nginx is the ONLY supported web server with WAPT. Apache or IIS (with or without WSUS) are NOT supported
in WAPT.

In case of problems when installing WAPT, visit the Frequently Asked Questions.

Note:
• Installing WAPT on a Linux server is the recommended method, unless you are trialing WAPT and you are not familiar with

Linux.

• The WAPT Server may be installed on 64bit system only for fresh .

Hint: The server component of WAPT works just as well on a win10 client VM or a physical machine as it does on a Windows server
version.
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12.1 Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

12.2 Enterprise

Hint: To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Download and execute waptserversetup.exe.

Attention: The installation of the WAPT server must be done using a Local Administrator account on the host and NOT a
Domain Administrator account.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your nginx.
conf file with the command:
copy C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command:

copy C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf.old C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf

• Choose the installation language.

Fig. 1: Choose the language for WAPT

• Accept the GNU Public License and click on Next to go on to the next step.
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Fig. 2: Accept the WAPT license terms
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• Choose the installation directory (leave the default) and click on Next to go on to the next step.

Fig. 3: Choose the WAPT destination folder

• Choose additional task (leave the default if not sure).

• Choose the password for the WAPT server.

• Skip creating personal key, we will create your certificate later.

• Skip building the WAPT agent, we will do it later.

• Click on the Install to launch the installation, wait for the installation to complete.

• Click on Finish to close the window.

Attention: For security, do not run the WAPT console or your WAPT package development tool on the WAPT server.

Your server is now ready. You may now go to the documentation on Installing the WAPT management console.

The WAPT Server having been successfully installed, now we will install the WAPT console.
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Fig. 4: Choose additional task
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Fig. 5: Choose Password
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Fig. 6: Skip create the signature key
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Fig. 7: Skip build the WAPT agent
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Fig. 8: Progress of installation of the WAPT Server
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Fig. 9: Installation has finished
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Fig. 10: The WAPT Server on your Windows is ready.
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CHAPTER

THIRTEEN

THE WAPT MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

Attention: If you have already generated the WAPT agent and deployed the agent on your Administrator’s workstation, then
launch the WAPT console.

Note:
• Managing WAPT is done mainly via the WAPT console installed on the Administrator’s workstation.

• It is recommended that the Administrator’s computer be joined to the Organization ‘s Active Directory.

• The host name of the Administrator’s workstation must not be longer than 15 characters. This is a limit of sAMAccountName
attribute in Active Directory.

• The Administrator’s computer will become critical for WAPT administration and WAPT package testing.
• If DNS records are properly configured, you should be able to access the WAPT web interface by visiting https://srvwapt.

mydomain.lan.

• As of 2022-12-02, the WAPT console only installs on Windows.

Hint: It is highly recommended to use the console on a dedicated management machine.

13.1 If the WAPT Server is installed on a Windows host

Warning: The WAPT console MUST NOT be installed on your Windows based WAPT Server.

The WAPT console must be installed on the workstation from which you manage your network.

Before installing the WAPT console, download on Tranquil IT server:

• Discovery version: WAPT Discovery will be released later. For the time being the free Edition of WAPT please refer to wapt-1.8
documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

• Enterprise version:

– Download waptsetup.exe on the WAPT server.
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– Rename the file waptsetup-tis.exe.

– Copy to C:\wapt\waptserver\repository\wapt.

You may now go on downloading and launching the installation of the WAPT console on the Administrator’s computer

13.2 If the WAPT Server is installed on a Linux host

Go to next step, the WAPT Console is already on your server.

Fig. 1: The WAPT Server web interface

• If DNS records are properly configured, you should be able to access the WAPT web interface by visiting: https://srvwapt.
mydomain.lan.

• Click on WAPTSetup link on the right-hand side of the WAPT Server web page.
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13.3 Installing on the Administrator’s computer

Attention: If waptagent are not compiled and installed on your computer, need to install waptsetup.

Else, the WAPT console is already installed with the waptagent, you just need configure it.

• Start the executable installer as Local Administrator on the Administrator’s workstation.

• Choose the language and click on OK to install the WAPT console.

Fig. 2: Choosing the language for WAPT

• Click on OK to go on to the next step.

• Accept the licence terms and click on Next to go to next step.

• Choose your installation options (default values should be right for most installations).

Table 1: Available options of the WAPT installer
Settings Description Default

value
Install WAPT service Add WAPT service on your management computer. Checked
Launch notification icon upon session opening Launch waptagent on systray at startup. Not

checked
Disable hiberboot, and increase shutdown GPO timeout
(recommended)

Disable Windows fast startup for stability, increase time-
out for waptexit.

Checked

Install the certificates provided by this installer Install Tranquil IT certificate only on this computer. Not
checked

Use a random UUID to identify the computer instead of
BIOS

For more information, check the documentation on BIOS
UUID bugs

Not
checked

• Set up the WAPT Server URL.

Hint: Here, two choices become available to you.

• If this is the first installation and the WAPT agent has not already been built / installed.

– Check Static WAPT Informations and set:
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Fig. 3: Accepting the WAPT license terms
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Fig. 4: Choosing the installer’s options
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∗ WAPT repository URL: http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt.

∗ WAPT Server URL: https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan.

Fig. 5: Choosing the WAPT repository and server

– Choose the WAPT repository and server; click Next.

• If the WAPT console or the WAPT agent is already installed:

– Check Don’t change current setup, then click Next.

– Get a summary of the WAPT console installation.

• Click Install to launch the installation, wait for the installation to complete, then click on Finish (leave default options).

• Uncheck Show installation documentation.

13.4 Starting the WAPT console

• Launch the WAPT console:

– By looking for the binary.

C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptconsole.exe

– Or using the Start Menu.

• Log into the WAPT console with the SuperAdmin login and password.
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Fig. 6: The WAPT repository and server are already set
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If you have any issue logging into the WAPT console, please refer to the FAQ: Error message when opening the WAPT console.

It is recommended to launch the WAPT console with a Local Administrator account to enable local debugging of WAPT packages.

For Enterprise version, it is possible to authenticate with Active Directory.

Attention: On Enterprise version, copy your licence.lic that you have received in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
licences for enabling Enterprise features.
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Fig. 7: Installation Wizard in progress
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Fig. 8: Installation Wizard has finished

Fig. 9: The WAPT Console Start Menu
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Fig. 10: The WAPT Console authentication window

13.4.1 First start after server installation

Hint: On first start, you must start the WAPT console with elevated privileges. Right-click on the WAPT console binary → Start as
Local Administrator.

Activation de la licence

Attention: If the following message appears, you have not copied your licence.lic in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
licences.

Fig. 11: WAPT licence not found
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Affectation du certificat

Note: A message may appear indicating that no personal certificate has been defined.

See the next step to create your certificate.

Fig. 12: WAPT personal certificate not present

Définition du préfixe de paquet

Erreurs de lancement

Note: A message may appear indicating that your WAPT agent version is obsolete or not yet present.

Fig. 13: WAPT agent not present
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CHAPTER

FOURTEEN

GENERATING THE ADMINISTRATOR’S CERTIFICATE FOR SIGNING WAPT
PACKAGES

Hint:
• The name of the private key is wapt-private.pem.

• The name of the public certificate signed with the private key is wapt-private.crt.

14.1 Private key wapt-private.pem

Attention: The wapt-private.pem file is fundamental for security. It must be stored in a safe place and correctly protected.

The wapt-private.pem file is the private key, it is located by default in the C:\private folder of the Administrator workstation
and is password protected.

This private key will be used along with the certificate to sign packages before uploading them onto the WAPT repository.

Danger: The wapt-private.pem file MUST NOT be stored on the WAPT server.

14.2 Public certificate : wapt-private.crt

The wapt-private.crt file is the public certificate that is used along with the private key. It is by default created in the C:\private
folder of the Administrator, copied and deployed in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl on the Windows desktops or in /opt/
wapt/ssl on the Linux and MacOS devices managed by the Administrator via a WAPT package, a GPO or an Ansible role.

This certificate is used to validate the signature of packages before installation.

Attention:
• If the public certificate used on WAPT the console is not derived from the private key used for generating the WAPT agents,

no interaction will be possible.
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• The child certificates of private keys are functional for interactions.

14.3 Building a certificate

In the WAPT console go to Tools → Build certificate.

Fig. 1: Building a self-signed certificate

Important: We have two different options:

• Creating a certificate for the Discovery version.

• Creating a certificate for the Enterprise version.
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14.3.1 Discovery

• Fill in the following fields.

Fig. 2: Creating a self-signed certificate for the Discovery version
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Table 1: Certificate informations
Value Description Required
Target key directory Folder where the private key and the public certificate will be stored.
Key filename name of the .pem and Name of the private key.
Private key password Password for locking and unlocking the key.
Confirm password Password confirmation for locking and unlocking the key.
Certificate name Name of the .crt certificate.
Common Name (CN) Display name of the certificate.
City Name of the certificate holder’s city to register in the certificate.
Country (2 chars. E.g :
FR)

Name of the certificate holder’s country (FR, EN, ES, DE . . . ) to register in the
certificate.

Service Name of certificate holder’s service or organizational department to register in the
certificate.

Organization Name of the certificate holder’s Organization to register in the certificate.
E-mail address Email address of the certificate holder to register in the certificate.
Export PKCS12` Create *.p12 certificate in Target key directory. (recom-

mended)

Additional details are stored in the private key. This information will help with identifying the origin of the certificate and the origin
of the WAPT package.

Hint: The password complexity must comply with your Organization’s security requirements (visit the ANSSI website for recom-
mendations on passwords).

Danger:
• The path to your private key must not be in the installation path of WAPT (C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt).

• If your key is stored in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt, your Administrator private key will be deployed on your clients,
absolutely a no go!.

• The wapt-private.pem file should not be stored on the WAPT server.

• Click on OK to go on to the next step.

If everything has gone well the following message will appear:

Fig. 3: Certificate generated successfully

• Click on OK.
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Fig. 4: Confirmation of the copy of the certificate in the ssl folder

• Click on Yes to copy the newly generated certificate in the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl on Windows or /
opt/wapt/ssl on Linux or MacOS. This certificate will be picked up during the compilation of the WAPT agent and deployed
on the client computers.

You may go on to the next step and Building the WAPT agent installer.

14.3.2 Enterprise

With WAPT Enterprise, you can create a Master key with a Certificate Authority flag that can both sign packages and sign new
certificates.

Hint: In order to create new signed certificates for delegated users, please refer to creating a new certificate.

Table 2: Certificate informations
Value Description Required
Target key directory Folder where the private key and the public certificate will be stored.
Key filename name of the .pem and Name of the private key.
Private key password Password for locking and unlocking the key.
Confirm password Password confirmation for locking and unlocking the key.
Tag as code signing Check this box if the certificate/ key pair will be allowed to sign software packages.
Tag as CA certificate Check this box if this certificate can be used to sign other certificates (main or interme-

diate Certificate Authority).
Certificate name Name of the .crt certificate.
Common Name (CN) Display name of the certificate.
City Name of the certificate holder’s city to register in the certificate.
Country (2 chars. E.g
: FR)

Name of the certificate holder’s country (FR, EN, ES, DE . . . ) to register in the certifi-
cate.

Service Name of certificate holder’s service or organizational department to register in the cer-
tificate.

Organization Name of the certificate holder’s Organization to register in the certificate.
E-mail address Email address of the certificate holder to register in the certificate
Authority Signing Key Key (*.pem) of CA
Authority Signing
Certificate

Certicate (*.crt) of CA

Export PKCS12 Create *.p12 certicate in Targets keys directory (recom-
mended)
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Fig. 5: Creating a self-signed certificate for Enterprise version
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Additional details are stored in the private key. This information will help with identifying the origin of the certificate and the origin
of the WAPT package.

Hint: The password complexity must comply with your Organization’s security requirements (visit the ANSSI website for recom-
mendations on passwords).

Note: If your Organization is already equipped with an Certificate Authority (CA), you will have to fill the certificate and the key in
the fields Authority Signing Key and Authority Signing Certificate.

With this procedure you can generate new certificates/ key pairs with or without Code Signing capability.

For creating a Certificate Authority, go to the section on generating the Certificate Authority (CA).

Danger:
• The path to your private key must not be in the installation path of WAPT (C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt).

• If your key is stored in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt , your Administrator private key will be deployed on your clients,
absolutely a no go!.

• The wapt-private.pem file should not be stored on the WAPT server.

If everything has gone well the following message will appear:

Fig. 6: Certificate generated successfully

• Click on OK to go on to the next step.

Fig. 7: Confirmation of the copy of the certificate in the ssl folder

• Click on Yes to copy the newly generated certificate in the C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl folder. This certificate will
be picked up during the compilation of the WAPT agent and deployed on the clients computers.
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You may go on to the next step and build the WAPT agent installer.
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FIFTEEN

BUILDING THE WAPT AGENT INSTALLER

The waptagent binary is an InnoSetup installer.

Once the WAPT console has been installed on the Administrator computer, we have all files required to build the WAPT agent installer:

• Files that will be used during building of the WAPT agent are located in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt.

• Installer source files (.iss files) are located in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptsetup.

Hint: Before building the WAPT agent, please verify the public certificate(s) in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl.

If you wish to deploy other public certificates on your Organization’s computers that are equipped with WAPT, you will have to copy
them in that folder.

Danger: DO NOT COPY the private key of any Administrator in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt.

This folder is used when building the WAPT agent and the private keys would then be deployed on all the computers.

• In the WAPT console, go to Tools → Build WAPT agent

Hint: Before building the WAPT agent, you need to choose how it will identify itself with the WAPT Server.

15.1 Choosing the mode to uniquely identify the WAPT agents

In WAPT you can choose the unique identification mode of the WAPT agents.

When a WAPT agent registers the server must know if it is a new machine or if it is a machine that has already been registered.

For this, the WAPT Server looks at the UUID (Universal Unique IDentifier) in the inventory.

WAPT offers 3 modes to help you distinguish between hosts, it is up to you to choose the mode that best suits you.

Attention: After choosing a mode of operation it is difficult to change it, think carefully!
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Fig. 1: Generating the WAPT agent from the console
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15.1.1 Identifying the WAPT agents by their BIOS UUID (serial number)

This mode of operation makes it possible to identify the machines in the console in a physical manner.

If you replace a computer and give the new computer the same name as the previous one, you will have two computers that will appear
in the WAPT console since you will have physically two different computers.

Note: Some vendors do inadequate work and assign the same BIOS UUIDs to entire batches of computers. In this case, WAPT will
only see one computer!!!

15.1.2 Identifying the WAPT agent by host name

This mode of operation is similar to that in Active Directory. The machines are identified by their hostname.

Note: This mode does not work if several machines in your fleet share the same name. We all know it should not happen!!

15.1.3 Identifying the WAPT agents with a randomly generated UUID

This mode of operation allows PCs to be identified by their WAPT installation. Each installation of WAPT generates a unique random
number. If you uninstall WAPT and then reinstall it, you will see a new device appear in your console.

15.2 Discovery

Table 1: WAPT Agent informations
Value Description Re-

quired
Authorized packages certificates bundle Folder of trusted certificate.
Include non CA too Include local WAPT certificate.
Main WAPT repository address Address of the repository on the WAPT Server.
WAPT Server address Address of the repository on the WAPT Server.
Path to the https servers CA certificates bundle Path to the certificates used for HTTPS verification.
Organization Name of the Organization to identify the origin of WAPT packages.
Use computer FQDN for UUID If FQDN are used for identifying WAPT agents.
Use random host UUID (for buggy BIOS) If random UUIDs are used for identifying WAPT agents.

Danger:
• The checkbox Use kerberos for the initial registration must be checked ONLY IF you have followed the documentation

on Configuring the kerberos authentication.

• The checkbox Verify the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate must be checked ONLY IF you have followed the documen-
tation on Activating the verification of the SSL / TLS certificate.

• Provide the password for unlocking the private key.
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Fig. 2: Generating the WAPT agent from the console

Fig. 3: Entering the password for unlocking the private key

Fig. 4: Progression of WAPT agent installer building
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Once the WAPT agent installer has finished building, a confirmation dialog pops up indicating that the waptagent binary has been
successfully uploaded to https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

Fig. 5: Confirmation of the WAPT agent loading onto WAPT repository

Note: A warning shows up indicating that the GPO hash value should be changed. GPOs may be used to deploy the WAPT agent on
your Organization’s computers.

Danger: After building the agent, install the new WAPT agent on the WAPT management console.

15.3 Enterprise

• Fill in the informations that are necessary for the installer.
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Fig. 6: Filling in the informations on your Organization
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Table 2: WAPT Agent informations
Value Description Re-

quired
Authorized packages certificates bundle Folder of trusted certificate.
Include non CA too Include local WAPT certificate.
Main WAPT repository address Address of the repository on the WAPT Server.
WAPT Server address Address of the repository on the WAPT Server.
Verify https server certificate If HTTPS certificate client authentication is activated on the

WAPT server.
Use repository access rules For using rules of for replicating remote repositories.
Path to the https servers CA certificates bundle Path to the certificates used for HTTPS verification.
Use Kerberos for initial registration If Kerberos authentification of the WAPT agents is used with the

WAPT Server.
Organization Name of the Organization to identify the origin of WAPT pack-

ages.
Use computer FQDN for UUID If FQDN are used for identifying WAPT agents.
Use random host UUID (for buggy BIOS) If random UUIDs are used for identifying WAPT agents.
Always install these packages Installs automatically a group packages upon WAPT agent instal-

lation.
Enable automatic install of packages based on AD
Groups

Enables the installation of profile packages. This feature can
degrade the performance of WAPT.

Allow remote reboot Allows remote reboots from the WAPT console.
Allow remote shutdown Allows remote shutdown from the WAPT console.
Manage Windows updates with WAPT | Disable
WAPT WUA | Don’t set anything

Enables or disables WAPT WUA.

Allow all updates by default unless explicitely forbid-
den by rules

Allows all Windows updates if not forbidden by WUA rule pack-
ages.

Scan / download scheduling Sets the Windows Update scan periodicity.
Minimum delay before installation (days after pub-
lish date)

Sets a deferred installation delay before publication.

Install pending Windows updates at shutdown Installs update when the machine shuts down.

Hint: For more information to Windows update section, refer to this article on configuring WAPTWUA on the WAPT agent

Danger:
• The checkbox Use kerberos for the initial registration must be checked ONLY IF you have followed the documentation

on Configuring the kerberos authentication.

• The checkbox Verify the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate must be checked ONLY IF you have followed the documen-
tation on Activating the verification of the SSL / TLS certificate.

• Provide the password for unlocking the private key.

Once the WAPT agent installer has finished building, a confirmation dialog pops up indicating that the waptagent binary has been
successfully uploaded to https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/.

Note: A warning shows up indicating that the GPO hash value should be changed. GPOs may be used to deploy the WAPT agent on
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Fig. 7: Providing the password for unlocking the private key

Fig. 8: Progression of WAPT agent installer building

Fig. 9: Confirmation of the WAPT agent loading onto WAPT repository
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your Organization’s computer.

Attention: After building the agent on your management PC, quit the WAPT console and install the new WAPT agent that has
been generated on your WAPT management computer.
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SIXTEEN

CONFIGURING THE WAPT AGENT WITH ADVANCED OPTIONS

The configuration file wapt-get.ini defines the behavior of the WAPT agent.

Table 1: Location of wapt-get.ini by system
System Location
Windows C:\Program Files(x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini
Linux /opt/wapt/
Mac OS /opt/wapt/

The [global] section is required.

[global]

After standard installation, the default configuration is:

[global]
waptupdate_task_period=120
wapt_server=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/
use_hostpackages=1

All parameters are not available on agent generation. It is possible to make changes in wapt-get.ini manually or by deploying a
WAPT package with the new configuration settings.

An example package is available from the Tranquil IT repository:

https://store.wapt.fr/store/tis-wapt-conf-policy

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():

print('Modify max_gpo_script_wait')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'global','max_gpo_script_wait',180)

print('Modify Preshutdowntimeout')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'global','pre_shutdown_timeout',180)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

print('Disable Hyberboot')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'global','hiberboot_enabled',0)

print('Disable Notify User')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'global','notify_user',0)

print('Reload WAPT configuration')
WAPT.reload_config_if_updated()

The function inifile_writestring definition is:

inifile_writestring(inifilename,section,key,value)

16.1 Description of available sections

Table 2: Description of available sections for the WAPT agent
Section Description
[global] Global WAPT agent options.
[wapt] Main repository options.
[wapt-template] External remote repository options.
[wapt-host] Repository for host packages options.
[waptwua] WUA agent options.
[repo-sync] For synching multiple repositories.

All sections are detailed below.

16.2 Description of available options by section

16.2.1 [global]
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General settings

Table 3: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section

Options / Default
value

Description Example

allow_remote_reboot
= False

Allows rebooting hosts remotely from the WAPT console (default False). allow_remote_reboot
= True

allow_remote_shutdown
= False

Allows shutting down the host remotely from the WAPT console (default False). allow_remote_reboot
= True

check_certificates_validity
= False

Forces the package certificate’s date and CRL to be verified. check_certificates_validity
= True

dbpath = WAPT
root dir)\
wapt\db\
waptdb.sqlite

Path to the local database file. dbpath = C:\Program
Files(x86\db\
waptdb.sqlite

download_after_update_with_waptupdate_task_period
= True

Defines whether a download of pending packages should be started after an
update with waptupdate_task_period.

download_after_update_with_waptupdate_task_period
= False

host_organizational_unit_dn
= None

Allows to force an Organizational Unit on the WAPT agent (convenient for as-
signing a fake OU for out-of-domain PC).
Make sure it respects a consistent case (do not mix “dc”s and “DC”s, for exam-
ple), which you can find in the console (in the DN/computer_ad_dn fields for
each host)

host_organizational_unit_dn
=
OU=TOTO,OU=TEST,DC=MYDOMAIN,DC=LAN

host_profiles
= not defined

Allows to define a WAPT package list that the WAPT agent must install. host_profiles = tis-
firefox,tis-java

language = de-
fault locale on
client

Forces the default language for the GUI (not for package filtering) language = en

locales = default
locale on client

Allows to set the list of WAPT agent languages to pre-filter the list of pack-
ages visible by the WAPT agent (for package filtering). The parameter accepts
multiple entries ordered by preference (eg. locales=fr,en).

locales = en

log_to_windows_events
= False

Sends the WAPT logs in the Window event log. log_to_windows_events
= True

loglevel = warn-
ing

Log level of the WAPT agent. Possible values are: debug, info, warning,
critical.

loglevel = critical

maturities =
PROD

List of package maturities than can be viewed and installed by WAPT Agent.
Default value is PROD.
Only DEV, PREPROD and PROD values are used by Tranquil IT, however any value
can be used to suit your internal processes.

maturities =
PROD,PREPROD

repo_url =
your WAPT repo
address

Address of the main WAPT repository. repo_url =
https://srvwapt.
mydomain.lan/wapt

repositories =
None

List of enabled repositories, separated by a comma. Each value defines a section
of the wapt-get.ini file. More info here.

repositories = repo1,
repo2

send_usage_report
= True

Allows the WAPT console to send anonymous statistics to Tranquil IT. Set to 0
to disable telemetry.

send_usage_report =
True

service_auth_type
= system

Sets how the self service authentication works. Possible values are: system,
waptserver-ldap or waptagent-ldap

service_auth_type =
waptserver-ldap

uninstall_allowed
= True

Defines whether or not it is possible for the user to uninstall applications via the
self-service.

uninstall_allowed =
False

use_ad_groups
= False

For using group packages (default False). use_ad_groups = True

use_fqdn_as_uuid
= False

Allows to use the FQDN rather than the BIOS UUID as the unique machine
identifier in WAPT (default False).

use_fqdn_as_uuid =
True

use_hostpackages
= False

Defines whether host packages are to be used (default False). use_hostpackages =
True

use_repo_rules
= False

Defines whether repositories are replicated (default False). use_repo_rules =
True

waptaudit_task_period
= None

Defines the frequency at which audits are triggered. waptaudit_task_period
= 120

wapt_server =
None

Defines the WAPT Server URL. If the attribute is not present, no WAPT Server
will be contacted.

wapt_server = https://
srvwapt.mydomain.lan

waptservice_port
= 8088

WAPT agent loopback port. The port is not accessible from the network. waptservice_port =
8080

waptupdate_task_period
= 120m

Defines the update frequency (120 minutes by default). waptupdate_task_period
= 24h

waptupgrade_task_period
= None

Defines the upgrade frequency waptupgrade_task_period
= 360
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Note:
• If there is no repo_url attribute in the [global] section, then a repository in the [wapt] section will have to be explicitly

defined. It will have to be enabled by adding it to the repositories attribute.

• If there is no wapt_server attribute in the [global] section, then no WAPT Server will be used.

Server settings

These options will set the WAPT agent behavior when connecting to the WAPT Server.

Table 4: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for server configuration

Options
/ Default
value

Description Example

public_certs_dir
= None

Folder of certificates authorized to verify
the signature of WAPT packages.

public_certs_dir = C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl (on
Windows) public_certs_dir = /opt/wapt/ssl/ (on Linux and
MacOS)

use_kerberos
= False

Use kerberos authentication for initial
registration on the WAPT Server (default
False).

use_kerberos = True

verify_cert
= False

See the documentation on activating the
verification of HTTPS certificates

verify_cert = True

wapt_server
= None

WAPT Server URL. If the attribute is not
present, no WAPT Server will be con-
tacted.

wapt_server = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan

wapt_server_timeout
= 30

WAPT Server HTTPS connection time-
out in seconds

wapt_server_timeout = 10

waptexit settings

Table 5: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for waptexit

Options / Default
value

Description Example

allow_cancel_upgrade
= True (default True)

Prevents users from canceling package upgrades on computer shutdown. If
disabled, users will not be able to cancel an upgrade on computer shutdown.

allow_cancel_upgrade
= True

hiberboot_enabled
= True (default None)

Disables Hiberboot on Windows 10 to make waptexit work correctly. hiberboot_enabled
= True

max_gpo_script_wait
= None (default None)

Timeout for GPO execution at computer shutdown. max_gpo_script_wait
= 180 (default None)

pre_shutdown_timeout
= None

Timeout for scripts at computer shutdown. pre_shutdown_timeout
= 180
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WAPT Self-Service and Waptservice Authentification settings

Table 6: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for the WAPT Self-Service and Waptservice Authentifi-
cation

Options / Default
value

Description Example

ldap_auth_base_dn
= None

Useful with waptagent-ldap, defines the base dn for the LDAP request. ldap_auth_base_dn =
dc=domain,dc=lan

ldap_auth_ssl_enabled
= False

Useful with waptagent-ldap, defines whether the LDAP request must be
encrypted.

ldap_auth_ssl_enabled
= True

ldap_auth_server =
None

Useful with waptagent-ldap, defines the LDAP server to contact. ldap_auth_server= sr-
vads.domain.lan

service_auth_type
= system

Defines the authentication system of the WAPT service, available value are
system, waptserver-ldap, waptagent-ldap.

service_auth_type =
waptagent-ldap

verify_cert_ldap =
False

Useful with waptagent-ldap, define whether the certificate should be veri-
fied.

verify_cert_ldap =
True

waptservice_admin_filter
= False

Apply selfservice package view filtering for Local Administrators. waptservice_admin_filter
= True

waptservice_password
= None

sha256 hashed password when waptservice_user is used (the value
NOPASSWORD disables the requirement for a password).

waptservice_password
= 5e884898da

waptservice_user =
None

Forces a user to authenticate on the WAPT service. waptservice_user =
admin

wapttray settings

Table 7: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for the wapttray

Options / Default value Description Example
notify_user = False Prevents wapttray from sending notifications (popup). notify_user = True

Proxy settings

Table 8: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for the proxy

Options / Default value Description Example
http_proxy = ‘’ HTTP proxy address http_proxy = http://user:pwd@host_fqdn:

port
use_http_proxy_for_repo = False Use the proxy to access the reposito-

ries.
use_http_proxy_for_repo = True

use_http_proxy_for_server =
False

Use a proxy to access the WAPT
Server.

use_http_proxy_for_server = True
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Creating packages settings

Table 9: Description of available options for the WAPT agent in the
[global] section for creating WAPT packages

Options / Default value Description Example
default_package_prefix = tis Default prefix for new or imported

packages.
default_package_prefix =
doc

default_sources_root = C:\waptdev (Windows) or
~/waptdev (Linux)

Directory for storing packages in
development.

default_sources_root =
C:\waptdev

default_sources_suffix = wapt Default prefix for new or imported
packages.

default_sources_suffix =
doc

personal_certificate_path = ‘’ Path to the Administrator’s private
key.

personal_certificate_path
= None

16.2.2 [wapt-wua]

Refer to configuring WAPTWUA on the WAPT agent.

16.2.3 Several repository settings

Comprehensive list of repositories usable on wapt-get.ini, another [section] can be added.

Note: Active repositories are listed in the repositories attribute of the [global] section.

Attention: This parameter can be configured both in the WAPT agent configuration and in the WAPT console configuration file
C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini.

For information on configuring the WAPT console, please refer to this documentation.

[wapt]

Hint: If this section does not exist, parameters are read from the [global] section.

[wapt-templates]

External remote repositories that will be used in the WAPT console for importing new or updated packages. The Tranquil IT repository
is set by default.
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[wapt-host]

Repository for host packages. If this section does not exist, default locations will be used on the main repository.

More information on that usage can be found in this article on working with multiple public or private repositories.
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CHAPTER

SEVENTEEN

CONFIGURING THE WAPT CONSOLE

Hint: the WAPT console configuration is stored in 2 locations:

• C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini.

• C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini.

These files are automatically generated when the waptconsole is first launched and it is generated from the wapt-get.ini file
configured on the Administrator’s workstation;

17.1 Description of available sections

Table 1: Description of available sections for the WAPT agent
Section Description
[global] global console options
[sections] external repository options. [wapt-template] has Tranquil IT default repositories
[waptwua] WUA options

All sections are detailed below.

Others sections present on C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini are not editable manu-
ally, therefore they are not detailed.

Attention: For parameters both present in wapt-get.ini and waptconsole.ini, values are set in wapt-get.ini and copied
to waptconsole.ini. Do not edit manually these parameters.
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17.2 Description of available options by section

17.2.1 [global]

Several options are available in the [global] section of the waptconsole.ini file.

Table 2: Description of available options in AppData\Local

Options / Default value Description Example
advanced_mode = False Launches the console in debug mode. advanced_mode = True
allow_remote_reboot = False Allows rebooting hosts remotely from the WAPT console (default False). allow_remote_reboot = True
allow_remote_shutdown = False Allows shutting down the host remotely from the WAPT console (default False). allow_remote_shutdown = True

client_certificate = None If remote repository is using Client Side SSL Authentification client_certificate = C:\private\org-coder.crt
client_private_key = None If remote repository is using Client Side SSL Authentification client_private_key = C:\private\org-coder.pem
check_certificates_validity = False Forces the package certificate’s date and CRL to be verified. check_certificates_validity = True
default_maturity = ‘’ Default upload maturity for WAPT packages. default_maturity = PROD
default_package_prefix = tis Prefix used for naming WAPT packages. default_package_prefix = doc
default_sources_root = C:\waptdev (Windows) or ~/waptdev (Linux) WAPT base package development folder. default_sources_root = C:\waptdev
grid_hosts_plugins = W10= External plugins for the WAPT console. Default is W10= because [] in base64. grid_hosts_plugins = W3siZXhlY3V0YWJsZSI6ImV4cGxd
host_profiles = None Allows to define a WAPT package list that the WAPT agent must install. host_profiles = tis-firefox,tis-java
hiberboot_enabled = False Disables Hiberboot on Windows 10 to make waptexit hiberboot_enabled = True
http_proxy = None Address of the proxy server in the WAPT console. http_proxy = https://proxy.domain.lan
last_usage_report = ‘’ Date when the WAPT console was last used. last_usage_report = 12/05/2021 18:45:51
lastwaptserveruser = ‘’ Last user logged on this WAPT console. lastwaptserveruser = admin
max_gpo_script_wait = 180 Timeout for GPO execution at computer shutdown. max_gpo_script_wait = 360
personal_certificate_path = ‘’ Path to the certificate associated with the Administrator’s private key. personal_certificate_path = C:\private\mykey.crt
pre_shutdown_timeout = 180 Timeout for scripts at computer shutdown. pre_shutdown_timeout = 360
repo_url = your WAPT repo address Address of the main WAPT repository. repo_url = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
send_usage_report = True Allows the WAPT console to send anonymous statistics to Tranquil IT. Set to False to disable telemetry. send_usage_report = True
sign_digests = sha256 List of allowed signature algorithms for the WAPT packages. sign_digests = sha1
use_ad_groups = False For using unit packages. use_ad_groups = True

use_fqdn_as_uuid = False Allows to use the FQDN rather than the BIOS UUID as the unique machine identifier in WAPT. use_fqdn_as_uuid = True
use_kerberos = False Use kerberos authentication for initial registration on the WAPT Server. use_kerberos = True
use_hostpackages = False Use host packages. use_hostpackages = True
use_http_proxy_for_repo = False Use a proxy to connect to the main WAPT repository from the console. use_http_proxy_for_repo = True
use_http_proxy_for_server = False Use a proxy to connect to the WAPT Server from the console. use_http_proxy_for_server = True
use_repo_rules = False For replicating repository. use_repo_rules = True

verify_cert = False For verifying SSL / TLS certificate. verify_cert = True
wapt_server = ‘’ Address of the WAPT Server. wapt_server = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
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Table 3: Description of available options on AppData\Roaming

Options / Default
value

Description Example

advanced_mode =
False

Launches the console in debug mode. advanced_mode = True

enable_external_tools
= False

Displays the actions that call external applications
(RDP, Windows tools etc. . . ).

enable_external_tools = True

enable_management_features
= False

Displays the button to create self-signed certificates or
to create the WAPT agent’s installer.

enable_management_features = True

hide_unavailable_actions
= False

Hides actions that are not available for the WAPT
agent

hide_unavailable_actions = True

HostsLimit =
2000

Limit of hosts displayed in the WAPT console. HostsLimit = 300

language = de-
fault locale on
client

Force default langage for GUI (not for package filter-
ing)

language = en

lastappinifilename
= ‘’

Ini file was actually used by console. lastappinifilename = C:\Users\
%username%\AppData\Roaming\
waptconsole\waptconsole.ini

show_host_audit_data_tab
= False

Display Audit data tab on host inventory. show_host_audit_data_tab = True

use_ad_groups =
False

For using unit packages (default False). use_ad_groups = True

use_fqdn_as_uuid
= False

Allows you to use the fqdn name rather than the uuid
BIOS as the unique machine identifier in wapt (default
False).

use_fqdn_as_uuid = True

waptconsole.
version = ‘’

Version of console waptconsole.version = 2.0.0.9424

waptwua_enabled
= False

For displaying Windows Update tab on console waptwua_enabled = True

17.2.2 [sections]

You may add several external repositories by adding [sections] in C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Local\waptconsole\
waptconsole.ini.

Attention: This parameter can be configured both in the WAPT agent configuration and in the WAPT console configuration
C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini.

For information on configuring the WAPT agent, please refer to this point.

See available parameters and configurations by visiting this documentation on setting up multiple repositories.
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CHAPTER

EIGHTEEN

CONFIGURING THE WAPT SERVER

The WAPT Server configuration file on GNU/ Linux and macOS systems is found in /opt/wapt/conf/waptserver.ini or in
/opt/wapt/waptserver/waptserver.ini.

The WAPT Server configuration file on Windows is found in C:\wapt\conf\waptserver.ini.

Attention: Modification of these files is reserved for advanced users!!

18.1 Section [option] of waptserver.ini

Several options can be defined in the [option] section.

[options]

Table 1: Available parameters for the [option] section of waptserver.
ini

Options / Default value Description Example
allow_unauthenticated_connect = None Defines whether websocket connections should be authenticated. If use_kerberos = True, then allow_unauthenticated_connect MUST BE set to False or it will take precedence. allow_unauthenticated_connect = True
allow_unauthenticated_registration = False Allows the initial registration of the WAPT agent using a login and password. allow_unauthenticated_registration = True
allow_unsigned_status_data = False Debug only - Allows unsigned status data from agent. allow_unsigned_status_data = True
application_root = ‘’ Defines a custom WAPT server application root path. application_root = wapt
auto_create_ldap_users = True Related to user ACLs auto_create_ldap_users = False
client_certificate_lifetime = 3650 Defines the host certificate lifetime (in days). client_certificate_lifetime = 500
clients_read_timeout = 5 Defines the websocket client timeout. clients_read_timeout = 10
clients_signing_certificate = None Defines the host certificate signing cert path. clients_signing_certificate = C:\private\org-coder.crt
clients_signing_crl_days = 30 Defines the host certificate signing CRL (Certificate Revocation List) periodicity (in days). clients_signing_crl_days = 15
clients_signing_crl = None Defines the host certificate signing CRL path. clients_signing_crl = C:\private\org-coder.crt
clients_signing_crl_url = None Defines the host certificate signing CRL URL. clients_signing_crl_url = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/crl
clients_signing_key = None Defines the host certificate signing key path. clients_signing_key = C:\private\org-coder.crt
client_tasks_timeout = 5 Defines the maximum allowed delay before WAPT agent requests timeout. client_tasks_timeout = True
db_connect_timeout = 3 Defines the maximum allowed delay before PostgreSQL queries timeout. db_connect_timeout = 10
db_host = None Defines the url of the PostgreSQL server (by default WAPT use a local Unix Socket). db_host = https://sql.mydomain.lan
db_max_connections = 90 Defines the maximum simultaneous connections to the PostgreSQL database. db_max_connections = 100
db_name = wapt Defines the PostgreSQL database that the WAPT Server will connect to. db_name = doc
db_password = None Defines the password for authenticating the user on the PostgreSQL database (by default WAPT use a local UNIX socket). db_password = WAPT-DB

continues on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Options / Default value Description Example

db_port = 5432 Defines the port of the PostgreSQL server. db_port = 1365
db_stale_timeout = 300 Defines the database stale timeout. db_stale_timeout = 500
db_user = wapt Defines the PostgreSQL user connecting to the database. db_user = doc
enable_store = False Enables WAPT Store Webui. enable_store = False

encrypt_host_packages = False Encrypts host package with client certificate. encrypt_host_packages = True
htpasswd_path = None Adds basic authentication to WAPT Server. htpasswd_path = True
http_proxy = None Defines the proxy server to allow the WAPT server to recover its CRL. http_proxy = http://srvproxy.mydomain.lan:3128
known_certificates_folder = default WAPT /ssl/ folder Adds additional known CA to verify certificates. known_certificates_folder = /opt/wapt/ssl/
ldap_auth_base_dn = None Defines the LDAP authentication base DN. ldap_auth_base_dn = dc=mydomain,dc=lan
ldap_auth_server = None Defines the LDAP authentication server. ldap_auth_server = srvads.mydomain.lan
ldap_auth_ssl_enabled = True Sets SSL authentication on LDAP connections. ldap_auth_ssl_enabled = False
loglevel = warning Defines the log level. Possible values are: debug, info, warning, critical. loglevel = debug
max_clients = 4096 Sets the maximum simultaneous WAPT clients connection. max_clients = 2048
min_password_length = 10 Sets the minimum admin password length. min_password_length = 15
nginx_http = 80 Defines the Nginx web server HTTP port (Windows only). nginx_http = 8080
nginx_https = 443 Defines the Nginx web server HTTPS port (Windows only). nginx_https = 44380
remote_repo_support = False Enables remote repositories functionality from the WAPT Server. remote_repo_support = True
remote_repo_websockets = True Enables websocket communication with agents configured as remote repositories. remote_repo_websockets = False
secret_key = None Defines the random string for initializing the Python Flask application server. It is generated when first installing the WAPT Server and is unique for every WAPT Server. secret_key = FKjfzjfkF687fjrkeznfkj7678jknk78687
server_uuid = None Defines the WAPT Server UUID (this anonymous id is used for WAPT statistics). server_uuid = 76efezfa6-b309-1fez5-92cd-8ea48fc122dc
signature_clockskew = 300 Defines the maximum allowed time difference for the websockets (in seconds). signature_clockskew = 72000
token_lifetime = 12*60*60 Defines the authentication token lifetime (in seconds). token_lifetime = 43200
trusted_signers_certificates_folder = None Defines the path to the trusted signers certificate directory. trusted_signers_certificates_folder = C:\private\org-coder.crt
trusted_users_certificates_folder = None Defines the path to trusted users CA certificate directory. trusted_users_certificates_folder = C:\private\org-coder.crt
use_kerberos = False Enables a WAPT agent to register using its kerberos account. If use_kerberos = True, then allow_unauthenticated_connect MUST BE set to False or it will take precedence. use_kerberos = True
use_ssl_client_auth = False Enables client certification authentication. use_ssl_client_auth = True
wapt_admin_group_dn = [] LDAP DN of Active Directory User Group allowed to connect to the WAPT console. wapt_admin_group_dn = CN=waptadmins,OU=groups,DC=ad,DC=mydomain,DC=lan
wapt_folder = /var/www/wapt or /var/www/html/wapt or WAPT root_dir/waptserver/repository/wapt Defines the directory path of the WAPT repository. wapt_folder = /var/www/wapt
wapt_huey_db = None Defines the path to database that handles tasks. wapt_huey_db = C:\Program Files(x86)\wapt\db\waptservertasks.sqlite
wapt_password = None Defines the SuperAdmin password for connecting to the WAPT console. wapt_password = 46642dd2b1dfezfezgfezgadf0ezgeezgezf53d
waptserver_port = 8080 Defines the WAPT Server python service port, default is 8080. waptserver_port = 1313
wapt_user = admin Defines the SuperAdmin username in the WAPT console. wapt_user = wapt_admin
waptwua_folder = wapt_folder + ‘wua’ Defines the location of WAPT WUA folder. waptwua_folder = /var/www/waptwua
wol_port = 9 Defines the list of WakeOnLAN UDP ports to send magic packets to. wol_port = 9,123,4000
wapt_bind_interface = 127.0.0.1 Defines how to listen to the waptserver service. wapt_bind_interface = 192.168.0.50

18.2 Configuring Nginx

The default Nginx configuration is as follows:

server {
listen 80;
listen 443 ssl;
server_name _;
ssl_certificate "/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/cert.pem";
ssl_certificate_key "/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/key.pem";

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

ssl_protocols TLSv1.2;
ssl_dhparam /etc/ssl/certs/dhparam.pem;
ssl_prefer_server_ciphers on;
ssl_ciphers 'EECDH+AESGCM:EDH+AESGCM:AES256+EECDH:AES256+EDH';
ssl_stapling on;
ssl_stapling_verify on;
ssl_session_cache none;
ssl_session_tickets off;
index index.html;

location ~ ^/wapt.* {
proxy_set_header Cache-Control "store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0";
proxy_set_header Pragma "no-cache";
proxy_set_header Expires "Sun, 19 Nov 1978 05:00:00 GMT";
root "/var/www";
}

location / {
proxy_set_header X-Real-IP $remote_addr;
proxy_set_header Host $host;
proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-For $proxy_add_x_forwarded_for;
proxy_set_header X-Forwarded-Proto $scheme;

location ~ ^/(api/v3/upload_packages|api/v3/upload_hosts/|upload_waptsetup) {
proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:8080;
client_max_body_size 4096m;
client_body_timeout 1800;
}

location /wapt-host/Packages {
return 403;
}

location /wapt-host/add_host_kerberos {
return 403;
}

location / {
proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:8080;
}

location /socket.io {
proxy_http_version 1.1;
proxy_buffering off;
proxy_set_header Upgrade $http_upgrade;
proxy_set_header Connection "Upgrade";
proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:8080/socket.io;
}

}
}
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18.3 Configuring WAPT Server for large deployments

The default operating system, Nginx and Postgresql settings are adapted for around 400 WAPT agents. If you have more than 400
clients it is necessary to modify a few system level parameters along with PostgreSQL database, Nginx web and WAPT Server python
server.

In the future the postconf.sh script might take charge of this configuration depending on the expected number of client computers.

With the following parameters, one WAPT Server should scale up to around 5000 concurrent active clients. You may have more
clients in the database if they are not all running at the same time. If you have more than 5000 clients it is recommended to have more
than one WAPT Server.

The limit in the number of end point clients is due to the bottleneck in the python code and the PostgreSQL backend. WAPT perfor-
mance gets better with time and in the future WAPT Server might support a large base on a single server. However the Nginx part
scales very well and it can takes full advantage of a 10Gbps connection for high load package deployments.

Note: The parameters to be modified below are linked together and should be modified globally and not individually.

18.3.1 Configuring Nginx

In the /etc/nginx/nginx.conf file (for Windows C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf), modify
worker_connections parameter. The value should be around 2.5 times the number of WAPT clients (n connections for
websockets and n connections for package downloads and inventory upload + some margin).

events {
worker_connections 4096;

}

Then upgrade the number of filedescriptors in the /etc/nginx/nginx.conf file (for Windows C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\
conf\nginx.conf):

worker_rlimit_nofile 32768;

Depending on the partitioning of your WAPT server you might have to be careful with the Nginx temporary file upload directory.
Nginx acts as a reverse proxy for the WAPTServer Python engine and its does a caching of packages uploaded when uploading a new
package from the console.

The packages are stored in the /var/lib/nginx/proxy directory. You have to make sure that the partition hosting this directory is
large enough. You may change this directory location using the following Nginx configuration parameter.

$client_body_temp_path
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18.3.2 Configuring the Linux System

Increase the number of filedescriptors. The system unit file asks for an increase in the allowed number of filedescriptors (Limit-
NOFILE=32768). We should have the same thing for Nginx. There are a few limits to modify.

First we modify system wide the number of filedescriptors allowed for Nginx and WAPT.

• Create the /etc/security/limits.d/wapt.conf.

cat > /etc/security/limits.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
wapt hard nofile 32768
wapt soft nofile 32768
www-data hard nofile 32768
www-data soft nofile 32768
EOF

Nginx serves as a reverse proxy and makes quite a lot of connections. Each WAPT client keeps a websocket connection up all the time
in order to respond to actions from the WAPT Server.

The Linux kernel has a protection against having too many TCP connections opened at the same time and one may get the SYN flooding
on port message in the Nginx log. In order to avoid these messages, it is necessary to modify the two following parameters. It must
around 1.5 times the number of WAPT clients.

cat > /etc/sysctl.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
net.ipv4.tcp_max_syn_backlog=4096
net.core.somaxconn=4096
EOF

sysctl --system

18.3.3 Configuring the PostgreSQL database

A higher number of clients need a higher number of connections to the PostgreSQL database. In the postgresql.
conf file (file:/etc/postgresql/{version}/main/postgresql.conf on debian 10 for example or for Windows C:\wapt\waptserver\
pgsqlversion_data\postgresql.conf), you need to increase the following parameter to approximately 1/4 the number of active
WAPT agents.

max_connections = 1000

In /opt/wapt/conf/waptserver.ini file (for Windows C:\wapt\conf\waptserver.ini, db_max_connections should be
equal to PostgreSQL max_connections minus 10 (PostgreSQL needs to keep some connections for its housekeeping stuff). The
max_clients parameter should be set around 1.2 times the number of WAPT agents:

[options]
...
max_clients = 4096
db_max_connections = 990
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CHAPTER

NINETEEN

CONFIGURING WAPT REPOSITORIES

19.1 Replicating a repository

19.1.1 Functional overview

Hint: The method explained below is for the Enterprise version only.

The deprecated and unsupported Syncthing method may be used for the Discovery versions of WAPT.

WAPT agent replication role

Repository replication can be enabled using a WAPT agent installed on an existing machine, a dedicated appliance or a Virtual
Machine.

The replication role is deployed through a WAPT package that enables the Nginx web server and configures scheduling, packages
types, packages sync, and much more.

This feature allows WAPT agents to find dynamically their closest available WAPT repository from a list of rules stored on the WAPT
server.

Replication behavior

Repository replication in WAPT is handled by WAPT agents natively.

It is based on a sync.json file which indexes every files present in these folders:

• wapt;

• waptwua;

• wapt-host.

Enabling replication has the following effects:

• Once enable_remote_repo is enabled on a WAPT agent, it will sync packages locally inside the local_repo_path folder.

• It adds the WAPT agent in the Repositories tab as a Remote repository, enabling new actions such as Force Sync or Check files.

• By default, only the wapt folder is synchronized, you can select which folder to sync by adding up elements in
remote_repo_dirs parameters.
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• Synchronization period can be configured with local_repo_time_for_sync_start and
local_repo_time_for_sync_stop parameters.

• Bandwidth allocated to sync can be configured with local_repo_limit_bandwidth.

Every parameters of WAPT repository sync must be set in the [repo-sync] section of the WAPT agent’s wapt-get.ini configu-
ration file.

Fig. 1: WAPT agent replication behavior

19.1.2 WAPT Agent configuration

To enable replication on an existing WAPT Agent (Linux / Windows) you need to set in the [repo-sync] section in the wapt-get.ini
configuration file.

Table 1: WAPT Agent replication configuration
Options / Default value Example Definition
enable_remote_repo = False Enables remote repository to synchronize

with the main repository.
enable_remote_repo = True

local_repo_path = WAPT root
dir/repository Sets the path to the root directory of the local repository

for WAPT packages.

local_repo_path = /var/www/

local_repo_time_for_sync_start
= None

Sets synchronization start time (HH:MM
/ 24h format)

local_repo_time_for_sync_start
= 22:30

local_repo_time_for_sync_end =
None

Sets synchronization stop time (HH:MM
/ 24h format)

local_repo_time_for_sync_end =
05:30

local_repo_sync_task_period =
None

Sets synchronization periodicity (min-
utes)

local_repo_sync_task_period = 25

local_repo_limit_bandwidth =
None

Sets synchronization allowed bandwidth
(Mbits/s)

local_repo_limit_bandwidth = 2

remote_repo_dirs = wapt,waptwua Defines folders to synchronize remote_repo_dirs =
wapt,waptwua,wapt-host

use_repo_rules = False Enable for use repository rules use_repo_rules = True
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Warning: If you modify manually wapt-get.ini on the remote repository, you need to restart the waptservice.

Note:
A ready-to-use WAPT package is available in Tranquil IT public store to enable repository replication on Windows or Linux

based WAPT agents.

This special package:

• Installs and enables the Nginx web server on the remote repository.

• Configures Nginx virtualhost environment.

• Enables remote repository configuration in wapt-get.ini.

It is possible to automatically configure repositories with your own preferred values by editing this package.

Below is an example of wapt-get.ini.

[global]
...
use_repo_rules = True

[repo-sync]
enable_remote_repo = True
local_repo_path = D:\WAPT\
local_repo_time_for_sync_start = 20:30
local_repo_time_for_sync_end = 05:30
local_repo_sync_task_period = 25
local_repo_limit_bandwidth = 4
remote_repo_dirs = wapt,waptwua,wapt-host

19.1.3 WAPT Server configuration

By default, the WAPT server will know which WAPT agents are configured as remote repositories and it will list them in the WAPT
console.

19.1.4 Repository rules

When a WAPT agent has been configured as a repository, it will automatically retrieve its rules.json file from the WAPT server.

The rules.json file is a signed .json file that contains a list of sorted rules to apply to the remote WAPT agents, so they may
connect to their most appropriate repositories.

If no rules can be matched, the WAPT agent will fallback to the repo_url setting of the WAPT server defined in the wapt-get.ini
configuration file.
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Fig. 2: WAPT agent replication behavior

WAPT agent

Warning: If you have configured GeoIP redirects on Nginx, you should disable it as it might conflict with repository rules.

To enable WAPT Agent repository rules, you must enable this setting in the [global] section of the wapt-get.ini configuration
file of the WAPT agent.

Options / Default value Description Example
use_repo_rules = 0 For using replicating repository. use_repo_rules = True

Below is an example of wapt-get.ini.

[global]
...
use_repo_rules = True

Note: It is possible to enable this option when generating a WAPT agent.

WAPT Server

On the WAPT Server, remote repositories functionality are automatically enabled.

For control, edit waptserver.ini and read remote_repo_support value.

Options / Default value Example value Definition
remote_repo_support True Enables repository usage
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WAPT Console

Repository rules can be managed from the WAPT console and are based on several parameters:

Table 2: Available parameters for repository rules
Options Example value Description
Agent IP 192.168.85.0/24 Rule based on Agent IP sub-network.
Domain ad.mydomain.lan Rule based on Active Directory domain name.
Hostname desktop-04feb1 Rule based on the hostname of the WAPT agent.
Public IP 256.89.299.22/32 Rule based on the public IP address (NATed hosts).
Site Paris-HQ Rule based on Active Directory Sites and Services.

Adding a rule

In Repositories, click on the Add rule button. The following window appears.

Fig. 3: Creating a new repository rule
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Table 3: Detail of values
Op-
tions

Example
value

Description

Name repo25 Defines the name for the rule.
Con-
dition

AGENT
IP

Defines the condition to match for the rule to apply (see above).

Value 192.168.25.0/24Defines the value when the condition applies. If NOT checked, the value applies to the reverse of the
condition.

Repos-
itory
URL

https:
//repo25.
domain.
lan

Defines the list of available remote repositories. The list includes http://download.windowsupdate.
com/microsoftupdate/v6/wsusscan/ to allow directly downloading of Windows Updates by the re-
mote repositories to preserve bandwidth.

Pack-
age
type

WAPT Defines what types of packages are replicated.

Other No fall-
backs

See below

• The option No Fallback will prevent from falling back to the main WAPT server and will avoid undesired network congestion
if the remote repository becomes temporarily unavailable.

• The option Proxy will need to be set if the remote repository is required to connect via a proxy.

You can then choose from the different above parameters and affect values to a specific secondary WAPT repository.

Warning: The rules are applied from top to bottom. The first rule that matches the conditions overrides all the other rules
placed under.

Danger: Do not forget to save your replication rules.
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Fig. 4: Saving the configuration

19.2 Multiple repositories

Similar to Debian repositories, it is possible for the WAPT agent to use multiple repositories for updating package. The WAPT agents
will check all repositories.

Danger: If you use this functionality, KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING.

When using repositories with different signers, the additional signer’s public certificates must be added to C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\ssl on Windows or /opt/wapt/ssl on Linux and MacOS, therefore, you MUST trust their work and their signa-
ture.

You then must deploy WAPT agent with both keys.

Please refer to the documentation on creating the WAPT agent to add more trusted certificates.

19.2.1 WAPT Agent configuration

This parameters are modifiable on wapt-get.ini file.

Description of available parameters

• [global]

repositories parameter:

The parameter repositories allows to set several options for package repositories, for example wapt-templates and private, where
their settings are set in additional [section] of the file.

repositories=wapt-templates,private

• [section]

settings of secondary repositories

[wapt-templates]
repo_url=https://store.wapt.fr/wapt
verify_cert = 1

[private]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
verify_cert = 0

With that configuration, WAPT clients will now see packages from the main repository and from the secondary repository.
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Description of available parameters

Table 4: Description of available options for using multiple repositories
Options / De-
fault value

Description Example

http_proxy =
None

Defines the HTTP proxy address. http_proxy = http://user:pwd@host_fqdn:port

repo_url =
None

Defines the address of the main WAPT repository. repo_url = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt

timeout = None Defines the timeout when connecting to remote reposi-
tories.

timeout = 5

use_http_proxy_for_repo
= False

Defines whether a proxy needs to be set to access the
repositories.

use_http_proxy_for_repo = 1

verify_cert =
None

Defines whether HTTPS certificates of the repository
needs to be verified, and if so defines the path to the
certificate bundle.

verify_cert = C:\Program Files (x86)\
wapt\ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.
crt (on Windows)

Note: The WAPT agents will look for updates on all repositories.

wapt-get search

More info on using WAPT with the command line interface.

Hint: Accessible packages from the all defined repositories will also be visible using the web interface http://127.0.0.1:8088 on
WAPT equipped devices.

19.2.2 WAPT Console configuration

After having configured the WAPT agent for using multiple repositories, we can make the repositories show up in the WAPT console.

To do so, modify the %appdata%\local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini file.

Example:

[wapt-template]
repo_url=https://wapt.tranquil.it/wapt
http_proxy=
verify_cert=1
public_certs_dir=
client_certificate=
client_private_key=
timeout=5

[private]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
http_proxy=
verify_cert=0

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

public_certs_dir=
client_certificate=
client_private_key=
timeout=5

Table 5: Description of available options for external repositories
Options
/ Default
value

Description Example

client_certificate
= None

Defines the folder that contains the certificates used to
authenticate downloaded external packages.

client_certificate = C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.
lan.crt (on Windows)

client_private_key
= None

Defines the folder that contains the private key. client_private_key = C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.
lan.pem (on Windows)

http_proxy
= None

Defines the address of the proxy to use to access the
external repository referenced in the [section].

http_proxy = http://proxy.mydomain.lan:8080

public_certs_dir
=

Defines the folder that contains the certificates used to
authenticate downloaded external packages.

public_certs_dir = C:\private

repo_url =
None

Defines the address of the external WAPT repository. repo_url = http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt

timeout =
None

Defines the timeout for the external repository refer-
enced in the [section]. If left empty, the connection
will not timeout.

timeout = 2

verify_cert
= None

For verifying HTTPS certificates. verify_cert = 1
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CHAPTER

TWENTY

ENHANCING THE SECURITY OF YOUR WAPT SETUP

By default, all WAPT packages are signed with your private key, which already provides a great level of security. However you can
further improve the security of WAPT.

To fully secure your WAPT setup; you will want to do the following:

• Enable authenticated registration to filter who is authorized to register the device with the WAPT server.

• Enable https certificate verification on the agents and the console to ensure that the WAPT agents and the WAPT console are
connecting to the correct WAPT server.

• Configure authentication against Active Directory to allow access to the WAPT console only to authorized WAPT admins.

• Enable Client-Side Certificate Authentication to only allow authenticated devices to access the WAPT server (Note: it is espe-
cially important if you want to expose your WAPT server to the outside in a DMZ (De-Militarized Zone)).

• If you are using the Enterprise version of WAPT and you operate a large fleet with multiple administrators, you may be interested
in knowing how to properly configure and apply the ACLs.

20.1 Configuring the firewall on the WAPT Server

WAPT Server firewall configuration is essential and should be the first step towards achieving better security in WAPT.

As WAPT aims to be secure by design, only a minimal set of open ports is needed on the WAPT Server compared to other solutions.

You will find in the following documentation firewall tips to improve WAPT security.

As you can see, only ports 80 and 443 must be opened for incoming connections as the WAPT frameworks works with websockets
initiated by the WAPT agents.

20.1.1 Configuring the firewall for WAPT Server on Debian / Ubuntu

By default on Debian Linux, no firewall rule applies.
• Disable ufw and install firewalld instead.

ufw disable
apt update
apt -y install firewalld

• Simply apply this firewalld configuration.
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Fig. 1: Data-flow diagram of WAPT

systemctl start firewalld
systemctl enable firewalld
firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=80/tcp --permanent
firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=443/tcp --permanent
systemctl restart firewalld

20.1.2 Configuring the firewall for WAPT Server on RedHat / CentOS

• Simply apply this firewalld configuration.

systemctl start firewalld
systemctl enable firewalld
firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=80/tcp --permanent
firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-port=443/tcp --permanent
systemctl restart firewalld

20.2 Configuring kerberos authentication

Note:
• Without kerberos authentication, you have to either trust initial registration or enter a password for each workstation on initial

registration.

• For more information, visit the documentation on registering a machine with the WAPT Server and signing inventory updates.

• The kerberos authentication will be used only when registering the device.
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20.2.1 Installing the kerberos components and configuring krb5.conf file

# Debian / Ubuntu
apt install krb5-user msktutil libnginx-mod-http-auth-spnego

# CentOS / RedHat
yum install krb5-workstation msktutil nginx-mod-http-auth-spnego

Note: Registering with kerberos is not available with a WAPT Server running on Windows.

Modify the /etc/krb5.conf file and replace all the content with the following 4 lines replacing MYDOMAIN.LAN with your
Active Directory domain name (i.e. <MYDOMAIN.LAN>).

Attention: default_realm value must be written with ALL CAPS!!

[libdefaults]
default_realm = MYDOMAIN.LAN
dns_lookup_kdc = true
dns_lookup_realm=false

Retrieving a service keytab. Use the kinit and klist. You can use an Administrator account or any other account with the delegated
right to join a computer to the domain in the proper destination container (by default CN=Computers).

In the shell transcript below, commands are in black and returned text is commented in light gray:

sudo kinit administrator
## Password for administrator@MYDOMAIN.LAN:
## Warning: Your password will expire in 277 days on Mon. 17 sept. 2018 10:51:21 CEST
sudo klist
## Ticket cache: FILE:/tmp/krb5cc_0
## Default principal: administrator@MYDOMAIN.LAN
##
## Valid starting Expires Service principal
## 01/12/2017 16:49:31 02/12/2017 02:49:31 krbtgt/MYDOMAIN.LAN@MYDOMAIN.LAN
## renew until 02/12/2017 16:49:27

If the authentication request is successful, you can then create your HTTP Keytab with the msktutil command.

Be sure to modify the <DOMAIN_CONTROLER> string with the name of your domain controller (eg: srvads.mydomain.lan).

sudo msktutil --server DOMAIN_CONTROLER --precreate --host $(hostname) -b cn=computers --service␣
→˓HTTP --description "host account for wapt server" --enctypes 24 -N
sudo msktutil --server DOMAIN_CONTROLER --auto-update --keytab /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab --host
→˓$(hostname) -N

Attention: Be sure to have properly configured your WAPT Server hostname before running these commands;
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In order to double check your hostname, you can run echo $(hostname) and it must return the name that will be used by WAPT
agent running on client workstations.

• Apply the proper access rights to the http-krb5.keytab file.

#Debian / Ubuntu
sudo chmod 640 /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
sudo chown root:www-data /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab

# CentOS / RedHat
sudo chown root:nginx /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
sudo chmod 640 /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab

20.2.2 Post-configuring kerberos for the WAPT server

You can now use post-configuration script to configure the WAPT Server to use kerberos.

The post-configuration script will configure Nginx and the WAPT Server to use kerberos authentication.

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh --force-https

Kerberos authentication will now be configured.

20.2.3 Special use cases

My WAPT server does not have access to a writeable Active Directory

• Connect to your Active Directory (Not a RODC).

• Create a computer account srvwapt.

• Add a SPN (Service Principal Name) on the srvwapt$ account.

setspn -A HTTP/srvwapt.mydomain.lan srvwapt

• Create a keytab for this WAPT server.

ktpass -out C:\http-krb5.keytab -princ HTTP/srvwapt.mydomain.lan@MYDOMAIN.LAN rndpass -minpass 64 -
→˓crypto all -pType KRB5_NT_PRINCIPAL /mapuser srvwapt$@MYDOMAIN.LAN
Reset SRVWAPT$'s password [y/n]? y

Note: If the address of your WAPT server is different from your active directory domain, replace
HTTP/srvwapt.mydomain.lan@MYDOMAIN.LAN with HTTP/srvwapt.othername.com@MYDOMAIN.LAN.

• Transfer this file to /etc/nginx/ (with winscp for example).
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• Apply the proper access rights to the http-krb5.keytab file.

# Debian / Ubuntu
sudo chmod 640 /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
sudo chown root:www-data /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab

# CentOS / RedHat
sudo chown root:nginx /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
sudo chmod 640 /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab

WAPT agents only have access to a RODC domain controller

• For RODC (Read-Only Domain Controller), add the srvwapt account to the allowed password group for replication.

• Remember to preload the password of the WAPT server with the different RODC servers.

You have multiple Active Directory domains with or without relationships

If you have multiple Active Directory domains, you must create one keytab per domain by following the procedure above, ex:

• http-krb5-domain1.local.keytab;

• http-krb5-domain2.local.keytab;

• http-krb5-domain3.local.keytab.

You will then have to merge all these keytabs into a unique keytab:

ktutil
read_kt http-krb5-domain1.local.keytab
read_kt http-krb5-domain2.local.keytab

(continues on next page)
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read_kt http-krb5-domain3.local.keytab
write_kt http-krb5.keytab

20.2.4 Debug problems with the kerberos

Attention:
• The WAPT server address cannot be an IP, Kerberos works well only with DNS.

• In your test, the url used must be exactly the same address as the one indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
wapt-get.ini.

Did you restart nginx correctly?

systemctl restart nginx

Check the permissions of the http-krb5.keytab file

[root@srvwapt.mydomain.lan]# ls -l /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
-rw-r----- 1 root www-data 921 janv. 4 16:20 /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab

Is kerberos mode active on my agent?

On the windows machine:

• Check in your C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini that the use_kerberos value is True.

[global]
use_kerberos=1

• If you change the value, don’t forget to restart the WAPT service.

net stop waptservice
net start waptservice

Is Kerberos mode active on my server?

On the linux machine:

• Check in your /opt/wapt/conf/waptserver.ini that the use_kerberos value is True.

[options]
use_kerberos=1

• Check in your /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/wapt.conf that this configuration is present.
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location /add_host_kerberos {
auth_gss on;
auth_gss_keytab /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab;
proxy_pass http://127.0.0.1:8080;
}

• If one of the two configurations is not present, restart the post-configuration and activate kerberos.

Checking that the keytab file contains the correct url

[root@srvwapt.mydomaine.lan]# KRB5_KTNAME=/etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab klist -k
Keytab name: FILE:/etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
KVNO Principal
---- --------------------------------------------------------------------------

...
3 HTTP/srvwapt.ad.mydomain.lan@AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN
...

Trying to register the host using a system account

To switch to a system account you must use the psexe tool from Microsoft: psexe.

• In cmd as an Administrator.

C:\Users\\xxxxxx\\Downloads\\PSTools\\psexec.exe -accepteula -s -i cmd

• In the new cmd window, check that you are identified as System.

C:\WINDOWS\\system32>whoami

NT AUTHORITY\System

• Run register.

wapt-get register

Trying an authentication with the keytab from your WAPT server

• On the Linux machine.

[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# ktutil
ktutil: read_kt /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab
ktutil: list
slot KVNO Principal
---- ---- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 3 srvwapt$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
2 3 srvwapt$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
3 3 srvwapt$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT

(continues on next page)
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4 3 SRVWAPT$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
5 3 SRVWAPT$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
6 3 SRVWAPT$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
7 3 host/srvwapt@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
8 3 host/srvwapt@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
9 3 host/srvwapt@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
10 3 HTTP/srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
11 3 HTTP/srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
12 3 HTTP/srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
ktutil: quit
[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# kinit -k -t /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab srvwapt\$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT
[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# klist
Ticket cache: FILE:/tmp/krb5cc_0
Default principal: srvwapt$@AD.TRANQUIL.IT

Valid starting Expires Service principal
05/02/2021 19:06:05 06/02/2021 05:06:05 krbtgt/AD.TRANQUIL.IT@AD.TRANQUIL.IT

renew until 06/02/2021 19:06:05

Attempting an authentication with curl

• On the Linux machine.

[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# kdestroy
[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# kinit sfonteneau
Password for sfonteneau@AD.TRANQUIL.IT:
[root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# klist
Ticket cache: FILE:/tmp/krb5cc_0
Default principal: sfonteneau@AD.TRANQUIL.IT

Valid starting Expires Service principal
05/02/2021 19:10:42 06/02/2021 05:10:42 krbtgt/AD.TRANQUIL.IT@AD.TRANQUIL.IT

renew until 06/02/2021 19:10:39

root@srvwapt.ad.tranq ~]# curl -v --negotiate -u : https://srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it/add_host_
→˓kerberos -k

* Expire in 0 ms for 6 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)
* Uses proxy env variable no_proxy == 'localhost,127.0.01/8,192.168.0.0/16,10.0.0.0/8,172.16.

→˓0.0/12,ad.tranquil.it'
* Expire in 1 ms for 1 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)

...
* Expire in 0 ms for 1 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)
* Expire in 0 ms for 1 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)
* Trying 192.168.149.37...
* TCP_NODELAY set
* Expire in 200 ms for 4 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)
* Connected to srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it (192.168.149.37) port 443 (#0)
* ALPN, offering h2
* ALPN, offering http/1.1

(continues on next page)
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* successfully set certificate verify locations:
* CAfile: none
CApath: /etc/ssl/certs

* TLSv1.3 (OUT), TLS handshake, Client hello (1):
* TLSv1.3 (IN), TLS handshake, Server hello (2):
* TLSv1.2 (IN), TLS handshake, Certificate (11):
* TLSv1.2 (IN), TLS handshake, Server key exchange (12):
* TLSv1.2 (IN), TLS handshake, Request CERT (13):
* TLSv1.2 (IN), TLS handshake, Server finished (14):
* TLSv1.2 (OUT), TLS handshake, Certificate (11):
* TLSv1.2 (OUT), TLS handshake, Client key exchange (16):
* TLSv1.2 (OUT), TLS change cipher, Change cipher spec (1):
* TLSv1.2 (OUT), TLS handshake, Finished (20):
* TLSv1.2 (IN), TLS handshake, Finished (20):
* SSL connection using TLSv1.2 / ECDHE-RSA-AES256-GCM-SHA384
* ALPN, server accepted to use http/1.1
* Server certificate:
* subject: C=FR; ST=PDLL; L=Saint Sebastien sur Loire; O=Tranquil IT Systems; OU=TIS;␣

→˓CN=srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it; name=PKI TIS; emailAddress=technique@tranquil.it
* start date: Aug 3 12:48:03 2017 GMT
* expire date: Aug 1 12:48:03 2027 GMT
* issuer: C=FR; ST=PDLL; L=Saint Sebastien sur Loire; O=Tranquil IT Systems; OU=TIS;␣

→˓CN=Tranquil IT Systems CA; name=PKI TIS; emailAddress=technique@tranquil.it
* SSL certificate verify ok.
> GET /add_host_kerberos HTTP/1.1
> Host: srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it
> User-Agent: curl/7.64.0
> Accept: */*
>
< HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized
< Server: nginx
< Date: Fri, 05 Feb 2021 18:08:38 GMT
< Content-Type: text/html
< Content-Length: 188
< Connection: keep-alive
< WWW-Authenticate: Negotiate
< WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=""
<
* Ignoring the response-body
* Connection #0 to host srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it left intact
* Issue another request to this URL: 'https://srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it/add_host_kerberos'
* Uses proxy env variable no_proxy == 'localhost,127.0.01/8,192.168.0.0/16,10.0.0.0/8,172.16.

→˓0.0/12,ad.tranquil.it'
* Found bundle for host srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it: 0x563dece07590 [can pipeline]
* Could pipeline, but not asked to!
* Re-using existing connection! (#0) with host srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it
* Connected to srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it (192.168.149.37) port 443 (#0)
* Expire in 0 ms for 6 (transfer 0x563dece09f90)
* Server auth using Negotiate with user ''
> GET /add_host_kerberos HTTP/1.1

(continues on next page)
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> Host: srvwapt.ad.tranquil.it
> Authorization: Negotiate␣

→˓YIIGagYGKwYBBQUCoIIGXjCCBlqgDTALBgkqhkiG9xIBAgKiggZHBIIGQ2CCBj8GCSqGSIb3EgECAgEAboIGLjCCBiqgAwIBBaEDAgEOogcDBQAgAAAAo4IFOmGCBTYwggUyoAMCAQWhEBsOQUQuVFJBTlFVSUwuSVSiKTAnoAMCAQOhIDAeGwRIVFRQGxZzcnZ3YXB0LmFkLnRyYW5xdWlsLml0o4IE7DCCBOigAwIBEqEDAgEDooIE2gSCBNac76E6ITct2DXZXMxVNKO5cvgXwU6F9LpnN7Zf6M2AEhvnDAaeD5VOqq/
→˓+lGapoxK1hCC62Mnye9zF4SzOEKBDLPD77KJp2xbW227lc5ZF/
→˓22wGXn8n6Sw1xndf1brq1mSEUo0TzpFUfY1wNoRDaw7WUNhQK2nbTTeMrsiiPACuQtG82W0VrZJZ+4z1Gq3ZFTLYUrlC010S1T8pNRzCLFRb47Q15B1f7rPAqaZLO/
→˓OBq9EQd+i/2Mfp8XWy46gGRtezTk8Dya+SH3henhB+L7G4ew0c3MKxFRkv0nXQ65qPAXWyogbivI/
→˓ReekU1anHLnGfDyfeBw2QUM8t2kEEcSBmNKfrQ1U/u1jnlRZJ1o067PiziZsH7w/
→˓zGpe7uhOa8a4RKYu1LeJEuU+CKrufulQWKuqdiwIBdq9ApoQqduCbNsE9ihH1srL3RYh9XdQ4Unx51eo49nZQA+c2Aj4JvCafbY/
→˓jeRBw6SNYCrfGETN1mXytjLRyVBtJlch7djBGUAYaH1HGNfEVt+VnCW4O9OoqgC0M++u6d7Ci5w494ZseNXnF7RBKr01aVEt0231geGglNvTyXzWJ3IGUOrhBnaTTSLAzai/
→˓arutH6c3CzLb+xPMAOUtCIup0M43SR0DC7gJ/
→˓xZ3BZyKHF6b3p3tAWiByat2XNMxfMbgjaiv7oLCNEIAga0IgTg5f0nlahTI9323vfIH8aLNNVYVJeFKNGX1ord0YpJ3RLDshNBnoDTPyCKnXcf5nM+tqabshzatuTP6PfFkal6evwZ/
→˓QXiFQAezmRut+hfXtoVch8LHC0OIaloDUk1eHlFbAqQ98OaE3SZ8Fx4m8Nw3JgQ0E+zXPt8DJCnNY4YV4j3+9b1093XhsJRyP97qEFazUGFhfg7/
→˓PzqFnxSHtikXjCnjtzfuHLePMWn0HKFbL/hEMmAnfZ15JiBgfBi82OXv3rCui+GKT/ZsjUFsgR8tCUJ58/gXBu9J/
→˓gY1R46CvWTnl03+2JHQyomm6k0XnAU+s2hX+n/QcKbIjT7ew/f/
→˓UuT0J1YV+bQ8MMTpQqbau4f5sVaembIB7hTVyttpfbBEqCOVk39xZ/r8b9CMpmukShPgeJI0x353i7bO9/
→˓mBkchFaeyOc45jA7Z4iJ3IHNiWLaWyYLktH/1N9/dXas8/CoZK0UsKjm9+xlkFFSP18CFHijILlIc1sTdMnAil/
→˓jwqQl1W2WRnBlt8r/yE56EDR/i8VkCMHT5XsiiMCHm4LldkmDnIo/+GgHTG+3Z78Pkq939rMati/
→˓gzd9geYM8aUuYwJpcb53YsjWvJD1gDEHEwS3K1MYxbyy9eiODCOCgvIeKmVPouNrugXs4TX6PJsCQDtzusSWxmZY4820HxmJkNT1lG5ZkktyHGsMjHnBLlSz5Ex01CnxwjVOHmSOrYfJnTzqYP5AF648wHbQ9ArikXg0pBQVQ832ChwR18N3jH5xeUljq3fjGzxA27YD6nTg6SV7hdcDkXmJvjUbIwGjrtfZU/
→˓b93cbD4oaOWlbPViBpwLZ+TTCkeGAxo3eBicENHSK81EIJYMBfEWTTsjYPEPsl5BK7IFcqArfEWG6HQDw3bOfYAB1ZJb0zSbhyD/
→˓rKnRmtSke/
→˓eWIAjYaeHDX0qYMruJCuI2lYofHtFwMEKSB1jCB06ADAgESooHLBIHIDVUTdDas6nA0obxBuM2bQiZ0ZUPhAVGMoTniuCmBXU/
→˓mFRAsD029zDjfl0nzeFsPdC4UBERcc8Vh4r3YeZIxUxzn5tXCW4oFypYi5kHAdx6Zd4GkZcEpzAhRF7JwSylerZiCF+fnSIiI5wdDG56PMFf46ZnT0gSnYiqYGWCv7y1pdc3P9VViECBNjpGSc9sn9fZ2HFTGaiuGLl1G8Jyjkymn2cilE0MOBpYuFUXnvyYErT5jajyKOUMexTCS1FxneLNUK6jBlWE=

> User-Agent: curl/7.64.0
> Accept: */*
>
< HTTP/1.1 200 OK
< Server: nginx
< Date: Fri, 05 Feb 2021 18:08:38 GMT
< Content-Type: text/html; charset=utf-8
< Content-Length: 38
< Connection: keep-alive
< WWW-Authenticate: Negotiate␣

→˓oYG3MIG0oAMKAQChCwYJKoZIhvcSAQICooGfBIGcYIGZBgkqhkiG9xIBAgICAG+BiTCBhqADAgEFoQMCAQ+iejB4oAMCARKicQRvQoZWpMIm8fS3ZrHmI96KuJ4AnP1ztIwCCXGJy3HuI2+IQ4cccbhf2WLdbxjaf82eOb4MQDZDq8F/
→˓x0oFJX6n4DnhPZxrq/RnjwkoTnik7R8MJkKRuvYncBfTGBIHvTJktq6+j9pHqmBDH5D5L8A
< WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=""
< Cache-Control: store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0
< Pragma: no-cache
<
* Closing connection 0
kerberos connection seems to be working
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Verifying that you are successfully obtaining a Kerberos ticket

Attention: Always execute commands in system account (see previous point)!

klist purge
klist get http/srvwapt.ad.mydomain.lan

You must get (in your language):

C:\Windows\System32>klist get http/srvwapt.ad.mydomain.lan

LogonId est 0:0x13794d
Un ticket pour http/srvwapt.ad.mydomain.lan a été récupéré.

Tickets mis en cache : (2)

#0> Client : sfonteneau @ AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN
Serveur : krbtgt/AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN @ AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN
Type de chiffrement KerbTicket : AES-256-CTS-HMAC-SHA1-96
Indicateurs de tickets 0x40e00000 -> forwardable renewable initial pre_authent
Heure de démarrage : 2/4/2021 15:51:07 (Local)
Heure de fin : 2/5/2021 1:51:07 (Local)
Heure de renouvellement : 2/11/2021 15:51:07 (Local)
Type de clé de session : AES-256-CTS-HMAC-SHA1-96
Indicateurs de cache : 0x1 -> PRIMARY
KDC appelé : srvads.AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN

#1> Client : sfonteneau @ AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN
Serveur : http/srvwapt.AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN @ AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN
Type de chiffrement KerbTicket : AES-256-CTS-HMAC-SHA1-96
Indicateurs de tickets 0x40a80000 -> forwardable renewable pre_authent 0x80000
Heure de démarrage : 2/4/2021 15:51:07 (Local)
Heure de fin : 2/5/2021 1:51:07 (Local)
Heure de renouvellement : 2/11/2021 15:51:07 (Local)
Type de clé de session : AES-256-CTS-HMAC-SHA1-96
Indicateurs de cache : 0
KDC appelé : srvads.AD.MYDOMAIN.LAN

If that does not work, check in your Active Directory that the serviceprincipalname attribute on the computer account of the
WAPT server has this value: HTTP/srvwapt.mydomain.lan.
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Check that it works with Firefox

Note: You must first configure Firefox for kerberos authentication.

• Type about:config in the URL bar in your Firefox.

• Edit network.negotiate-auth.trusted-uris, and add the url of the WAPT Server: srvwapt.mydomain.lan.

• You can now visit the url: https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/add_host_kerberos.

• If the authentication does not work, then the server will return a 403 error message.

In case of an error on one of the previous checks

• Delete the machine account from the Active Directory.

• Delete the /etc/nginx/http-krb5.keytab file.

• Reboot the host you are testing with and re-run the keytab creation process again.

Note:
• It is important to restart the machine to purge the kerberos tickets previously obtained by the machine.

• To avoid restarting you can also execute the command “klist purge” as SYSTEM.

20.3 Activating the verification of the SSL / TLS certificate

When running the WAPT Server post-configuration script, the script will generate a self-signed certificate in order to enable HTTPS
communications.

The WAPT agent checks the HTTPS server certificate according to the verify_cert value in section [global] in C:\Program
Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini.

Table 1: Options for verify_cert
Options for verify_cert Working principle of the WAPT agent
verify_cert = 0 the WAPT agent will not check the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate.
verify_cert = 1 the WAPT agent will check the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate using the cer-

tificate bundle. C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\lib\site-packages\certifi\
cacert.pem

verify_cert = C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\ssl\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt

the WAPT agent will check the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate with the certificate bun-
dle. C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt

Hint: To quickly and easily enable verification of the HTTPS certificate, you can use the Pinning method.
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20.3.1 Pinning the certificate

The pinning of certificate consists of verifying the SSL/ TLS certificate with a well defined and restricted bundle.

Hint: This method is the easiest when using a self-signed certificate.

For this, you need to launch the following commands in the Windows cmd.exe shell (with elevated privileges if UAC (User Account
Control) is active).

If you already have a Windows cmd.exe shell open, close it and open a new shell so to take into account the updated environment
variables:

wapt-get enable-check-certificate
net stop waptservice
net start waptservice

Validate the certificate with wapt-get update

When you have executed the update command, make sure that everything has gone well, and if in doubt check Problems when
enabling enable-check-certificate.

Attention:
If wapt-get enable-check-certificate returns an error, remove the .crt with same name on C:\Program Files (x86)\

wapt\sslserver

Note:
• The command enable-check-certificate downloads the certificate srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt in the folder C:\
Program Files (x86)\WAPT\ssl\server.

• It then modifies the file wapt-get.ini to specify the value verify_cert = C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\
server\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt.

• The WAPT agent will now verify certificates using the pinned certificate.

Attention: If you use the certificate pinning method, BE REMINDED to archive the /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl folder on
your WAPT Server.

The file will have to be restored on your server if you migrate or upgrade your WAPT Server, if you want the WAPT agents to
continue to be able to establish trusted HTTPS connections with the WAPT Server.
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20.3.2 How to use a commercial certificate or certificates provided by your Organization?

If the pinning method does not suit you, you can replace the self-signed certificate generated during the installation of WAPT.

Replace the old certificate with the new one in the folder /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/ (Linux) or C:\wapt\waptserver\ssl\
(Windows).

The new key pair must be in PEM encoded Base64 format.

Note: Special case where your certificate has been signed by an internal Certificate Authority
Certificates issued by an internal Certificate Authority must have the complete certificate chain of the Certificate Authority.

You can manually add the certificate chain of the Certificate Authority to the certificate that will be used by Nginx.

Example: echo srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt ca.crt > cert.pem

• For Linux servers it is also necessary to reset the ACLs:

# Debian / Ubuntu
chown root:www-data /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/*.pem

# CentOS / RedHat
chown root:nginx /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/*.pem

• Restart Nginx to take into account the new certificates.

#Centos:
#Debian:
systemctl restart nginx

#Windows:
net stop waptnginx
net start waptnginx

Configuring the WAPT agent

For a commercial certificate you can set verify_cert = 1 in wapt-get.ini.

For a certificate issued by an internal Certificate Authority, you must place the certificate in the C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
ssl\server\ca.crt folder and specify the certificate path with verify_cert in the wapt-get.ini file of the WAPT agent.

To apply the new configuration to your entire fleet:

• Regenerate a WAPT agent with the appropriate settings.

• Use a WAPT package to modify wapt-get.ini and push the certificate.
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20.3.3 Verifying the certificate in the WAPT console

When the WAPT console first starts, it reads the content of C:\Program Files (x86)\WAPT\wapt-get.ini and it builds its
configuration file C:\Users\admin\AppData\Local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini.

This properly sets the verify_cert attribute for the HTTPS communication between the WAPT console and the WAPT Server.

20.4 Configuring user authentication against Active Directory

By default, the WAPT Server is configured with a single SuperAdmin account whose password is setup during initial post-
configuration.

On large and security-minded networks, the SuperAdmin account should not be used since it cannot provide the necessary
traceability for administrative actions that are done on the network assets.
It is thus necessary to configure authentication against the Active Directory for the WAPT console users; this will allow to use named
accounts for tasks.

Note:
• Active Directory authentication is used to authenticate access to the inventory via the WAPT Console.

• However, all actions on the WAPT equipped remote devices are based on X.509 signatures, so an Administrator will need
both an Active Directory login AND a private key whose certificate is recognized by the remote devices that the Administrator
manages using WAPT.

• Only the SuperAdmin account and the members of the Active Directory security group waptadmins will be allowed to upload
packages on the main repository (authentication mode by login and password).

20.4.1 Enabling Active Directory authentication

• To enable authentication of the WAPT Server with Active Directory, configure the file waptserver.ini as follows.

Note:
The WAPT Server configuration file on GNU/ Linux and macOS systems is found in /opt/wapt/conf/waptserver.ini or in

/opt/wapt/waptserver/waptserver.ini.

The WAPT Server configuration file on Windows systems is found in C:\wapt\conf\waptserver.ini.

#waptserver.ini

wapt_admin_group_dn=CN=waptadmins,OU=groupes,OU=tranquilit,DC=mydomain,DC=lan
ldap_auth_server=srvads.mydomain.lan
ldap_auth_base_dn=DC=mydomain,DC=lan
ldap_auth_ssl_enabled=False
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Table 2: Available authentication options
Options / Default
value

Description Example

wapt_admin_group_dn
= []

LDAP DN of Active Directory User Group al-
lowed to connect to WAPT console

wapt_admin_group_dn =
CN=waptadmins,OU=groups,DC=ad,DC=mydomain,DC=lan

ldap_auth_server
= None

Defines LDAP authentication server ldap_auth_server = srvads.mydomain.lan

ldap_auth_base_dn
= None

Defines LDAP authentication base DN ldap_auth_base_dn = dc=domain,dc=lan

ldap_auth_ssl_enabled
= True

Sets SSL auth on LDAP connections ldap_auth_ssl_enabled = False

• Restart waptserver service.

Warning: For Microsoft Active Directory, Microsoft has announced that SimpleBind authentication on MS-AD without
SSL/TLS will be blocked by default from April 2020. If you don’t have a certificate installed, you’ll have to modify a registry key
to have authentication working.

Note: By default Samba-AD does not allow SimpleBind authentication without SSL/TLS. If you do not have a valid certificate you
will need to modify the ldap server require strong auth parameter in /etc/samba/smb.conf. For more information you
may refer to Tranquil IT documentation on https://dev.tranquil.it/samba/en/index.html.

20.4.2 Enabling SSL/ TLS support for the LDAP connection to the Active Directory Domain
Controller

By default, authentication on Active Directory relies on LDAP SSL (default port 636).

SSL/ TLS is not enabled by default on Microsoft Active Directory until a SSL certificate has been configured for the Domain Controller.

Note: The WAPT Server uses the Certificate Authority bundles from the operating system for validating the SSL/ TLS connection
to Active Directory.

If the Active Directory certificate is self-signed or has been signed by an internal CA, you will need to add these certificates to the
certificate store.

Add a Certificate Authority in the /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/ and update the CA store.

# Debian / Ubuntu
cp cainterne.crt /usr/local/share/ca-certificates/cainterne.crt
update-ca-certificates

# CentOS / RedHat
cp cainterne.crt /etc/pki/ca-trust/source/anchors/cainterne.crt
update-ca-trust

# Windows
certutil -addstore -f "ROOT" cainterne.crt
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• Once you have setup LDAP SSL/ TLS on your Active Directory (please refer to Microsoft documentation for that), then you
can enable support for SSL/ TLS security for AD in waptserver.ini.

ldap_auth_ssl_enabled = True

• Restart waptserver service.

20.5 Configuring Client-Side Certificate Authentication

If your business needs a public WAPT server on Internet, it can be secured with Client-Side Certificate Authentication.

That configuration restricts the visibility of the WAPT Server to registered clients only. It is done by relying on the WAPT agent
private key generated during registration. It works as follows:

• The WAPT agent sends a CSR (Certificate Signing Request) to the WAPT server which the WAPT server signs and sends back
to WAPT agent.

• Using the signed certificate, the agent can access protected parts of the Nginx web server.

Note:
We strongly recommend enabling Kerberos or login/password registration in the WAPT server post-configuration.

Warning: All actions are to be carried out on the WAPT server

20.5.1 Enabling Client-Side Certificate Authentication

Warning: For Linux check if the symbolic link in sites-enabled exists:

cd /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/
find . -maxdepth 1 -type l -ls

The expected result should be:

269091 0 lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 36 juil. 22 15:51 ./wapt.conf -> /etc/nginx/
→˓sites-available/wapt.conf

Otherwise use the following command:

ln -s /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf ./wapt.conf

To enable the authentication, you need to add those parameters to the following configuration file in the location section:

• On Linux: /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.

• On Windows: C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf.
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location / {
...
proxy_set_header X-Ssl-Authenticated $ssl_client_verify;
proxy_set_header X-Ssl-Client-DN $ssl_client_s_dn;
if ($ssl_client_verify != SUCCESS) {

return 401;
}

...
}

Attention:
Please note that as of 2022-12-02, WAPT does not support CRL, which means that when you delete a machine in the WAPT

console, the machine will still have access to the WAPT repository.

Warning:
WAPTDeploy cannot use https to retrieve the WAPT agent, you will have to add this section in the file:

server {
listen 80;
listen [::]:80;
server_name _;

location ~ ^/(wapt/waptsetup-tis.exe|wapt/waptagent.exe|wapt/waptdeploy.exe)$ {
add_header Cache-Control "store, no-cache, must-revalidate, post-check=0, pre-check=0";
add_header Pragma "no-cache";
root "/var/www";

}

return 301 https://$host$request_uri;
}

20.6 Generating the Certificate Authority (CA)

When installing WAPT, you are asked to create a .pem / .crt pair by checking the boxes Tag as code signing and Tag as CA Certificate.

This .pem / .crt pair will allow to sign WAPT packages and new certificates.
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20.6.1 Generating a new certificate with the Certificate Authority

Build a new .pem / .crt pair.

Note: The new certificate will not be a self-signed certificate;

This new certificate will be signed by the CA (the key generated at the time of the first installation of WAPT);

You must then fill in the Authority Signing Key and the Authority Signing Certificate.

When generating the new pem/ crt pair, you have the option to choose whether or not the new certificate will be a Code Signing type.

Hint: For recall, a Code Signing certificate is reserved to individuals with the Administrator role in the context of WAPT and a
simple SSL certificate without the Code Signing attribute is reserved to individuals with the role of Package Deployer.

Administrators will be authorized to sign packages that CONTAIN a setup.py executable file (i.e. base packages).

Individuals with the Package Deployer role will be authorized to sign packages that DO NOT CONTAIN setup.py executable file
(i.e. host, unit and group packages).

Keys and certificates that are Not Code Signing may be distributed to individuals in charge of deploying packages on the installed
base of WAPT equipped devices.

Another team with certificates having the Code Signing attribute will prepare the WAPT packages that contain applications that will
need to be configured according to the security guidelines of the Organization and the user customizations desired by her.

Generating a new .pem / .crt pair will also allow to formally identify the individual who has signed a package by looking up the CN
attribute of the WAPT package certificate.

Hint: The new certificates will not be CA Certificates, which means that they will not be authorized to sign other certificates.

As a general rule, there is only one CA Certificate pem / crt pair per Organization.

Attention: It is not necessary to deploy child certificates with the WAPT Agent.

Child certificates are used with the WAPT console to allow or restrict actions in the console.

20.7 Deploying certificates of local IT admins on clients

Hint: Some Organizations will choose to let local IT administrators perform actions on WAPT equipped devices by issuing them
personal certificates that will work on the set of devices for which the local IT admins are responsible.

The headquarter IT admins will deploy the certificates of local IT admins on the computers that local admins manage on their respective
sites.

This way, local IT admins will not be able to manage computers located in headquarters, but on their own sites only.

It is possible to manage simply and in a finer way using Access Control Lists with the Enterprise version of WAPT.
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Fig. 2: Generating a certificate without the Code Signing attribute
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Fig. 3: Generating a certificate with the Code Signing attribute
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You will need to copy the certificates of allowed local IT admins on WAPT clients in C:\program files(x86)\wapt\ssl.

Hint: Do not forget to restart the WAPT service on clients for them to use their new certificate. Open a command line cmd.exe then:

net stop waptservice && net start waptservice

If you want to deploy the certificates using WAPT, use package templates

20.8 Configuring Access Control Lists

Hint:
Default admin user of WAPT are authenticated by password stored in waptserver.ini as a value of wapt_password key.

Others WAPT users may be local users (htpasswd_path) or AD account users (ldap_auth_server / ldap_auth_base_dn).

ACLs define actions enabled for all types of users in the WAPT context.

Note:
Default ACLs user level are defined by default_ldap_users_acls in waptserver.ini.

The default ACL for a new user is view.

Attention: Security is define by the certificate deployed on clients, not by ACLs.
ACLs simply limit what actions the server is allowed to relay from the WAPT console to the WAPT agents.
As of |date|, the WAPT agents do not check ACL rights.

To configure ACLs in WAPT, go to Tools → Manage WAPT users and rights.

On first launch after server installation, only the SuperAdmin account is present in the list of users.

Note:
If the SuperAdmin account does not exist or does not have the admin right, then the account is recreated by restarting the wapt-

server service.

The SuperAdmin account is authenticated using the value of wapt_password in the waptserver.ini configuration file.

Two types of account are manageable by ACL, local and Active Directory.
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Fig. 4: Manage WAPT users and rights on tools tab

Fig. 5: Manage WAPT users and rights first launch
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20.8.1 Local user account

Local users are defined by a .htpasswd file.

WAPT server configuration

For using local user accounts, you need create a file named waptusers.htpasswd in the same folder on the WAPT server containing
the waptserver.ini file.

• Create the waptusers.htpasswd.

– On Linux:

touch /opt/wapt/conf/waptusers.htpasswd
chown wapt /opt/wapt/conf/waptusers.htpasswd

– On Windows:

cd. > C:\wapt\conf\waptusers.htpasswd

• On waptserver.ini add htpasswd_path settings.

htpasswd_path = password file location

Hint: Restart waptserver service

Creating the user account

• In WAPT Users rights window, click on New account.

Fig. 6: Creating a new local account

It is possible to rename accounts by pressing F2 on the User column.

• Save by clicking on Save account.

• For setting a password, see Change password point.

• For setting rights, see the section on managing ACL rights.
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If the local user has a password in waptusers.htpasswd, then the username appears in bold and Local User is checked, else change
the password for this user.

Changing the user password

To change the password for the selected account:

• Do a right click on the account → Change User Password on Wapt server.

Fig. 7: Changing the user password

• Enter the new password.

The local user appears in bold and the Local User is checked.
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Fig. 8: Entering the new password

20.8.2 WAPT users set as Active Directory users

To manage WAPT users with your Active Directory, you need to activate Active Directory authentication.

After a first successful login, the AD account will appear automatically in the list of WAPT users.

20.8.3 Blocking local users accounts

To unregister local users, do right click on the account → Invalidate User Password on WAPT server.

The account will be blocked from managing anything in WAPT.

20.8.4 List of rights

Many rights and restrictions can be set for each users in the WAPT console.
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Fig. 9: Invalidating a local user account
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Table 3: List of user rights
Right Description
Admin Same as SuperAdmin, all rights are granted except local user.
View Allows only view information on the WAPT console.
Register hosts Allows to use the Admin credentials to register manually a host

with the WAPT server.
Unregister hosts Allows to remove a host from the WAPT console.
Edit hosts Allows to edit the host profile on the WAPT console.
Edit packages Allows to modify base packages on the WAPT console.
Edit groups Allows to modify group packages on the WAPT console.
Edit self-service Allows to modify self-service rules on the WAPT console.

WUA Allows to modify WUA / WSUS rules on the WAPT console.

Edit unit package Allows to modify unit packages on the WAPT console.
Edit profiles package Allows to modify profiles packages on the WAPT console.

Apply upgrades Allows to remotely apply upgrades on her perimeter of hosts,
if host is on PENDING status.

Remote hosts actions Allows to make use of Windows Computer Management tool
with the WAPT console.

Edit Reports Allows to create new or modify reporting queries.
Run Reports Allows to run existing SQL reports.
Local user Defines a Local User

20.8.5 Managing rights

By default, the SuperAdmin is the CA certificate user.

For other user, it is possible to associate a certificate that has been generated from the WAPT PKI or from another CA.

These certificates may or may not be children of the WAPT Certificate Authority.

Attention: If certificates are not issued from the Certificate Authority:

• Updated packages are available only to computers where certificates are deployed.

• ACL are valid only on the perimeter of hosts where the certificates are deployed.
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Associating a certificate to an user

Hint: By default no certificate is set for any user (including SuperAdmin).

The account in the WAPT console appears in italic if no certificate is associated to the user.

To associate a certificate to an user, do Right-Click on user → Register user certificate.

Fig. 10: Registering user certificates

Then, choose the certificate to associate to the user.

Adding / Removing rights

To add or remove rights, select the cell with left click and check-it by pressing the spacebar.

Hint:
It is possible to do a multiple selection by using keyboard shortcuts Crtl+left-click and pressing the spacebar.
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Restricting the perimeter of rights permitted to user

It is possible to associate a perimeter to a right given to a user.

View

Table 4: Definition of the allowed perimeter
Perimeter Description
Deny all No view right is allowed (not checked).
Allow on any perimeter View is allowed for all WAPT agents.
Allow specific perimeters View is allowed on the selected perimeter defined as a list of

certificates.

Allow where user certificate is deployed View is allowed only on the perimeter where the certificate
of the Administrator is deployed.

Edit group packages

Hint: All group packages work on the same principle as described below.

Table 5: Definition of the allowed perimeter
Perimeter Description
Deny all packages No Edit is allowed for any package (not checked).
Allow any packages Edit Right is allowed for all packages.
Allow specific packages name Edit Right is allowed for selected packages available in list.

Hint: If your WAPT Server is a virtual machine, take a snapshot of the VM. This way, you’ll be able to go back easily in the rare
case that the update fails.

Warning:
After each server update, update your console then regenerate the WAPT agent.

Before upgrading WAPT Server, please refer to the following upgrading compatibility chart:
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Table 6: Available WAPT Upgrade paths
To WAPT 1.5 To WAPT 1.6 To WAPT 1.7 To WAPT 1.8 To WAPT 2.0

From WAPT 1.3
From WAPT 1.5 •

From WAPT 1.6 • •

From WAPT 1.7 • • •

From WAPT
1.8.2

• • • •
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CHAPTER

TWENTYONE

MINOR WAPT SERVER UPDATE

21.1 Debian

Hint: This process is only valid for Debian (Ubuntu Here).

• Before updating, if not done already apply this configuration to your repositories.

• If it is correct, execute the following block.

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND

• Then run the post-configuring script.

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh
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• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.
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FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

• Once completed your server is ready.

21.2 Ubuntu

• Before updating, if not done already apply this configuration to your repositories.

• If it is correct, execute the following block.

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND

• Then run the post-configuring script.
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Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.
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WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >
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Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

• Once completed your server is ready.

21.3 Centos / RedHat

• Before updating, if not done already apply this configuration to your repositories.

• If it is correct, execute the following command.

yum update -y

• Install packages.

yum install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup -y

• Then run the post-configuration script.

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).
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Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

• Once completed your server is ready.

21.4 Windows

21.4.1 Discovery

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition please re-

fer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/.
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21.4.2 Enterprise

Hint: To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Download and execute waptserversetup.exe.

Attention: The installation of the WAPT server must be done using a Local Administrator account on the host

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your nginx.
conf file with:
copy C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command:

copy C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf.old C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\conf\nginx.conf

• Choose the installation language.

Fig. 1: Choose the language for WAPT

• Accept the GNU Public License and click on Next to go on to the next step.

• Choose the installation directory (leave the default) and click on Next to go on to the next step.

• Choose additional task (leave the default).

• Not change the password for the WAPT server (if not necessary).

• Skip creating personal key.

• Skip building the WAPT agent, we will do it later.

• Click on the Install to launch the installation, wait for the installation to complete.

• Click on Finish to close the window.

The WAPT Server on your Windows is ready.
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Fig. 2: Accept the WAPT license terms
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Fig. 3: Choose the WAPT destination folder
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Fig. 4: Choose additional task
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Fig. 5: Don’t change Password
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Fig. 6: Skip create the signature key
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Fig. 7: Skip build the WAPT agent
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Fig. 8: Progress of installation of the WAPT Server
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Fig. 9: Installation has finished
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TWENTYTWO

UPGRADING WAPT ON A FROM 1.8.2 TO 2.0

Note: Before upgrading, ensure that installation requirements are met.

Attention: Port 443 is used by the WAPT Server and must be available.

22.1 Debian

Note: If you are running on Debian9 Stretch, you have first to upgrade to Debian10 Buster before upgrading to WAPT 2.x. WAPT-
Server 2.x is not available for Debian9.

• First of all, update the underlying distribution.

apt update && apt upgrade -y

• Add or update the package repository for Debian packages, import the GPG key from the repository and install the WAPT
Server packages.

22.1.1 Community to Discovery

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/
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22.1.2 Enterprise

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition please re-

fer to the next block.

• Install apt-transport-https for the use of https.

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release gnupg

• Retrieve the key .gpg and add it to the Tranquil IT repository.

wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/debian/wapt-2.0/ $(lsb_release -c␣
→˓-s) main" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

• If the file does not exist, create wapt.conf in /etc/apt/auth.conf.d to store your login information.

Hint:
Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
machine srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it
login user
password password
EOF

• Apply the correct rights, update the repository and install the packages.

chmod 600 /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup

22.1.3 Post-configuration

• Launch the post-configuration step.

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old
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It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.

do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >
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• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.

FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

• Restart the WAPT Server.

systemctl restart waptserver nginx

• Make sure that the file owner is correct.
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chown wapt:www-data -R /var/www/wapt*

• Re-sign all your WAPT Packages.

– Using the WAPT console, or

– Using the command line.

22.2 CentOS / RedHat

• First of all, update the underlying distribution.

yum update

• Add or update the package repository for CentOS / RedHat packages, import the GPG key from the repository and install
the WAPT Server packages.

22.2.1 CentOS7

Community to Discovery

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition please re-

fer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/.

Enterprise

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery Edition please re-

fer to the previous block.

To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Add the Tranquil IT repository.

cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Server Repo
baseurl=https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/centos7/wapt-2.0/

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

Installing the WAPT Server packages

• Retrieve the key .gpg.

wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7
→˓"; rpm --import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg

• Install all necessary packages

yum install epel-release -y
yum install postgresql96-server postgresql96-contrib tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup␣
→˓cabextract -y

22.2.2 CentOS8

Community to Discovery

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition please re-

fer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/.

Enterprise

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery Edition please re-

fer to the previous block.

To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Add the Tranquil IT repository
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cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Server Repo
baseurl=https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/centos8/wapt-2.0/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

Installing the WAPT Server packages

• Retrieve the key .gpg.

wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7
→˓"; rpm --import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg

• Install all necessary packages

yum install epel-release -y
yum install postgresql96-server postgresql96-contrib tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup cabextract -y

22.2.3 Post-configuration

Attention: For post-configuration to work properly, you must first have properly configured the hostname of the WAPT server.
To check, use the command echo $(hostname) which must return the DNS address that will be used by WAPT agents on client
computers.

Warning: The post-configuration script rewrites the nginx configuration. If you use a special configuration, save your wapt.
conf file with the command :
cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old

It will be necessary to overwrite the configuration after the post-configuration with the command :

cp /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf.old /etc/nginx/sites-available/wapt.conf

Hint: This post-configuration script must be run as root.

• Run the script.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Click on Yes to run the postconf script.
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do you want to launch post configuration tool?

< yes > < no >

• Choose a password for the SuperAdmin account of the WAPT server (minimum length is 10 characters).

Please enter the wapt server password (min. 10 characters)

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Confirm the password.

Please enter the server password again:

*****************

< OK > < Cancel >

• Choose the authentication mode for the initial registering of the WAPT agents:

– Choice #1 allows to register computers without authentication. The WAPT server registers all computers that ask to be
registered.

– Choice #2 activates the initial registration based on kerberos (you can activate it later).

– Choice #3 does not activate the kerberos authentication mechanism for the initial registering of machines equipped with
WAPT. The WAPT server will require a login and a password for each machine registering with it.

WaptAgent Authentication type?

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
( ) 1 Allow unauthenticated registration
( ) 2 Enable kerberos authentication required for machines registration.

Registration will ask for password if kerberos not available
(x) 3 Disable kerberos but registration require strong authentication
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK to start WAPT Server.

Press OK to start waptserver

< OK >

• Select Yes to configure Nginx.

Do you want to configure nginx?

< Yes > < No >

• Fill in the FQDN of the WAPT server.
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FQDN for the WAPT server (eg. wapt.example.com)

---------------------------------------------
wapt.mydomain.lan
---------------------------------------------

< OK > < Cancel >

• Select OK and a self-signed certificate will be generated, this step may take a long time.

Generating DH parameters, 2048 bit long safe prime, generator 2
This is going to take a long time
.......................................+...............................+...

Nginx is now configured, select OK to restart Nginx:

The Nginx config is done.
We need to restart Nginx?

< OK >

The post-configuration is now finished.

Postconfiguration completed.
Please connect to https://wapt.mydomain.lan/ to access the server.

< OK >

Listing of post-configuration script options:

Options Description
--force-https Configures Nginx so that port 80 is permanently redirected to 443

• Restart the WAPT Server.

systemctl restart waptserver nginx

• Make sure that the file owner is correct.

chown wapt:www-data -R /var/www/wapt*

• Re-sign all your WAPT Packages.

– Using the WAPT console, or

– Using the command line.
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22.3 Windows

22.3.1 Community to Discovery

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

22.3.2 Enterprise

Hint: To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Download and execute waptserversetup.exe.

• Choose the installation language.

Fig. 1: Choosing the language for WAPT

• Accept the License and click on Next to go on to the next step.

• Choose the installation directory (leave the default if correct) and click on Next to go on to the next step.

• If old folder installation found, this message appear. Click on Yes to go on to the next step.

• Select additional task if needed.

• Choose No to question of first installing.

• Change the WAPT Server password if needed, then press Next.

• Skip creating a personal key.

• Skip building the WAPT agent, we will choose to do it later.

• Click on the Install to launch the installation, wait for the installation to complete.

• Click on Finish to close the window.

The WAPT Server on your Windows server or workstation is ready.
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Fig. 2: Accepting the WAPT license terms
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Fig. 3: Choosing the WAPT destination folder
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Fig. 4: Message of old folder WAPT destination folder
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Fig. 5: Selecting additional task
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Fig. 6: Choosing No to question
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Fig. 7: Changing the WAPT Server password
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Fig. 8: Skipping the creation of the signature key
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Fig. 9: Skip build the WAPT agent
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Fig. 10: Installation of the WAPT Server in progress
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Fig. 11: Installation has finished
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Attention: DO NOT use the WAPT console on the WAPT server. DO NOT install nor run your WAPT package development
tools on the WAPT Server.

Your server is now ready. You may now go to the documentation on Installing the WAPT management console.

• Re-sign all your WAPT Packages.

– On graphical
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CHAPTER

TWENTYTHREE

UPGRADING WAPT ON A FROM 1.6/1.7 TO 1.8

23.1 Debian

Attention: Ports 80 and 443 are used by the WAPT Server and must be available.

• First of all, update the Debian underlying distribution.

apt update && apt upgrade -y && apt dist-upgrade

• Add the package repository for Debian packages, import the GPG key from the repository and install the WAPT Server packages.

23.1.1 Enterprise

Hint: To access WAPT Enterprise ressources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

Replace user and password in the deb parameter to access WAPT Enterprise repository.

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release
wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://user:password@srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/debian/wapt-1.8/ $(lsb_release␣
→˓-c -s) main" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup

23.1.2 Community

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release
wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/wapt-1.8/ $(lsb_release -c -s) main" > /etc/apt/
→˓sources.list.d/wapt.list
apt update
apt install tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup
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23.1.3 Post-configuration

• Launch the post-configuration step.

Note:
– We advise that you launch the post-configuration steps after each server upgrade so that the server uses the latest config-

uration format.

– It is not required to reset a password for the WAPT console during the post-configuration step.

– If you have personalized the configuration of Nginx, do not answer Yes when the post-configuration ask you to configure
Nginx.

Attention:
– With WAPT 1.8 post-configuration, WAPT WUA packages will be moved from their current storage location to

waptwua root folder (/var/www/waptwua).

– If repository replication has been set, all KB/CAB packages will be re-synchronized on remote repositories.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

The password requested in step 4 is used to access the WAPT console.

• Start the WAPT Server.

systemctl restart waptserver

• Upgrade the WAPT console by following the same set of steps as installing the WAPT console.

• Then create the WAPT agent.

You will have to keep the same prefix for your packages and change nothing in relation to the private key/ public certificate pair!

This will generate a waptupgrade package in the private repository.

Note: There are two methods for deploying the updates:

– Using a GPO and waptdeploy.

– Using a waptupgrade package and deploy it using WAPT.

• Update the WAPT agents.

The steps to follow to update WAPT agents are the same as the ones to first install the WAPT agents.

Download and install the latest version of the WAPT agent by visiting http://wapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/waptagent.exe.

As mentioned above, this procedure may be made automatic with a GPO or a waptupgrade package.

• Minor update for CentOS.

• Minor update for Windows.
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Attention:
• Debian Jessie is now deprecated. WAPT 1.8 will not work with old Debian versions.
• Consider migrating your existing WAPT installation to Debian Buster or CentOS7.

23.2 CentOS

• First of all, update the CentOS/ RedHat underlying distribution.

yum update

23.2.1 Enterprise

Modify the repository address then launch the upgrade.

Hint: To access WAPT Enterprise ressources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

Replace user and password in the baseurl parameter to access WAPT Enterprise repository.

cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Enterprise Server Repo
baseurl=https://user:password@srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/centos7/wapt-1.8/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7"; rpm --
→˓import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg
yum install epel-release
yum install cabextract
yum install postgresql96-server postgresql96-contrib tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup

23.2.2 Community

• Modify the repository address then launch the upgrade.

cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Server Repo
baseurl=https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/wapt-1.8/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7"; rpm --
→˓import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg
yum install postgresql96-server postgresql96-contrib tis-waptserver tis-waptsetup

23.2.3 Post-configuration

• Launch the post-configuration step.

Note:
– We advise that you launch the post-configuration steps after each server upgrade so that the server uses the latest config-

uration format.

– It is not required to reset a password for the WAPT console during the post-configuration step.

– If you have personalized the configuration of Nginx, do not answer Yes when the post-configuration asks you to configure
Nginx.

Attention:
– With WAPT 1.8 post-configuration, WAPT WUA packages will be moved from their current storage location to the

waptwua root folder (/var/www/waptwua).

– If repository replication has been set, all KB/CAB packages will be re-synchronized on remote repositories.

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

• Start the WAPT Server.

systemctl start waptserver

• Upgrade the WAPT console by following the same set of steps as installing the WAPT console.

• Then create the WAPT agent.

You will have to keep the same prefix for your packages and change nothing in relation to the private key/ public certificate pair!

This will generate a waptupgrade package in the private repository.

Note: There are two methods for deploying the updates:

– Using a GPO and waptdeploy.

– Using a waptupgrade package and deploying it using WAPT.

• Update the WAPT agents.

The steps to follow to update WAPT agents are the same as the ones to first install the WAPT agents.

Download and install the latest version of the WAPT agent by visiting http://wapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/waptagent.exe.

As mentioned above, this procedure may be made automatic with a GPO or a waptupgrade package.
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23.3 Windows

Attention: In the case you choose to use a GPO to upgrade the WAPT agent, the WAPT Server must be excluded from the OU
where the GPO will apply.

Note: The WAPT Server may be installed on 64bit Windows 10 clients, and 64 bit Windows Server 2012/R2, 2016 and 2019 and
2022.

• On the Windows machine hosting the WAPT Server, download the latest version of the installer from Tranquil IT’s website
waptserversetup.exe and launch it as Local Administrator.

• Install the update.

Note: The procedure to follow is the same as the one for installing a WAPT Server on Windows.

Attention: The prefix must NOT be changed and you must NOT generate a new key!

• On the workstation that you use to build your packages, manually download WAPTSetup from.

– Discovery: waptsetup.exe.

– Enterprise: waptsetup.exe.

• Then create the WAPT agent.

You will have to keep the same prefix for your packages and change nothing in relation to the private key/ public certificate pair!

This will generate a waptupgrade package in the private repository.

Note: There are two methods for deploying the updates:

– Using a GPO and waptdeploy.

– Using a waptupgrade package and deploy it using WAPT.

• Update the WAPT agents.

The steps to follow to update WAPT agents are the same as the ones to first install the WAPT agents.

Download and install the latest version of the WAPT agent by visiting http://wapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/waptagent.exe (the link
is your own WAPT server).

As mentioned above, this procedure may be made automatic with a GPO or a waptupgrade package.
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CHAPTER

TWENTYFOUR

UPGRADING WAPT FROM VERSIONS OLDER THAN 1.6

We recommend that you restart from scratch, that you provision an up-to-date WAPT Server environment alongside the old version,
and that you use the old setup or a domain GPO to deploy the new WAPT agent.
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CHAPTER

TWENTYFIVE

BACKING UP THE WAPT SERVER

To backup your server follow this procedure. Regular backups are recommended.

25.1 Linux

• Stop WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

systemctl stop wapttasks
systemctl stop waptserver
systemctl stop nginx

• Backup these directories using a backup tool (ex: rsync, WInSCP, etc..).

# Debian / Ubuntu
/var/www/wapt/
/var/www/wapt-host/
/var/www/waptwua/
/opt/wapt/conf/
/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

# Centos / RedHat
/var/www/html/wapt/
/var/www/html/wapt-host/
/var/www/html/waptwua/
/opt/wapt/conf/
/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

• Backup the PostgreSQL database using the pg_dumpall utility (adapt filename with your requirements).

sudo -u postgres pg_dumpall > /tmp/backup_wapt.sql

• Restart WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

systemctl start wapttasks
systemctl start waptserver
systemctl start nginx
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25.2 Windows

• Stop WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

net stop wapttasks
net stop waptserver
net stop waptnginx

• Backup the WAPT repository folder on a remote backup destination.

C:\wapt\conf
C:\wapt\waptserver\repository
C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\ssl

• Backup PostgreSQL Database with pg_dump.exe.

"C:\wapt\waptserver\pgsql-9.6\bin\pg_dumpall.exe" -U postgres -f C:\backup_wapt.sql

• Restart WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

net start wapttasks
net start waptserver
net start waptnginx
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TWENTYSIX

RESTORING THE WAPT SERVER

In case of a complete crash, restart a standard WAPT Server installation on your server.Then follow this procedure to restore your
data.

26.1 Linux

• Stop WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

systemctl stop nginx
systemctl stop waptserver
systemctl stop wapttasks

• Restore the following directories.

# Debian / Ubuntu
/var/www/wapt/
/var/www/wapt-host/
/var/www/waptwua/
/opt/wapt/conf/
/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

# Centos / RedHat
/var/www/html/wapt/
/var/www/html/wapt-host/
/var/www/html/waptwua/
/opt/wapt/conf/
/opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

• Restore the database (adapt the name of your file). The first command deletes the WAPT database (if it exists). Make sure that
your dump file is correct before deleting!

sudo -u postgres psql -c "drop database wapt"
sudo -u postgres psql < /tmp/backup_wapt.sql

• Apply ownership rights to the restored folders.

# Debian / Ubuntu
chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/wapt/

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/wapt-host/
chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/waptwua/
chown -R wapt /opt/wapt/conf/
chown -R wapt /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

# CentOS / RedHat
chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/html/wapt/
chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/html/wapt-host/
chown -R wapt:www-data /var/www/html/waptwua/
chown -R wapt /opt/wapt/conf/
chown -R wapt /opt/wapt/waptserver/ssl/

• Scan package repositories.

# Debian / Ubuntu
wapt-scanpackages /var/www/wapt/

# CentOS / RedHat
wapt-scanpackages /var/www/html/wapt/

• Restart WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

systemctl start wapttasks
systemctl start waptserver
systemctl start nginx

26.2 Windows

• Stop WAPT related services on the WAPT Server.

net start wapttasks
net start waptserver
net start waptnginx

• Restore the following directories.

C:\wapt\waptserver\repository
C:\wapt\waptserver\conf
C:\wapt\waptserver\nginx\ssl

• Apply full rights to the folder C:\wapt\waptserver\repository for the “Network Service” group.

• Restore PostgreSQL Database with pg_restore.exe.

"C:\wapt\waptserver\pgsql-9.6\bin\psql.exe" -f c:\backup_wapt.sql -U postgres

• Scan package repositories.

wapt-scanpackages "C:\wapt\waptserver\repository\wapt"
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• Restart WAPT related services on the server.

net start wapttasks
net start waptserver
net start waptnginx
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CHAPTER

TWENTYSEVEN

UNINSTALLING THE WAPT AGENT FROM CLIENTS

27.1 Windows

If you need to uninstall WAPT agents from clients, the uninstaller is automatically created in the WAPT install location. By default it
is C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\unins000.exe.

• Default silent uninstall of a WAPT agent can be achieved with the following command.

unins000.exe /VERYSILENT

• An additional argument can be passed to unins000.exe to cleanup everything.

unins000.exe /VERYSILENT /purge_wapt_dir=1

Table 1: Complete list of command-line arguments for unins000.exe
Settings Description
/VERYSILENT Launches unins000.exe silently.
/purge_wapt_dir = 1 Purges the WAPT directory (removes all folders and files).

• It is possible to use a package for this.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

def install():

print("Creation of the task")
task = create_onetime_task('removewapt', "unins000.exe", "/VERYSILENT /purge_wapt_dir=1")
print(task)
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27.1.1 Re-enabling Windows Updates before uninstalling

In the case you have used WAPT to manage Windows Updates, you might want to re-enable Windows Updates default behavior before
uninstalling the WAPT agent.

To do so, here is an example package to push before uninstalling the WAPT agent:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

def install():
print('Disable WAPT WUA')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'waptwua','enabled','false')

print('DisableWindowsUpdateAccess registry to 0')
registry_set(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,r'Software\Policies\Microsoft\Windows\WindowsUpdate',

→˓'DisableWindowsUpdateAccess',0,REG_DWORD)

print('AUOptions registry to 0')
registry_set(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,r'SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\WindowsUpdate\Auto␣

→˓Update','AUOptions',0,REG_DWORD)

print('Enable wuauserv')
run_notfatal('sc config wuauserv start= auto')
run_notfatal('net start wuauserv')

print('Reload WAPT configuration')
WAPT.reload_config_if_updated()

27.2 Linux

• Default uninstall of a WAPT agent can be achieved with the following command, depending on your Linux OS:

# Debian / Ubuntu
apt remove --purge tis-waptagent

# CentOS / Redhat
yum remove tis-waptagent

• An additional step can be done using these commands (WIP).

# Debian / Ubuntu
rm -f /opt/wapt/

rm /etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

# CentOS / Redhat
rm -f /opt/wapt/

rm /etc/yum/yum.repos.d/wapt.list
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27.3 MacOS

Default uninstall of a WAPT agent can be achieved with the following command:

pkgutil --only-files --files it.tranquil.waptservice > file_list
sudo pkgutil --forget it.tranquil.waptservice

This section of the documentation covers the daily use of WAPT.

All WAPT functionalities are explained in detail for the Administrators, the Users and the Package Deployers.
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CHAPTER

TWENTYEIGHT

DEPLOYING THE WAPT AGENT

28.1 Windows

Two methods are available to deploy the waptagent.exe.

• The first method is manual and the procedure must be applied on each machine.

• The second one is automated and relies on a GPO.

Note: The waptagent.exe installer is available at WAPT serveur web home page. The direct download link is for example:
https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/waptagent.exe.

Warning: If you do not sign the waptagent.exe installer with a commercial Code Signing certificate or a Code Signing
certificate issued by the Certificate Authority of your Organization after having generated it, web browsers will show a warn-
ing message when downloading the installer. To remove the warning message, you must sign the .exe with a Code Signing
certificate that can be verified by a CA bundle stored in the machine’s certificate store.

28.1.1 Manually

Attention: Manually installing the WAPT agent requires Local Administrator rights on the computer. Manually installing the
WAPT agent using a Domain Admin account WILL NOT WORK.

Hint: When to deploy the WAPT agent manually?

Manual deployment method is efficient in these cases:

• Testing WAPT.

• Using WAPT in an organization with a small number of computers.

• If you don’t have a means of mass deployment.

• Download the WAPT agent from your WAPT server then launch the installer.

• Choose the language and click on OK to go to next step.
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Fig. 1: Download the WAPT agent to be deployed on computers

Fig. 2: Choose the installation language
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• Accept the license terms and click on Next to go to next step.

Fig. 3: Accepting the EULA

• Choose the additional parameters and click on Next to go to next step.

Table 1: Avialable options
Settings Description Default

value
Install WAPT service Add WAPT service on your computer Checked
Launch notification icon upon session opening Launch waptagent on systray at startup Not

checked
Disable hiberboot, and increase shutdown GPO time-
out (recommended)

Disable Windows fast startup for stability, enlarge
timout for WAPTexit

Checked

Use a random UUID to identify the computer instead
of BIOS

To resolve BIOS UUID bugs Not
checked

• Choose the WAPT repository and the WAPT Server and click on Next to go to next step.

• Install the WAPT agent by clicking on Install.

• Wait for the installation of the WAPT agent to finish, then click on Finish to exit.

The installation of the WAPT agent is finished. The registration of the host with the WAPT server is done automatically.

To manage your Organization’s WAPT clients, visit the documentation on using the WAPT console.
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Fig. 4: Choose the installer’s options
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Fig. 5: Choose the WAPT repository and server
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Fig. 6: Summary of installation options
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Fig. 7: Installation in progress
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Fig. 8: End of WAPT agent installation
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28.1.2 Automatically

Important: Technical pre-requisites

Advanced network and system administration knowledge is required to achieve this procedure. A properly configured network will
ensure its success.

Hint: When to deploy the WAPT agent automatically?

The following method is useful in these cases:

• A large organization with many computers.

• A Samba Active Directory or Microsoft Active Directory for which you have enough administration privileges.

• The security and the traceability of actions are important to you or to your Organization.

With waptdeploy

waptagent.exe is an InnoSetup installer, it can be executed with these silent argument:

waptagent.exe /VERYSILENT

• Additional arguments are available for waptdeploy.

Table 2: Description of available options for deploying the WAPT agent
silently

Options Description
/dnsdomain = mydomain.lan Domain in wapt-get.ini filled in during installation.
/wapt_server = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan URL of the WAPT server in wapt-get.ini filled in during

installation.

/repo_url = https://repo1.mydomain.lan/wapt URL of the WAPT repository in wapt-get.ini filled in during
installation.

/StartPackages = basic-group Group of WAPT packages to install by default.
/verify_cert= = 1 or relative path ssl\server\srvwapt.
mydomain.lan.crt.

Value of verify_cert entered during installation.

/CopyServersTrustedCA = path to a bundle to copy to ssl\
server

Certificate bundle for https connections (to be defined by
verify_cert).

/CopypackagesTrustedCA = path to a certificate bundle to
copy into ssl

Certificate bundle for verifying package signatures.

Hint: The iss file for the InnoSetup installer is available here: C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptsetup\waptsetup.iss.

You may choose to adapt it to your specific needs. Once modified, you’ll just have to recreate a waptagent.

To learn more about the options available with InnoSetup, visit this documentation
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With waptdeploy

waptdeploy is a small binary that:

• Checks the version of the WAPT agent.

• Downloads via https the waptagent.exe installer.

• Launches the silent installer with arguments (checked options defined during the compilation of the WAPT agent).

/VERYSILENT /MERGETASKS= ""useWaptServer""

• Updates the WAPT Server with the WAPT agent status (WAPT version, package status).

Warning:
waptdeploy must be started as Local Administrator, that is why we advise you to use a GPO.

Download waptdeploy.exe from you’r WAPT server homepage.

Fig. 9: Download the waptdeploy
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With a GPO

• Create a new group strategy on the Active Directory server (Microsoft Active Directory or Samba-AD).

• Add a new strategy with Computer configuration → Policies → Windows Settings → Scripts → Startup → Properties → Add.

Fig. 10: Creating a group strategy to deploy the WAPT agent

• Click on Browse to select the waptdeploy.exe.

Fig. 11: Finding the waptdeploy.exe file on your computer

• Copy waptdeploy.exe in the destination folder.

Fig. 12: Selecting the waptdeploy.exe script

• Click on Open to import the waptdeploy.exe.

• Click on Open to confirm the importation of the waptdeploy binary.

Hint:
It is necessary to provide the checksum of the waptagent.exe as an argument to the waptdeploy GPO.

This will prevent the remote host from executing an erroneous / corrupted waptagent binary.

--hash=checksum WaptAgent --minversion=1.2.3 --wait=15 --waptsetupurl=http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/
→˓wapt/waptagent.exe

Parameters and waptagent.exe checksum to use for the waptdeploy GPO are available on the WAPT Server by visiting https:
//srvwapt.mydomain.lan.
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Fig. 13: Selecting the waptdeploy.exe script

Fig. 14: Web console of the WAPT Server

• Copy the required parameters.

• Click on OK to go on to the next step.

• Click on OK to go on to the next step.

• Apply resulting GPO strategy to the Organization’s Computers OU.

Note:
We recommend adding waptdeploy.exe to the startup and shutdown scripts on the GPO.
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Fig. 15: add the waptdeploy script to the startup GPO

Fig. 16: WAPTdeploy GPO to be deployed on next startup
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Hint: More arguments are available for waptdeploy

Table 3: Description of available options for waptdeploy
Options Description
--force Install waptagent.exe even if not needed.
--hash = <sha256hash> Check that the downloaded waptagent.exe setup sha256 hash

matches the hash.
--help Displays the options
--minversion = 1.2.3 Install waptagent.exe if installed version is less than minversion.
--tasks= autorunTray,installService,installredist2008,autoUpgradePolicyIf given, pass this arguments to the /TASKS options of

the waptagent installer. Default = installSer-
vice,installredist2008, autoUpgradePolicy.

--repo_url = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt Location of the repository to get waptagent.exe.
--setupargs = <options> Add this to the command line of waptagent.exe.
--wait = <minutes> Wait running and pending tasks to complete if waptservice is running

before install.

--waptsetupurl = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/
waptagent.exe Explicit location to download setup executable. Can be a local path

(default=:file:<repo_url>/waptagent.exe.

--hash="43254648348435423486"--minversion=2.0 --waptsetupurl=http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/
→˓waptagent.exe --wait=10

With a scheduled task

You may also choose to launch waptdeploy using a scheduled task that has been set by GPO.

Hint: This method is particularly effective for deploying WAPT on workstations when the network is neither available on starting up
or shutting down.

The method consists of using a GPO to copy locally waptdeploy.exe and waptagent.exe and create a scheduled task for installing.

• Copy waptdeploy.exe and waptagent.exe in the netlogon share of your Active Directory Server (\mydomain.lan\
netlogon\waptagent.exe).

• Create a new group strategy on the Active Directory server (Microsoft Active Directory or Samba-AD).

• Add a new strategy with Computer configuration → Preferences → Windows Settings → Files.

• Create a new file and copy waptdeploy.

• Set parameters.
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Fig. 17: New file on GPO

Table 4: Description of options for copy
Options Value
Action Replace
Source file(s) \mydomain.lan\netlogon\waptdeploy.exe
Destination File C:\Temp\waptdeploy.exe
Suppress errors on individual file actions not checked
Read-only not checked
Hidden not checked
Archive checked

• Create a new file and copy waptagent.

• Set parameters.

Table 5: Description of options for copy
Options Value
Action Replace
Source file(s) \mydomain.lan\netlogon\waptagent.exe
Destination File C:\Temp\waptagent.exe
Suppress errors on individual file actions not checked
Read-only not checked
Hidden not checked
Archive checked
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Fig. 18: WAPT agent installation progress
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Fig. 19: New file on GPO

• Then go to the Scheduled Task menu with Computer configuration → Preferences → Control Panel Settings → Scheduled
Tasks.

• Create a new Scheduled Task with Right-click → New → Scheduled Task (At least Windows 7).

• Set Action to Replace.

• For When running the task, use the following user account paste S-1-5-18 (system account). You can visit for more infor-
mation.

• Check Run whether user is logged on or not.

• Check Run with highest privileges, then go on to the Triggers tab.

• Create a new trigger.

• Check Daily, select today’s date.

• Check Repeat Task every and select 1 hour and for a duration of select 1 day.

• Check Stop task if it runs longer than and select 2 hours.

• Check that Enabled is checked, and then go to the Actions tab.

• Create a new action Start a program for waptdeploy.exe.
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Fig. 20: WAPT agent installation progress
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Fig. 21: Task Create in deploywapt Properties window

Table 6: Description of options to copy
Options Value
Action Start a program
Program / script C:\Temp\waptagent.exe
Add arguments (optional) See the next point
Start in (optional) empty

Hint:
It is necessary to provide the checksum of the waptagent.exe as an argument to the waptdeploy. This will prevent the remote

host from executing an erroneous / corrupted waptagent binary.

--hash=checksum WaptAgent --minversion=1.2.3 --wait=15 --waptsetupurl=http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/
→˓wapt/waptagent.exe

Parameters and the waptagent.exe checksum to use for the waptdeploy GPO are available on the WAPT Server by visiting https:
//srvwapt.mydomain.lan.
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Fig. 22: General tab in deploywapt Properties window
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Fig. 23: Trigger tab in deploywapt Properties window
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Fig. 24: Web console of the WAPT Server

• Copy the required parameters and change waptsetupurl to C:\Temp\waptagent.exe.

--hash=checksum WaptAgent --minversion=1.2.3 --wait=15 --waptsetupurl=C:\Temp\waptagent.exe

Hint: More arguments are available for waptdeploy
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Table 7: Description of available options for waptdeploy
Options Description
--force Install waptagent.exe even if not needed
--hash = <sha256hash> Check that the downloaded waptagent.exe setup sha256 hash

matches the hash.
--help Displays the options.
--minversion = 1.2.3 Install waptagent.exe if installed version is less than minversion.
--tasks= autorunTray,installService,installredist2008,autoUpgradePolicyIf given, pass this arguments to the /TASKS options

of the waptagent installer. Default = installSer-
vice,installredist2008, autoUpgradePolicy

--repo_url = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt Location of repository to get the waptagent.exe.
--setupargs = <options> Add this to the command line of waptagent.exe.
--wait = <minutes> Wait running and pending tasks to complete if waptservice

is running before install.

--waptsetupurl = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/
waptagent.exe Explicit location to download setup executable. This can be

a local path (default=:file:<repo_url>/waptagent.exe).

• Go on to the Settings tab.

• In the Settings tab, only check Run task as soon as possible after a scheduled start is missed.

Hint:
To verify that your GPO is working, you can run the gpupdate /force command and verify that the scheduled task is present on

your computer by launching Task Scheduler as a Local Administrator.

28.2 Linux

A Linux agent is available for Debian, Ubuntu and RedHat / Centos.

Note: The following procedure installs a WAPT agent using Tranquil IT’s repositories;
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Fig. 25: Settings tab in deploywapt Properties window
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28.2.1 Debian

Discovery

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition please re-

fer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

Enterprise

Important:
Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery Edition please re-

fer to the previous block.

• Update the distribution :

apt update && apt upgrade -y

• Install apt-transport-https for the use of https :

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release gnupg

• Retrieving the key .gpg and adding the Tranquil’iT repository :

wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/debian/wapt-2.0/ $(lsb_release -c -s) main" > /
→˓etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

• Create wapt.conf in /etc/apt/auth.conf.d to store your login information

Hint: Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
machine srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it
login user
password password
EOF

• Apply the following rights
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chmod 600 /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf

• install WAPT agent using apt-get:

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptagent -y
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND

Creating the agent configuration file

Hint: Use your server address for repo_url and wapt_server.

cat > /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini <<EOF
[global]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
wapt_server=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
use_hostpackages=1
use_kerberos=0
verify_cert=0
EOF

Copying the package-signing certificate

You need to copy manually, or by script, the public certificate of your package signing certificate authority.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\.

Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

Copying the SSL/TLS certificate

If you already have configured your WAPT server to correctly use Nginx SSL/TLS certificates, you must copy the certificate in your
WAPT Linux agent.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\.

• Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl/server/ using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

• Then, modify in your /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini config file the ABSOLUTE path to your certificate.

Hint: Change YOURCERT.crt by your certificate name.

verify_cert=/opt/wapt/ssl/server/YOURCERT.crt
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Registering your Linux host with the WAPT Server

• Restart the WAPT service.

systemctl restart waptservice.service

• Finally, execute the following command to register your Linux host with the WAPT server.

1 wapt-get register
2 wapt-get update

Congratulations, your Linux Agent is now installed and configured and it will now appear in your WAPT Console with a penguin
icon!!

Unsupported features

• Installing updates on shutdown.

• WAPT console is not currently available on Linux.

• Any Windows specific feature.

Particularities with domain functionality

• Testing was carried out with sssd with a Samba and Windows Active Directory domain controller and kerberos authentication.

• To integrate a machine in the Active Directory domain, you can choose to follow this documentation.

• To force the update of Organizational Units on the host, you can apply a gpupdate from the WAPT console.

• In order for Active Directory groups to function properly, you must verify that the id hostname$ command returns the list of
groups the host is member of.

Attention: We have noticed that the kerberos LDAP query does not work if the reverse DNS record is not configured correctly
for your domain controllers. These records must therefore be created if they do not exist.

28.2.2 Ubuntu

Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/
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Enterprise

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery
Edition please refer to the previous block.

• Update the distribution :

apt update && apt upgrade -y

• Install apt-transport-https for the use of https :

apt install apt-transport-https lsb-release gnupg

• Retrieving the key .gpg and adding the Tranquil’iT repository :

wget -O - https://wapt.tranquil.it/debian/tiswapt-pub.gpg | apt-key add -
echo "deb https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/ubuntu/wapt-2.0/ $(lsb_release -c -s) main" > /
→˓etc/apt/sources.list.d/wapt.list

• Create wapt.conf in /etc/apt/auth.conf.d to store your login information

Hint: Replace user and password to access WAPT Enterprise repository, with those provided by our sales department.

cat > /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf <<EOF
machine srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it
login user
password password
EOF

• Apply the following rights

chmod 600 /etc/apt/auth.conf.d/wapt.conf

• install WAPT agent using apt-get:

export DEBIAN_FRONTEND=noninteractive
apt update
apt install tis-waptagent
unset DEBIAN_FRONTEND
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Creating the agent configuration file

Hint: Use your server address for repo_url and wapt_server.

cat > /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini <<EOF
[global]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
wapt_server=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
use_hostpackages=1
use_kerberos=0
verify_cert=0
EOF

Copying the package-signing certificate

You need to copy manually, or by script, the public certificate of your package signing certificate authority.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\.

Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

Copying the SSL/TLS certificate

If you already have configured your WAPT server to correctly use Nginx SSL/TLS certificates, you must copy the certificate in your
WAPT Linux agent.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\.

• Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl/server/ using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

• Then, modify in your /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini config file the ABSOLUTE path to your certificate.

Hint: Change YOURCERT.crt by your certificate name.

verify_cert=/opt/wapt/ssl/server/YOURCERT.crt

Registering your Linux host with the WAPT Server

• Restart the WAPT service.

systemctl restart waptservice.service

• Finally, execute the following command to register your Linux host with the WAPT server.

1 wapt-get register
2 wapt-get update

Congratulations, your Linux Agent is now installed and configured and it will now appear in your WAPT Console with a penguin
icon!!
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Unsupported features

• Installing updates on shutdown.

• WAPT console is not currently available on Linux.

• Any Windows specific feature.

Particularities with domain functionality

• Testing was carried out with sssd with a Samba and Windows Active Directory domain controller and kerberos authentication.

• To integrate a machine in the Active Directory domain, you can choose to follow this documentation.

• To force the update of Organizational Units on the host, you can apply a gpupdate from the WAPT console.

• In order for Active Directory groups to function properly, you must verify that the id hostname$ command returns the list of
groups the host is member of.

Attention: We have noticed that the kerberos LDAP query does not work if the reverse DNS record is not configured correctly
for your domain controllers. These records must therefore be created if they do not exist.

28.2.3 CentOS

Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

Enterprise

The most secure and reliable way to install the latest WAPT agent on Linux CentOS is using Tranquil IT’s public repository.

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery Edition
please refer to the previous block.

To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

• Update the distribution :

yum update

• Retrieving the key .gpg :
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wget -q -O /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg "https://wapt.tranquil.it/centos7/RPM-GPG-KEY-TISWAPT-7"; rpm --
→˓import /tmp/tranquil_it.gpg

• Adding the Tranquil’iT repository

cat > /etc/yum.repos.d/wapt.repo <<EOF
[wapt]
name=WAPT Server Repo
baseurl=https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/centos7/wapt-2.0/
enabled=1
gpgcheck=1
EOF

• install WAPT agent using yum:

yum install tis-waptagent

Creating the agent configuration file

Hint: Use your server address for repo_url and wapt_server.

cat > /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini <<EOF
[global]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
wapt_server=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
use_hostpackages=1
use_kerberos=0
verify_cert=0
EOF

Copying the package-signing certificate

You need to copy manually, or by script, the public certificate of your package signing certificate authority.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\.

Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

Copying the SSL/TLS certificate

If you already have configured your WAPT server to correctly use Nginx SSL/TLS certificates, you must copy the certificate in your
WAPT Linux agent.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\.

• Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl/server/ using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

• Then, modify in your /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini config file the ABSOLUTE path to your certificate.
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Hint: Change YOURCERT.crt by your certificate name.

verify_cert=/opt/wapt/ssl/server/YOURCERT.crt

Registering your Linux host with the WAPT Server

• Restart the WAPT service.

systemctl restart waptservice.service

• Finally, execute the following command to register your Linux host with the WAPT server.

1 wapt-get register
2 wapt-get update

Congratulations, your Linux Agent is now installed and configured and it will now appear in your WAPT Console with a penguin
icon!!

Unsupported features

• Installing updates on shutdown.

• WAPT console is not currently available on Linux.

• Any Windows specific feature.

Particularities with domain functionality

• Testing was carried out with sssd with a Samba and Windows Active Directory domain controller and kerberos authentication.

• To integrate a machine in the Active Directory domain, you can choose to follow this documentation.

• To force the update of Organizational Units on the host, you can apply a gpupdate from the WAPT console.

• In order for Active Directory groups to function properly, you must verify that the id hostname$ command returns the list of
groups the host is member of.

Attention: We have noticed that the kerberos LDAP query does not work if the reverse DNS record is not configured correctly
for your domain controllers. These records must therefore be created if they do not exist.
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28.3 MacOS

Attention: Currently, the agent has only been tested on :

• High Sierra (version 10.13);

• Mojave (10.14);

• Catalina (10.15);

• Big Sur (version 10.16).

28.3.1 Discovery

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Discovery Edition. For WAPT Enterprise Edition
please refer to the next block.

Note: Not Available as of 2022-12-02.

WAPT Discovery will be release later. For the free version, refer to wapt-1.8 documentation https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc-1.8/

28.3.2 Enterprise

Important: On the date of 2022-12-02 you have to use the last nitghtly 2.1 repository :

https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/nightly/

Important: Follow this procedure for getting the right packages for the WAPT Enterprise Edition. For WAPT Discovery Edition
please refer to the previous block.

To access WAPT Enterprise resources, you must use the username and password provided by our sales department.

On the command line

Hint: Replace user and password in the baseurl parameter to access WAPT Enterprise repository.

• recovery of the list of available files

sudo curl --user "user:password" https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/release/latest/

• on result, copy tis-waptagent-enterprise-version-macos-hash.pkg;
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• create the complete link with :

1. https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/release/latest/

and

2. tis-waptagent-enterprise-version-macos-hash.pkg copied previously;

• download WAPT agent :

Attention: Remplace <PastedLink> by link create before;

sudo curl -user "user:password" <PastedLink> --output tis-waptagent.pkg

• install the downloaded package:

sudo installer -pkg tis-waptagent.pkg -target /

Creating the agent configuration file

Hint: Use your server adress on repo_url and wapt_server.

sudo cat > /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini <<EOF
[global]
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
wapt_server=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
use_hostpackages=1
use_kerberos=0
verify_cert=0
EOF

Copying the package-signing certificate

You need to copy manually, or by script, the public certificate of your package signing certificate authority.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\.

Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.
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Copying the SSL/TLS certificate

If you already have configured your WAPT server to use correct Nginx SSL/TLS certificates, you must copy the certificate in your
WAPT Linux agent.

The certificate should be located on your Windows machine in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\.

• Copy your certificate(s) in /opt/wapt/ssl/server/ using WinSCP or rsync if you are deploying on Linux or MacOS.

• Then, modify in your /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini config file the path to your certificate.

• And give absolute path of your cert.

verify_cert=/opt/wapt/ssl/server/YOURCERT.crt

Hint: Change YOURCERT.crt by your certificate name.

Graphically

• recovery the last .dpkg

https://srvwapt-pro.tranquil.it/entreprise/release/latest/

• run the .dpkg

28.3.3 Registering

• restart the WAPT service:

sudo launchctl unload /Library/LaunchDaemons/it.tranquil.waptservice.plist
sudo launchctl load /Library/LaunchDaemons/it.tranquil.waptservice.plist

• finally, execute the following command to register your MacOS host with the WAPT server:

sudo wapt-get register

Your MacOS Agent is installed and configured and it will now appear in your WAPT Console with an apple icon.

28.3.4 Unsupported features

• installing updates on shutdown;

• WAPT console is not currently available on MacOS;

• any Windows specific feature;
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28.3.5 Particularities with domain functionality

• testing was carried out with sssd with an Active Directory domain and kerberos authentication;

• to integrate a machine in the Active Directory domain, you can choose to follow this documentation

• to force the update of Organizational Units on the host, you can apply a gpupdate from the WAPT console;

• in order for Active Directory groups to function properly, you must verify that the id hostname$ command returns the list of
groups the host is member of;

Attention: We have noticed that the kerberos LDAP query does not work if the reverse DNS record is not configured correctly
for your domain controllers. These records must therefore be created if they do not exist.
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CHAPTER

TWENTYNINE

UPDATING THE WAPT AGENTS

For each server’s upgrade, you’ll have to upgrade WAPT agent.

To do so, you have to generate agent and deploy it.

29.1 Manually

You can do that manually, it’s the same as an agent installation.

Hint: It’s the only upgrade solution available for now for MacOS and Linux.

29.2 Via waptupgrade

While you generate WAPT agent, package named waptupgrade is created.

This package is a standard WAPT package designed to upgrade WAPT agents on client machines.

Hint: For now, waptupgrade only work for Windows.

Upgrading the WAPT agents using the waptupgrade package is a two step process:

• first the package copies the new waptagent.exe file on the client computer and creates a new scheduled task that will run
waptagent.exe with predefined installation flags two minutes after the creation of the scheduled task. At that point the
package itself is installed and the inventory on the server shows the package installation as OK, with correct version installed,
but the inventory will still show the old version as the agent is not yet updated.

• after two minutes the scheduled task starts and runs waptagent.exe. waptagent.exe shutdowns the local WAPT service,
upgrades the local WAPT install, and then restarts the service. The scheduled task is then automatically removed and the WAPT
agent sends back its inventory to the WAPT server. Now the inventory on the server will show the new version of the agent.

It is recommanded to install waptupgrade on all hosts in order to get automtical updates for agents.
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CHAPTER

THIRTY

USING THE WAPT CONSOLE

To install and start the WAPT console visit the documentation for installing the WAPT console.

Note: If you have skipped the step for creating the WAPT agent, return to the documentation on building the WAPT agent installer.

On your management computer, hosts are displayed in the WAPT console.

Fig. 1: Inventory of hosts registered with WAPT

Note: If a host does not appear in the console after having installed the WAPT agent, open the Windows command line utility
cmd.exe on the host and type wapt-get register.
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30.1 Add package for the host

If you want to add WAPT packages directly on the host, you have to edit the host package.

To do so, you have 3 methods:

• Double-click on the host.

• Right-click on the host then Edit host.

• Select a host and use the Edit host button.

Then, you just have to drag and drop wanted package(s) and confirm.

Pressing Save does the same thing as doing an update.

Pressing Save and apply does the same thing as an update immediatelly followed by an upgrade.

30.2 Check updates for the host

This button will execute 2 actions :

1. give current state of the host to the server

2. server displays if the host must get updates

Every configuration modification require a Check updates.

30.3 Apply updates for the host

This button allows to apply waiting updates on the host.

Warning: Use with caution, it will force close the softwares that are currently in use.

You can use instead Apply upgrade for not running applications to prevent any loss of work
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30.4 Performing a global search on all hosts

Performing global searches on all the criteria presented above is possible.

Choose the filters to check or uncheck.

Fig. 2: Advanced search functionalities in the WAPT console

Table 1: Choice of filters
Possible options Description
Host Host section in the Hardware inventory tab when a host is selected
Hardware DMI section in the Hardware inventory tab when a host is selected
Software Software inventory section when a host is selected
Package List of packages installed on the selected hosts
Has errors Search only for hosts for which a task has not finished correctly
Needs updating Search only for hosts needing upgrades
Connected only Search only for connected hosts
Only authorized computers Search only for hosts authorized by certificate of current console user
WAPT Group Filter hosts based on their membership / dependency to a WAPT group package
AD Site Filter hosts based on their membership / dependency to a Site on Active Directory
AD Group Filter hosts based on their membership / dependency to a Active Directory group

Hint: Filters work with regular expression.

30.5 Showing the inventory

When the WAPT agents register, they send some information to the WAPT Server.

Information displayed in the console is not updated in real-time, you have to refresh the display to view new status and information.

Click on the Refresh button or press F5 on the keyboard.

Fig. 3: WAPT console displaying inventory

The WAPT console lists hosts that are registered with the WAPT Server and some information that is useful for managing the hosts.
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Selecting a host displays its information in the right panel of the WAPT console (Hardware inventory and Software inventory).

More détail here.

30.6 How to perform actions on the hosts?

Some actions are note present in multi selection, cf :

Table 2: List of actions available to be performed on the hosts from the
WAPT console

Name Multi-selection
Edit host no
Check updates yes
Apply upgrades yes
Apply upgrades for applications not currently running yes
Propose upgrades for applications not currently running yes
Send a message to users yes
Run package audits yes
Add packages to host dependencies yes
Remove packages from host dependencies yes
Re-sign host packages yes
Add package to host conflicts yes
Remove package from host conflicts yes
Remove the host yes
Connect via RDP no
Remote Assistance no
Mesh remote desktop yes
Windows Computer management
Update AD Group Policies on hosts yes
Run CleanMgr on host no
Computer management no
Local users and groups management no
Service management no
Power ON with WakeOnLan yes
Reboot computers no
Shutdown computers no
Trigger the scan of missing Windows updates yes
Trigger the download pending Windows updates yes
Trigger the install of pending Windows updates yes
Refresh host inventory yes
Trigger a restart of waptservice yes

Note: For description of these actions, visit to this documentation.
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Fig. 4: Host configuration menu
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30.7 Importing packages from external repository

30.7.1 Package importation principles

Importing a WAPT package consists of:

• Importing an existing WAPT package from an external repository.

• Changing its prefix (for example from tis to my-prefix).

• Re-signing the WAPT package with the Administrator’s or the Code signing private key to allow the deployment of the imported
package on your WAPT equipped hosts.

• Finally, uploading it on the main WAPT repository.

Attention: By importing a package in your repository and signing it, YOU THEN BECOME RESPONSIBLE for that package
and for what it does. It has been signed with your own private key.

Tranquil IT disclaims any liability if you choose to use WAPT packages retrieved from its repositories. Without a support contract,
Tranquil IT does not guarantee the suitability of the package for your own particular use case, nor does she guarantee the ability
of the package to comply with your Organization’s internal security policies.

• Go to the Private repository tab.

Fig. 5: Available software displayed in the WAPT console

Every software package version available on the WAPT repository is shown.
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If no package has been imported, the list is empty. Only the test-waptupgrade package will be present if the WAPT agent has been
generated previously. Visit the documentation on creating a WAPT agent.

30.7.2 Importing a package from an external repository on the Internet

That first method allows you to download packages directly from a WAPT repository external to your Organization.

By default the Tranquil IT repository is configured, to add another repository check the documentation for configuring the external
repositories;

Note: By default, the SSL/ TLS certificates to external repositories are verified.

• Click on Import package and Import from Internet.

Note: The grid view displays the list of available packages on the remote repository. It is possible to choose the architecture, the OS
and the locale.

• There are 2 methods for importing a WAPT package:

– Right-click → Import in repository;

– or in the bottom right of the Window Import in repository:

• Validate the importation in your local repository.

Note: It is possible to change the maturity of a WAPT package before importing the package into your private repository.
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wapt-resources/wapt_console-import-package-options-2.png

Fig. 6: Confirm the importation of the package
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• The download of the package starts.

Fig. 7: Progress of the package importation process

• Then, enter your private key password.

Fig. 8: Entering the password for unlocking the private key

The WAPT console confirms that the package has been imported in your local WAPT repository.

Fig. 9: Confirmation of successful importation

The package then appears in your local WAPT repository with your Organization’s prefix.

Changing the maturity of a WAPT package before importing it into the repository

It is possible to change the maturity of a WAPT package before loading it into your private repository by choosing DEV, PREPROD
or PROD in Default package maturity.
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Fig. 10: WAPT console displaying the imported package

Fig. 11: Choosing the maturity of the WAPT package before import
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Editing a package before importing it

It is possible to edit a package downloaded from an external repository before importing it into your main WAPT repository.

• Pour cela 2 choix disponible :

– Right-click → Download and Edit;

Fig. 12: Download and Edit

– or by clicking Download and Edit on the bottom right of the window;

wapt-resources/wapt_console-import-package-options-2.png

Fig. 13: Download and Edit

PyScripter, if installed, will open the control and setup.py files of the WAPT package.

For more information, visit the documentation on creating WAPT packages from scratch.
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30.8 Importing packages from local file

30.8.1 Importing a WAPT package from a file

You can import a .wapt file from any storage.

• Click on Import package and then Import from file.

Fig. 14: Importing a WAPT package from a file

• Select the file to import.

Fig. 15: Selecting the file to import

• Click on Open to import the file.

The WAPT console confirms that the package has been imported in your local WAPT repository.

The package then appears in your local WAPT repository with your Organization’s prefix.
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Fig. 16: File imported successfully

Fig. 17: Imported WAPT package showing in your local WAPT repository
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Note: It is not possible to change the maturity before importing here.

30.8.2 Changing the prefix and re-signing a WAPT package

When uploading your new WAPT package to your private repository, the changing of the prefix and the re-signing of the WAPT
package are transparent and automatic.

30.9 Managing packages on repository

In the WAPT Packages tab, the list of packages currently available in the WAPT repository appears. By default, the console will only
show the latest version of packages.

A search bar is also available to filter packages. It is possible to specify a filter.

Fig. 18: Changing the maturity of a WAPT package

30.9.1 Displaying all packages

To display all package versions, untick Last version only.

30.9.2 Filtering on package type

To display a specific package type, use Filter packages:

Types of packages are:

• all;

• base;

• group;

• profile;

• selfservice;

• unit;

• waptwua;
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Fig. 19: Filtering on WAPT package type

30.9.3 Others filters

Fig. 20: Filtering on other attributes

Other available filters are:

• architecture:

– x86;

– x64;

• OS (Operating System):

– all;

– Windows;

– macOS;

– Linux;

• locale:

– en;

– fr;

– de;

– it;

– es;
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• maturity:

– PROD;

– PREPROD;

– DEV;

30.9.4 Doing a search based on a WAPT package

In the repository, select the package and then click on Show Hosts.

The grid will display the hosts on which the package is installed. Note that the filter is only active on the Package attribute of the
selected package.

The different columns display information about the packages installed on the machine (e.g. package version, package status, audit
status, installation date, architecture).

Fig. 21: Filter by package

You can also add the columns Log install and Last Audit Output to display at a glance the installation and audit logs.

30.9.5 Changing maturity of a WAPT package after import on a repository

When a package is imported on a WAPT repository it is possible to change the maturity by rigth-clicking on the WAPT package.
Choose your maturity on Change packages maturity menu.

Once the maturity chosen a windows pop up:

Many choices are available :
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Label Description
Increment the package version Increments the packaging version (version number after -).
Delete old packages after successful process Delete the old WAPT package after having changed the maturity.
Change package maturity Configure the new maturity of the WAPT package.
New packages prefix Configure a new prefix for the WAPT package.

Note: You can stop the process by pressing the Abort process button.

Once finished, the status switches to .

Hint: You can change the maturity of multiple packages at once

Warning: Changing the maturity of the package will change the hash of the package.

If the package is used in a GPO, like waptupgrade, you’ll have to change the hash in your GPO.

30.9.6 Creating a group package

Group packages allow you to create a package containing other packages to be affected as dependencies.

To create a group of packages, go to the WAPT Packages tab, then click on the Make package template from setup file button and
finally choose Group.

Fig. 22: Package group grid

• Change the name in Package name.

• Fill in the description.

• Add packages to the group package by dragging and dropping them or by Right-clicking on the package name, and adding it to
the bundle.
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Fig. 23: Creating a group package

• Click on Save to save the bundle.

Hint: To uninstall a package, it is possible to add is as a forbidden package to a package group. The forbidden package, if installed,
will be removed before other packages are installed.

30.9.7 Removing a WAPT package

To delete a package from the repository, do a Right-click → Remove from repository.

Hint: You can select multiple packages at once to delete.

30.9.8 Editing a WAPT package

To edit a package, do a Right-click → Edit package.

The package will be downloaded locally in the base package development folder, set in the console settings.

If PyScripter is installed, it will automatically open the control and setup.py files.

Once edited you can upload the package using the WAPT console.
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Fig. 24: Adding a forbidden package to a host
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Fig. 25: Editing a WAPT package

30.9.9 Deploying WAPT packages from the WAPT console

You can deploy packages on hosts using multiple methods:

• Directly by adding a WAPT package to the selected host(s).

• By adding a WAPT package to an Organizational Unit of which the host is a member.

• By adding a package to a host profile that is applied to the host.

• By adding the package to a group package of which the host is a member.
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USING THE WAPT CONSOLE ADVANCED

This page details the advanced use of the WAPT console.

31.1 Using profile bundles in WAPT

31.1.1 Working principle

WAPT Enterprise offers Active Directory profile bundle functionality.

It automates installation of WAPT software and configuration packages on hosts, based on their membership to Active Directory
Computer Security Groups.

Important: Active Directory Computer’s security groups contains Computers, not Users.
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Warning: Automatically installing software and configurations based on user and user group membership is not implemented
with WAPT and such implementation is not desirable. The use case of installing oftware based on user profile is better served with
the differentiated self-service feature that is also available with WAPT Enterprise.

31.1.2 Creating profile bundle packages in WAPT console

You can create profile bundle packages by clicking on Make package template from setup file -> AD profile.

Important: Requirements:

• The profile package name must be exactly the same as the AD Security group name.

• The profile package name is case sensitive.

Example:

• AD Security group: HW_laptops;

• WAPT profile bundle: HW_laptops;

A window opens and you are prompted to choose which packages must be in the just created profile bundle.

Save the profile bundle package and it will be uploaded to the WAPT server.

31.2 Using Organizational Unit packages in WAPT

31.2.1 Working principle

WAPT Enterprise offers Organizational Unit packages functionality.

It automates software installations based on your Active Directory organization.

The WAPT agent is aware of its position in the Active Directory tree structure, therefore it knows the hierarchy of Organizational
Units that concerns it, for example:

DC=ad,DC=domain,DC=lan
OU=Paris,DC=ad,DC=domain,DC=lan

(continues on next page)
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Fig. 1: Adding package to profile bundle

(continued from previous page)

OU=computers,OU=Paris,DC=ad,DC=domain,DC=lan
OU=service1,OU=computers,OU=Paris,DC=ad,DC=domain,DC=lan

If an Organizational Unit package is defined on each level, the WAPT agent will automatically download packages and configurations
that are attached to each level. Using inheritance, WAPT will apply packages and dependencies that have been attached to that
Organizational Unit.

31.2.2 Creating Organizational Unit packages

You can create unit packages by Right-clicking on an OU → Create or Edit Organizational Unit package.
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A window opens and you are prompted to choose which packages must be included in the unit bundle.

Fig. 2: Adding package to unit bundle.

Save the package and it will be deployed to all hosts belonging to that OU.

31.2.3 Actions available with Organizational Units

Fig. 3: WAPT console showing options applicable to OU

You can see in the picture that update and upgrade actions can be performed through this menu, thus selecting hosts by their Organi-
zational Unit.
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Creating or Editing Organizational Unit package

Fig. 4: Creating or editing OU packages

Visit this documentation for more details on Creating or editing OU packages.

Checking updates on all hosts of this OU

Fig. 5: Checking updates for hosts in the OU

This button will execute 2 actions on all hosts in the OU:

1. Give current state of the host to the server.

1. Server displays if the host must get updates.

Applying upgrades on all hosts of the OU

Fig. 6: Applying upgrades to hosts in the OU

This button allows to apply waiting updates on the all hosts in the OU.

Hint:
You may filter how hosts are displayed based on the Active Directory OU they belong to.

Fig. 7: Including hosts in subfolders

The checkbox Include hosts in subfolders allows to display hosts in subfolders.
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31.2.4 Faking Organizational Units for WORKGROUP hosts

It can happen that some specific hosts cannot be joined to an Active Directory domain.

With that specificity, such hosts do not show up in your Active Directory Organizational Units in your WAPT Console.

To make all hosts show up in the console under the right Organizational Unit, whether they are joined to an AD domain or not, WAPT
allows you to specify a fake Organizational Unit WAPT agent configuration file.

The benefits of this trick are:

• You can manage these hosts with WAPT as if they where joined to the AD.

• Out-of-domain and workgroup hosts are now showing up in a familiar Active Directory tree view.

• Unit packages are usable on these hosts.

To setup a fake Organizational Unit on hosts, create an empty WAPT package, then use the following code:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():

print('Setting Fake Organizational Unit')
fake_ou = "OU=TOTO,OU=TEST,DC=DEMO,DC=LAN"
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'global','host_organizational_unit_dn',fake_ou)

print('Reload WAPT configuration')
WAPT.reload_config_if_updated()

def update_package():
pass

The host_organizational_unit_dn will be like below in wapt-get.ini:

[global]
host_organizational_unit_dn=OU=TOTO,OU=TEST,DC=DEMO,DC=LAN

Note:
• Stick to a specific case with your host_organizational_unit_dn (don’t mix “dc”s and “DC”s, “ou”s and “OU”s. . . ).

• Follow the case used in the DN/computer_ad_dn fields in the hosts grid.
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31.3 Using WAPT Windows Update Agent (WAPTWUA)

WAPT is able to manage Windows Updates on your endpoints and replace automatic Windows update or a WSUS Server.

Note:
The internals of WAPTWUA is based on the WUA (Windows Update Agent) API. For more information: https://docs.

microsoft.com/en-us/windows/win32/wua_sdk/using-the-windows-update-agent-api

31.3.1 Working principle

Each Patch Tuesday (Patch Tuesday is an unofficial term used to refer the second Tuesday of each month when Microsoft releases
software patches for their software products.), the WAPT server downloads an updated wsusscn2.cab file from Microsoft servers.

By default, downloads happen once a day and no download is triggered if the wsusscn2.cab file has not changed since the last
download.

The wsusscn2.cab file is then downloaded by the WAPT agent from WAPT server repository and then passed on to WUA Windows
utility to crunch the update tree for the host.

Regularly, the host will analyze the available updates using the wsusscn2.cab file. The host will send its list of needed updates to
the WAPT server.

If an update is pending on the host and if that update is not present on the WAPT server, the server will download the needed update
from official Microsoft servers.

Hint:
This mode of operation allows WAPT to download only the necessary updates on the computers, thus saving bandwidth, down-

load time and disk space.

Note: On the WAPT server, downloaded updates are stored:

• On Linux hosts in /var/www/waptwua.
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• On Windows hosts in C:\wapt\waptserver\repository\waptwua.

The WAPT Windows Update Agent repository download URL is based on the repo_url parameter in wapt-get.ini:

• In case of repository replication, it is fully operational with WAPT Windows Update to reduce bandwidth use.

• Do not forget to synchronize the waptwua folder if you are replicating your packages with distant repositories.

Note: If in your company, a proxy is needed to go out on the Internet, then be sure to set the proxy server in the waptserver.ini file.

31.3.2 Difference between WAPT Windows Updates and WSUS

WSUS downloads by default the updates for selected categories. This can lead to a very large update database and lots of storage.

WAPT Windows Update only downloads updates that have been requested by at least one client computer. This helps to keep the local
database small (a few 10s of Gigabytes) and it can be easily cleaned up if you want to recover space.

31.3.3 Major OS upgrades

Major OS upgrades are upgrades from one OS version to another. That includes, for example, upgrades from Windows 7 to Windows
10, or from Windows 10 1803 to Windows 10 1903.

Major version upgrades are not handled in the same way as minor OS upgrades. Major upgrades are handled via the downloading of
the new install ISO content (same content as for a fresh install) and running the setup.exe with the correct parameters. This process
is the same for WSUS, SCCM and WAPT Windows Updates.

In the case of WAPT Windows Updates, you need to create a OS update package using a template package provided on https://store.
wapt.fr.

31.3.4 Driver upgrades

Driver upgrades via WSUS are not recommended since it is hard to properly handle side effects. In the case of WAPT Windows
Updates, DRIVERS ARE NOT DOWNLOADED since they are not referenced in the wsusscn2.cab files provided by Microsoft.

It is recommended to push driver updates via a custom WAPT package. If the driver patch is packaged as a .msu, you may package
it as a standard WAPT package.

Just select the .msu file and click create package in the WAPT console to launch the wizard for simplified package creation.

If the driver update is packaged as a .zip containing the .exe file, you can create a WAPT package containing the necessary files
and setup.exe binary with the correct silent flag.
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31.3.5 Out of band KB

Microsoft sometimes provides OOB (Out of Band) updates that are not contained in the wsusscn2.cab index. Those updates are not
included in the main update because they may fix a very specific problem or may have drawbacks in some situations.

If you want to deploy an OOB KB update, you can download it from the Microsoft catalog https://www.catalog.update.microsoft.
com/Home.aspx.

Just select the .msu file and click create package in the WAPT console to launch the wizard for simplified package creation.

To do so, you may follow this documentation on packaging .msu files for these Out-of-band updates.

Attention: You have to be careful that OOB updates may break your system, be sure to read the prerequisites on the Microsoft
bulletin corresponding to the update and thoroughly test the update.

31.3.6 Configuring WAPTWUA on the WAPT agent

WAPTWUA is configured in wapt-get.ini in [waptwua] section.

You then have several options:

Table 1: Configuration options in the [waptwua] section in the
wapt-get.ini

Options / Default Value Description Example
enabled = False Enable or disable WAPTWUA on this

host.
enabled = 1

direct_download = False Download updates directly from Mi-
crosoft servers.

direct_download = 1

default_allow = False Set if missing update is authorized or not
by default.

default_allow = 1

download_scheduling = None Set the Windows Update scan recurrence (Will not do anything
if waptwua package rule or
wsusscn2.cab file have not
changed).

download_scheduling = 1

install_scheduling = None Set the Windows Update install recurrence
(Will do nothing if no update is
pending).

install_scheduling = 2h

install_at_shutdown = False Install update when the machine will
shutdown.

install_at_shutdown = True

install_delay = None Set a deferred installation delay before
publication in the repository.

install_delay = 15d

allowed_severities = None Define a severity list that will be automatically accepted
during a WAPT windows update
scan. ex: Important, Critical,
Moderate.

allowed_severities = Important
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Hint: These options can be set when generating the WAPT agent.

Example [waptwua] section in wapt-get.ini file:

[waptwua]
enabled =true
default_allow =False
direct_download=False
download_scheduling=7d
install_at_shutdown=True
install_scheduling=12h
install_delay=3d

When you create the waptagent.exe from your console, these options are equivalent to this:

Example source code to modify [waptwua] settings by package:

def install():

inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'waptwua','enabled','true')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'waptwua','install_at_shutdown','true')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'waptwua','download_scheduling','7d')
inifile_writestring(WAPT.config_filename,'waptwua','allowed_severities','Critical,Important')

print('Reload WAPT configuration')
WAPT.reload_config_if_updated()

31.3.7 Using WAPTWUA from the console

The WAPTWUA are managed with two tabs in the WAPT console.
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WUA Rules sub-tab in WAPT Package tab

The WUA Rules tab allows you to create waptwua rules packages.

• When this type of package is installed on a machine, it indicates to the WAPTWUA agent the authorized or forbidden KBs
(Knowledge Base articles).

• When several waptwua packages are installed on a machine, the different rules will be merged.

• When a cab is neither mentioned as authorized, nor mentioned as prohibited, WAPT agents will then take the value of
default_allow in wapt-get.ini.

Note:
• If the WAPTWUA agent configuration is set to default_allow = True, then it will be necessary to specify the forbidden
cab.

• If the WAPTWUA agent configuration is set to default_allow = False, then it will be necessary to specify the authorized
cab.

Hint:
• To test updates on a small set of computers, you can set WAPTWUA default maturity to PREPROD.

• You can then test the Windows Updates on a small sample of PREPROD hosts and if everything is good, you can release the
updates to the entire fleet of computers.
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Windows Updates tab

The Windows Update tab lists all needed Windows Updates.

Important:
The server does not scan the wsussc2.cab itself, it lets the Windows Update Agent utility present on all Windows machines do it.

If an update seems to you as missing from the list, you must run a scan on one of the machines present in the console.

If you run a WUA scan on a Windows 10 agent, the CAB and Windows 10 files will be displayed on the Windows Update tab.

The left pane displays update categories, allowing you to filter by:

• Criticality;

• Product;

• Classification;

In the right panel grid, if the Downloaded on column is empty, it means that the update has not yet been downloaded by the WAPT
server and is not present on the WAPT server (This update is not missing on any host).

• You can force the download of an update by right-clicking → Download.

• You can also force the download of the wsusscn2.cab file with the Download WSUSScan cab from Microsoft Web Site button.

• You can see the Windows Updates download on the server with the Show download task button.

Hint: Every 30 minutes, the WAPT Server will look for updates that have been requested at least once by WAPT Clients and that
have not yet been downloaded and cached. If an update is pending, the WAPT Server will download it from official Microsoft servers.
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Fig. 8: Listing of Windows Update

You can force this scan with the Download index and missing cabs from Microsoft Web site button in tab Windows Updates→Windows
Updates list

Clean old Windows updates

To cleanup your waptwua folder, you can remove Windows Updates that are no longer needed.

WAPT server will only re-download deleted updates if one of the WAPT equipped hosts requests it.

On the WAPT Server, downloaded updates are stored:

• On Linux hosts in /var/www/waptwua.

• On Windows hosts in C:\wapt\waptserver\repository\waptwua.
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Launching WUA on clients

From the console you have three options.

Fig. 9: Windows Update action buttons available in the WAPT console

• The Trigger the scan of pending Windows Updates button will launch the scan on the client and list all updates flagged for
the OS.

• The Trigger the download of pending Windows Updates button will launch the downloading of pending updates on the
client.

• The Trigger the install of pending Windows Updates button will launch the install of downloaded updates on the client.

Hint: When pending updates stored in cache need to be installed, the WAPT agent triggers the WUA service.

The WAPT agent will enable and start the WUA Service temporarily to install the updates. When updates are installed, waptservice
will stop and disable the WUA service until the next cycle.

State of Update on host

Windows updates can have 4 states on a host.

Status Description
OK A Windows update has installed correctly.
MISSING A Windows update has not yet been downloaded to the WAPT

server.
PENDING The WAPT Server knows it has to download an update

from official Microsoft servers.

DISCARDED A Windows update was forbidden by rules.

Notion of UpdateID

In WAPT we don’t use kbids but instead we use updateids.
This allows us to be finer in the management of updates.

In this example, KB4537759 appears multiple times because there are 3 different updateids:

• win10 1803;

• win10 1903;

• win10 1909;
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Fig. 10: Pending Windows Updates showing in the WAPT console

Fig. 11: Duplicate kb

You should therefore authorize updateids and not kb ids.

31.3.8 WAPT does not force Windows to uninstall a Windows Update

Uninstalling a Windows update can be dangerous for the machine. When an update is detected as forbidden by WAPT, its uninstallation
will NOT be forced.

If you really want to uninstall an update, you should package the KB that you want to uninstall as a standard WAPT package.

Here is an example:

from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
with EnsureWUAServRunning():

run('wusa /uninstall /KB:4023057')

31.3.9 Video demonstration

31.4 Using the reporting functions in WAPT

31.4.1 Working principle

WAPT Enterprise offers advanced reporting capabilities.

Indeed, who better than you to know what you want in your report.

With WAPT we offer to write your own SQL queries to display the result in the WAPT console, or to download already made queries
from Internet.
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31.4.2 WAPT query Designer

The query designer offers you the ability to edit your own queries on the WAPT PostgreSQL database.

To create a new report, click on Reporting → Design Mode → New query.

Fig. 12: Designing a query in WAPT reporting

Hint:
• To rename a query, press the F2 key.

• In the top banner, you can write your SQL query.

To edit / modify / save your reports:

• The Reload queries button is used to reload queries saved on the server, for example, if a colleague has just edited a new query.

• The New query button will add a new blank query to the list.

• The Delete query button will delete the selected query from the WAPT Server.

• The Export to Excel button will export the result of your query to a spreadsheet.

• The Save queries button will save your query to the WAPT Server.

• The Duplicate button will duplicate an existing query to avoid writing a request from scratch.

• The Execute button executes the selected query.

Note:
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• The queries are saved in the PostgreSQL WAPT database.

• The shortcut CTRL+space allows you to build your queries more effectively as it will auto-complete some fields for you.

31.4.3 Query examples

Computers query

• Counting hosts.

select count(*) as "Nb_Machines" from hosts

• Listing computers.

select
computer_name,
os_name,
os_version,
os_architecture,
serialnr
from hosts
order by 4,3,1

• Listing computers MAC addresses and IP.

select distinct unnest(mac_addresses) as mac,
unnest(h.connected_ips) as ipaddress,
computer_fqdn,h.description,
h.manufacturer||' '||h.productname as model,
h.serialnr,
h.computer_type
from hosts h
order by 1,2,3

• Listing Windows versions.

select
host_info->'windows_version' as windows_version,
os_name as operating_system,
count(os_name) as nb_hosts
from hosts
group by 1,2

• Listing operating systems.

select host_info->'windows_version' as windows_version,
os_name as "Operating_System",
count(os_name) as "Nb_Machines"
from hosts
group by 1,2
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• Listing hosts not seen in a while.

select
h.uuid,
h.computer_fqdn,
install_date::date,
version,
h.listening_timestamp::timestamp,
h.connected_users from hostsoftwares s
left join hosts h on h.uuid=s.host_id
where s.key='WAPT_is1'
and h.listening_timestamp<'20190115'

• Filtering hosts by chassis types.

select case
dmi->'Chassis_Information'->>'Type'
when 'Portable' then '01-Laptop'
when 'Notebook' then '01-Laptop'
when 'Laptop' then '01-Laptop'
when 'Desktop' then '02-Desktop'
when 'Tower' then '02-Desktop'
when 'Mini Tower' then '02-Desktop'
else '99-'||(dmi->'Chassis_Information'->>'Type')
end as type_chassis,
string_agg(distinct coalesce(manufacturer,'?') ||' '|| coalesce(productname,''),', '),
count(*) as "Nb_Machines" from hosts
group by 1

• Listing of hosts with their Windows Serial Key.

select
computer_name,
os_name,
os_version,
host_info->'windows_product_infos'->'product_key' as windows_product_key
from hosts
order by 3,1

WAPT query

• Listing WAPT packages in WAPT server repository.

select
package,
version,
architecture,
description,
section,
package_uuid,
count(*)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

from packages
group by 1,2,3,4,5,6

• Listing hosts needing upgrade.

select
computer_fqdn,
host_status,
last_seen_on::date,
h.wapt_status,
string_agg(distinct lower(s.package),' ')
from hosts h
left join hostpackagesstatus s on s.host_id=h.uuid and s.install_status != 'OK'
where (last_seen_on::date > (current_timestamp - interval '1 week')::date
and host_status!='OK')
group by 1,2,3,4

Packages query

• Listing packages with their number of installation.

select
package,
version,
architecture,
description,
section,
package_uuid,
count(*)
from hostpackagesstatus s
where section not in ('host','unit','group')
group by 1,2,3,4,5,6

Software query

• Listing WAPT Discovery agents.

select
h.uuid,
h.computer_name,
install_date::date,
version,
h.listening_timestamp::timestamp,
name
from hostsoftwares s
left join hosts h on h.uuid=s.host_id
where

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

s.key='WAPT_is1'
and (name ilike 'WAPT%%Discovery%%' or name ilike 'WAPT %%')

• Listing hosts with their 7zip version associated.

select
hosts.computer_name,
hostsoftwares.host_id,
hostsoftwares.name,
hostsoftwares.version
from hosts, hostsoftwares
where hostsoftwares.name ilike '7-zip%%'
and hosts.uuid=hostsoftwares.host_id
order by hosts.computer_name asc

• Listing hosts with their software.

select
n.normalized_name,
s.version,string_agg(distinct lower(h.computer_name),' '),
count(distinct h.uuid)
from hostsoftwares s
left join normalization n on (n.original_name = s.name) and (n.key = s.key)
left join hosts h on h.uuid = s.host_id
where (n.normalized_name is not null)
and (n.normalized_name<>'')
and not n.windows_update
and not n.banned
and (last_seen_on::date > (current_timestamp - interval '3 week')::date)
group by 1,2

• Listing normalized software.

select
n.normalized_name,
string_agg(distinct lower(h.computer_name),' '),
count(distinct h.uuid)
from hostsoftwares s
left join normalization n on (n.original_name = s.name) and (n.key = s.key)
left join hosts h on h.uuid = s.host_id
where (n.normalized_name is not null)
and (n.normalized_name<>'')
and not n.windows_update
and not n.banned
and (last_seen_on::date > (current_timestamp - interval '3 week')::date)
group by 1

You can also find several more examples of queries on Tranquil IT’s Forum.

Feel free to post your own queries on the same forum with an explanation of what your query does, ideally with a screen capture or a
table showing a sample of your query result.
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31.4.4 Normalizing software names

Sometimes, the version of the software or its architecture are an integral part of the software name. When they register with the WAPT
Server inventory, they appear as different software whereas they are just one software for us humans.

To solve this problem, we propose to standardize the name of the software with WAPT.

Fig. 13: Normalizing the name of software

• Click Normalize Software Names in the Tools menu.

• Select the software to standardize, for example, all different version of Adobe Flash Player.

• On the column normalized, press F2 to assign a standardized name to the selected software. Then press Enter.

Note:
• To select several programs, select them with the shift-up/down key combination.

• You can also indicate a software like windows update or banned (Press spacebar in the corresponding column).
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• Press on Import to load the changes from the server.

• Press on Write to save your changes.

You can now run your queries on this standardized name.

31.5 Connecting to the WAPT database using a PostgreSQL client

You can connect your WAPT database to a client if you prefer to use a PostgreSQL client.

To do so, you’ll have to change some configuration files on your WAPT server.

• Find out in which version your PostgreSQL is.

ps -ef | grep -i sql
postgres 512 1 0 Jan05 ? 00:00:24 /usr/lib/postgresql/12/bin/postgres -D /var/
→˓lib/postgresql/12/main -c config_file=/etc/postgresql/12/main/postgresql.conf

• Modify pg_hba.conf of the PostgreSQL version in use. In /etc/postgresql/12/main/pg_hba.conf for Debian and /
var/lib/pgsql/12/data/pg_hba.conf for Centos under # IPv4 local connections section, add your address.

host wapt all 192.168.0.65/32 md5

where 192.168.0.65 is your IP address that is authorized to connect to the WAPT database.

• Allow PostgreSQL to listen on every interface in /etc/postgresql/12/main/postgresql.conf for Debian and /var/
lib/pgsql/12/data/postgresql.conf for Centos, section Connection Settings.

listen_addresses = '*'

• Restart the service for your PostgreSQL version.

systemctl restart postgresql@12-main.service

• Connect to PostgreSQL on waptserver.

sudo -u postgres psql template1

• Then give a password to wapt user.

template1=# ALTER USER wapt WITH PASSWORD 'PASSWORD';

31.5.1 Video demonstration

31.6 Synchronizing WAPT inventories to GLPI

31.6.1 Working principle

WAPT Enterprise offers synchronization between the inventories of your hosts and Glpi ITSM Software.

The method automatically synchronizes changes on your IT infrastructure with the Glpi server.
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31.6.2 Installing the required dependencies

In order to receive inventories on your Glpi server, you’ll need the FusionInventory plugin on your Glpi server.

Note: You can follow this guide to install FusionInventory.

After installing FusionInventory, you will have an endpoint on your WAPT server to send the inventories to
(. . . /glpi/plugins/fusioninventory/).

31.6.3 Configuration

You can open the window to configure Glpi with Tools → Manage WAPT to Glpi.

Fig. 14: WAPT console showing the Glpi configuration in WAPT

In Glpi Server Properties, add the required parameters in the waptserver.ini configuration file.

[options]
...
glpi_server_endpoint = glpi.mydomain.lan/glpi/plugins/fusioninventory/
glpi_server_user = user
glpi_server_pass = password
glpi_server_pause_timeout = 20,15
glpi_inventory_update_delay = 4
glpi_inventory_update_range = 25

• glpi_server_endpoint: url to FusionInventory plugin where to upload inventories on the glpi server;

• glpi_server_user, glpi_server_pass: Glpi server credentials;

• glpi_server_pause_timeout = A,B: pause uploading for A seconds when server takes more than B seconds to respond;
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• glpi_inventory_update_range: every how many uploads do you want the database to be updated, if you stop the upload it
will restart at last update;

• glpi_inventory_update_delay = C: The upload is triggered automatically every C hours if not already running;

• glpi_inventory_debug_directory = example /tmp/glpi directory to store every XML inventory file that are uploaded
to GLPI server (the filename is the machine GUID with .xml extension. One can use this output to diagnose issue with
discrepancies between expected values in GLPI and current values in WAPT.

31.6.4 Using WAPT to send inventory updates to Glpi

As you can see on the configuration window you can fill in the settings, trigger or stop an upload right from the WAPT console:

• When you fill in Glpi Server Properties, the configuration is registered on the WAPT server when you click Save.

• You can retrieve properties already registered on the WAPT server by clicking on Reset (the password is not loaded).

• The Endpoint field is the Glpi server url to send the inventories to the glpi_server_endpoint.

• You can trigger an upload without waiting for the scheduled task by clicking Upload.

• You can stop the upload at any time by clicking Cancel.

Hint: The upload status is updated every 15s, you can follow the progress with the status bar.

If you have many hosts, the upload may take a long time. To avoid this, when the upload is triggered, only inventories that have
changed are uploaded:

• With Force upload every inventory is uploaded, ignoring already uploaded data.

31.6.5 Advanced use of the Glpi plug-in

To display advanced properties, select the Advanced button.

Fig. 15: WAPT console showing the Glpi advanced configuration in WAPT

• The scheduled task runs every Cron every. . . hours only if the Endpoint is entered. You can disable the scheduled task by
leaving the Endpoint empty. ~> glpi_inventory_update_delay.
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Hint: If you want to disable automatic upload, you have to Save an empty Endpoint.

• You can trigger pauses (Pause. . . ) when the server response time is too long (over. . . ). ~> glpi_server_pause_timeout.

• Update db. . . sets the database synchronization frequency during upload. ~> glpi_inventory_update_range.

31.6.6 Adding plugins in the Console

To add custom plug-ins, go to Tools → Preference → Plug-ins Tab.

Fig. 16: Creating a custom plug-in for WAPT

Click Add to add plug-ins, then edit the corresponding columns.

Column Description
Name Name that will appear in the menu.
Executable Path of the executable that will be executed after the click.
Arguments Arguments passed to the executable. Some variables can be used

like {ip}, {uuid} or {computer_fqdn}.

Plug-ins will then appear in the menu:
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Fig. 17: Insert “Explorer” as a plug-n with IP variables
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31.6.7 Current state of the WAPT to GLPI gateway

Inventory items that are currently uploaded to GLPI by the WAPT-GLPI gateway:

• Computer name / user name / description / OS name / OS version / language;

• CPU / memory / battery / chassis type / physical or virtual;

• Network card configuration;

• Printer list and properties;

• Installed software (not including system wide Appx install);

• Network drives;

• Environment variables. Note: currently both system and system-wide user environment variables are included.

Inventory items that are not currently uploaded to GLPI by the WAPT-GLPI gateway:

• Display screens references;

• Mouse and keyboard references;

• Controllers card references (except graphic card);

• Antivirus version;

• Firewall state;

• Local group list;

• Memory bank list and state;

• USB ports list and connected devices;

• Printer status;

• Card readers;

• System wide Appx list.

31.7 Re-signing all host packages from the WAPT console

This method for re-signing all host packages is useful when the underlying cryptographic method or library changes, as this is the case
when upgrading from WAPT 1.8.2 (Python 2.7 based) and WAPT >= 2.0 (Python 3.x).

Hint: Use the Administrator’s certificate for re-signing packages.
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31.7.1 Host packages

• Select all host.

• Right-click on the selected hosts.

• Select Resign Host packages.

• Confirm re-signing the selected hosts.

• Then, enter you private key password.

• Selected WAPT host packages are now all re-signed using the new cryptographic method required with Python3.

31.7.2 Other WAPT package types

• Open the repositories in your WAPT console.

• Select all packages in the repository, then right-click on the selection.

• Select Resign packages.

• To launch the signature process, click on Resign packages.

• After processing, which may take some time, all packages will have been re-signed.
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Fig. 18: Right-click menu
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Fig. 19: Confirm re-signing selected hosts

Fig. 20: Enter the password for unlocking the private key

Fig. 21: Repositories available on the WAPT console
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Fig. 22: Right-click menu
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Fig. 23: Window for re-signing WAPT packages

Fig. 24: Signature processing has ended successfully
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THIRTYTWO

USING WAPT SELF-SERVICE

32.1 Presentation

With WAPT 1.7 Enterprise you can now filter the list of self-service packages available for your users.

Your users will be able to install a selection of WAPT packages without having to be a Local Administrator on their desktop.

The Users gain in autonomy while deploying software and configurations that are trusted and authorized by the Organization. This is
a time saving feature for the Organization’s IT support Helpdesk.

32.2 How does it work?

With WAPT 1.7 Enterprise, a new type of WAPT package exists beside base, group, host, profile and unit packages: they are self-
service packages.

Fig. 1: Create a self-service package
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A self-service package may now be deployed on hosts to list the different self-service rules that apply to the host.

32.3 How to use the self-service feature?

Hint: The self-service feature is only available with WAPT Enterprise.

In the Discovery version, only Local Administrators and members of the waptself-service group can access self-service on the agent.

In the Discovery version, it is not possible to filter the packages made accessible to the user.

In the console go to the tab Self-service rules.

You can now create your first self-service rule package.

• give a name to your new self-service package;

• click on Add to add an Active Directory group (at the bottom left);

• name the self-service group (with F2 or type directly into the cell);

• drag the allowed software and configuration packages for this self-service group into the central column;

• add as many groups as you want in the package;

• save the package and deploy the package on your selection of hosts;

• once the package is deployed, only allowed packages listed in the self-service group(s) of which the User is a member will be
shown to the logged in User;

Note:
• if a group appears in multiple self-service packages, then the rules are merged;

• the authentication used is system authentication, local users and groups, but if the machine is in a domain then authentication
and groups will also work with users and groups in the domain;

32.4 How to use the self-service on the user station?

The self-service is accessible to users in the start menu under the name Self-Service software WAPT.

It is also available directly in <base>\waptself.exe.

The login and password to enter when launching the self-service are the User’s credentials (local or Active Directory credentials).

The self-service then displays a list of packages available for installation.

• the user can have more details on each package with the + icon;

• different filters are available for the user on the left side panel;

• the Update Catalog button is used to force a wapt-get update on the WAPT agent;

• the list of package categories is displayed to the user. To add a category to the list, you must specify the category in the categories
section of the control file of the relevant package;
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Fig. 2: Self Service

• the current task list of the WAPT agent is available with the task bar button;

• it is possible to change the language of the interface with the configuration button at the bottom left.

32.5 Customizing the Self Service interface

32.5.1 Adding the Logo of your Organization

In the Enterprise version only of WAPT, it is possible to change the logo that appears in the self-service interface and therefore
improve the acceptation of the Self Service feature by your users.

To do this, simply place the logo you want in <wapt>\templates\waptself-logo.png

Note: It is highly recommended to use a .png file with a 200 x 150px resolution.
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32.5.2 Managing package categories

Default categories are:

• Internet;

• Utilities;

• Messaging;

• Security;

• System and network;

• Storage;

• Media;

• Development;

• Office;

You can create your own categories easily by filling the control file’s categories section of any WAPT package and write a new
category of your choice, WAPT will automatically show the package in the new category.

32.6 WAPT Agent Settings for WAPT Self-Service

WAPT Agent can be configured to force WAPT self-service packages filtering to Local Administrators WAPT Self-Service and Wapt-
service Authentification settings.

32.7 Configuring a different authentication method for the self-service

As mentioned above, authentication on WAPT service is configured by default in system mode.

This means that the WAPT service transmits the authentication directly to the operating system; it also recovers the groups by directly
interrogating the operating system.

This behavior is defined with the value of service_auth_type in wapt-get.ini. The default value is system.

In this mode we assume that Local Administrators can see all the packages. To change this behavior, modify the value of
waptservice_admin_filter in wapt-get.ini.

You may be interested in looking up this article describing the settings for WAPT Self-Service and Waptservice Authentification for
more options.

Two additional modes are available :

• waptserver-ldap: this mode allows authentication to the WAPT server. The WAPT server will make a LDAP request to verify
authentication and groups. Warning ! For this to work, you must have configured LDAP authentication on the WAPT server,
(the configuration of the admin group will be ignored) See this article on configuring authentication against Active Directory
for more information.

• waptagent-ldap, This mode allows authentication with an LDAP server identified in wapt-get.ini. The WAPT agent will
make a LDAP request to verify authentication and groups.

You may be interested in looking up this article describing the settings for WAPT Self-Service and Waptservice Authentification
for more options.
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Note: For the system authentication under GNU/Linux to work correctly, be sure to correctly configure your pam authentication
and your nsswitch.conf. The id username command must return the list of the groups the user is member of.

32.8 Video demonstration
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USING WAPTTRAY

wapttray is a utility working in user context, it is located in the WAPT folder C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt.

wapttray launches at logon if the option has been ticked during installation. The icon will show up in the Windows tray toolbar.

We can also launch wapttray manually with a startup GPO pointing on C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapttray.exe.

The tray icon is handy for autonomous users that want to choose the right moment to upgrade their packages.

Fig. 1: WAPTtray in Windows notification tray
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33.1 Functionalities of the WAPTtray

Table 1: List of functionalities of the WAPTtray
Action Description
Showing the status of packages launches the local web interface in a browser
Launching the installation of a up-
date

launches the installation of pending upgrades

Refreshing the list of available refreshes the list of available packages. Double-clicking on the tray icon brings about the
same effect.

Launching the WAPT console launches the WAPT console
Viewing the configuration file opens the C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini file with Local Administra-

tor privileges (credentials may be asked)
Reloading network related service
configuration

reloads the connection to the WAPT Server in the event of a network reconfiguration

Uploading the host’s inventory to
the WAPT Server

updates the host’s inventory with the WAPT Server

Configuring all installed packages
for the User

launches a session-setup to configure user environment for all packages installed on the
host

Canceling WAPT tasks running on
the host

shows running tasks, allows to cancel a running task, allows to cancel all running tasks

Stopping and starting the WAPT ser-
vice

stops and reloads the WAPTservice

Exiting the WAPTtray closes the tray icon without stopping the local WAPTservice
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USING WAPTEXIT

waptexit allows to upgrade and install WAPT packages when a host is shutting down, at the user’s request, or at a scheduled time.

The mechanism is simple. If packages are waiting to be upgraded, they’ll be installed.

Hint: When to use WAPTexit?

The WAPTexit method is very effective in most situation because it does not require the intervention of the User or the Administrator.

Fig. 1: WAPTexit window
WAPTexit

waptexit executes by default on shutdown; it is installed by default with the WAPT agent.

The behavior of waptexit is customizable in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini.

34.1 Manually triggering the execution of WAPTexit

By creating a desktop shortcut, one can allow users to launch upgrades by themselves at a time that is convenient to them simply by
clicking the WAPTexit icon.

The behavior of waptexit is customizable in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini.
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34.2 Triggering WAPTexit with a scheduled task

One can deploy a GPO or a WAPT package that will trigger WAPTexit at a pre-scheduled time.

Triggering WAPTexit with a scheduled task is best suited for servers that are not shutdown frequently.
You may adapt the procedure describing how to deploy the WAPT agent to trigger the WAPTexit.exe script at the time of your choosing.

Hint: You can use the following script for your scheduled task, adapted to your need (Enterprise only):

waptpython -c "from waptenterprise.waptservice.enterprise import start_waptexit
start_waptexit('',{'only_priorities':False,'only_if_not_process_running':True,
'install_wua_updates':False,'countdown':300},'schtask')"

Warning: All running software that are upgraded may be killed with possible loss of data. WAPTexit may fail to upgrade a
software program if a software that you are upgrading is in the impacted_process list of the control file of one of the software
you are trying to upgrade. See below for more information.

The method of triggering WAPTexit at a scheduled time is the least recommended method for desktops. It is better to let WAPTexit
execute at shutdown or on user request.

34.3 Avoiding the cancellation of upgrades

To disable the interruption of the installation of updates you can run waptexit with the argument:

waptexit.exe -allow_cancel_upgrade = True

Otherwise waptexit will take the value indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini:

[global]
allow_cancel_upgrade = False

If this value is not indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt\wapt-get.ini, then the default value will be 10.

34.4 Increase the trigger time in waptexit

To specify the wait time before the automatic start of the installations you can start waptexit with the argument:

waptexit.exe -waptexit_countdown = 10000

Otherwise waptexit will take the value indicated in the configuration C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini:

[global]
waptexit_countdown = 25

If this value is not indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt\wapt-get.ini, then the default value will be 1.
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34.5 Do not interrupt user activity

To tell WAPT not to run an upgrade of running software on the machine (impacted_process attribute of the package), you can run
waptexit with the argument:

waptexit.exe -only_if_not_process_running=True

Otherwise waptexit will take the value indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini:

[global]
upgrade_only_if_not_process_running = True

If this value is not indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt\wapt-get.ini, then the default value will be False.

34.6 Launching the installation of packages with a special level of priority

To tell WAPT to only upgrade high priority packages, you can run waptexit with the argument:

waptexit.exe -priorities = high

Otherwise waptexit will take the value indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini:

[global]
upgrade_priorities = high

If this value is not indicated in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt\wapt-get.ini, then the default value will be Empty (no
filter on priority).

34.7 Customizing WAPTexit

It is possible to customize waptexit by placing the image you want in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\templates\
waptexit-logo.png.

34.8 Registering/ unregistering WAPTexit

To register or unregister waptexit in local shutdown group strategy scripts, use:

• to enable waptexit at host shutdown:

wapt-get add-upgrade-shutdown

• to disable waptexit at host shutdown:

wapt-get remove-upgrade-shutdown
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USING WAPT WITH THE COMMAND LINE

The WAPT agent provides a command line interface utility wapt-get.

Fig. 1: The Windows Command Line utility

Note:
• By default, command-line actions in WAPT are executed with the rights of the user who launched the cmd.exe.

• If the User is not a Local Administrator or if the cmd.exe has not been launched with Local Administrator privileges, the
command will be passed on to the waptservice.

• For security reasons, some actions will require a login and a password.

• Only Local Administrators and members of the waptselfservice Active Directory security group are allowed.

• To force using the WAPT service as a Local Administrator, simply add -S after wapt-get.exe.
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35.1 Using the more common functions in WAPT with the command line

35.1.1 wapt-get update

The update command allow to update the list of available packages.

The local WAPT agent will download Packages file from the private repository and compare it to its local database.

• If new updates are available, the WAPT agent switches the packages status to TO-UPGRADE.

• If new software have been added on the repository, they become downloadable by the WAPT agent.

Note: The update command does not download packages, it only updates the local database of packages.

The command wapt-get update returns:

Update package list
Total packages: 751
Added packages:

Removed packages:

Upgradable packages:
upgrade
additional
install
remove
Repositories URL:
https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt-host

35.1.2 wapt-get upgrade

The command wapt-get upgrade allows to launch the installation of packages waiting to be upgraded or waiting to be installed.

The local WAPT agent downloads if necessary WAPT packages in its local cache then installs them.

Hint: It’s strongly advised to launch a wapt-get update command before launching a wapt-get upgrade command;

Without previously launching a update, the WAPT agent will install nothing;

The command wapt-get upgrade returns:

Installing tis-mumble
Shutting down Mumble
installing Mumble 1.2.8
Installing w7demo.domain.lan

=== install packages ===
w7demo.domain.lan (=3) | w7demo.domain.lan (3)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

=== additional packages ===
tis-mumble | tis-mumble (1.2.8-1)

35.1.3 wapt-get search

The search command allows to search for one or more package in the repositories.

The search command takes one argument to be looked up in package name and description.

The command wapt-get search "Firefox" returns:

Package name Version Plateform Description
tis-firefox 50.0.2-73 all Mozilla Firefox Web Browser in French
tis-firefox-en 50.0.1-58 all Mozilla Firefox Web Browser in English
tis-firefox-esr 45.6.0-4 all Mozilla Firefox Web Browser ESR
tis-flashplayer 24.0.0.186-1 all Adobe Flashplayer for Firefox

35.1.4 wapt-get install

The install command launches the installation of a package.

The command takes on argument. That argument is the package name with the repository prefix.

To install Mozilla Firefox, the command is wapt-get install <prefix>-firefox.

Note: If the package has not been downloaded to cache, install will first download the package to cache, then it will install it.

Attention: Installing a WAPT package with install does not add the package as a dependency to the host.

The package is installed on the machine, but if the computer is re-imaged, the package will not be reinstalled automatically.

The command wapt-get install tis-firefox returns:

installing WAPT packages tis-firefox
Installing tis-firefox.local/wapt/tis-firefox_50.0.2-73_all.wapt: 44796043 / 44796043 (100%) (33651␣
→˓KB/s)
Firefox Setup 50.0.2.exe successfully installed.
Disabling auto update
Disabling profile migration from ie
Override User UI

=== install packages ===
tis-firefox | tis-firefox (50.0.2-73)
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35.1.5 wapt-get remove

The remove <package name> command removes a package.

The command takes on argument. That argument is the package name with the repository prefix.

To remove Mozilla Firefox, the command is wapt-get remove <prefix>-firefox.

Attention: Removing a WAPT package with remove does not remove the package dependency on the host.

The package will effectively be uninstalled from the machine, but it will automatically be reinstalled on the next :com-
mand:`upgrade`.
To completely remove a package from a host, do a remove for the targeted package, then edit the host configuration via the WAPT
console to remove the package dependency on the host.

The command wapt-get remove tis-firefox returns:

Removing tis-firefox ...

=== Removed packages ===
tis-firefox

35.1.6 wapt-get clean

The clean command removes packages from the C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\cache folder.

The clean command is launched after each upgrade to save disk space.

The command wapt-get clean returns:

Removed files:
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\cache\tis-mumble_1.2.8-1_all.wapt
C:\Program Files (x86)\\wapt\cache\tis-vlc_2.2.4-2_all.wapt

35.2 Using special Command Lines with WAPT

35.2.1 wapt-get register

The wapt-get register <description> command reports the computer hardware and software inventory to the WAPT inventory
server.

Hint: You can pass a description as an argument to the register, that description will be displayed in the WAPT console in the
column description.

You may benefit from WAPT to improve your IT management by affecting a username or a computer serial as descriptions for your
hosts.

The command wapt-get register "John Doe PC returns nothing.
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35.2.2 wapt-get download

The wapt-get download <package name> command downloads the WAPT package to the local cache located at C:\Program
Files\wapt\cache.

The command wapt-get download tis-7zip returns:

Downloading packages tis-7zip (=16.4-8)

Downloaded packages:
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\cache\tis-7zip_16.4-8_all_all.wapt

35.2.3 wapt-get download-upgrade

The wapt-get download-upgrade command downloads packages to be upgraded to the local WAPT cache C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\cache.

The command wapt-get download-upgrade returns:

=== downloaded packages ===
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\cache\tis-firebird_2.5.5.26952-1_all.wapt

35.2.4 wapt-get show

The wapt-get show <package name> command displays informations stored in the Packages index file.

If several versions of a package are available on the repository, every version of the package will be displayed.

The command wapt-get show tis-firebird returns:

Display package control data for tis-firebird

package : tis-firebird
version : 2.5.5.26952-1
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional
maintainer : Hubert TOUVET
description : Firebird database SQL superserver with admin tools (Firebird Project)
filename : tis-firebird_2.5.5.26952-1_all.wapt
size : 7012970
repo_url : https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt
md5sum : 6f6d70630674f5d58a5259b1e6752221
repo : global
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35.2.5 wapt-get list

The wapt-get list command lists WAPT packages that are installed on the computer.

The command wapt-get list returns:

package version install status install_date description
tis-7zip 16.4-8 OK 2016-12-01T17:43 7-zip compression and

archiving software for
x86 and x64

tis-brackets 1.8-1 OK 2016-12-01T17:44 Brackets is a
lightweight

tis-ccleaner 5.23.5808-0 OK 2016-12-01T18:55 the right choice utility
to quickly clean up, re-
pair and optimize Win-
dows

tis-rsat-win7x64 2 OK 2016-12-02T10:46 package for MS
RSAT Remote server
admin windows6.1-
kb958830-x64 pour
Win7 SP1

tis-rsat-x64 1 OK 2016-12-02T10:51 package for MS
RSAT Remote server
admin windows6.1-
kb958830-x64 pour
Win7 SP1

tis-dotnetfx4.6 4.6.2-1 OK 2016-12-09T16:05 dot net FX
4.6.2 Framework
CLient. Replaces
4/4.5/4.5.1/4.5.2/4.6/4.6.1

35.2.6 wapt-get upgradedb

The wapt-get upgradedb command upgrades the local WAPT database schema if necessary.

The command wapt-get upgradedb returns:

WARNING upgrade db aborted: current structure version 20161109 is newer or equal to requested␣
→˓structure version 20161109
No database upgrade required, current 20161109, required 20161109
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35.2.7 wapt-get setup-tasks - wapt-get enable-tasks - wapt-get disable-tasks

The wapt-get setup-tasks command adds update and upgrade scheduled tasks to local host.

Hint: This function is useful when it is desirable not to use the WAPT service, otherwise waptservice will take care of it.

To make it work, the following arguments must be configured in wapt-get.ini:

• waptupdate_task_maxruntime;

• waptupgrade_task_maxruntime;

• waptupdate_task_period;

• waptupgrade_task_period;

Then:

• The wapt-get enable-tasks command will enable scheduled tasks.

• The wapt-get disable-tasks command will disable scheduled tasks.

35.2.8 wapt-get add-upgrade-shutdown - wapt-get remove-upgrade-shutdown

• The wapt-get add-upgrade-shutdown command adds a waptexit local security policy object, enabling the execution of
waptexit at system shutdown.

• The wapt-get remove-upgrade-shutdown command removes the waptexit local security policy object, disabling the
execution of waptexit during system shutdown.

35.2.9 wapt-get inventory

The wapt-get inventory command displays all local inventory information in JSON format.

The command wapt-get inventory returns:

{
"wapt": {

"setuphelpers-version": "1.3.8",
"waptserver": {
"dnsdomain": "mydomain.lan",
"proxies": {
"http": null,
"https": null

},
"server_url": "https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan"

},
...
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35.2.10 wapt-get update-status

The command wapt-get update-status resends local status to the WAPT inventory server.

Note: If a hardware component has changed on the computer, update-status would not report that information back to the WAPT
inventory server.

To do so, the command to be used is inventory.

The command wapt-get update-status returns:

Inventory correctly sent to server https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan.

35.2.11 wapt-get setlocalpassword

The wapt-get setlocalpassword command allows to define a local password for WAPT package installations.

The command wapt-get setlocalpassword returns:

Local password:
Confirm password:
Local auth password set successfully

35.2.12 wapt-get reset-uuid

The wapt-get reset-uuid command retrieves the host UUID from BIOS and resends it to the WAPT inventory server.

The command wapt-get reset-uuid returns:

New UUID: B0F23D44-86CB-CEFE-A8D6-FB8E3343FE7F

35.2.13 wapt-get generate-uuid

The wapt-get generate-uuid command creates a new host UUID and resends it to the WAPT inventory server.

Hint: Some batches of computers have their BIOS with identical UUID. It is a BIOS manufacturer setting problem because no two
UUID should be the same.

The command generate-uuid exist to solve that problem.

The command wapt-get generate-uuid returns:

New UUID: 6640f174-de90-4b00-86f7-d7834ceb45bc
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35.2.14 wapt-get get-server-certificate

The wapt-get get-server-certificate command downloads the SSL certificate from the WAPT Server to use HTTPS to com-
municate with the WAPT Server.

The downloaded certificate is stored in C:\Program Files(x86)\waptssl\server.

The command wapt-get get-server-certificate returns:

Server certificate written to C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt

35.2.15 wapt-get enable-check-certificate

The wapt-get enable-check-certificate command downloads the SSL certificate from the WAPT Server and enables secured
communication with the server.

The command wapt-get enable-check-certificate returns:

Server certificate written to C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt
wapt config file updated

35.2.16 wapt-get session-setup

The wapt-get session-setup command launches user level customizations of installed WAPT packages.

Hint: The session-setup instruction sets are defined in WAPT package’s setup.py file.

Every instruction set is stored in a SQLite local database.

The command session-setup is launched at every startup, the user environment customization script is executed only once per user
per package version.

Note: The argument ALL will launch session-setup for all installed WAPT packages.

The command wapt-get session-setup ALL returns:

Configuring tis-7zip ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-ccleaner ... Already installed. Done
Configuring tis-vlc ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring mdl-tightvnc ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-brackets ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring mdl-firefox-esr ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-rsat-x64 ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-dotnetfx4.6 ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-rsat-win7x64 ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-mumble ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-paint.net ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring wsagauvrit.domain.lan ... No session-setup. Done
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35.3 Using the Command Line to create WAPT packages

35.3.1 wapt-get make-template

The wapt-get make-template <msi or exe file> <package name> command allows to create a package template from a
MSI or an EXE installer.

You will find the complete procedure for creating WAPT packages.

Hint:
• If you have previously installed tis-waptdev package on your development computer, PyScripter editor will launch automati-

cally and open the package in development mode.

The command wapt-get make-template C:\\Users\\User\\Downloads\\tightvnc-2.8.5-gpl-setup-64bit.msi
tis-tightvnc returns:

Template created. You can build the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-package C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt

You can build and upload the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-upload C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt

35.3.2 wapt-get make-host-template

The wapt-get make-host-template <host FQDN> command creates an empty WAPT host package from a template.

The command wapt-get make-host-template host01.mydomain.lan returns:

Template created. You can build the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-package C:\waptdev\host01.mydomain.lan-wapt

You can build and upload the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-upload C:\waptdev\host01.mydomain.lan-wapt

35.3.3 wapt-get make-group-template

The wapt-get make-group-template <name of group> command creates an empty WAPT group package from a template.

The command wapt-get make-group-template accounting returns:

Template created. You can build the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-package C:\waptdev\accounting-wapt

You can build and upload the WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-upload C:\waptdev\accounting-wapt
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35.3.4 wapt-get list-registry

The wapt-get list-registry <keyword> command lookups a keyword in software installed by WAPT on the computer.

The output of list-registry is a table listing uninstall keys for each software corresponding to the search term.

The command wapt-get list-registry firefox returns:

UninstallKey Software Version ␣
→˓Uninstallstring
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
→˓-----------------------------------------------------
Mozilla Firefox 45.5.0 ESR (x64 fr) Mozilla Firefox 45.5.0 ESR (x64 fr) 45.5.0
→˓"C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\uninstall\helper.exe"

35.3.5 wapt-get sources

The wapt-get sources <package name> command downloads sources from a source code management platform like Git or SVN.

The command wapt-get sources tis-firefox returns nothing;

35.3.6 wapt-get build-package

The wapt-get build-package <path to the package> command builds a WAPT package and signs it with the private key of
the Administrator.

Note: The path to the private key, the default prefix and the default development path must be properly set in the wapt-get.ini file.

The command wapt-get sources tis-firefox returns:

Building C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt

Package tis-tightvnc (=2.8.5.0-0) content:
setup.py
tightvnc-2.8.5-gpl-setup-64bit.msi
WAPT\control
WAPT\wapt.psproj
...done. Package filename C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt
Signing C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt

7-Zip [64] 16.04: Copyright (c) 1999-2016 Igor Pavlov: 2016-10-04

Open archive: C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt
--
Path = C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt
Type = zip
Physical Size = 1756459

Updating archive: C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt

(continues on next page)
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Items to compress: 0

Files read from disk: 0
Archive size: 1755509 bytes (1715 KiB)
Everything is Ok
Package C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.wapt signed: signature:
mOQINvKGfmcW4nu05aVc8MJqMtXdPv5I0qo5zCfMkIWvEeYYDDfnZLakPkXiqptiqcNbCdY8vOPs
qFMqwSMYUyKJ8d3DHEk8kdlIldkLsiAejkdsoiZDKlEFVCJgdKI13x4FcPfoZNw5DFPzmCZKbgkU
pWvGbGFwUx/3d9zcliciN82F0FveC6C0mqoh5A==

You can upload to repository with
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe upload-package "C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-0_all.

→˓wapt"

35.3.7 wapt-get sign-package

The wapt-get sign-package <path to the package> command signs a package with the private key of the Administrator.

Attention: sign-package does not rename the WAPT package with the chosen prefix of the Organization.

The command wapt-get sign-package C:\\waptdev\\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt returns:

Signing C:\waptdev\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt

7-Zip [64] 16.04: Copyright (c) 1999-2016 Igor Pavlov: 2016-10-04

Open archive: C:\waptdev\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt
--
Path = C:\waptdev\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt
Type = zip
Physical Size = 2857855

Updating archive: C:\waptdev\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt

Items to compress: 0

Files read from disk: 0
Archive size: 2856021 bytes (2790 KiB)
Everything is Ok
Package C:\waptdev\smp-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt signed: signature:
lAxMJBKlnZLFQG81Rwb80+cB6XHcNjazmVJI7+PLLcPfFkFVC5wojyMPVMKhUrjrSlWomj85L8CY
gZv/FsVspUij45TcikukbF8Rr+jy6saHskg42XINqZWCnP28k4bkIREdzYIkuKDABfr15gt3ecuN
E21ZU/SI8BtXOX/80w9hpbP6ivCzTaYZZk18dhLDzV04xM9QwPSZ2mjQspbVklpm2NL4F6gb5b9D
EwMjus74/MNc6BZeKtMcFcE3Ft18ROAJeF5hLws24jjCv6Gjjus+zlGlepWK0M2p7rIdvmC1BWB/
Y6e1mQpSoisAvhOpATFPqNJca/QTMANKiTD3OA==
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35.3.8 wapt-get build-upload

The wapt-get build-upload <path to the package> command builds and uploads a WAPT package onto the main WAPT
repository.

Hint: By passing the -i argument to build-upload, the WAPT packaging version number is incremented before upload, so to avoid
having to modify manually the control file.

The command wapt-get -i build-upload C:\\waptdev\\tis-tightvnc-wapt returns:

Building C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt
Package tis-tightvnc (=2.8.5.0-1) content:
setup.py
tightvnc-2.8.5-gpl-setup-64bit.msi
WAPT\control
WAPT\wapt.psproj
...done. Package filename C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt
Signing C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt

7-Zip [64] 16.04: Copyright (c) 1999-2016 Igor Pavlov: 2016-10-04

Open archive: C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt
--
Path = C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt
Type = zip
Physical Size = 1756458

Updating archive: C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt

Items to compress: 0

Files read from disk: 0
Archive size: 1755509 bytes (1715 KiB)
Everything is Ok
Package C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt signed: signature:
FVn2yx77TwUHaDauSPHxJZiPAyMQe4PqLF5n6wY9YPAwY4ijHe6NgDFrexXf8ZYbHAiNa5b8V/Qj
wTVHiqpbXnZotiVIGrJDhgbaLwZ9CK6pfWiflC4126nx6PMF3T1i6w0R0NOE2wJpOSRYESk7lDUz
9CPfzJCLcOXwh0F5eZc96wbkDkSbpn1f+x5tOlvyy/FW2m8RbZQhJcO21j9gGX7It0QNecaOxXgz
qkZZKBDNASOBYAF22M1+zHb59DWQ63Q8yMj5t5szEUTkGtQNG6vZz3gb9Yraq361BIGaBDYUM31j
ZgpaHvP0vdK3c1x1mhyhC7q6eZ/UCW5tETTCiA==

Uploading files...
WAPT Server user :admin
WAPT Server password:
Status: OK, tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt uploaded, 1 packages analysed
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35.3.9 wapt-get duplicate

The wapt-get duplicate <package source> <package new_duplicate> command duplicates a package downloaded from
the repository and opens it as a PyScripter project.

The command wapt-get duplicate tis-firefox tis-firefox-custom returns:

Package duplicated. You can build the new WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-package C:\waptdev\tis-firefox-custom-wapt

You can build and upload the new WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe build-upload C:\waptdev\tis-firefox-custom-wapt

35.3.10 wapt-get edit

The wapt-get edit <package name> command downloads and edits a WAPT package.

The command wapt-get edit tis-firefox returns:

Package edited. You can build and upload the new WAPT package by launching
C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe -i build-upload C:\waptdev\tis-firefox-wapt

35.3.11 wapt-get edit-host

The wapt-get edit-host <host FQDN> command edits a WAPT host package.

35.3.12 wapt-get upload-package

The wapt-get upload-package <path to the package> command uploads a package onto the main WAPT repository.

The command wapt-get upload-package C:\\waptdev\\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt returns:

WAPT Server user :admin
WAPT Server password:
tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt uploaded, 1 packages analyzed
result: OK

35.3.13 wapt-get update-packages

The wapt-get update-packages <path to folder> command scans a local repository and creates the Packages index file.

The command wapt-get update-packages D:\\Data\\WAPT returns:

Packages filename: D:\waptdev\Packages
Processed packages:
D:\Data\WAPT\groupe_base.wapt
D:\Data\WAPT\tis-firefox_50.1.5.0-0_all.wapt
D:\Data\WAPT\tis-tightvnc_2.8.5.0-1_all.wapt
D:\Data\WAPT\tis-7zip_16.4.0.0-1_all.wapt
D:\Data\WAPT\tis-mumble_3.14-3_all.wapt

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

D:\Data\WAPT\tis-noforcereboot_1.0-1_all.wapt
Skipped packages:

Re-signing packages on the server using a command line

Danger: Before using this method, ensure that your WAPT Server is safe and not under the control of an unauthorized third party
entity.

• Copy your .crt and .pem to /tmp/ on the WAPT Server using Winscp or an equivalent tool.

• It is then possible to re-sign all the packages at once on the WAPT Server with the following commands.

wapt-signpackages -d /var/www/wapt-host -c /tmp/wapt_pub_key.crt -k /tmp/wapt_priv_key.pem -s
wapt-signpackages -d /var/www/wapt -c /tmp/wapt_pub_key.crt -k /tmp/wapt_priv_key.pem -s
wapt-scanpackages /var/www/wapt/

Hint: Use this method if re-signing from the WAPT console method does not complete successfully.

Attention: Remove your .crt and .pem from /tmp/ on the WAPT Server.

To create and customize WAPT packages, follow that documentation and you will quickly become a master of WAPT.
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THIRTYSIX

PACKAGE STRUCTURE DETAILED

A WAPT package is a .zip file containing several things:

Fig. 1: WAPT package structure

• a file setup.py;

• one or several binary files;

• some additional optional files;

• a control file in the WAPT folder;

• a icon.png file in the WAPT folder;

• a certificate.crt file in the folder WAPT;

• a manifest.sha256 file in the folder WAPT;

• a signature.sha256 file in the folder WAPT;

• a wapt.psproj file in the folder WAPT, this file is used to store the PyScripter configuration data for the WAPT package;
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• since WAPT 1.8, a hidden .vscode folder that contains a launch.json and a settings.json file used to store the VScode
configuration data for the WAPT package;

36.1 The control file

The control file is the identity card of a package.

package : tis-firefox-esr
version : 62.0-0
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional
maintainer : Administrateur
description : Firefox Web Browser French
description_fr : Navigateur Web Firefox Français
description_es : Firefox Web Browser
depends :
conflicts :
maturity : PROD
locale : fr
target_os : windows
min_os_version :
max_os_version :
min_wapt_version : 1.6.2
sources :
installed_size :
impacted_process : firefox.exe
audit_schedule :
editor : Mozilla
keywords : Navigateur
licence : MPL
homepage : https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/organizations/
signer : Tranquil IT
signer_fingerprint: 459934db53fd804bbb1dee79412a46b7d94b638737b03a0d73fc4907b994da5d
signature : MLOzLiz0qCHN5fChdylnvXUZ8xNJj4rEu5FAAsDTdEtQ(...)hsduxGRJpN1wLEjGRaMLBlod/p8w==
signature_date : 20170704-164552
signed_attributes : package,version,architecture,section,priority,maintainer,description,depends,
→˓conflicts,maturity,locale,min_os_version,max_os_version,min_wapt_version,sources,installed_size,
→˓signer,signer_fingerprint,signature_date,signed_attributes
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Table 1: Description of options of the control file
Settings Description Example value
package Package name tis-geogebra
version Package version, can not contain more than 5 delimiters, the last

number being the version number of the packaging
5.0.309.0-1

architecture Processor architecture x64
section Package type (host, group, base) base
priority Package install priority (optional) Not mandatory for the mo-

ment
maintainer Author of the package Arnold Schwarzenegger <ter-

minator@mydomain.lan>
description Package description that will appear in the console and on the

web interface
The Graphing Calculator for
Functions, Geometry, Alge-
bra, Calculus, Statistics and
3D

description_fr Localized description of the package Calculatrice graphique
depends Packages that must be installed before installing the package tis-java
conflicts Packages that must be uninstalled before installing the package tis-graph
maturity Maturity level (BETA, DEV, PROD) PROD
locale Language environment for the package fr,en,es
target_os Accepted Operating System for the package windows,mac,linux
min_os_version Minimum version of Windows for the package to be seen by the

WAPT agent
6.0

max_os_version Maximum version of Windows for the package to be seen by the
WAPT agent

10.0

min_wapt_version WAPT’s minimal version for the package to work properly 1.3.8
sources Path to the SVN location of the package (source command) https://srv-svn.

mydomain.lan/sources/
tis-geogebra-wapt/trunk/

installed_size Minimum required free disk space to install the package 254251008
impacted_process Indicates a list of impacted processes when installing a package firefox.exe
audit_schedule Periodicity of execution of the audit function in the WAPT pack-

age
60

editor Editor of the software package Mozilla
license Reference of the software license GPLV3
keywords Set of keywords describing the WAPT package Productivity,Text Processor
homepage Official homepage of the software embedded in the WAPT pack-

age
https://www.tranquil.it/

signer CommonName (CN) of the package’s signer Tranquil IT
signer_fingerprint Fingerprint of the certificate holder’s signature 2BAFAF007C174A3B00F12E9CA1E74956
signature SHA256 hash of the package MLO-

zLiz0qCHN5fChdylnvXUZ8xNJj4rEu5FAAsDTdEtQ(. . . )hsduxGRJpN1wLEjGRaMLBlod/p8w==
signature_date Date when the package was signed 20180307-230413
signed_attributes List of package’s attributes that are signed package, version, archi-

tecture, section, priority,
maintainer, description, de-
pends, conflicts, maturity,
locale, min_wapt_version,
sources, installed_size, signer,
signer_fingerprint, signa-
ture_date, signed_attributes
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Attention: If the control file contains special characters, the control file must be saved in UTF-8 (No BOM) format.

Fig. 2: PyScripter - UTF-8 (No BOM)

36.1.1 Fields details

package

WAPT package name, without any accent, nor space, nor any special or uppercase character.

version

Preferably, always start with the packaged software version (digits only) split by points (.) and finish with the WAPT packaging
version separated by a dash (-) character.

architecture

New in version 1.5.

Defines whether the package may be installed on x64 or x32 processor equipped computers.

Note: A x64 package will be invisible for a WAPT agent installed on a x86 machine.

Allowed values:

• x86: the package is designed for 32bit computers;

• x64: the package is designed for 64bit computers;

• all: the package is designed for 32bit or 64bit computers;
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section

• host: host package;

• group: group package;

• base: software package;

• unit: OU package;

priority

This option is not supported at this time. That field will be used to define package installation priority. This feature will become useful
to define mandatory security updates.

maintainer

Defines the WAPT package creator.

Note: To define the WAPT package creator’s email address may be useful.

Use Firstname LASTNAME <email@example.com> format.

description

Describes the functionality of the package that will appear in the console and on the local web interface http://127.0.0.1:8088.

Hint: Adding a field description_fr or description_es allows you to internationalize the description of your package. If the
language does not exist, the WAPT agent will use the default language description.

depends

Defines the packages that must be installed before, for example tis-java is a dependency for the LibreOffice package and tis-java must
be installed before LibreOffice.

Several dependencies may be defined by splitting them with commas (,).

depends: tis-java,tis-firefox-esr,tis-thunderbird
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conflicts

Works as the opposite of depends.

conflicts defines package(s) that must be removed before installing a package, for example tis-firefox must be removed before the
package tis-firefox-esr is installed, or OpenOffice must be removed before LibreOffice is installed.

Several conflicts may be defined by splitting them with commas (,).

conflicts: tis-firefox

maturity

Defines the maturity of a package.

By default, WAPT agents will see packages flagged as PROD and packages with an empty maturity.

For a computer to see packages with different maturity levels, you will have to configure the maturities attribute in wapt-get-ini of
the WAPT agent.

locale

Defines the language of the WAPT package.

A WAPT agent will see by default packages that are configured for its language environment(s) and packages with no language
specified.

For a computer to see a package in another language, you will have to configure the locales in wapt-get.ini of the WAPT agent.

locales = fr,en,es

The language filled in the field must be in ISO 639-1 format.

target_os

Defines the Operating System for the package.

A WAPT agent will see by default packages that are configured for its operating system and packages with no operating system
specified.

Since version 1.8 the field target_os can either be windows, macos, linux or left empty.

min_os_version

For a windows target_os, this field defines the minimal Windows Operating System Version. For example, this attribute may be used
to avoid installing on WindowsXP packages that only work on Windows7 and above.

Since version 1.8, it can also define the minimal Mac OS version. We advise not to use it with Linux since there are several different
distributions.
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max_os_version

For a windows target_os, it defines the maximal Windows Operating System Version. For example, this attribute may be used to install
on Windows7 more recent versions of a software that are no more supported on Windows XP.

Since version 1.8, it can also define the minimal Mac OS version. We advise not to use it with Linux since there are several different
distributions.

min_wapt_version

WAPT minimum version to install a package

Note: With functionalities in WAPT evolving, some functions that you may have used in old packages may become obsolete with
newer versions of WAPT agents.

sources

Defines a SVN repository, for example:

• https://svn.mydomain.lan/sources/tis-geogebra-wapt/trunk/

This method allows to version a package and collaboratively work on it.

Hint: Package versionning is particularly useful when several people create packages in a collaborative way. This function is also
useful to trace the history of a package if you are subject to Regulations in your industry.

installed_size

Defines the required minimum free disk space to install the package.

installed_size: 254251008

The testing of available free disk space is done on the C:\Program Files folder.

The value set in installed_size must be in bytes.

Hint: To convert storage values to bytes, visit https://bit-calculator.com/.
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impacted_process

Indicates processes that are impacted when installing a package.

Example:

impacted_process : firefox.exe,chrome.exe,iexplorer.exe

This field is used by the functions install_msi_if_needed and install_exe_if_needed if killbefore has not been filled.

impacted_process is also used when uninstalling a package. This allows to close the application if the application is running before
being uninstalled.

audit_schedule

Periodicity of execution of audit checks.

audit_schedule : 60

The periodicity may be indicated in several ways:

• an integer (in minutes);

• an integer followed by a letter (m = minutes, h = hours, d = days, w = weeks);

editor

New in version 1.6.

Software editor of the binaries embedded in the WAPT base package.

editor: Mozilla

The values may be used as filters in the WAPT console and with the self-service.

keywords

New in version 1.6.

Keyword list to categorize the WAPT package.

keywords: office

The values may be used as filters in the WAPT console and with the self-service.
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license

New in version 1.6.

Reference of the software license for the embedded software binaries.

license : GPLV3

The values may be used as filters in the WAPT console and with the self-service.

homepage

New in version 1.6.

Official homepage of the software binaries embedded in the WAPT package.

homepage : https://wapt.fr

The values may be used as filters in the WAPT console and with the self-service.

signer

Automatically filled during package signature.

CN of the certificate. It is typically the signer’s full name.

signer_fingerprint

Automatically filled during package signature.

Private key fingerprint of the package signer.

signature

Automatically filled during package signature.

Signature of the attributes of the package.

signature_date

Automatically filled during package signature.

Date when the attributes of the package have been signed.
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signed_attributes

Automatically filled during package signature.

List of the package’s attributes that are signed.

36.2 The setup.py file

36.2.1 import setuphelpers

That line is found at the beginning of every WAPT package that embeds a setup.py:

from setuphelpers import *

The package imports all setuphelpers functions.

Setuphelpers is a WAPT library that offers many methods to more easily develop highly functional packages.

36.2.2 uninstallkey list

We then find:

uninstallkey = ['tisnaps2','Mozilla Firefox 45.6.0 ESR (x86 fr)']

We associate here a list of uninstall keys to the package. When a package is removed, the WAPT agent looks up the uninstallkey in
the registry associated to the package. This uninstallkey will indicate to WAPT the actions to trigger to remove the software.

Even if there is no uninstallkey for a software, it is mandatory to declare an empty uninstallkey array:

uninstallkey = []

36.2.3 Function install()

Then comes the setup.py function declaration.

It is the recipe of the WAPT package, the set of instructions that will be executed.

def install():
run('"install.exe" /S')

36.3 The wapt.psproj file

Package project file wapt.psproj is found in the WAPT folder.

It’s the PyScripter project file for the WAPT package.

To edit a package with PyScripter, just open the file.
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36.4 The icon.png file

The icon.png icon file is located in the WAPT folder.

It associates an icon to the package.

That icon will appear in the local web interface of WAPT self-service (http://127.0.0.1:8088).

Hint: The icon must be a 48px per 48px PNG file.

36.5 The manifest.sha256 file

The manifest.sha256 manifest file is located in the WAPT folder.

It contains the sha256 fingerprint of every file in the WAPT package.

36.6 The signature file

The signature file is located in the WAPT folder.

It contains the signature of the manifest.sha256 file.

On installing a package, wapt-get checks:

• that the signature of manifest.sha256 matches the actual manifest.sha256 file (the agent will verify the public certificates
in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl on Windows and /opt/wapt/ssl on Linux and MacOS);

• that the sha256 fingerprint of each file is identical to the fingerprint in the manifest.sha256 file;

36.7 Other files

Other files may be embedded in the WAPT package. For example:

• an installer beside your setup.py to be called in your setup.py;

• an answer file to pass on to the software installer;

• a license file;
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THIRTYSEVEN

PYTHON 2 TO PYTHON 3

Attention: With WAPT 2.0, the WAPT internals have switched to python3. WAPT packages must also follow the new python3
syntax.

Table 1: The principal syntax differences
Syntax Python 2 Python 3
print print'Hello'print('Hello')
unicode string ur r
operators <> <=>

!=
!=

Windows registry access _winreg winreg

Hint: For more details, visit:

• https://python-future.org/compatible_idioms.html.

• https://blog.couchbase.com/tips-and-tricks-for-upgrading-from-python-2-to-python-3/.
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CHAPTER

THIRTYEIGHT

SETTING UP YOUR WAPT DEVELOPMENT AND TEST ENVIRONMENT

38.1 Prerequisites

Attention:
• It is required to be a Local Administrator of the machine to use WAPT’s integrated environment for developing WAPT

packages.

• We advise you to create/ edit packages in a fully controlled environment that is safe and disposable.

• The usage of a disposable virtual machine (like Virtualbox) is recommended.

• Import the tis-pyscripter package in your local repository and install it on your development computer.

38.2 Recommendations regarding the test environment

The recommended method to correctly test your WAPT packages is to use a representative sample of machines in your inventory. So
the more heterogeneous your installed base of machines, the larger your sample must be.

This method consists of testing the installation of the package on as many platforms and configurations as possible, so to improve its
reliability, before the WAPT package is transferred to production repositories.

38.3 Testing method

38.3.1 Operating systems and architectures

• Windows XP;

• Windows 7;

• Windows 10;

• Windows Server 2008 R2;

• Windows Server 2012 and R2;

• x86;

• x64;
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• Physical and virtual machines;

• laptops;

Hint: When possible, RC and Beta version of Operating Systems should be tested.

38.3.2 State of Windows Updates

• Microsoft Windows host without any Windows update installed: the objective is to detect Windows updates that are required
for the software to work properly and to adapt the WAPT package accordingly;

• Microsoft Windows host with all the latest Windows updates: the objective is to detect Windows updates that break the
package and to adapt the WAPT package accordingly;

38.3.3 State of software installations

• Hosts with many installed packages: the objective is to detect a possible dependency with an existing application;

• Hosts with many installed packages: the objective is to detect a possible conflict with an existing application;

• Install older versions of the software: it is possible that the software installer does not support uninstalling a previous version
of the software, in this case, the WAPT package will have to remove older versions of the software before installing the new
version;
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THIRTYNINE

PRINCIPLES OF CREATING PACKAGE TEMPLATE FROM THE WAPT
CONSOLE

Hint: To create WAPT packages directly from the WAPT console, it is necessary to have installed the WAPT development environ-
ment tis-pyscripter.

39.1 Creating a package template from the WAPT console

In that example, we use the 7-zip MSI setup downloaded from the 7-zip official website.

• Download 7-zip MSI x64.

• Create a WAPT package Template from the installer.

In the WAPT console, click on Tools → Make package template from setup file:

Fig. 1: PyScripter - WAPT console window for creating a package template

Select the downloaded MSI setup file and fill in the required fields. Verify that the package name does not contains any version
number.
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Fig. 2: Informations required for creating the package

• Two solutions are available:

– Click on Make and edit . . . . (recommended) to verify the WAPT package and customize it to your Organization’s specific
needs.

– Click on Build and upload to directly build and upload the package into your private repository.

Attention: The button Build and upload directly uploads the package into the private repository without testing.

This method works relatively well with MSI installers because their installation is more standardized.

However, the first method that consists of first testing locally the package before uploading is the recommended method.

Note: An old command line method is also available.

39.2 Customizing the package before uploading it to your repository

Before uploading a package to your WAPT repository, you may choose to customize its behavior to your Organization’s needs by
editing it with PyScripter.

When creating the package template, click on Make and edit . . . ..

The PyScripter IDE allows to edit files in the WAPT package.
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Fig. 3: PyScripter - Informations required for creating the package

Fig. 4: PyScripter - The package has been created
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Fig. 5: PyScripter - Customizing a package with PyScripter
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CHAPTER

FORTY

PRESENTATION OF PYSCRIPTER

40.1 PyScripter project explorer

Fig. 1: PyScripter - project explorer
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The PyScripter project explorer lists the different files that you might need, notably the control file and the setup.py file.

40.2 Run Configurations

Fig. 2: PyScripter - Run commands in the PyScripter project explorer

The Run option in the project explorer of:program:PyScripter will allow you to launch actions on the packages that you are editing.

40.3 Editor panel

Fig. 3: PyScripter - Editor panel

The edition panel in PyScripter allows to edit the setup.py file and the control file.
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40.4 Python Console

Fig. 4: PyScripter - Python console in PyScripter

This is the python console visible in PyScripter, it will allow you to display the python output when you execute Run commands.

You can also use it to test/ debug portions of your script setup.py.

To learn more about the composition of a WAPT package, visit the documentation on the structure of a WAPT package.

40.5 Testing locally the installation of the WAPT package

You can then test the launch of an installation on your development station.

The PyScripter Console allows you to check whether the installation went well.

40.6 Testing locally the uninstallation of the WAPT package

You can then test the launch of an uninstallation on your development station.

The PyScripter Console allows you to check whether the uninstallation went well.
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Fig. 5: Running an install command from the PyScripter console

Fig. 6: Running a remove command from the PyScripter console
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FORTYONE

PACKAGING .MSI PACKAGES (EXAMPLE)

For this example we will take tightvnc.

You can download it here: https://www.tightvnc.com/download.php

Now, you can then generate your package template, please refer to the documentation for creating packages from the WAPT console.

Edit the control file (architecture, impacted_process, target_os, description, maintainer . . . ). For more information,
visit the documentation on the control file structure.

Your PyScripter opens, go to your setup.py:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
print('installing tis-tightvnc')
install_msi_if_needed('tightvnc-2.8.5-setup-64bit.msi')

• The function will test whether a version of the software is already installed on the host using the uninstall key.

• If the uninstall key is already present, the new version of the software will be installed only if the installed version is older.

• After the installation, the function will finally test that the uninstall key is present and its version, to ascertain that all went well.

Table 1: List of arguments available with install_exe_if_needed
Settings Default value Description
msi name of the .msi file to execute.
min_version None minimal version above which the software will update.
killbefore [] list of programs to kill before installing the package.
accept_returncodes [0,3010] accepted codes other than 0 and 3010 returned by the function.
timeout 300 maximum installation wait time (in seconds).
properties {} additional properties to pass as arguments to MSI setup file.
get_version None value passed as parameter to control the version number instead

of the value returned by the installed_softwares function
remove_old_version False automatically removes an older version of a software whose

uninstall key is identical
force False forces the installation of the software even though the same

uninstall key has been found
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Note: The install_msi_if_needed method searches for an uninstall key in the MSI file properties, it is not necessary to fill it
manually in the setup.py file.

Hint: You also don’t have to fill in killbefore if the value specified in the impacted_process field of the control file is correct.

Note: The setup.py could have looked like this, but the method is less elegant because it does less checking:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = ["{8B9896FC-B4F2-44CD-8B6E-78A0B1851B59}"]

def install():
print('installing tis-tightvnc')
run('msiexec /norestart /q /i "tightvnc-2.8.5-setup-64bit.msi"')

Run the installation and see what happens when the software is already installed.

wapt-get -ldebug install C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt
Installing WAPT file C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt
MSI tightvnc-2.8.5-gpl-setup-64bit.msi already installed. Skipping msiexec

Results:

=== install packages ===
C:\waptdev\tis-tightvnc-wapt | tis-tightvnc (2.8.5.0-1)

41.1 Passing additional arguments

To pass additional arguments, store them in a dict.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

properties = {
'SERVER_REGISTER_AS_SERVICE':0,
'SERVER_ADD_FIREWALL_EXCEPTION':0,
}

def install():
print(u'Installation en cours de TightVNC')
install_msi_if_needed('tightvnc-2.8.5-setup-64bit.msi', properties = properties )
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Note: The setup.py could have looked like this, but the method is less elegant because it does less checking:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = ["{8B9896FC-B4F2-44CD-8B6E-78A0B1851B59}"]

def install():
print('installing tis-tightvnc')
run('msiexec /norestart /q /i "tightvnc-2.8.5-setup-64bit.msi" SERVER_REGISTER_AS_

→˓SERVICE=0 SERVER_ADD_FIREWALL_EXCEPTION=0')

41.2 Video demonstration

41.2. Video demonstration 371
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FORTYTWO

PACKAGING .EXE PACKAGES (EXAMPLE)

• Download the .exe installer from a reliable source.

Download the installer in exe format Firefox ESR x64 on https://download.mozilla.org/?product=firefox-esr-latest-ssl&os=
win64

• Look up documentation relating to silent flags:

– On the Official Mozilla website.

– Other methods for finding information on silent flags:

∗ WPKG packages repository.

∗ Chocolatey packages repository.

∗ Search on the Internet with the search terms: Firefox silent install.

• Then generate your package template, please refer to the documentation for creating packages from the WAPT console.
PyScripter loads up and opens the .exe package project.

• Edit the control file (architecture, impacted_process, target_os, description, maintainer . . . ). For more infor-
mation, visit the documentation on the control file structure.

• Check the control file content. Mozilla Firefox-ESR does not comply to industry standards and returns an erroneous version
number (it appears to be the installer packaging software version number).

– Original control file.

package : tis-firefox-esr
version : 4.42.0.0-0
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional
maintainer : user
description : automatic package for firefox setup 52.6.0esr
impacted_process :

– Modified control file.

package : tis-firefox-esr
version : 52.6.0-1
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional

(continues on next page)
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Fig. 1: PyScripter opening with focus on the control file
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(continued from previous page)

maintainer : Tranquil-IT Systems
description : Mozilla Firefox 52.6.0 ESR
impacted_process : firefox.exe

Note: A sub-version -1 has been appended to the software version number; it is the packaging version of the WAPT package.

It allows the Package Developer to release several WAPT package versions of the same software, very useful for very rapid and
iterative development.

Using install_exe_if_needed

The function is slightly the same as that used with .msi installers, with some differences:

• The function requires to pass the silent flag as an argument.

• The function requires to pass the uninstall key as an argument.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
print('installing tis-firefox-esr')
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='',min_version="4.42.

→˓0.0")

Table 1: List of arguments available with install_exe_if_needed
Settings Default value Description
exe Name of the .exe file to execute.
silentflags Silent parameters to pass as arguments to the installer.
key None Software uninstall key.
min_version None Minimal version above which the software will update.
killbefore [ ] List of programs to kill before installing the package.
accept_returncodes [0,3010] Accepted codes other than 0 and 3010 returned by the function.
timeout 300 Maximum installation wait time (in seconds).
get_version None Value passed as parameter to control the version number instead

of the value returned by the installed_softwares function.
remove_old_version False Automatically removes an older version of a software whose

uninstallkey is identical
force False Forces the installation of the software even though the same

uninstallkey has been found

The package will then have this behavior:

• Firefox will install only if Firefox is not yet installed or if the installed version of Firefox is less than 45.5.0, unless the --force
option is passed as argument when installing the package.

• On installing, the running firefox.exe processes will be killed (with the value indicated in impacted_process of the
control file).
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• The function will add by itself the uninstall key, so leave the uninstall key argument empty.

• When finishing the installation of the package, the function will check that the uninstall key is present on the machine and that
the version of Firefox is greater than 45.5.0; if this not the case, the package will be flagged as ERROR.

42.1 Finding the uninstallation key

Unlike .msi files, the key to uninstall an .exe is not in the file properties.

So you need to install the software first to know the uninstall key.

Therefore you must start once the installation from pyscripter with the run configuration and then install.

Once the software is installed, go to the WAPT console, then find your development machine.

In the software inventory tab find your software and copy the value indicated in the uninstallkey column.

You must also check the value of the version with the value indicated in min_version in your setup.py.

Modify your setup.py with the new parameters:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
print('installing tis-firefox-esr')
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='Mozilla Firefox 45.5.

→˓0 ESR (x64 fr)',min_version="45.5.0")
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Fig. 2: Retrieving an uninstallkey from the console

To test that your key works correctly, you must run an installation again in pyscripter.

WAPT should not attempt to install the software because it is already present, the following message should display:

>>>
*** Remote Interpreter Reinitialized ***
Command Line : install "c:\waptdev\tis-firefox-esr_x64_PROD_fr-wapt\WAPT\.."
Using config file: C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini
Installing WAPT files c:\waptdev\tis-firefox-esr_x64_PROD_fr-wapt
Exe setup Firefox_Setup_78.7.1esr.exe already installed. Skipping

Results:

=== install packages ===
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

c:\waptdev\tis-firefox-esr_x64_PROD_fr-wapt | tis-firefox-esr (78.7.1-102)

Now you can now test the uninstallation:

Fig. 3: Testing the uninstallation

You can now build and upload your package, please refer to the documentation for build and upload packages from the WAPT console.

Note: If you leave the uninstallkey blank, uninstalling your package will not work.

42.2 Special case of a non-silent uninstaller

In some particular cases, a package using install_exe_if_needed fills in the uninstall key, but the uninstall key points to a non
silent uninstaller.

We have to circumvent that problem by using a function that will remove the uninstall key at the end of the installation.

:emphasize-lines: 13

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
install_exe_if_needed("setup.exe",

silentflags="/s",
key='{D9E87643-0005-447E-9111-78697A9C1595}',
min_version="14.0")

uninstallkey.remove('{D9E87643-0005-447E-9111-78697A9C1595')

def uninstall():
run(r'"C:\Program Files\Kutl\uninstall.exe" /supersilent')

Hint: The uninstall feature can also be used to run code in addition to uninstalling software, ex: delete folder, delete shortcut . . .
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42.3 Video demonstration

42.3. Video demonstration 379
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380 Chapter 42. Packaging .exe packages (example)



CHAPTER

FORTYTHREE

PACKAGING EMPTY PACKAGES

Todo: gsegat
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CHAPTER

FORTYFOUR

BUILDING THE PACKAGE AND SENDING IT TO THE WAPT SERVER

• Once the package is ready, build it and send it to the WAPT server.

Fig. 1: Option “Build and upload package” in waptconsole

• Select the package in the c:\waptdev folder.

• Confirm the selected package.

You have just uploaded your first wapt package.

Note: An old command line method is available here.

Warning: Once your package has uploaded, refresh the package list using the Refresh packages list button or by pressing F5 on
your keyboard.
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44.1 Working with non standard return codes

Return codes are used to feed back information on whether a software has installed correctly.

In Windows, the standard successful return code is [0].

If you know that your WAPT packages installs correctly, yet you still get a return code other than [0], then you can explicitly tell WAPT
to ignore the error code by using the parameter accept_returncodes.

You can find out how to use the accept_returncodes parameter by exploring this package code.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *
import re

uninstallkey = []

def is_kb_installed(hotfixid):
installed_update = installed_windows_updates()
if [kb for kb in installed_update if kb['HotFixID' ].upper() == hotfixid.upper()]:

return True
return False

def waiting_for_reboot():
# Query WUAU from the registry
if reg_key_exists(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,r"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\WindowsUpdate\

→˓Auto Update\RebootRequired") or \
reg_key_exists(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,r"SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Component␣

→˓Based Servicing\RebootPending") or \
reg_key_exists(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE,r'SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Updates\UpdateExeVolatile'):
return True

return False

def install():
kb_files = [

'windows10.0-kb4522355-x64_af588d16a8fbb572b70c3b3bb34edee42d6a460b.msu',
]

with EnsureWUAUServRunning():
for kb_file in kb_files:

kb_guess = re.findall(r'^.*-(KB.*)-',kb_file)
if not kb_guess or not is_kb_installed(kb_guess[0]):

print('Installing {}'.format(kb_file))
run('wusa.exe "{}" /quiet /norestart'.format(kb_file),accept_returncodes=[0,3010,

→˓2359302,-2145124329],timeout=3600)
else:

print('{} already installed'.format(kb_file))

if waiting_for_reboot():
print('A reboot is needed!')

Hint: The full list of Windows Installer Error Messages can be found by visiting this page.
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CHAPTER

FORTYFIVE

SIMPLE EXAMPLES OF COMMONLY USED SETUPHELPER FUNCTIONS

Presentation of several functions implemented in Setuphelpers and frequently used to develop WAPT packages.

45.1 Testing and manipulating folders and files

45.1.1 Creating a path recursively

Command makepath . . .

makepath(programfiles,'Mozilla','Firefox')

. . . makes the path variable for C:\Program Files (x86)\Mozilla\Firefox.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=makepath#setuphelpers.makepath

45.1.2 Creating and destroying directories

Command mkdirs . . .

mkdirs('C:\\test')

. . . creates the directory C:\test.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=mkdirs#setuphelpers.mkdirs

Command remove_tree . . .

remove_tree(r'C:\tmp\target')
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. . . destroys the directory C:\tmp\target.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=remove_tree#setuphelpers.remove_tree

45.1.3 Checking if a path is a file or a folder

Command isdir . . .

isdir(makepath(programfiles32,'software')):
print('The directory exists')

. . . checks if C:\Program Files (x86)\software is a directory.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=isdir#setuphelpers.isdir

Command isfile . . .

isfile(makepath(programfiles32,'software','file')):
print('file exist')

. . . checks if C:\Program Files (x86)\software\file is a file.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function,* please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=isfile#setuphelpers.isfile

45.1.4 Check if a directory is empty

Command dir_is_empty . . .

dir_is_empty(makepath(programfiles32,'software')):
print('dir is empty')

. . . checks that directory C:\Program Files (x86)\software is empty.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=dir_is_empty#setuphelpers.dir_is_empty
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45.1.5 Copying a file

Command filecopyto . . .

filecopyto('file.txt',makepath(programfiles32,'software'))

. . . copies file.txt into the C:\Program Files (x86)\software directory.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=filecopyto#setuphelpers.filecopyto

45.1.6 Copying a directory

Command copytree2 . . .

copytree2('sources','C:\\projet')

. . . copies the sources folder into the C:\projet directory.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=copytree2#setuphelpers.copytree2

45.1.7 Retrieving the version of a file

Command get_file_properties . . .

get_file_properties(makepath(programfiles32,'InfraRecorder','infrarecorder.exe'))['ProductVersion']

. . . shows package properties.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=get_file_properties#setuphelpers.get_file_properties
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CHAPTER

FORTYSIX

MANIPULATING REGISTRY KEYS

46.1 Checking the existence of a registry key

Command registry_readstring . . .

if registry_readstring(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, "SOFTWARE\\Google\\Update\\Clients\\{8A69D345-D564-463c-
→˓AFF1-A69D9E530F96}", 'pv'):

print('key exist')

. . . checks if registry key {8A69D345-D564-463c-AFF1-A69D9E530F96} exists in registry path SOFTWARE\Google\Update\
Clients of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=registry_readstring#setuphelpers.registry_readstring

46.2 Showing the value of a registry key

Command registry_readstring . . .

print(registry_readstring(HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE, r'SOFTWARE\Google\Update\Clients\{8A69D345-D564-463c-
→˓AFF1-A69D9E530F96}', 'pv'))

. . . reads the value {8A69D345-D564-463c-AFF1-A69D9E530F96} stored in the registry path SOFTWARE\Google\Update\
Clients of HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=registry_readstring#setuphelpers.registry_readstring
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46.3 Modifying the value of a registry key

Command registry_setstring . . .

registry_setstring(HKEY_CURRENT_USER, "SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows Live\\Common",'TOUVersion','16.
→˓0.0.0', type=REG_SZ)

. . . modifies the value of the registry key TOUVersion stored in the registry path SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows Live of
HKEY_CURRENT_USER.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=registry_setstring#setuphelpers.registry_setstring
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CHAPTER

FORTYSEVEN

CREATING AND DESTROYING SHORTCUTS

47.1 A simple shortchut

Todo: gsegat

47.2 A menu folder shortcut

Todo: gsegat

47.3 A desktop shortcut

Todo: gsegat

47.3.1 create_desktop_shortcut

Command create_desktop_shortcut . . .

create_desktop_shortcut(r'WAPT Console Management',target=r'C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptconsole.
→˓exe')

. . . creates the shortcut WAPT Console Management into C:\Users\Public directory pointing to C:\Program Files (x86)\
wapt\waptconsole.exe; the shortcut is available for all users.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=create_desktop_shortcut#setuphelpers.create_desktop_
shortcut
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47.3.2 remove_desktop_shortcut

Command remove_desktop_shortcut . . .

remove_desktop_shortcut('WAPT Console Management')

. . . deletes the WAPT Console Management shortcut from the folder C:\Users\Public; the shortcut is deleted for all users.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=remove_desktop_shortcut#setuphelpers.remove_desktop_
shortcut

Firefox places a shortcut on the all users desktop, we are going to delete it.

We will use the remove_desktop_shortcut function:

• Modify your setup.py and use the function like this.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='Mozilla Firefox␣

→˓45.5.0 ESR (x64 fr)',min_version="45.5.0")
remove_desktop_shortcut('Firefox')

• If you restart the installation from pyscripter, you will notice that the “all users” desktop shortcut has disappeared.

47.4 A current user desktop shortcut

47.4.1 create_user_desktop_shortcut

Hint: These functions are used in session_setup context.

Command create_user_desktop_shortcut . . .

create_user_desktop_shortcut(r'WAPT Console Management',target=r'C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
→˓waptconsole.exe')

. . . creates the shortcut WAPT Console Management on user desktop pointing to C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptconsole.
exe.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:
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https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=create_user_desktop_shortcut#setuphelpers.create_user_
desktop_shortcut

47.4.2 remove_user_desktop_shortcut

Command remove_user_desktop_shortcut . . .

remove_user_desktop_shortcut('WAPT Console Management')

. . . deletes the WAPT Console Management shortcut from the logged in user’s desktop.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=remove_user_desktop_shortcut#setuphelpers.remove_
user_desktop_shortcut
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CHAPTER

FORTYEIGHT

WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT/ SOFTWARE/ SERVICES

48.1 Windows version check

Command windows_version . . .

windows_version()<Version('6.2.0'):

. . . checks that the Windows version is strictly inferior to 6.2.0.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=windows_version#setuphelpers.windows_version

Visit also Microsoft Windows version number.

48.2 Check if 64bits architecture

Command iswin64 . . .

if iswin64():
print('Pc x64')

else:
print('Pc not x64')

. . . checks that the system architecture is 64bits.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=iswin64#setuphelpers.iswin64
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48.3 Program Files variable

programfiles/ programfiles32/ programfiles64

Return different ProgramFiles locations

Command programfiles64 . . .

print(programfiles64())

. . . returns native Program Files directory, eg. C:\Program Files (x86) on either win64 or win32 architecture.

print(programfiles())

. . . returns path of the 32bit Program Files directory, eg. Programs Files (x86) on win64 architecture, and Programs Files on
win32 architecture.

print(programfiles32())

48.4 AppData variable

user_appdata/ user_local_appdata

Hint: These functions are used with session_setup

Command user_appdata . . .

print(user_appdata())

. . . returns roaming AppData profile path of logged on user (C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Roaming).

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=user_appdata#setuphelpers.user_appdata

Command user_local_appdata . . .

print(user_local_appdata())

. . . returns the local AppData profile path of the logged on user (C:\Users\%username%\AppData\Local).

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=user_local_appdata#setuphelpers.user_local_appdata
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48.5 Disable temporarily the wow3264 file redirector

Command disable_file_system_redirection . . .

with disable_file_system_redirection():
filecopyto('file.txt',system32())

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=disable_file_system_redirection#setuphelpers.disable_
file_system_redirection

Disable wow3264 redirection in the current context

48.6 Get current user

Command get_current_user . . .

print(get_current_user())

. . . shows the currently logged on username

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=get_current_user#setuphelpers.get_current_user

48.7 Get computer name

Command get_computername . . .

print(get_computername())

. . . shows the name of the computer

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=get_computername#setuphelpers.get_computername
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48.8 Get computer domain

Command get_domain_fromregistry . . .

get_domain_fromregistry()

. . . returns the FQDN of the computer.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=get_domain_fromregistry#setuphelpers.get_domain_
fromregistry

48.9 Action on installed software

48.9.1 Check installed software

Command installed_softwares . . .

installed_softwares('winscp')

. . . returns the list of installed software on the computer from registry in an array.

[{'install_location': u'C:\\Program Files\\WinSCP\\', 'version': u'5.9.2', 'name': u'WinSCP 5.9.2',
→˓'key': u'winscp3_is1', 'uninstall_string': u'"C:\\Program Files\\WinSCP\\unins000.exe"',
→˓'publisher': u'Martin Prikryl', 'install_date': u'20161102', 'system_component': 0}]

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=installed_softwares#setuphelpers.installed_softwares

48.9.2 Get uninstall command with registry

Command uninstall_cmd . . .

uninstall_cmd('winscp3_is1')

. . . returns the silent uninstall command.

"C:\Program Files\WinSCP\unins000.exe" /SILENT

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:
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https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=uninstall_cmd#setuphelpers.uninstall_cmd

48.9.3 Uninstalling software

for soft in installed_softwares('winscp3'):
if Version(soft['version']) < Version('5.0.2'):

run(WAPT.uninstall_cmd(soft['key']))

• For each item of the list return by installed_softwares containing keyword winscp.

• If the version is lower than 5.0.2.

• Then uninstall using the uninstall_cmd and specifying the corresponding uninstallkey.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://dev.tranquil.it/sphinxdocs/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=uninstall_cmd#setuphelpers.uninstall_cmd

48.9.4 Kill task

Command killalltasks . . .

killalltasks('firefox')

. . . kills the process named Firefox.

Hint: For more informations or to learn more on arguments on that function, please visit official Setuphelpers reference documen-
tation:

https://www.wapt.fr/en/api-doc-1.5/source/setuphelpers.html?highlight=killalltasks#setuphelpers.killalltasks
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CHAPTER

FORTYNINE

USING CONTROL FILE FIELDS

It’s possible to use control file informations on setup.py

49.1 Get packages version

def setup():
print(control['version'])

. . . shows the version value from the control file.

def setup():
print(control['version'].split('-',1)[0])

. . . shows the software version number without the WAPT version number from the control file.

49.2 Get software name

Todo: Get software name (gsegat)
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CHAPTER

FIFTY

MANAGING A WAPT PACKAGE WITH ANOTHER WAPT PACKAGE

50.1 Installing a package

Command install . . .

WAPT.install('tis-scratch')

. . . installs tis-scratch on the computer.

50.2 Removing a package

Command remove . . .

WAPT.remove('tis-scratch')

. . . uninstalls tis-scratch from the computer.

50.3 Forgetting a package

Command forget_packages . . .

WAPT.forget_packages('tis-scratch')

. . . informs WAPT to forget tis-scratch on the selected computer.

Hint: If the desired result is to remove tis-scratch, you should either reinstall the package (wapt-get install "tis-scratch")
then remove it (wapt-get remove "tis-scratch"), either removing it manually from the Control Panel menu Add/ Remove Pro-
grams.
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CHAPTER

FIFTYONE

IMPROVING MY PACKAGE

51.1 Copying a file

It is possible to configure Firefox with a policies.json file. See https://github.com/mozilla/policy-templates/blob/master/
README.md.

This file must be placed in the distribution folder at the root of Firefox.

To help you create this policies.json file you can use this extension: https://addons.mozilla.org/fr/firefox/addon/
enterprise-policy-generator/.

When you have generated your policies.json file, place it in c:\waptdev\prefix-firefox-esr-wapt\policies.json.

The distribution folder at the root of Firefox may not exist, so we will test its existence and create it with the mkdirs command if
it does not exist:

if not isdir(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution'):
mkdirs(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

Important: If you have backslashes in your path, you should always put an r in front of the string, like in the previous example.

You will also need to use the filecopyto function to copy the policies.json file:

filecopyto('policies.json',r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

Hint: There is no need to put the full path for the source file since the policies.json file is at the root of the WAPT package, so
we use the relative path.

Modify your setup.py:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='Mozilla Firefox 45.5.

→˓0 ESR (x64 fr)',min_version="45.5.0")
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

remove_desktop_shortcut('Firefox')

if not isdir(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution'):
mkdirs(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

filecopyto('policies.json',r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

Your package is now ready to apply a configuration. You can launch an installation with pyscripter and validate that the package
works according to your objective.

Finally, launch your Firefox to verify that it will work for your users.

51.2 Uninstalling unwanted versions

Hint: At each step of these examples you can run an installation to test the result.

In our case we want to uninstall the non ESR version of Firefox.

We will look for the other software installed on the machine to check if a non-esr version of Firefox is installed.

To reproduce our example, download and install the consumer version here: https://download.mozilla.org/?product=
firefox-latest-ssl&os=win:

• To search unwanted version of Firefox we will use the installed_softwares function. This function returns a dictionary
list containing the software properties:

print(installed_softwares('Firefox'))

[
{
'install_date': '',

'install_location': 'C:\\Program Files\\Mozilla Firefox',
'key': 'Mozilla Firefox 78.7.1 ESR (x64 fr)',
'name': 'Mozilla Firefox 78.7.1 ESR (x64 fr)',
'publisher': 'Mozilla',
'system_component': 0,
'uninstall_string': '"C:\\Program Files\\Mozilla Firefox\\uninstall\\helper.exe"',
'version': '78.7.1',
'win64': True
},

{
'install_date': '',

'install_location': 'C:\Program Files (x86)\\Mozilla Firefox',
'key': 'Mozilla Firefox 79.0 (x86 fr)',
'name': 'Mozilla Firefox 79.0 (x86 fr)',
'publisher': 'Mozilla',
'system_component': 0,
'uninstall_string': '"C:\Program Files (x86)\\Mozilla Firefox\\uninstall\\helper.exe"',

(continues on next page)
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'version': '79.0',
'win64': False

}
]

• Check the name of each software.

for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):
print(uninstall['name'])

• Show the name of each software found.

for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):
if not 'ESR' in uninstall['name']

print(uninstall['name'])

• Show the name of each software found which does not include the string ESR in its name and its uninstallkey.

for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):
if not 'ESR' in uninstall['name']

print(uninstall['name'])
print('Uninstall ' + uninstall['key'])

We will now use a WAPT trick using the uninstall_cmd function:

• Install cmd accepts an uninstall key as an argument and will send the command to run to start the silent uninstall.

for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):
if not 'ESR' in uninstall['name']:

print(uninstall['name'])
print('Uninstall ' + uninstall['key'])
silent_uninstall = uninstall_cmd(uninstall['key'])
print('Run ' + silent_uninstall)

• Start the uninstallation.

for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):
if not 'ESR' in uninstall['name']:

print(uninstall['name'])
print('Uninstall ' + uninstall['key'])
silent_uninstall = uninstall_cmd(uninstall['key'])
print('Run ' + silent_uninstall)
run(silent_uninstall)

We can also uninstall the Mozilla maintenance service:

for uninstall in installed_softwares('MozillaMaintenanceService'):
run(uninstall_cmd(uninstall['key']))

• Finally, modify your setup.py:

51.2. Uninstalling unwanted versions 409
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# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
#Install firefox if necessary
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='Mozilla Firefox␣

→˓45.5.0 ESR (x64 fr)',min_version="45.5.0")

#Removal of the firefox shortcut on the all user desktop
remove_desktop_shortcut('Firefox')

#Creation of the distribution folder if it does not exist
if not isdir(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution'):

mkdirs(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

#Copy of the policies.json file found at the root of the package in the destination of the␣
→˓distribution folder

filecopyto('policies.json',r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution')

#For each Mozilla Firefox installed
for uninstall in installed_softwares('Mozilla Firefox'):

#If the software does not have the word ESR in the name
if not 'ESR' in uninstall['name']:

print(uninstall['name'])
print('Uninstall ' + uninstall['key'])

#Looking for how we can uninstall it silently
silent_uninstall = uninstall_cmd(uninstall['key'])
print('Run ' + silent_uninstall)

#We launch the previous command.
run(silent_uninstall)

#Uninstalling mozilla maintenance service
for uninstall in installed_softwares('MozillaMaintenanceService'):

run(uninstall_cmd(uninstall['key']))

Your code now handles the uninstallation of unwanted versions of Firefox.

51.3 Improving setup.py to use variables

Examples of variable usage:

version_firefox = "45.0"

uninstallkey = "Mozilla Firefox " + version_firefox + " ESR (x64 fr)"
print(uninstallkey)

(continues on next page)
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uninstallkey = "Mozilla Firefox %s ESR (x64 fr)" % (version_firefox)
print(uninstallkey)

uninstallkey = "Mozilla Firefox {} ESR (x64 fr)".format(version_firefox)
print(uninstallkey)

uninstallkey = f"Mozilla Firefox {version_firefox} ESR (x64 fr)"
print(uninstallkey)

Important: The last example is the best example but this operation only works with Python3.

We can now use variables in our setup.py:

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():

version_firefox = "45.5.0"

#Install firefox if necessary
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup %sesr.exe" % version_firefox,silentflags="-ms",

→˓key='Mozilla Firefox %s ESR (x64 fr)' % version_firefox,min_version=version_firefox)

#Removal of the firefox shortcut on the all user desktop
remove_desktop_shortcut('Firefox')

distribution_folder=r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution'

#Creation of the distribution folder if it does not exist
if not isdir(distribution_folder):

mkdirs(distribution_folder)

... The rest of the code does not change ...

Hint: You can retrieve the version number shown in the control file like this:

version_firefox = control.get_software_version()
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51.4 Customizing the user environment

It is sometimes necessary to customize a software in user context to set specific settings or to comply to the Organization’s rules and
preferences:

• Creating user desktop shortcut with specific arguments.

• Making changes to user Windows registry keys.

• Making changes to files, to browser settings of the user.

• Configuring shortcuts to the Organization’s set of templates for Documents, Spreadsheets or Presentations in Office Suites to
encourage or insure that editorial and graphical guidelines are followed.

• Setting up the user’s email or instant messaging from the Organization’s main user data repository (LDAP directory, database,
etc).

• Customizing an office suite or business software based on the Organization’s main user data repository (LDAP directory,
database, etc).

The session_setup function benefits from the power of python to achieve a high level of automation.

51.4.1 Principles of session_setup

The WAPT session_setup function is executed for each user using:

C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe session-setup ALL

Calling that function executes the session_setup script defined within each WAPT package installed on the computer.

The WAPT agent stores in its local database (C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptdb.sqlite) the instruction sets of all WAPT
packages.

Attention: session_setup is launched only once per WAPT package version and per user.

The WAPT agent stores in is local %appdata%\wapt\waptsession.sqlite database the instances of session_setup that
have been already been played.

Output example of wapt-get session-setup ALL:

Note: the connected user’s session_setup had already been launched.

wapt-get session-setup ALL

Configuring tis-7zip ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-ccleaner ... Already installed. Done
Configuring tis-vlc ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-tightvnc ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring tis-paint.net ... No session-setup. Done
Configuring wsuser01.mydomain.lan ... No session-setup. Done
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51.4.2 Using session_setup

The session_setup scripts are located in the section def session_setup() of the setup.py file:

Example:

def session_setup():
registry_setstring(HKEY_CURRENT_USER, "SOFTWARE\\Microsoft\\Windows Live\\Common",'TOUVersion',

→˓'16.0.0.0', type=REG_SZ)

Attention: With session_setup, there is no possibility to call files contained inside the WAPT package.

To call external files when uninstalling, copy and paste the needed files in an external folder during the package installation process
(example: c:\cachefile).

51.4.3 Example: creating a personalized desktop shortcut

One of the possibilities offered by Setuphelpers is adding personalized shortcuts on user desktops, instead of a desktop shortcut
common to all users.

For that purpose, we will use the create_user_desktop_shortcut() function to create shortcuts containing the username and
passing a website as an argument to Firefox.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
install_exe_if_needed("Firefox Setup 45.5.0esr.exe",silentflags="-ms",key='Mozilla Firefox 45.4.

→˓0 ESR (x64 fr)',min_version="45.5.0")

def session_setup():
create_user_desktop_shortcut("Mozilla Firefox de %s" % get_current_user(),r'C:\Program Files\

→˓Mozilla Firefox\firefox.exe',arguments="-url https://tranquil.it")

• Now start the session-setup directly from pyscripter.

Fig. 1: PyScripter - running session-setup
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• Finally, check that the icon is present on the desktop.

51.5 Using the audit functions for compliance

Note: This feature is available in the Enterprise version.

The audit function allows to make regular checks to desktop configurations and to centralize the results of these checks in the WAPT
console. This feature allows you to ascertain that your installed base of machines matches your set of conformity rules over time.

For example you can:

• Regularly check the list of local administrators on the desktops.

• Ascertain over time the correct configuration of a critical software.

• Regularly check the presence of the correct version of a piece of software.

• Ascertain the security settings of a workstation.

The audit function benefits from the depth and the breadth of python libraries for unmatched levels of precision and finesse for your
auditing needs.

51.5.1 Working principle

The audit tasks are launched once after every upgrade, then regularly as defined by the audit_schedule attribute.

To manually launch an audit check, you may also use the following command:

wapt-get audit

Note: By default, the audit function will not launch if the audit is not necessary.

To force the execution, you may launch the following command:

wapt-get audit -f

The audit script is defined in the package’s setup.py with a function def audit():

In this example, we are improving the Firefox package previously studied in this documentation.

• Add the audit function in the setup.py.

def audit():
if isfile(r'C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution\policies.json'):

print('File policies.json found')
return "OK"

else:
print('File policies.json not found')
return "ERROR"

• Start the audit from pyscripter.
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Fig. 2: PyScripter - Running an audit

• Test with the file then delete the C:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox\distribution\policies.json file and test again
with pyscripter.

You can directly see the status of the audit in the console (Click on the package then on the audit column):

The audit function returns one of these 3 values:

• OK;

• WARNING;

• ERROR;

Attention: With the audit function, it is not possible to use files that are contained in the WAPT packages.

To use files embedded in the WAPT package that will be used for an audit, you must first copy the file(s) in a temporary folder
during package installation.

51.5.2 Planning an audit

The audit tasks are launched once after every upgrade, then regularly as defined with the audit_schedule value.

The value is contained in the control file of your package.

By default, if audit_schedule is empty, the audit task will need to be launched manually or from the WAPT console.

Otherwise, the periodicity may be indicated in several ways:

• An integer (in minutes).

• An integer followed by a letter (m = minutes, h = hours , d = days , w = weeks).
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Fig. 3: Checking an audit status in the WAPT console
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51.5.3 Default behavior of the audit function

By default, the only audit function checks the presence of UninstallKey for its WAPT package.

This way, WAPT ascertains that the software is still present on the host, according to the host configuration.

51.6 Updating automatically a software package

Note: This part of the documentation is for advanced users of WAPT.

update_package functions are very practical, they allow to gain a lot of time when it is time to update a WAPT package with the most
recent version of a piece of software.

51.6.1 Working principle

The update_package function will:

• Fetch online the latest version of the software.

• Download the latest version of the software binaries.

• Remove old versions of the software binaries.

• Update the version number of the software in the control file.

If you base your install function on the version number inside the control file, then you do not even need to modify your setup.py.

You just have to do your usual Quality Assurance tests before you build-upload your new package.

51.6.2 Example

Here is the update_package script for firefox-esr as an example:

def update_package():
import re,requests,glob

#Retrieving the last file name
url = requests.head('https://download.mozilla.org/?product=firefox-esr-latest&os=win64',

→˓proxies={}).headers['Location']
filename = url.rsplit('/',1)[1].replace('%20',' ')

#download of it if is not in the package
if not isfile(filename):

print('Downloading %s from %s'%(filename,url))
wget(url,filename)

#removing old exe with wrong name
for fn in glob.glob('*.exe'):

if fn != filename:
remove_file(fn)

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

# updates control version from filename, increment package version.
control.version = '%s-0'%(re.findall('Firefox Setup (.*)esr\.exe',filename)[0])
control.save_control_to_wapt()

You may launch the update_package in PyScripter:

Fig. 4: PyScripter - Running an update-package-source

You will find many inspiring examples of update_package scripts in packages hosted in the Tranquil IT store.

51.7 Deploying a portable software with WAPT

A good example of a WAPT package is a self-contained/ portable software package:

• Create the folder for the software in C:\Program Files (x86).

• Copy the software in that folder.

• Create the shortcut to the application.

• Manage the uninstallation process for the application.

• Close the application if it’s running.

51.7.1 Example with ADWCleaner

First, download Adwcleaner: https://downloads.malwarebytes.com/file/adwcleaner.

You can then generate your package template, please refer to the documentation for creating packages from the WAPT console.

The file C:\waptdev\tis-adwcleaner-wapt is created.

Here you will find an example of a portable package that takes almost all the WAPT functions of a setup.py:

from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

exe_name = 'AdwCleaner.exe'
path_adw = makepath(programfiles,'AdwCleaner')
path_exe = makepath(path_adw,exe_name)
nameshortcut = 'AdwCleaner'

def install():
mkdirs(path_adw)
filecopyto(exe_name,path_exe)
create_desktop_shortcut(nameshortcut,path_exe)

def uninstall():
remove_tree(path_adw)
remove_desktop_shortcut(nameshortcut,path_exe)

def audit():
if not isfile(path_exe):

print('File not found')
return "OK"

else:
print('File Found')
return "ERROR"

def update_package():
wget('https://downloads.malwarebytes.com/file/AdwCleaner',exe_name)
control.version = get_file_properties(exe_name)['FileVersion'] + '-0'
control.save_control_to_wapt()

51.8 Packaging Windows Update .msu packages

Hint: Pre-requisites: to build WAPT packages, the WAPT development environment must be installed;

Between Patch Tuesday releases, Microsoft may release additional KBs or critical updates that will need to be pushed to hosts quickly.

For that purpose, WAPT provides a package template for .msu files.

In that example, we use the KB4522355 downloaded from Microsoft Catalog website.

• Download KB4522355 MSU package from Microsoft Catalog website.

• Create a WAPT package template from the downloaded .msu file. In the WAPT console, click on Tools → Package Wizard.

• Select the downloaded .msu package and fill in the required fields.

• Click on Make and edit (recommended) to launch package customization.

• WAPT package IDE is launched using the source code from the pre-defined .msu template.

• As usual with WAPT packages, test, then build, then sign, then upload and finally affect the desired WAPT packages to your
selected hosts and it is done!!
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Fig. 5: PyScripter - WAPT console window for creating a package template

Fig. 6: Informations required for creating the MSU package
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• If the KB becomes bundled with the following Patch Tuesday, you can select the hosts onto which the package has been applied
and forget the KB package on the hosts.

51.9 Packaging simple Linux packages

Before starting, we assume several conditions:

• You have a graphical interface on your Linux system that you use for developing and testing packages.

• You have installed the vscode package from the Tranquil IT repository.

• Your user is named linuxuser and is a member of the sudoers group.

51.9.1 Creating a base template from you linux computer

• Start up a Command Line utility.

• As linuxuser, create a WAPT package template.

wapt-get make-template <template_name>

Warning: Do not launch this command as root or with a sudo.

When you create a template, there will be several files in the folder .vscode inside your package folder:

– settings.json;

– launch.json;

Example with VLC:

wapt-get make-template "tis-vlc"

Using config file: /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini
Template created. You can build the WAPT package by launching
/opt/wapt//wapt-get.py build-package /home/linuxuser/waptdev/tis-vlc-wapt
You can build and upload the WAPT package by launching
/opt/wapt//wapt-get.py build-upload /home/linuxuser/waptdev/tis-vlc-wapt

Hint: All packages are stored in linuxuser’s home (home of the currently logged in user).

VSCode loads up and opens package project.

• Check the control file content.

You have to give a description to you package, give the os_target and the version of your package.

Hint: os_target for unix is linux
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Fig. 7: VSCode opening with focus on the setup file

Warning: The software version number in your control file must start at 0, and not the version number of the software,
as we don’t know precisely from apt/yum repo which version number it will be.

– Original control file.

package : tis-vlc
version : 0-0
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional
maintainer : user
description : automatic package for vlc

– Modified control file.

package : tis-vlc
version : 0
architecture : all
section : base
priority : optional
maintainer : Tranquil-IT Systems
description : VLC for linux
target_os : linux
min_wapt_version : 1.8
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Note: It is to be noted that a sub-version -1 has been added. It is the packaging version of the WAPT package.

It allows the Package Developer to release several WAPT package versions of the same software, very useful for very rapid and
iterative development.

• Make changes to the code in the setup.py file accordingly.

:emphasize-lines: 8
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *

uninstallkey = []

def install():
apt_install('vlc')

• Save the package.

51.9.2 Managing the uninstallation

• Make changes to the setup.py file with an uninstall.

def uninstall():
apt_remove('vlc')

• Launch a remove from VSCode Run Configurations.

Fig. 8: After uninstallation, the software is correctly removed

• Check that the software has been correctly removed.

dpkg -l | grep vlc

Hint: In the uninstall() function, it is not possible to call for files included inside the WAPT package. To call files from the
package, it is necessary to copy/ paste the files in a temporary directory during package installation.
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51.9.3 Managing the session-setup

• Make changes to the setup.py file with a session-setup;

In this example, we will create a file: file: vlcrc by default in the user profile.

def session_setup():
vlcrc_content="""[qt] # Qt interface

qt-notification=0
qt-privacy-ask=0
metadata-network-access=0
"""

vlcdir = os.path.join(os.environ['HOME'], '.config', 'vlc')
path_vlrc = makepath(vlcdir,'vlcrc')
ensure_dir(vlcdir)
if not isfile(path_vlrc):

with open(makepath(vlcdir,'vlcrc')) as f:
f.write(vlcrc_content)

• Launch a session-setup from VSCode Run Configurations.

Fig. 9: After uninstallation, the software is correctly removed

51.9.4 Building and uploading the package

You will find your package here: ~/waptdev.

You need to transfer the package folder to the Windows machine that has the private key.

Then, please refer to the documentation for building and uploading packages from the WAPT console.
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51.10 Encrypting sensitive data contained in a WAPT package

Note: This part of the documentation is for advanced users of WAPT.

This feature is available only in the Enterprise version.

51.10.1 What is the purpose for doing that?

With WAPT, the integrity of the package is ensured. A package whose content has been modified without being re-signed will
systematically be refused by the WAPT client.

On the other hand, the content of a WAPT package is not encrypted and will be readable by everyone. This technical model of
transparency brings nevertheless many benefits.

This can be annoying in the case of a package that contains a password, a license key, or any sensitive or confidential data.

Fortunately, we have a solution!

51.10.2 Working principle

When a WAPT agent registers with the WAPT server, it generates a private key/ public certificate pair in C:\Program Files (x86)\
wapt\private.

• The certificate is sent to the server with the inventory when the WAPT client is first registered.

• The private key is kept by the agent and is only readable locally by Local Administrators.

We will therefore encrypt the sensitive data contained inside the package with the certificate belonging to the machine.

During installation, the WAPT agent will be able to decrypt the sensitive data using its private key.

With this mode of operation, the WAPT server and secondary repositories have no knowledge of the sensitive data.

51.10.3 Practical case

You will find here an example of a WAPT package where we encrypt a string of text in an update_package function and then decrypt
this text in the install function.

In this example, the update_package function allows us to browse the WAPT server database to retrieve the certificate from each
machine and then encrypt the sensitive text with it.

The encrypted text for each machine is then stored in a encrypt-txt.json file at the root of the package.

During the installation of the package, the WAPT agent will take the encrypted text and decrypt it with its private key.

# -*- coding: utf-8 -*-
from setuphelpers import *
import json
from waptcrypto import SSLCertificate
import waptguihelper
import base64

(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

def install():
encryptlist = json.loads(open('encrypt-txt.json','r').read())
if WAPT.host_uuid in encryptlist:

host_key = WAPT.get_host_key()
v = base64.b64decode(encryptlist[WAPT.host_uuid])
encrypttxt = host_key.decrypt(v).decode('utf-8')
print(r"Here is the deciphered text: %s" % encrypttxt)

else:
error("%s not found in encrypt-txt.json" % WAPT.host_uuid)

def update_package():
urlserver = inifile_readstring(makepath(install_location('WAPT_is1'),'wapt-get.ini'),'global',

→˓'wapt_server').replace('https://','')
encrypttxt = input("Enter the text to be encrypted: ")
encryptlist = {}
credentials_url = waptguihelper.login_password_dialog('Credentials for wapt server',urlserver,

→˓'admin','')
data = json.loads(wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/hosts?columns=host_certificate&limit=10000' %␣

→˓(credentials_url['user'],credentials_url['password'],urlserver)))
for value in data['result']:

if value['host_certificate']:
host_cert = SSLCertificate(crt_string = value['host_certificate'])
encryptlist[value['uuid']] = base64.b64encode(host_cert.encrypt(encrypttxt.encode('utf-8

→˓'))).decode('utf-8')
print(value['computer_fqdn'] + ':' + value['uuid'] + ':' + encryptlist[value['uuid']])

open('encrypt-txt.json','w').write(json.dumps(encryptlist))

Attention: The python output (log install of the package) is readable by the users on the machine, so you should not display the
decrypted text with a print during installation.
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USING DIFFERENT IDES FOR DEVELOPING WAPT PACKAGES

If you are used to work with another IDE, you can be relieved now as WAPT supports other editors.

Some code editors are natively supported:

• PyScripter;

• VSCode;

• VSCodium;

Other editors can be selected and will be launched when you create a new template for a WAPT package from WAPT Console.

Note: Using a supported IDE will launch the WAPT package project with a valid debug configuration.

52.1 On Windows

To configure another editor for WAPT, you must modify the editor_for_packages attribute in the [global] section of your WAPT
console’s %LOCALAPPDATA%\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini configuration file.

Table 1: Alternative methods for editing WAPT packages on Windows
Editor name editor_for_packages value
PyScripter None
Microsoft Visual Studio Code vscode or code
Microsoft Visual Studio Codium vscodium or codium

Example config in waptconsole.ini:

[global]
...
editor_for_packages=vscode
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52.2 On Linux / macOS

To configure another editor for WAPT, you must modify the editor_for_packages attribute in the [global] section of your WAPT
agent configuration file: /opt/wapt/wapt-get.ini.

By default, if the editor_for_packages attribute is empty, WAPT will try to launch (in that order):

• vscodium;

• vscode;

• nano;

• vim;

• vi.

Table 2: Alternative methods for editing WAPT packages on Linux
Editor name editor_for_packages value
Microsoft Visual Studio Code vscode or code
Microsoft Visual Studio Codium vscodium or codium
Nano nano
Vim vim
Vi vi

[global]
...
editor_for_packages=vim
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CONFIGURING WAPT TO USE A CUSTOM EDITOR

53.1 On Windows

Custom editors can be used, for example Notepad++ or PyCharm on Windows.

Table 1: Using a custom text editor on Windows
Editor name editor_for_packages value
Notepad++ C:\Program Files\Notepad++\notepad++.exe

setup_filename
PyCharm C:\Program Files\JetBrains\PyCharm

Community Edition 2019.3.2\bin\pycharm64.exe
wapt_sources_dir

[global]
...
editor_for_packages=C:\Program Files\Notepad++\notepad++.exe {setup_filename}

53.2 On Linux/ macOS

Custom editors can be used, for example PyCharm.

Table 2: Using a custom text editor on linux / macos
Editor name editor_for_packages value
PyCharm /opt/pycharm/bin/pycharm_x64 wapt_sources_dir

[global]
...
editor_for_packages=/opt/pycharm/bin/pycharm_x64 {wapt_sources_dir}
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53.2.1 Custom arguments

Table 3: Arguments for the editor_for_packages option
Argument Description
{setup_filename} Launches custom editor and edit WAPT package setup.py file
{control_filename} Launches custom editor and edit WAPT package control file
{wapt_sources_dir} Launches custom editor and opens WAPT package folder
{wapt_base_dir} Launches custom editor and opens WAPT install folder

This page details various windows of the WAPT console.
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MENUS

Detailed tabs of the menu bar

54.1 File Tab

wapt-resources/wapt_console-file-from-menu.png

Fig. 1: Exit the WAPT console

The action closes the WAPT console. The keyboard shortcut is Ctrl+Q.

54.2 View tab

54.2.1 Refresh

Fig. 2: Menu option for refreshing the display of the WAPT console

The action refreshes the display of the WAPT console.

The keyboard shortcut is F5.
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54.2.2 Displaying preferences

Fig. 3: Menu option for setting display preferences for the WAPT console

Fig. 4: Window for personalizing the WAPT console

This window allows you to set your own preferences for the WAPT console.

Table 1: List of available actions to display preference options
Name Description Example
Maximum number of hosts to display Max host in Inventory 2000
Language Show the locale of the WAPT console French/English/German
Reset console layout Load default settings
Show debug informations Add debug informations panel on the bottom of the WAPT

console
False

Enable external tools in host popup
menus

Show Windows tools on right-click True

Hide unavaible actions Hide if action are not possible for current user False
Enable WAPTWUA features Show Windows Update tab True
Show host audit data tab Show tab on Inventory of host False
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54.2.3 Restoring the default grid layout

Fig. 5: Menu option for restoring the default grid layout of the WAPT console

Re-apply the default layout for the WAPT console. For example, you can remove the column Hardware inventory added in this section
of the documentation.

54.3 Tools tab

54.3.1 Changing the Superadmin password of the WAPT Server

Fig. 6: Menu option for changing the Superadmin password of the WAPT Server

This window allows you to update the Super Admin password initially created during the postconfiguration of the WAPT Server.

To change the WAPT Server password, fill in the old password and enter a new one.
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Fig. 7: Window for changing the Superadmin password of the WAPT Server

54.3.2 Building an Administrator certificate

Refer to the documentation on generating the Administrator’s certificate for signing WAPT packages.

54.3.3 Building the WAPT agent

Refer to the documentation on building the WAPT agent installer.

54.3.4 Changing the password of the Administrator’s private key

Allows you to update the private key password.

To change the private key password, fill in the old password and enter a new one.

54.3.5 Cleaning the local cache

When importing a package from the Internet, the WAPT console downloads the package in %appdata%\local\waptconsole\
cache.

To clean the cache and free up disk space, click on Tools → Clean local cache.

54.3.6 Resetting Websocket connections

Use this method if you are restarting the waptserver service without restarting the Nginx web service.
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Fig. 8: Menu option for creating a certificate for a WAPT Administrator
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Fig. 9: Menu option for building the WAPT agent
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Fig. 10: Menu option for changing the password of the Administrator’s private key

Fig. 11: Window for entering the password to unlock the private key
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Fig. 12: Window for changing the password of the Administrator’s private key

Fig. 13: Menu option for cleaning up the local cache
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Fig. 14: Menu option for resetting Websocket connections
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54.3.7 Making a WAPT package template from a setup file

Fig. 15: Menu option for making a WAPT package template from a setup file

For more information, refer to the documentation for creating a package template from the WAPT console.

54.3.8 Building and uploading a WAPT package from the WAPT console to a repository

For more information, refer to the documentation on building the package and sending it to the WAPT server.

54.3.9 External repositories settings

You can add external repositories to get packages from different sources.

Table 2: List of available actions to apply on repositories
Name Description Example
Repository name Name of the repository in the list wapt-template
Register new repository Clear interface
Unregister repository Delete the selcted repository
External packages repository repository address https://store.wapt.fr/wapt
Browse certificates Download the certificate of the repository
http proxy to use (if needed) proxy address http://proxy.mydomain.lan
Advanced parameters Shows advanced settings Checked
Check HTTPS server certificate Use the HTTPS certificates Checked

54.3.10 Normalizing software titles

For more information, refer to the documentation on normalizing software names.
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Fig. 16: Menu option for building and uploading a WAPT package from the WAPT console to a repository
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Fig. 17: Menu option for setting external repositories
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Fig. 18: Window for setting up external repositories

54.3.11 Configuring the WAPT console preferences

To make changes to the WAPT console settings, go to Tools → Preferences.

Basic configuration

Basic tab for basic configuration options;
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Fig. 19: Menu option for normalizing software titles
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Fig. 20: Menu option for configuring the WAPT console preferences
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Fig. 21: Window for the basic configuration of the WAPT console
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Arguments Description Example
WAPT server ad-
dress or name

URL (IP or FQDN) of the WAPT Server srvwapt.mydomain.lan.

Check and set Check whether the server exists and set this configuration. Write
the WAPT Server URL to waptconsole.ini

Manual override Used for bypass automatic generation. Checked
URL to the
main WAPT
repository

Set repository address of WAPT (only if Manual override is
checked).

http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt/

WAPT server
URL

Set the WAPT Server address (only if Specify manually is
checked).

https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/

Verify the
HTTPS server
certificate

Indicates whether the HTTPS certificate must be verified. Checked

Path to CA cer-
tificates bundle

Path to the CA bundle of certificates that will allow certificates to
be verified. Visit the documentation on activating HTTPS verifi-
cation.

C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
lib\site-packages\certifi\
cacert.pem

Get Server https
Certificate

Retrieve the https certificate chain from the WAPT Server.

WAPT packages
prefix

Prefix that is given to packages during replication. tis

Path to personal
certificate

Path to the certificate associated with the private key used to sign
packages.

C:\private\mykey.crt

Licence direc-
tory

Path to the licence for Enterprise version. Set (empty) by default
in WAPT install folder. It is possible to set another path.

X:\licence

Check matching
private key

Check whether the .crt certificate matches the .pem private key.

New private key
and certificate

Create a new private key / certificate pair.

Show config file Open %appdata%\Local\waptconsole\waptconsole.ini
file with a text editor.

All parameters of the WAPT console

Hint: The button Get the server certificate downloads the WAPT Server HTTPS certificate to WAPT\ssl\server and tells the WAPT
console to verify HTTPS connections using that bundle of certificates. The method is called Certificate pinning. Before downloding
the HTTPS certificate, you must be sure that you are connecting with the right server.

Advanced configuration

Advanced tab for advanced configuration options;
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Fig. 22: Window for the advanced configuration of the WAPT console
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Arguments Description Example
Base directory for package de-
velopment

Indicates the path to the directory for storing packages being devel-
oped.

C:\waptdev

http proxy to use (if needed) Indicates a proxy server to be used by the WAPT console when access-
ing the WAPT repository or the WAPT Server.

http://srvproxy.
mydomain.lan:8080

Activates proxy when access-
ing the main repository

Activate proxy settings for connecting to the WAPT repository. Checked

Activate proxy when accessing
the WAPT server

Use the proxy when accessing the WAPT server. Checked

Default package maturity Default maturity for imported packages. PROD
Client certificate path for au-
thentication

Path to the certificate for using Client side SSL authentication. Blank

Client auth key path Path to the key for using Client side SSL authentication. Blank
Editor for packages Default development environment for importing WAPT packages. PyScripter
Show config file Open waptconsole.ini file in %appdata%\Local\waptconsole All parameters of the

WAPT console

Plugins

Pluggins allow you to add custom actions not natively available with WAPT.

Fig. 23: Creating a plugin

Click Add to add plugins, then edit the corresponding columns.
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Column Description
Name Name that will appear in the menu.
Executable Path of the executable that will be executed.
Arguments Arguments passed to the executable. Some variables can be used like {ip}, {uuid} or {computer_fqdn}.
Show config file Open waptconsole.ini file in %appdata%/Local/waptconsole.

Plugins will then appear in the menu:

Fig. 24: Inserting “Explorer” as a plugin with IP variables

54.4 ? tab

Fig. 25: More info tab
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54.4.1 Online help

Online help opens a web browser with this documentation.

54.4.2 Check Waptagent updates

Check Waptagent updates checks whether an agent update is available on the server.

54.4.3 About

Fig. 26: About tab
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Table 3: List of available options
Column Description Example
Status License’s validity status Ok
Count Number of hosts included in the li-

cense
5

Licence
nr

License number 12345678-aaa-bbb-ccc-123456789acb

Licenced
to

License”s owner pdegalles

Date License creation date 2021-01-12 00:00
Valid
from

Start date for the licence. 2021-01-12 00:00

Valid un-
til

End date for the licence. 2022-01-12 00:00

Contact
email

Email of the licence’s owner. pdegalles@paysdegalles.org

Message Message displayed when license has
an ERROR status.

SSLVerifyException: SSL signature verification failed for certificate

Filename Path to use to get license with its name C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\licences\
pdegalles-12345678-aaa-bbb-ccc-123456789acb.lic
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FIFTYFIVE

INVENTORY TAB

Fig. 1: Inventory tab

55.1 Refresh

Refresh refreshes the WAPT console display.

The keyboard shortcut is F5.

55.2 Edit host

Edit host allows you to edit host package.

55.3 Check updates

Check updates allows you to check updates for the selected host(s).
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55.4 Apply updates

Apply updates allows you to apply upgrades on the selected host(s).
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FIFTYSIX

PERFORMING A GLOBAL SEARCH ON ALL HOSTS

The filters allow you to search hosts based on multiple criterias.
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CHAPTER

FIFTYSEVEN

OU AD ON WAPT

WAPT console is not directly connected to Active Directory. The arborescence is built from WAPT agent inventory information.

If the tree structure is not up-to-date, you have to launch a Check Updates on a client or on OU “.

57.1 Include computers from subfolders

Fig. 1: Including computers from subfolders

This option allows you to display all available hosts in OU folders and subfolders.

If not checked, only available hosts in selected OU will be displayed in the console.

57.2 Searching Organizational Units

Fig. 2: Searching an Organizational Unit

This option allows you to search in OU folders.

Hint: Filters work with regular expression.
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57.3 Displaying Organizational Units

Fig. 3: Unfolding Organizational Unit folders

Unfolding Organizational Unit folders allows you to display nested OU.

57.4 Creating or editing Organizational Unit package

Fig. 4: Menu option for creating or editing Unit packages

This option allows you to edit or create Unit package.

57.5 Checking for updates on all host of an Organizational Unit

Fig. 5: Menu option for checking updates for hosts in OU

This option allows you to check updates of all the hosts in the OU.

57.6 Applying upgrades on all hosts in an Organizational Unit

This option allows you to apply upgrades on all hosts in the OU.
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Fig. 6: Menu option for applying upgrades on hosts in a OU
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FIFTYEIGHT

HOST INVENTORY

Fig. 1: Host inventory

Main inventory displays every host according to the selected filters.

58.1 Host status

Fig. 2: Host status

Each columns can have different status.

Status Description
OK Host does not report issue.
OK Host is connected.
TO-UPGRADE Host has a pending install / update.
ERROR Host has errors.
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58.2 Host layout

Some columns are not displayed by default, you can select more columns with a right-click on the inventory header.

Status Description
Status (host_status) Status of the host.
Reachable (reachable) If the host is seen by the WAPT server.
Audit status (audit_status) Audit status of all packages on the host.
WUA (waptwua_status.status) WUA service status via WAPT.
Host (computer_fqdn) FQDN of the host.
Description (description) Description of the host
Manufacturer (manufacturer) Manufacturer of the host
IP addresses (connected_ips) IP address list of the host
Plateform (plateform) Processor architecture
Operating system (os_name) Operating System name
Model (productname) Model for the host
Serial number (serialnr) Host serial number
Last seen on (last_seen_on) Last host inventory done
Logged in users (last_seen_on) Current logged in user
MAC address (mac_addresses) MAC Address associated to host’s IP
WAPT version (wapt_version) WAPT version deployed on the host
uuid (uuid) UUID identifier of the host
purchase_order (purchase_order) Purchase Order of the host
purchase_date (purchase_date) Purchase date of the host
Domain controller (host_info/domain_controller) Host Domain controller
Groups (depends) Groups which the host is a member of
Domaine (host_info/domain_controller_address) Domain name
Listening address (listening_address) Listening address
Domain contoller address (host_info/domain_controller_address) Domain controler’s address
AD DN Distinguished Name of the machine
Last logged on user (last_logged_on_user) Last logged on user
Registration Method (registration_auth_user) User that has registered the host with the WAPT Server
Repositories (repositories) Repositories seen by the host

You can add columns from Software Inventory by using a drag and drop.

You have to refresh the WAPT console (F5) to see the additional data.

58.3 Detailed actions on the hosts

58.3.1 Host configuration menu

The menu options are accessible using Right-Click on the selected host(s).
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Fig. 3: Host inventory layout

Fig. 4: Dragging and dropping inventory items in the WAPT console grid
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Fig. 5: Host configuration menu
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Edit host

Fig. 6: Edit host button

The Edit host button allows you to edit the configuration on the selected host(s).

Check updates

Fig. 7: Check updates button

The Check updates button allows you to check for available updates for the selected host(s).

Apply upgrades

Fig. 8: Menu option for triggering upgrades

The Apply upgrades menu option allows you to trigger upgrades on the selected host(s).

Apply upgrades for not running applications

The Apply upgrades for not running applications menu option allows you to apply upgrades on the selected host(s) if the software is
not being currently used by a user.

Propose Upgrades to logged on users

The Propose Upgrades to logged on users menu option allows you to propose upgrades to currently logged-in users of the selected
host(s). A popup will then appear on the user’s terminal allowing the user to trigger or postpone the offered upgrade.

This menu option is equivalent to waptexit.
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Fig. 9: Menu option for triggering upgrades on software not in use

Fig. 10: Menu option for proposing Upgrades to logged on users

Send a message to users

Fig. 11: Menu option for sending a message to users

The Send a message to users menu option allows you to send a message to logged-in users of the selected host(s).

Run packages audit

The Run packages audit menu option allows you to trigger manually a compliance audit on the selected host(s).

Add package(s) to host(s)

The Add packages to host menu option allows you to add a list of WAPT packages on the selected host(s).

Remove package(s) from host(s)

The Remove package(s) from host(s) menu option allows you to remove a list of WAPT packages from the selected host(s).

Re-sign host packages

The Resign host packages menu option allows you to re-sign the WAPT configuration of the selected host(s).

Todo: continue from here (vcardon)

58.3.2 Add package to host conflicts

The Add package to host conflicts menu option allows you to forbid a package from being installed on the selected host(s).
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Fig. 12: Menu option for adding package(s) to host(s)

Remove package from host conflicts

The Remove package from host conflicts menu option allows you to re-authorize a forbidden package on the selected host(s).

Remove host

The Remove host menu option allows you to remove the selected host(s) from the WAPT Server database.

2 options are available:

• Delete host from inventory database to delete inventory data.

• Delete host configuration (Package) to delete host package data.

Plugins

See here.

Connect via RDP

The Connect via RDP menu option allows you to connect with RDP on the selected host.

Remote Assistance

The Remote Assistance menu option allows you to launch Windows remote assistance.

Mesh remote desktop

The Mesh remote desktop menu option allows you to use Mesh Commander from the WAPT console.

Fig. 13: Menu option for re-signing a host configuration
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Fig. 14: Menu option for adding a forbidden package

Fig. 15: Menu option for removing a package from the conflict list

Fig. 16: Menu option for removing host(s)

Fig. 17: Window to confirm removing host(s)

Fig. 18: Menu option for connecting to the host via RDP

Fig. 19: Menu option for connecting to the host via Remote Assistance
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Windows Computer management

Fig. 20: Menu option for remotely managing a host

The Windows Computer management menu option allows you to launch the Windows remote management tools from the WAPT
console.

Update AD Group Policies on host

Fig. 21: Menu option for remotely applying GPO on hosts

The Update AD Group Policies on host menu option allows you to launch gpupdate /force command on the selected host(s).

Run CleanMgr on host

Fig. 22: Menu option for remotely triggering CleanMgr on hosts

The Run CleanMgr on host menu option allows you to remotely trigger the cleanmgr tool on the selected host(s).

Computer management

The Computer management menu option allows you to remotely launch compmgmt.msc on the selected host.

Local users and groups management

The Local users and groups management menu option allows you to remotely launch lusrmgr.exe on the selected host.
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Fig. 23: Menu option for remotely launching the Computer Management tool on the host

Fig. 24: Menu option for launching the Local users and groups management tool

Services management

Fig. 25: Menu option for remotely launching the Service Management tool on host

The Services management menu option allows you to remotely launch services.msc on the selected host.

Power ON with WakeOnLan

The Power ON with WakeOnLan menu option allows you to remotely wake selected host(s) if magic packages are authorized.

Reboot computers

The Reboot computers menu option allows you to remotely reboot the selected host(s).

This feature is disabled by default, see Configuring the WAPT agent for enabling the feature.

Shutdown computers

The Shutdown computers menu option allows you to remotely shut down the selected host(s).

This feature is disabled by default, see Configuring the WAPT agent for enabling the feature.

Trigger the scan of missing Windows Updates

The Trigger the scan of missing Windows Updates menu option allows you to remotely trigger the scan for missing Windows Updates
on the selected host(s).

For more information, visit this documentation.
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Fig. 26: Menu option for remotely powering on hosts

Fig. 27: Menu option for remotely rebooting hosts

Trigger the download of pending Windows Updates

The Trigger the download of pending Windows Updates menu option allows you to remotely trigger the download of pending Windows
Updates on the selected host(s).

For more information, visit this documentation.

Trigger the install of pending Windows Updates

The Trigger the install of pending Windows Updates menu option allows you to remotely trigger the installation of pending Windows
Updates on the selected host(s).

For more information, visit this documentation.

Refresh host inventory

The Refresh host inventory menu option allows you to force selected host(s) to send their current inventory.

Column Description
Host Hostname
IP IP of host
Status Status of the Trigger
status Visual status
Message Result message from update
Launch update Launch update
Close Close the window

Fig. 28: Menu option for remotely shutting down hosts
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Fig. 29: Menu option for remotely triggering the scan for missing Windows Updates on hosts

Fig. 30: Menu option for remotely triggering the download of pending Windows Updates on hosts

Fig. 31: Menu option for remotely triggering the installation Windows Updates on hosts

Fig. 32: Menu option for refreshing the host inventory

Fig. 33: Window listing hosts currently updating their inventory
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Trigger a restart of waptservice

Fig. 34: Menu option for remotely triggering a restart of the waptservice on hosts

The Trigger a restart of waptservice menu option allows you to remotely force selected host(s) to restart their waptservice.

58.4 Host sub tab

58.4.1 Overview tab

Table 1: Informations displayed in the Overview tab
Name The name of the host
Description The description of the host
Operating system The operating system running on the host
IP address The IP address of the host
Last task The last WAPT task that was run on the host
Manufacturer The manufacturer of the host
Model The model of the host
Last seen The date of the latest update on the host
Logged in users The name of the user last or currently connected on the host
UUID UUID BIOS to the host

58.5 Search keywords

58.6 Package status filtering

The checkboxes allow you to filter packages by their status.

Table 2: Status of packages in the WAPT console
Status Description
Errors List of packages that have not installed correctly.
To upgrade List of packages for which an update is available.
To install List of packages waiting to be installed.
To remove List of packages waiting to be removed.

The checkbox All allows you to select all status.

The button Pending allows you to select packages having status:

• NEED-UPGRADE;

• NEED-INSTALL;

• TO-REMOVE.
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Fig. 35: Field for searching on WAPT package keywords

Fig. 36: Checkboxes for filtering on host status

58.7 Package layout

Fig. 37: Header of the grid showing the list of WAPT packages installed on host

It is possible to select more columns with a Right-Click on the grid header.

Table 3: Status of packages in the WAPT console
Status Description

Status (install_status) Status of the WAPT package.
Audit status (last_audit_status) Last date of compliance audit.
Version (version) Version of the WAPT package.
Description (description) Description of the WAPT package.
Dependencies (depends) Dependancies of the WAPT package.
Install date (install_date) Install date of the WAPT package.
priority Not used.
sources (sources) URL for downloading the original software load.
Installed by (explicit_by) User who has installed the package on the host.
Section (section) Type of WAPT package.
Architecture (architecture) CPU architecture of the package.
Locale (locale) Language of the WAPT package.
md5sum (md5sum) md5 sum of the WAPT package.
File name (filename) Name of the package on the WAPT repository.
Parameters (install_params) List of installation parameters for the WAPT package.
Log install (install_output) Installation logs of the WAPT package.
maintainer (maintainer) Name of the maintainer of the WAPT package.
conflict (conflict) List of forbidden packages (packages that need to be uninstalled before the package can install).
Size after install (installed_size) Storage occupied by the software once installed.
URL of repository (repo_url) URL of the repository from which the package has been downloaded.
Size (size) Size of the WAPT package in the repository.
Name of repository (repo_url) FQDN of the repository from which the package has been downloaded.
Maturity (maturity) Level of maturity of the WWAPT package (DEV, PREPROD, PROD).
Audited on Date of the last compliance audit.
Next audit (next_audit_on) Date of the next compliance audit.
uninstall_key (uninstall_key) Uninstall key of the software.
update_on (update_on) Date of the last package update.
update_by (update_by) User having last updated the package.

continues on next page
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Table 3 – continued from previous page
Status Description

created_on (created_on) Date of first installation of the WAPT package.
created_by (created_by) User having first installed the WAPT package.
last_audit_output (last_audit_output) Log of the last compliance audit
id (id) Database ID of the package in the WAPT agent local sqlite.

58.8 Package status

Table 4: Status of packages in the WAPT console
Status Description
OK Installed package
ERROR Package with install error
NEED-UPGRADE Package with pending upgrade
NEED-INSTALL Package with pending install
TO-REMOVE Package with pending uninstall

It is possible to get informations about status by clicking on it.

For example, here is an error status:

58.9 Acting on packages installed on a host

Hint:
• Selecting several packages is possible;

• If several hosts are selected, the action will be launched on all selected hosts;

Table 5: Available parameters for the [option] section of waptserver.ini
Action Description
Install a package The action installs the selected package on the selected host(s).
Force a package The action forces the re-installation of a selected package on the selected

host(s).
Remove a package The action removes the selected package from the selected host(s)
Forget a package The action tells the selected host(s) to no longer use WAPT to manage the

software or the configuration
Audit the package The action triggers an audit on the selected package(s)
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Fig. 38: List of available columns to add to the grid
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Fig. 39: Possible actions for WAPT packages
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58.10 Hardware inventory tab

Information displayed by default in the Hardware inventory tab is:

• Information on the host’s hardware components.

• Information about the host.

• Information on the status of WAPT.

A Filter box allows to search for hosts.

Hint: Filters work with regular expression.

To add a column in the grid, drag and drop a hardware property from the Hardware inventory grid to the main grid.

Example: in hosts, drag and drop physical_memory in the left panel, and the column physical_memory appears in the main grid.

58.11 Software inventory tab

Common information displayed in the Software Inventory tab is:

• maker;

• software name;

• software version;

• installation date;

• uninstall key;

• uninstall string.

58.12 Windows update tab

Information displayed in the Windows update tab is:

• Windows update agent version.

• Date of the last Windows update scan.

• Duration of the last scan.

• WAPTWUA status.

• Date of the last version of wsusscn2.cab processed by WAPT.

• Status of WAPTWUA Enabled (True/ False).

The grid then lists Windows cab files that have been installed or that are pending installation.

Information displayed in the Windows Updates tab are:

• Status;

• Product;
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Fig. 40: Host hardware inventory
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Fig. 41: Adding a criteria to the main grid of the WAPT console
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Fig. 42: Software inventory as registered in the Windows registry of the host
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• Update ID;

• Kbids;

• Published on;

• installation on;

• Severity on;

• Classification;

• Title;

• Download size.

Fig. 43: Inventory of Windows Updates

58.13 Task tab

Information displayed by default in the Tasks tab is:

• Pending tasks.

• Completed tasks.

• Tasks in error.
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Fig. 44: Details of pending tasks on the host

Fig. 45: Details of completed tasks
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Fig. 46: Details of tasks in error
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58.14 Packages overview

58.15 Audit data
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WAPT PACKAGES TAB

59.1 Refresh packages list

59.2 Import packages

Fig. 1: Button for importing a WAPT package

Fig. 2: Menu for importing a WAPT package
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Fig. 3: Window for setting up a repository to import packages from

Attention: If the verification of the package signature is enabled for added security, the public certificate of the signer(s) whose
packages are stored in the repository must be located in one of the following folders:

• C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl;

• %appdata%\waptconsole\ssl;

If the certificate is not found in one of these two folders, then the following error will occur and no package will not be imported
from the repository.

Fig. 4: Error while validating the signature of an external repository
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59.3 Import from file

59.3.1 Build and upload packages

59.4 Make packages template from setup file

59.4.1 Package template

Fig. 5: Package wizard

To select file, click on:
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Windows installer (.msi/.msix/.exe)

Portable Windows application

Windows Update package (.msu)

macOS package (.dmg/.pkg)

Linux package (.deb/rpm)

Certificate package (.crt)

Select .crt and click on Continue

Confirm informations and click to Build and upload

Empty package

59.4.2 Group

59.4.3 AD profile

After clicking :

For using, see AD profile <wapt_profile_bundles>
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59.4.4 WUA rules

59.4.5 Self-service rules

59.5 Search tab

59.6 Last version only

59.7 Filter packages
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59.8 Show host

59.9 Architecture

59.10 OS

59.11 Locale

59.12 Maturity

59.13 Action on packages

59.13.1 Remove from repository

59.13.2 Edit packages

59.13.3 Change packages maturity
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59.13.4 Resign packages

59.13.5 Download Packages

59.13.6 Search

59.13. Action on packages 497
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WINDOWS UPDATE TAB
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60.1 Source tab

60.2 Reporting tab

60.2.1 Refresh

60.2.2 Design mode

60.2.3 Execute

60.2.4 Export to spreadsheet

60.2.5 Normalize software titles

60.2.6 Right click menu

Execute

Edit name

Export to spreadsheet

Export queries to file

Import queries

Search
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SECONDARY REPOS TAB

61.1 Left on tab

61.1.1 Refresh

61.1.2 Up rule

61.1.3 Down rule

61.1.4 Add rule

61.1.5 Edit rule

61.1.6 Delete rule

61.1.7 Save rule changes

61.1.8 Import Rules

61.1.9 Export Rules

61.1.10 Right click menu

Edit rule
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Delete rule

61.2 Right on tab

61.2.1 Refresh

61.2.2 Sync selected

61.2.3 Sync all

61.2.4 Create index

61.2.5 Changelog

61.2.6 Search input

61.2.7 Right click menu

Sync selector

Force sync selected

Show errors

Check files

You will find in this section of the documentation some inspiring and time saving methods to make the most of your WAPT setup.
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SIMPLIFYING THE IMAGING OF YOUR WORKSTATIONS

We observe that many companies and administrations include software and configurations in the Windows images they deploy on
their fleets of machines.

If you use WAPT, lose this habit now and forever! Why?
• Each time you make a new image, you waste a lot of time installing software and configuring it. You are very limited in the user

configurations that you will be able to include in your image.

• Each time you make a new image, if you are serious about it, you will have to keep track of the changes in a text document,
a spreadsheet, or a change management tool. It’s a very heavy and thankless burden. And you know as well as I do, what’s
ungrateful is usually badly done!

• Finally, if you introduce in your image security configurations, network configurations, or configurations to limit the intrusion
of Windows telemetry, these configurations can disrupt the normal functioning of WAPT, it will complicate future diagnostics,
and it will discourage you from using an efficacious tool very capable of freeing up your time.

62.1 What do you suggest to do then?

Tranquil IT recommends:

• To make only one raw image per OS type with MDT or Fog (win10, win2016, etc) without any configuration or software. Put
only the system drivers you need for your image deployment in the MDT or Fog directories provided for this purpose;

• To configure your WAPT server to register hosts with a random UUID to avoid UUID Bios or FQDN conflicts;

• To create as many Organizational Units as you have machine types in the CN=Computers OU (ex: standard_laptop, hard-
ened_laptop, workstations, servers, etc) in your Active Directory;

• To configure your Active Directory to distribute the WAPT Agent by GPO to the different Host Organizational Units; This way,
you can opt for fine grained configurations of your waptagent.ini for the hosts attached to each OU.

Note: Alternatively, you may include a generic WAPT agent in your OS image.

• To properly configure your DHCP to redirect the PXE to the correct system images;

• To properly configure your MDT or Fog to register the machine in the correct Organizational Unit of your Active Directory;

• To create as many WAPT security configuration packages as you have Organizational Units created above. Thus, you will be
able to apply different security profiles depending on the type of machine. These packages will include the desired security
configurations (telemetry suppression, firewall configuration, etc);
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Hint: To save you time, you can base your security configuration strategy on security WAPT packages already available in the WAPT
Store, you will only need to complete them according to your Organization’s specific security requirements.

• To create in the CN=Computers OU as many Organizational Units as there are types of computer usage in your organization
(accounting, point_of_sale, engineering, sedentary_sales, etc).

• To create generic WAPT packages of your software applications with their associated configurations.

Note: To save you time and effort, you can import many proven WAPT packages from Tranquil IT’s public stores or subscribe to
Tranquil IT’s private stores.

You can save even more time and effort if you make a judicious use of OU to model your fleet of computers according on their purpose.

62.1.1 How does the scenario work?

• You receive or the IT manager at the remote site receives a new machine in its box.

Hint: Alternatively, you choose or the IT manager at the remote site chooses to switch an existing machine from win7 to win10. You
will either have, or he will have previously backed up the user directory(s) to a network drive or another convenient storage media.

For this purpose, you may build a WAPT package that, upon execution, will zip the C:Users on the win7 computer, name it with the
computer’s FQDN, password protect the compressed file using this procedure and upload it to a web server or a network share. That
same WAPT package can do the reverse process and reinstall the user files after the host has been re-imaged.

• You configure MDT or Fog with the machine’s MAC address so that it gets the right system image through DHCP and is
positioned in the right Organizational Unit at the end of the cloning process.

• The expected system image is downloaded on the machine in masked time, the machine is placed in the right Organizational
Unit.

• The WAPT agent registers the machine with the WAPT server, it appears in the WAPT console.

Hint: If your machines are from a win7 to win10 update, then you will remove the old win7 machines from the WAPT inventory as
they will be duplicated due to your choice of random UUID configuration; these machines will be easy to find in the WAPT console
because they will be marked as win7 with the same MAC address or the same FQDN as your new machine in win10; after removing
the win7, your inventory will be clean and up to date in your WAPT console.

• The WAPT agent detects that it is in an Organizational Unit that requires a particular software set and a particular security
configuration.

• The WAPT Agent downloads and executes software packages and security configuration packages in hidden time; the WAPT
Agent automatically removes delegated rights that are rendered useless after joining the domain to prevent them from being
subsequently exploited in an unauthorized manner.

• Either by group of machines or machine by machine, you finalize the configuration of the machines by assigning specific WAPT
packets to them.
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Hint: If you want, you can even leave the final configuration step to your users by configuring WAPT self-service for them (printer
configurations, special software needs, etc).

62.1.2 Conclusion

With little effort, you now have full control over a fleet of several hundreds or even thousands of geographically dispersed
machines. All your installations are documented, your users work with adequate rights and you benefit from a clear visibility
on your users’ tools and uses. In this way, the past is no longer an imponderable burden for you and an obstacle to your future
projects.
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FREQUENT PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS

It sometimes happens to setup a WAPT Server and then forget its password.

To reset the WAPT console SuperAdmin password you have to relaunch the post-configuration process on the WAPT Server.

63.1 Resetting the WAPT Linux Server password

• connect to the server with SSH;

• connect with user root (or use sudo);

• launch post-configuration script:

/opt/wapt/waptserver/scripts/postconf.sh

Attention: To avoid breaking the existing WAPT Server setup, accept all the other steps, DO NOT CREATE a new private
key!

63.2 I lost my WAPT private key

WAPT’s security and its correct functioning rely on sets of private keys and public certificates.

Losing a private key thus requires to generate a new key and its associated certificates, and then to deploy the new keys and the new
certificates on the Organization’s computers.

Therefore, losing a key bears some consequences, the process to recover from a lost key is not trivial, although it is relatively simple.

63.2.1 Generating or renewing a private key

The procedure is:

• Generate a new private key/ public certificate. You will then keep the private key (file .pem) in a safe location;

• Deploy the new certificate .crt on your clients in the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\ssl on Windows or /opt/wapt/ssl
on Linux and MacOS manually, using a GPO or using an Ansible role (not documented);
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63.2.2 Re-signing packages in the repositories

WAPT packages hosted on the repositories were signed using the former private key, so you must re-sign every package of the repos-
itory using the new key.

To re-sign every WAPT packages using the new key (base, host, group and unit packages), use the command:

wapt-get sign-packages C:\\waptdev\\*

63.3 My private key has been stolen

Attention: WAPT security relies on protecting your private keys.

WAPT does not handle key revocation yet using a CRL.

The solution consists in deleting every .crt certificate associated to the stolen private key, located in the C:\Program Files (x86)\
wapt\ssl folder on Windows or /opt/wapt/ssl on Linux and MacOS.

That operation can be done using a GPO, manually, with a WAPT package or with an Ansible role (not documented).

63.4 How to move my repository to another partition

For any reason, you may need move the repository to another partition.

Your repository contains 3 folders which can be quite large:

• wapt;

• wapt-host;

• waptwua;

Warning: We will not use the same method for Linux and Windows.

63.4.1 Linux

On Linux, create a mount point on fstab.

For this example, the second partition is named part2.

part2 is an ext4 formated partition.
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Debian / Ubuntu

• Create a temporary folder.

mkdir /mnt/tmp

• Create a temporary mount point.

mount /dev/part2 /mnt/tmp

• Move the folders.

mv /var/www /mnt/tmp

• Unmont the partition.

umount /dev/part2

• Edit the fstab file.

vi /etc/fstab

• Add the following line to the fstab file.

# <file system> <mount point> <type> <options> <dump> <pass>
/dev/part2 /var/www ext4 defaults 0 0

• Mount the partition.

mount -a

Hint: If there is no error, the partition is mounted.

• You can check by running.

df -h

#Result
Filesystem 1K-blocks Used Available Use% Mounted on
dev/part2 15G 944M 14G 7% /var/www

• Remove the temporary folder.

rm -rf mnt/tmp
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Centos / RedHat

• Create a temporary folder for copying the folders.

mkdir /mnt/tmp

• Create a temporary mount point.

mount /dev/part2 /mnt/tmp

• Move the folders.

mv /var/www/html /mnt/tmp

• Unmont the partition.

umount /dev/part2

• Edit the fstab file.

vi /etc/fstab

• Add the following line to the fstab file.

# <file system> <mount point> <type> <options> <dump> <pass>
/dev/part2 /var/www/html ext4 defaults 0 0

• Mount the partition.

mount -a

Hint: If there is no error, the partition is mounted.

• You can check by running.

df -h

#Result
Filesystem 1K-blocks Used Available Use% Mounted on
dev/part2 15G 944M 14G 7% /var/www

• Remove the temporary folder.

rm -rf mnt/tmp
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Windows

On Windows, the best method is to backup and restore the server on the new partition.

Note: It is possible to install the server on another partition than C:.

63.5 My BIOS UUID bugs

• Some problems happen sometimes with some BIOSes. WAPT uses the UUID of the machine as the host identifier.

• The UUID is supposed to be unique. Unfortunately, for some OEMs (Original Equipment Manufacturers) and some manufac-
turing batches, BIOS UUID are identical.

• The machine will register in the WAPT console but it will replace an existing device, considering that the machine has only
changed its name.

63.5.1 Solving the BIOS UUID issue

WAPT allows to generate a random UUID to replace the one retrieved from the BIOS.

wapt-get generate-uuid

63.6 WAPTdeploy does not work

63.6.1 Symptoms

The waptdeploy utility does not succeed in installing the WAPT agent.

63.6.2 Solving the BIOS UUID issue

Add waptsetupurl argument in WAPTdeploy GPO arguments of waptdeploy.

--waptsetupurl=https://monserverserveurwapt/waptagent.exe

63.6.3 Launching WAPTdeploy locally

Launching waptdeploy locally can be a good method for showing errors explicitly.

Example of command to launch:

C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptdeploy.exe --
→˓hash=2a9971aad083d6822b6e4d1ccfb9886be9429ec58bb13246810ff3d6a56ce887 --minversion=1.4.2.0 --
→˓wait=15
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Fig. 1: Error with WAPTDeploy

In our case the hash is not correct.

Attention: Do not forget to start the command prompt as a Local Administrator.

WAPTdeploy works manually but does not work with GPO

Check that port 8088 is listening correctly on host:

gpresult /h gpo.html & gpo.html

To force the application of the GPO:

gpupdate /force

If waptdeploy does not show up you will have to double check the GPO settings:

# You may be using an old waptdeploy version, then download the latest version of waptdeploy from the WAPT store.

# Thanks to Emmanuel EUGENE from French INSERM who submitted this possible cause for waptdeploy not functioning
properly, if you are replicating domain controllers, ensure that the GPOs are correctly synchronized between your DCs and
that ACLs are identically applied on the SysVols.

63.7 Windows does not wait for the network to be up on startup

By default Windows does not wait for the network to be up at computer startup.

This can cause problems during waptdeploy execution because waptdeploy requires network connectivity to retrieve the new WAPT
agent.

You can enable the GPO: Always wait for the network at computer startup and logon:

Computer Configuration → Administrative Templates → System → Logon → Always wait for the network at computer
startup and logon
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63.8 WAPT Exit will not launch

Despite the script actually being registered in the local security shutdown strategy, the waptexit script does not launch at computer
shutdown.

63.8.1 Solution: Hybrid shutdown

Windows 10 hybrid shutdown must be disabled because it causes many problems and strange behaviors, disabling Hybrid Shutdown
will restore exit script execution at shutdown.

Hybrid shutdown can be disabled by setting a value in wapt-get.ini file of the WAPT agent.

There is a WAPT package to solve the Hybrid Shutdown problem:

• A WAPT package exists for this purpose: tis-disable-hybrid-shutdown.

63.8.2 Solution: Windows Home edition

Local security policies are not available when using a Windows Home edition computer, so it is normal that the script will not launch.
To circumvent the problem, use scheduled tasks.

The workaround consists in using a scheduled task that will launch C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.exe with the
argument upgrade.

63.8.3 Solution: corrupted local GPO

It sometimes occurs that local security policies on the computer are corrupted.

One of the possible solutions is to remove local security strategies by deleting the file C:\Windows\System32\GroupPolicy\gpt.
ini, to restart the computer, and finally to re-install the shutdown scheduled tasks:

wapt-get add-upgrade-shutdown

If the problem occurs again, this may mean that another application also manipulates the local GPO.
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63.9 WAPTExit halts after 15 minutes and does not finish the installing the
packages

By default, Windows shutdown scripts are only allowed to run for 15 minutes.

If a script has not finished before that limit, it will be interrupted.

63.9.1 Solution: increase the installation timeout

To solve that problem, increase the preshutdowntimeout value and the max_gpo_script_wait value.

Define these values in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\wapt-get.ini file to change the default behavior.

max_gpo_script_wait=180
pre_shutdown_timeout=180

The WAPT package tis-wapt-conf-policy sets this configuration.

The other solution may be to use the GPO File.ini.

Fig. 2: GPO ini File
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63.10 Error message when opening the WAPT console

63.10.1 Version check

Fig. 3: WAPT Console Error version

WAPT console version isn’t equal version to server version. Upgrade it is recommanded. Select you’r prefer method.

63.10.2 Connection refused

The WAPT console can not contact the WAPT Server on port 443.

• Check whether the Nginx web service is running on the WAPT Server.

ps aux | grep nginx

• If Nginx is not running, restart the Nginx service.

service nginx restart

• If Nginx still does not start, you’ll need to analyze journal logs in /var/log/nginx/ on Linux or in C:\Program Files
(x86)\wapt\waptserver\nginx\logs on Windows.
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63.10.3 Service unavailable

It is possible that the waptserver service is stopped.

• Check whether waptserver is running.

ps aux | grep wapt

• If the command returns nothing, then start the waptserver.

service waptserver start

63.10.4 Error connecting with SSL . . . verify failed

The WAPT console seems not to be able to verify the server’s HTTPS certificate.

Attention: Before doing anything, be sure that your are not facing a MITM (Man in the Middle) attack!

Note: If you have just redone your WAPT Server and that you use a self-signed certificate, you can recover the old keys of your old
WAPT Server in /opt/wapt/waptserver/apache/ssl.

• Close your WAPT console.

• Delete the folder %appdata%\..\Local\waptconsole.

• Launch the command wapt-get enable-check-certificate.

• Be sure that the previous command has gone well.

• Restart the WAPT service with net stop waptservice && net start waptservice.

• Restart the WAPT console.

In case you do not use the certificate pinning method, this tells you that the certificate sent by the server can not be verified with the
python certifi bundle of certificates. Be sure to have the full chain of certificates on the WAPT Server.

63.11 Problems with registering a host with WAPT

If you do a wapt-get register and it returns as follows:

FATAL ERROR : ConnectionError: HTTPSConnectionPool(host='XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX', port=443): Max retries␣
→˓exceeded with url: /add_host

You need to check that the 443 port is correctly forwarded to the WAPT server and not blocked by a firewall.
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63.12 Problems when enabling enable-check-certificate

63.12.1 Message “Certificate CN ### sent by server does not match URL host ###”

This means that the CN in the certificate sent by the WAPT Server does not match the value of the wapt_server attribute in wapt-get.
ini.

Two solutions:

• Check the value of wapt_server in your wapt-get.ini.

If the value is correct, this surely means that an error has happened during the generation of the self-signed certificate during
server post-configuration (typing error, . . . ).

You must then regenerate your self-signed certificates.

• On the WAPT Server, delete the content of the /opt/wapt/waptserver/apache/ssl/ folder.

Then, relaunch the post-configuration script (the same as the one used during initial installation, with the same arguments and
values).

Then, be sure that the value of FQDN for the WAPT Server is correct.

• You may now retry enable-check-certificate.

63.13 Problems when creating a package

63.13.1 Creating a package via the WAPT console

The drag and drop method of a software in the WAPT console does not work:

• The method will not work if the WAPT console has been started without Local Administrator privilege.

• The method will not work if the WAPT console has been started with UAC.

Simple alternative solution: go to Tools → Create a package template from an installer → Choose the installer.

• The WAPT console does not fill in automatically the informations in the fields:

– There are special characters in some file path of the binary.

– The installer does not provide the desired informations.

63.13.2 Problem with rights in the Windows Command Line utility

When editing a package, if the following message appears:
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Fig. 4: OperationnalError: attempt to write a read-only database

Solution

Open a session as Local Administrator and redo the desired action.

63.13.3 Problems with access rights and PyScripter

When trying to install a package from PyScripter, if the following message appears:

Fig. 5: OperationnalError: attempt to write a read-only database
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Solution

Open a session as Local Administrator and redo the desired action.

63.13.4 My WAPT package is too big and I can not upload it on the repository

When a package is too big, it is necessary to build it locally then upload it with WinSCP or an equivalent utility.

Solution

• Build the package with PyScripter or manually build the package.

Hint: If the previous upload failed, you can find the package in C:\waptdev.

• Download and install WinSCP using WAPT.

wapt-get install tis-winscp

• Using WinSCP, upload your package in /var/www/html/wapt/ path of you Linux server.

• Once the upload has finished, you’ll need to recreate the Packages index file on your repository.

wapt-scanpackages /var/www/wapt/

63.13.5 WAPT package in error

Problem installing a package

Symptoms

I have a package that returns in error and the software is not installed on the computer when I physically go to check on the computer.
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Explanation

An error has occurred during the execution of the setup.py.

You can read and analyze error messages returned in the console and try to understand and solve them.

The installation of the package will be retried at each upgrade cycle until the package does not return an error.

Solution

• If WAPT returns an error code, research the error code on the Internet.

Example for a MSI: 1618: another installation in already running. Restarting the computer should solve the problem.

Note: MSI error codes are available by visiting this website.

• Go to the computer and try to install the package with the WAPT command line utility. Then check that the software has
installed.

Attention: Once the silent installation has finished, do nothing else.

The objective is to reproduce the behavior of the WAPT agent.

• If the package installs silently in user context, this may mean that the software installer does not work in SYSTEM context.

• If it is still not working, launch the installation manually. It is possible for an error to appear explicitly describing the problem
(ex: missing dependency, etc).

• It is possible that the installer does not support installing over an older version of the software, so you will have to explicitly
remove older versions of the application before installing the new one.

Error “timed out after seconds with output ‘600.0’”

Symptoms

Some packages return the following error in the WAPT console:

"Erreur timed out after seconds with output '600.0'"

Explanation

By default, when installing a package run, install_msi_if_needed, WAPT will wait 600 seconds for the installer to finish its task.

if the installer has not finished in this delay, WAPT will stop the running installation.
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Solution

If the software to be installed is known to be big (Microsoft Office, Solidworks, LibreOffice, Katia, Adobe Creative Suite), it is possible
that the 600 second delay will be too short.

You will have to increase the timeout value, ex: timeout = 1200:

run('"setup.exe" /adminfile office2010noreboot.MSP',timeout=1200)

Error “has been installed but the uninstall key can not be found”

Symptoms

Some packages return the following error in the WAPT console:

XXX has been installed but the uninstall key can not be found.

Explanation

WAPT relies on Windows to install .msi binaries with install_msi_if_needed and .exe binaries with
install_exe_if_needed.

By default, WAPT accepts return codes 0 (OK) and 3010 (computer restart required) and it verifies that the uninstall key is present.

Unfortunately, we can not fully trust these return codes, so WAPT does additional checks after completing the installation to make
sure that all has gone well:

• It checks the presence of the uninstall key on the computer.

• It checks that the version number of the software is equal or greater than the version number in the control file.

• If this is not the case, it infers that the software may not be present on the computer.

The function returns the package in error. The installation will be retried at every upgrade cycle until the package returns no error.

Solution

Attention: Before doing anything, it is advisable to go physically to the computer returning in error and to manually check
whether the software has correctly installed. If the software has not installed correctly, refer to the section of this documentation
on installing a package.

• If the software has installed correctly, this may mean that the uninstall key or the software version in the package is not correct.

• Retrieve the correct uninstall key and make changes to the WAPT package accordingly.

• If the error happens when using the install_msi_if_needed function, this means that the MSI installer is badly packaged
and that it is returning an incorrect uninstall key.
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Error “has been installed and the uninstall key found but version is not good”

Symptoms

Some packages return the following error in the WAPT console:

has been installed and the *uninstall key* found but version is not good

Explanation

When using install_msi_if_needed or install_exe_if_needed functions, additional checks are performed to make sure that
all has gone well.

Solution

Attention: Before doing anything, it is advisable to go physically to the computer returning in error and to manually check
whether the software has correctly installed. If the software has not installed correctly, refer to the section of this documentation
on installing a package.

Solution: with install_msi_if_needed

The informations being extracted from the MSI installer, this means that the MSI file does not return correct values or that the uninstall
key is incorrect.

You can check using the Windows Command Line utility:

wapt-get list-registry

If the returned key is not that which has been entered in the install section of the setup.py, it is not possible to use
install_msi_if_needed.

You must review the install section of your setup.py, use the run() function and manually manage exceptions.

Solution: with install_exe_if_needed

This probably means that the version number entered in the install_exe_if_needed function is not correct. Make corrections to
the WAPT package accordingly.

Note: If the min_version argument has not been entered, WAPT will try to retrieve the version automatically from the exe installer.

You can check the uninstall key and version number using the command:

wapt-get list-registry

If no version is provided with the wapt-get list-registry command, this means that the software installer does not provide an
uninstall key.
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Two solutions:

• Use the argument get_version to provide the path to another uninstallkey.

def install():

def versnaps2(key):
return key['name'].replace('NAPS2 ','')

install_exe_if_needed('naps2-5.3.3-setup.exe',silentflags='/VERYSILENT',key='NAPS2 (Not Another␣
→˓PDF Scanner 2)_is1',get_version=versnaps2)

• Providing an empty value for min_version tells WAPT not to check for versions.

min_version=' '

Attention: With this method, versions are no longer checked during updates!

63.14 Frequent problems caused by Anti-Virus software

Some Anti-Virus software falsely raise errors when checking some internal components of WAPT.

Among the components is nssm.exe used by WAPT as a service manager for starting, stopping and restarting the WAPT service.

Below is a list of useful exceptions to declare in your central AV interface to solve false positives related to WAPT:

"C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptservice\win32\nssm.exe"
"C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptservice\win64\nssm.exe"
"C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptagent.exe"
"C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptconsole.exe"
"C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\waptexit.exe"
"C:\wapt\waptservice\win32\nssm.exe"
"C:\wapt\waptservice\win64\nssm.exe"
"C:\wapt\waptagent.exe"
"C:\wapt\waptconsole.exe"
"C:\wapt\waptexit.exe"
"C:\Windows\Temp\waptdeploy.exe"
"C:\Windows\Temp\waptagent.exe"
"C:\Windows\Temp\is-?????.tmp\waptagent.tmp"
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63.15 EWaptBadControl: ‘utf8’ codec can’t decode byte

If you get this message, it may mean that you have not set up correctly your development environment. Visit this section of the
documentation on setting up UTF-8 (no BOM).

63.16 I have a lot more hosts in the console than I have host packages on my
server?

Following a remark from Philippe LEMAIRE from the Lycée Français Alexandre Yersin in Hanoï, if you use the Enterprise version
of WAPT and you make heavy use of the unit packages or profile packages, you may realize that you will have many more hosts in
your console than host packages on you WAPT server. This is normal.
In fact unit packages and profile packages are not explicitly assigned to the host (i.e. as dependencies in the host package) but are
implicitly taken into account by the WAPT agent dependency engine during the WAPT upgrade.

So one might have no host package on the server if only unit packages are used for managing a fleet of devices.

63.17 Common mistakes

63.17.1 Using a network drive to store and deliver WAPT packages

The standard way WAPT works is with a secure web server delivering WAPT packages to the WAPT Clients.

Tranquil IT advises against using a network drive for delivering WAPT packages for several reasons:

• A web server is extremely easy to setup, secure, maintain, backup and monitor.

• To work correctly, a WAPT package needs to be self-contained. Indeed, we do not know if the network will be available at the
time of the installation launch (for example if we have a waptexit that starts when the workstation is shutting down on a network
with 802.1x user authentication, there will no longer be a network available at the time of installation). The self-contained
nature of WAPT makes it more deterministic than other deployment solutions.

• Network congestion may result from downloading large packages on large fleets of devices because you have less control over
bandwidth rates or you may not be able to finish a partial download.

• This method breaks or at least weakens the security framework of WAPT.

• This method does not allow you to expose your repositories to Internet for your traveling personnel.

Attention: Even though WAPT can work independently of the transport mode, Tranquil IT will not officially support using a
network drive to store and deliver WAPT packages.
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63.18 Using the register() function in your audit scripts

The register() function forces the sending to the WAPT server of the WAPT agent’s hardware and software inventory.

This function is very taxing on the server’s performance because it forces the server to parse a relatively large JSON (Java Script
Object Notation) BLOB (Binary Large OBject) and to inject the result into the PostgreSQL database.

The function is by default triggered manually or when a new package upgrade is applied.

When you use the register() function in an audit script, it will run every time the audit script is triggered and load the server with no
apparent benefit.

Therefore, we do not recommend the use of the register() function in audit scripts.
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SIXTYFOUR

INSTALLING WAPT SERVER WITH ANSIBLE

To avoid mistakes and automate your WAPT Server deployment, we provide Ansible roles for WAPT Server installation.

You can explore the role source code by visiting Tranquil IT repository on Github.

64.1 Requirements

• Debian Linux or CentOS hosts;

• a sudoers user on these hosts;

• Ansible 2.8.

64.2 Installing the Ansible role

64.2.1 Discovery

64.2.2 Enterprise

• Install tranquilit.waptserver Ansible role.

ansible-galaxy install tranquilit.waptserver

• To install the role elsewhere, use the -p subcommand like this.

ansible-galaxy install tranquilit.waptserver -p /path/to/role/directory/

64.3 Using the Ansible role

• Ensure you have a working ssh key deployed on your hosts, if not you can generate and copy one like below.

ssh-keygen -t ed25519
ssh-copy-id -i id_ed25519.pub user@srvwapt.mydomain.lan
ssh user@srvwapt.mydomain.lan -i id_ed25519.pub

• Edit Ansible hosts inventory (./hosts) and add the Linux hosts.
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[srvwapt]
srvwapt.mydomain.lan ansible_host=192.168.1.40

• Create a playbook with the following content in ./playbooks/wapt.yml.

- hosts: srvwapt
roles:
- { role: tranquilit.waptserver }

• Run your playbook with the following command.

ansible-playbook -i ./hosts ./playbooks/wapt.yml -u user --become --become-method=sudo -K

The server is now ready. You may go to the documentation on installing the WAPT console!!

64.3.1 Role variables

Available variables are listed below, along with default values (see defaults/main.yml):

• Version of WAPT that will be installed from WAPT Deb/RPM repository.

wapt_version: "2.0"

• Version of PostgreSQL that will be installed from WAPT Deb/RPM repository.

pgsql_version: "11"

• Version of CentOS used for RPM repository address.

centos_version: "centos7"

• The parameter launch_postconf defaults to True, it launches WAPT Server post-configuration script silently.

launch_postconf: True

64.3.2 Example Ansible playbook

Here is an example of an Ansible playbook.

- hosts: srvwapt
vars_files:

- vars/main.yml
roles:
- tranquilit.waptserver
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64.4 Deploying the Linux WAPT Agent with Ansible

To avoid mistakes and automate your WAPT agents deployment on Linux, we provide Ansible roles for installing WAPT agents on:

• Debian;

• Ubuntu;

• Redhat / CentOS.

You can explore the role source code by visiting this link on Github.

64.4.1 Requirements

• Debian Linux or CentOS hosts;

• a sudoers user on these hosts;

• Ansible 2.8;

64.4.2 Installing the Ansible role

• Install tranquilit.waptagent Ansible role.

ansible-galaxy install tranquilit.waptagent

• To install the role elsewhere, use the -p subcommand like this.

ansible-galaxy install tranquilit.waptagent -p /path/to/role/directory/

64.4.3 Using the Ansible role

• Ensure you have a working ssh key deployed on your hosts, if not you can generate and copy one like below.

ssh-keygen -t ed25519
ssh-copy-id -i id_ed25519.pub user@computer1.mydomain.lan
ssh user@computer1.mydomain.lan -i id_ed25519.pub

• Edit Ansible hosts inventory in the ./hosts file and add the Linux hosts.

[computers]
computer1.mydomain.lan ansible_host=192.168.1.50
computer1.mydomain.lan ansible_host=192.168.1.60

• Create a playbook with the following content in ./playbooks/deploywaptagent.yml.

- hosts: computers
roles:
- { role: tranquilit.waptagent }

• Ensure all variables are correctly set (see wapt-get.ini variables).

– wapt_server_url;
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– wapt_repo_url;

– wapt_crt.

Important: Variables configuration is important as it will configure the behavior of the WAPT.

You must replace the default certificate with your Code-Signing public certificate.

• Run your playbook with the following command.

ansible-playbook -i ./hosts ./playbooks/deploywaptagent.yml -u user --become --become-method=sudo -K

Congratulations, you have installed your WAPT agent on your Linux hosts!

64.4.4 Role variables

Available variables are listed below, along with default values (see defaults/main.yml).

64.4.5 WAPT agent variables

• Version of WAPT that will be installed from WAPT Deb/RPM repository.

wapt_version: "2.0"

• Version of CentOS used for RPM repository address.

centos_version: "centos7"

wapt-get.ini variables

The wapt_server_url parameter points to your WAPT server and is used by default for the wapt_repo_url.

wapt_server_url: "https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan"
wapt_repo_url: "{{ wapt_server_url }}/wapt/"

You can override it like so:

wapt_server_url: "https://wapt.landomain.lan"
wapt_repo_url: "https://wapt.otherdomain.com/wapt/"

Certificate filename located in files/ subdirectory of the role:

wapt_crt: "wapt_ca.crt"
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64.4.6 Example Ansible playbook

Here is an example of an Ansible playbook.

- hosts: hosts
vars_files:

- vars/main.yml
roles:
- tranquilit.waptagent
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CHAPTER

SIXTYFIVE

USING THE WAPT SERVER APIS

Note: This documentation does not describe all the available APIs (Application Protocol Interfaces), it will however concentrate on
the most useful ones.

All available API URLs may be found in /opt/wapt/waptserver/server.py.

URLs are formed by calling the proper command from the WAPT Server, ex: https://srvwapt/command_path .

Hint: This documentation contains examples using Python code or curl.

65.1 API V1

65.1.1 /api/v1/hosts

• Get registration data of one or several hosts.

# Args:
# has_errors (0/1): filter out hosts with packages errors
# need_upgrade (0/1): filter out hosts with outdated packages
# groups (csvlist of packages): hosts with packages
# columns (csvlist of columns):
# uuid (csvlist of uuid): <uuid1[,uuid2,...]>): filter based on uuid
# filter (csvlist of field):regular expression: filter based on attributes
# not_filter (0,1):
# limit (int): 1000
# trusted_certs_sha256 (csvlist): filter out machines based on their trusted package certs

# Returns:
# result (dict): {'records':[],'files':[]}
# query:
# uuid=<uuid>
# or
# filter=<csvlist of fields>:regular expression
# """

• list all hosts. Available parameters are;
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– reachable

– computer_fqdn ==> computer_name

– connected_ips

– mac_addresses

This example shows a request with parameters:

advanced_hosts_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/hosts?columns=reachable,computer_fqdn,
→˓connected_ips,mac_addresses&limit=10000' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(advanced_hosts_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

This example is a global request:

hosts_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/hosts' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(hosts_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/hosts

This one just show request with reachable status, the computer name, its connected ips and its mac addresses. Display limit is
10000

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/hosts?columns=reachable,computer_
→˓fqdn,connected_ips,mac_addresses&limit=10000

65.1.2 /api/v1/groups

• get all group packages. Group is found with section group in the package.

group_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/groups' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(group_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/groups
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/api/v1/host_data

dmi

• get DMI (Desktop Management Interface) info for a host:

Note: # # Get additional data for a host # query: # uuid=<uuid> # field=packages, dmi or softwares

Example: get dmi information of host which has UUID 14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4AD: https://srvwapt.mydomain.
lan/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4AD&field=dmi

Note: dmi is not the only available option. You can also lookup information using installed_packages, wsusupdates ou in-
stalled_softwares.

dmi_host_data_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=dmi' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
#print(dmi_host_data_wapt)
parsed = json.loads(dmi_host_data_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=dmi

installed_packages

Option installed_packages will list all packages installed on a specific host.

install_packages_data_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=installed_packages' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(install_packages_data_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=installed_packages
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installed_softwares

Option installed_softwares will list all softwares installed on a specific host.

install_softwares_data_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=installed_softwares' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
#print(install_softwares_data_wapt)
parsed = json.loads(install_softwares_data_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=installed_softwares

wsusupdates

Option wsusupdates will list all windows update installed on a specific host.

wsusupdates_data_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=wsusupdates' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
#print(wsusupdates_data_wapt)
parsed = json.loads(wsusupdates_data_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/host_data?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD&field=wsusupdates

65.1.3 /api/v1/usage_statistics

Get usage statistics from the server.

Hint: This API is useful if you have several wapt servers and you want to know how many hosts are there.

usage_statistics_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v1/usage_statistics' % (wapt_user,wapt_
→˓password,wapt_url))
#print(usage_statistics_wapt)
parsed = json.loads(usage_statistics_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:
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https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v1/usage_statistics

65.2 API V2

65.2.1 /api/v2/waptagent_version

Display waptagent.exe version on the server.

waptagent_version = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v2/waptagent_version' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,
→˓wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(waptagent_version)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint:
This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v2/waptagent_version

65.3 API V3

65.3.1 /api/v3/packages

List packages on the repository, get control file on package.

packages_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/packages' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(packages_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/packages
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65.3.2 /api/v3/known_packages

List all packages with last signed_on information.

known_packages_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/known_packages' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,
→˓wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(known_packages_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/known_packages

65.3.3 /api/v3/trigger_cancel_task

Cancel a running task.

trigger_cancel_task = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/trigger_cancel_task' % (wapt_user,wapt_
→˓password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(trigger_cancel_task)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

65.3.4 /api/v3/get_ad_ou

List OU seen by hosts and displayed in the WAPT console.

get_ad_ou = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/get_ad_ou' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(get_ad_ou)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/get_ad_ou

65.3.5 /api/v3/get_ad_sites

List Active Directory sites.

get_ad_sites = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/get_ad_sites' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(get_ad_sites)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:
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https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/get_ad_sites

65.3.6 /api/v3/hosts_for_package

List hosts with a specific package installed https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/hosts_for_package?package=demo-namepackage

hosts_for_package = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/hosts_for_package?package=demo-namepackage' %␣
→˓(wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(hosts_for_package)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/hosts_for_package?package=demo-namepackage

65.3.7 /api/v3/host_tasks_status

List tasks on a particular host.

Example with host uuid: https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/host_tasks_status?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4AD

host_tasks_status = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/api/v3/host_tasks_status?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(host_tasks_status)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))

Hint: This is the same exemple with a simple html request:

https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/host_tasks_status?uuid=14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-
→˓B597E8F9B4AD

Attention: Next API are with POST method.

65.3.8 /api/v3/upload_packages

Todo: Tests
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65.3.9 /api/v3/upload_hosts

Todo: Tests

65.3.10 /api/v3/change_password

Change admin password [only this account]. Request must be a python dictionnary {}. Keys must be:

• user;

• password;

• new_password;

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"user":"admin","password":"OLDPASSWORD","new_password":
→˓"NEWPASSWORD"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" "https://admin:OLDPASSWORD@srvwapt/api/v3/
→˓change_password"

65.3.11 /api/v3/login

Initialize a connection to the server.

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"user":"admin","password":"MYPASSWORD"}' -H "Content-Type:␣
→˓application/json" "https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/login"

{"msg": "Authentication OK", "result": {"edition": "enterprise", "hosts_count": 6, "version": "1.7.4
→˓", "server_domain": "mydomain.lan", "server_uuid": "32464dd6-c261-11e8-87be-cee799b43a00"},
→˓"success": true, "request_time": 0.03377699851989746}

Hint: We can make a connection by html form than POST: https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/get_ad_
sites

65.3.12 /api/v3/packages_delete

Delete package with a precise version. Request must be in python list []. It can takes several packages separated by commas ,.

Example:

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '["demo-libreoffice-stable_5.4.6.2-3_all.wapt"]' -H "Content-
→˓Type: application/json" "https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/packages_delete"
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65.3.13 /api/v3/reset_hosts_sid

There is several possibilities: https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/reset_hosts_sid will reinitialize all host connections.

For the POST method:

Syntax is: --data-raw a dictionnary list with uuids as keys and the UUID of the hosts as values.

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["114F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4C"]}' -H "Content-
→˓Type: application/json" "https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/reset_hosts_sid"

{"msg": "Hosts connection reset launched for 1 host(s)", "result": {}, "success": true, "request_
→˓time": null}[

Hint: If you want several hosts:

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["114F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4C","04F98281-7D37-
→˓B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"]}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" "https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.
→˓mydomain.lan/api/v3/reset_hosts_sid"

{"msg": "Hosts connection reset launched for 2 host(s)", "result": {}, "success": true, "request_
→˓time": null}

65.3.14 /api/v3/trigger_wakeonlan

If hosts are WakeOnLan enabled, this API is useful.

Syntax is --data-raw: a dictionnary with key uuids and a list of host uuids.

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"]}' -H "Content-
→˓Type: application/json" "https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/trigger_wakeonlan"

{"msg": "Wakeonlan packets sent to 1 machines.", "result": [{"computer_fqdn": "win10-1809.mydomain.
→˓lan", "mac_addresses": ["7e:c4:f4:9a:87:2d"], "uuid": "04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"}],
→˓"success": true, "request_time": null}

Hint: If you want several hosts:

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15","14F620FF-DE70-
→˓9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4AD"]}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" "https://admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.
→˓mydomain.lan/api/v3/trigger_wakeonlan"

{"msg": "Wakeonlan packets sent to 2 machines.", "result": [{"computer_fqdn": "win10-1803.mydomain.
→˓lan", "mac_addresses": ["02:4f:25:74:67:71"], "uuid": "14F620FF-DE70-9E5B-996A-B597E8F9B4AD"}, {
→˓"computer_fqdn": "win10-1809.ad.alejeune.fr", "mac_addresses": ["7e:c4:f4:9a:87:2d"], "uuid":
→˓"04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"}], "success": true, "request_time": null}
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65.3.15 /api/v3/hosts_delete

"""Remove one or several hosts from Server DB and optionnally the host packages

Args:
uuids (list): list of uuids to delete
filter (csvlist of field:regular expression): filter based on attributes
delete_packages (bool): delete host's packages
delete_inventory (bool): delete host's inventory

Returns:
result (dict):

"""

If you want to delete a host from the inventory:

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"],"delete_
→˓inventory":"True","delete_packages":"True"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" "https://
→˓admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/hosts_delete"

{"msg": "1 files removed from host repository\n1 hosts removed from DB", "result": {"files": ["/var/
→˓www/wapt-host/04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15.wapt"], "records": [{"computer_fqdn": "win10-
→˓1809.mydomain.lan", "uuid": "04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"}]}, "success": true, "request_
→˓time": null}

If you do not want to delete in the inventory server:

curl --insecure -X POST --data-raw '{"uuids":["04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-8577E0049D15"],"delete_
→˓inventory":"False","delete_packages":"False"}' -H "Content-Type: application/json" "https://
→˓admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/api/v3/hosts_delete"

{"msg": "0 files removed from host repository\n1 hosts removed from DB", "result": {"files": [],
→˓"records": [{"computer_fqdn": "win10-1809.mydomain.lan", "uuid": "04F98281-7D37-B35D-8803-
→˓8577E0049D15"}]}, "success": true, "request_time": null}

65.3.16 /api/v3/trigger_host_action

Todo: Tests
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65.3.17 /api/v3/upload_waptsetup

# Upload waptsetup

#Handle the upload of customized waptagent.exe into wapt repository

### DOES NOT WORK
#curl --insecure -X POST -H "Content-Type: multipart/form-data" -F 'data=@waptagent.exe' "https://
→˓admin:MYPASSWORD@srvwapt.mydomain.lan/upload_waptsetup"

65.3.18 /api/v3/ping

Ping shows a general set of informations on a WAPT Server.

# https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/ping
# Lists WAPT Server informations

ping_wapt = wgets('https://%s:%s@%s/ping' % (wapt_user,wapt_password,wapt_url))
parsed = json.loads(ping_wapt)
print(json.dumps(parsed, indent=1, sort_keys=True))
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SIXTYSIX

CONTACTING TRANQUIL IT

Contact us for more informations:

• Tranquil IT: https://www.tranquil.it/.

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/tranquil_it.

• Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/tranquil-it.

• Forum in French: https://forum.tranquil.it/.

• Forum in English: https://www.reddit.com/r/WAPT.
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CHAPTER

SIXTYSEVEN

GLOSSARY

Administrator
Administrators
Package Developer
Package Developers In WAPT, an Administrator is a person with a Code Signing certificate that can sign packages, whether or not

they contain python code or binary files, and upload the packages to the main repository.

Local Administrator
Local Administrators A Local Administrator is a person with administrative rights on computers managed with WAPT.

Package Deployer
Package Deployers A Package Deployer is a person that can create and sign WAPT packages that do not contain python code or

binaries, eg. host and group packages, and upload them to the repository. They are typically members of local IT teams that
have knowledge of specific user needs to be satisfied by deploying WAPT packages built by central IT teams.

SuperAdmin The SuperAdmin is a User whose login and password are set during the post-configuration of the WAPT Server. In
the Discovery version of WAPT, he is the unique Administrator of WAPT.

User
Users A User is an individual who uses a machine that is equipped with a WAPT agent (WAPT Enterprise and Discovery).

Organization
Organizations The Organization is the perimeter or responsibility within which WAPT is used.

ANSSI Agence Nationale de la Sécurité des Systèmes d’Information is a French service assuming Cyber Security for the French
State and has a responsibility for counseling and helping government agencies and Critical Infrastructure Operators (OIV) with
securing their IT systems.

Website : https://www.ssi.gouv.fr/

DNS Domain Name System translates more readily memorized domain names to the numerical IP addresses needed for locating
and identifying computer services and devices.

FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name is a domain name that specifies its exact location in the tree hierarchy of the Do-
main Name System. It specifies all domain levels, including the top-level domain and the root zone. FQDN example:
wapt.nantes.pdl.organization.fr.

EPEL Extra Packages for Enterprise Linux is an extra repository for CentOS and RedHat.

GPO Group Policy Object is a feature of the Microsoft Windows NT family of operating systems that controls the working en-
vironment of user accounts and computer accounts. Group Policy provides the centralized management and configuration of
operating systems, applications, and users’ settings in an Active Directory environment.
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IDE Integrated Development Environment is a software application that provides comprehensive facilities to computer program-
mers for software development. An IDE normally consists of a source code editor, build automation tools and a debugger.

MMC Microsoft Management Console is a component of Windows that provides system administrators and advanced users an
interface for configuring and monitoring the system.

NAT Network Address Translation is a mechanism to allow computers from one network, usually with private IP addresses, to
connect to another network, usually the Internet, using only one outgoing IP address of the NAT router.

Setuphelpers Setuphelpers is a python library specifically designed for WAPT. It’s main purpose is to provide a set of functions
useful for package development, file and folder manipulation, shortcut creation, etc.

SRV A Service Record (SRV record) is a specification of data in the Domain Name System defining the location, i.e. the hostname
and port number, of servers for specified services.

virtualhost Virtual hosting is a method for hosting multiple domain names (with separate handling of each name) on a single server
(or pool of servers). This allows one server to share its resources, such as memory and processor cycles, without requiring
all services provided to use the same host name. The term virtual hosting is usually used in reference to web servers but the
principles do carry over to other Internet services.

waptagent waptagent is the agent of WAPT installed on each computer client.

waptexit waptexit is a command will launch by Windows shutdown script (on Professional version). The command run standby
upgrade packages.

waptsetup waptsetup is a setup to install a WAPT console.

Websocket Websockets is a network protocol extending HTTP protocol in order to allow bidirectional client-server socket using the
TCP connexion to a web server.

UUID Universally Unique IDentifier is a unique standard normalized identifier for practical purposes. In WAPT every computer is
referred uniquely by its UUID. For more information see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universally_unique_identifier.

CNAME field
CNAME fields A CNAME DNS field is an alias name for another A DNS field.

A field
A fields A DNS A field matches a name (generally the name of a machine) with an IP address.

Certificate Authority An CA is a third party entity that vouches the identity of individuals or services exchanging information.

PKI Public Key Infrastructure is a set of roles, policies, and procedures needed to create, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke
digital certificates and manage public-key encryption. The purpose of a PKI is to facilitate the secure electronic transfer of
information.
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CHAPTER

SIXTYEIGHT

PRESENTATION OF THE SECURITY PRINCIPLES IN WAPT

Here are documented the advanced security principles included in WAPT.

The reading of this portion of the documentation is not essential for your daily usage of WAPT; it is however recommended for you to
better understand some architectural choices made by the developers of the software.

68.1 Preamble and definitions

Attention: The WAPT service operates as a privileged system account.

Attention: From WAPT version 1.5, the default installation directory becomes C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt.

Hint: the sub-components wapttray, waptservice and waptexit of the WAPT agent may be optionally deactivated according to
usage context.
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68.2 Perimeter to secure

The elements to secure and that strictly concern WAPT are:

• The WAPT Server (waptserver).

• The WAPT agents (wapt-get) and its sub-components (wapttray, waptservice et waptexit).

• The management console (waptconsole).

• The network communications between these different components.

In complement to the elements listed above, an Organization that uses WAPT will have to choose and follow a methodology that is
adapted to her use case:

• Insure the safe provisioning of all other files that are to be incorporated into a WAPT package.

• Develop the WAPT package python setup.py script so as to avoid any exploitable security or confidentiality defect.

• Manage in a safe way the private keys for signing the packages.

• Manage in a safe way the Authorities of Certification and Revocation for the SSL and HTTPS certificates.

The safe management of these complementary elements is excluded from the perimeter of this documentation.

68.3 Description of typical users

The following roles must be understood to evaluate the security principles incorporated in WAPT:

• User
A User is an individual/ user of a WAPT equipped end-device (Enterprise and Discovery).

• Package Deployer
A Package Deployer is an individual with the ability to sign packages that DO NOT contain python code (generally group, host
and unit packages) and with the ability to upload the package to the main repository (Enterprise).

• Package Developer
A Package Developer is an individual with the ability to sign any package, may it include or not include python code, and to
upload the package to the main repository (Enterprise);

Note: The distinction between Package Deployer and Package Developer only exists in the Enterprise version of WAPT.

• SuperAdmin
The SuperAdmin is an individual with all rights within WAPT.

• Local Administrator
A Local Administrator is an individual with local administration right of the WAPT equipped end-devices (Enterprise and
Discovery);

Note: Depending on the context within this documentation, an Administrator will have the meaning of a Package Deployer, Package
Developer or SuperAdmin.
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Note: The Users that are members of the Active Directory security group waptselfservice are considered to be Local Administrators
from the point of view of WAPT security.

68.4 Description of the sensitive assets in WAPT

By definition, a sensitive asset is a data (or a function) that is considered as having value to an attacker.

Its value is estimated according to several security criteria (also called security needs):

• Availability;

• Integrity;

• Confidentiality;

• Authenticity.

The sensitive assets to protect are as follows:

68.4.1 Sensitive assets A1: communications

Communications between the central WAPT Server and the WAPT agents, as well as the communications between the WAPT console
and the WAPT Server are a sensitive asset and they must be protected.

Note: Need for securing the communications

• Integrity;

• Confidentiality;

• Authenticity.

68.4.2 Sensitive asset A2: inventory data

The informations on the state of deployment of the packages, as well as hardware and software configurations of the end-devices are
a sensitive asset and they must be protected.

Note: Security need of the inventory data

• Integrity;

• Confidentiality.
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68.4.3 Sensitive asset A3: log journals

The logs generated by WAPT on the central server and by the agents are a sensitive asset and they must be protected.

Note: Security needs of historical logs

• Availability.

68.4.4 Sensitive asset A4: configuration values

The configuration values (HTTPS server keys, database access configuration, server authentication configuration) are sensitive and
they must be protected.

Note: Security needs of configuration values

• Integrity;

• Confidentiality.

68.4.5 Sensitive asset A5: WAPT executables on the end-devices

The WAPT executables installed on managed clients are a sensitive asset and they must be protected (i.e. the content of the <WAPT>
directory that includes the binaries, the configuration files and the local database).

Note: Security needs of configuration values

• Integrity.

68.4.6 Sensitive asset A6: authentication

Authentication to the administration console as well as the authentication of the clients on the WAPT Server are a sensitive asset and
they must be protected (public key of each WAPT agent).

Note: Security need of the authentication

• Integrity;

• Confidentiality.
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68.5 Description of hypotheses on WAPT’s working environment

By definition, the hypotheses are statements on WAPT’s usage context or its working environment.

The following hypotheses on WAPT’s working environment must be considered:

68.5.1 Hypothesis H1: the Administrators and the Package Deployers are trained

The Administrators and the Package Deployers are trained on WAPT usage. In particular, they must insure that their logins, passwords
and private keys are kept secret.

68.5.2 Hypothesis H2: the operating systems underlying WAPT are sane

WAPT’s underlying operating systems implement adequate protection mechanisms that are configured according to good practice
(confinement, access control, etc).

The underlying operating system are patched and up to date at the time of the installation of WAPT, they are free of viruses, trojan
horses, etc.

68.5.3 Hypothesis H3: the binaries necessary for WAPT to operate are sane

All libraries and tools necessary to install WAPT are considered to be sane. Upon the WAPT agent receiving a request, the agent
verifies that the request has been properly signed.

68.5.4 Hypothesis H4: the WAPT packages are built in a safe manner

The Administrator is responsible for insuring that the files to be incorporated into a WAPT package come from safe sources and are
free of viruses, trojan horses, etc.

68.5.5 Hypothesis H5: the Users of the end-devices are not Local Administrators

A User must not have local administration rights on the WAPT equipped device. Otherwise, the User must be considered a Local
Administrator.

In particular, a User must not have write access to WAPT’s installation directory.

68.5.6 Hypothesis H6: the Local Administrators are trained

The Local Administrator of a device must be trained to use WAPT, or at minimum he must not make changes to files located in
WAPT’s installation folder.
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68.6 Description of threats on WAPT’s sensitive assets

By definition, a threat is an action or an event susceptible to bring prejudice to the security of the WAPT equipped device.

The threat agents to be considered for evaluating security in WAPT are as follows:

• Unauthorized entities: it is a human attacker or an entity that interacts with WAPT without legitimately having access to it.

Note: The Administrators and the Local Administrators are not considered to be attackers.

The threats bearing on WAPT’s sensitive assets defined above are as follow:

68.6.1 Threat T1: installation of an unsafe software by an unauthorized entity

This threat corresponds to an attacker that would be able to use a component of the WAPT agent to permanently install a malicious
application, or to remove or deactivate a security component on the WAPT equipped device.

68.6.2 Threat T2: modification of configuration values by an unauthorized entity

The threat corresponds to an attacker that would be able to modify a configuration element of WAPT that had been previously defined
by a legitimate WAPT Administrator.

68.6.3 Threat T3: illegitimate access by an unauthorized entity

This threat corresponds to an attacker that would be able to recover the login credentials of an Administrator, or bypass the authenti-
cation mechanism in such a way to access or alter a sensitive asset stored on the server. It also corresponds to an attacker being able
to impersonate a WAPT agent.

68.6.4 Threat T4: network listening by an unauthorized entity

This threat corresponds to an attacker being able to intercept and gain knowledge of network traffic between the WAPT agents and the
server hosting WAPT.

68.6.5 Threat T5: modification of network traffic by an unauthorized entity (type Man In The
Middle)

This threat corresponds to an attacker being able to alter network traffic between the agents and the server hosting WAPT, or between
the console and the WAPT Server.
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68.7 Description of WAPT’s security functions

By definition, security functions are the set of technical measures and mechanisms implemented to protect in a proportionate way the
sensitive assets against identified threats.

68.7.1 Security function F1: access authentication

Security function F1A: authentication of a device on initial registration in the WAPT database

New in version 1.5.

Note: risks avoided

• The registering of an illegitimate device in the database.

• A denial-of-service attack by overloading the database.

• The insertion of a fraudulent inventory in the database.

Solution implemented

To exist in the database and thus to appear in the management console, a device must register with the WAPT Server using the
register command.

The register command may be executed automatically when installing or updating the WAPT agent if the device has a kerberos
machine account that is correctly registered in the Organization’s Active Directory domain.

If the device does not present to the WAPT Server a valid kerberos ticket, then the register fails;

Note: The kerberos registration method assumes that the Active Directory server is responsive at the time of launch of the register
command.

Security function F1B: verification of server HTTPS certificates by the WAPT agents

New in version 1.5.

Note: risks avoided (notably MITM)

• The sending of sensitive informations to an illegitimate and unauthorized WAPT Server.

• The recovery of sensitive informations by an unauthorized entity.

• The display of fake information in the management console of the Administrator.

• An incorrect date to be sent upon a HEAD request, thus preventing future upgrades (request for a modified file date).

• Sending the WAPT console password to an illegitimate and unauthorized WAPT Server.
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Solution implemented

For the secured version of WAPT to work correctly:

• An option for verifying the server HTTPS certificate is introduced in C:\Program Files (x86)\waptwapt-get.ini on the
WAPT agents that will force the verification of the server certificate by the WAPT agents.

• An option for verifying the server HTTPS certificate is introduced in C:\Program Files (x86)\waptwapt-get.ini on the
WAPT agents that will force the verification of the server certificate by the WAPT console.

Technically, it may be implemented in two ways:

• By using a certificate verification tool implemented in the configuration file of WAPT’s Nginx web server; this method is
typically provided by a Certificate Authority that is trusted by your network.

• By using the certificate pinning method, which consists of providing the WAPT agent a short list of trusted certificates that will
be stored in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl\server.

Security function F1C: no listening port on the WAPT agents

New in version 1.5.

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity using an open port fraudulently.

Solution implemented

The connections to the WAPT Server are initiated exclusively by the agents, and the forced immediate actions are relayed through a
permanent websocket initiated by the WAPT agent (update/ upgrade/ install . . . ).

Note: if HTTPS is activated, then the WAPT agent checks that the websocket is connecting to the rightful server.

Security function F1D: signature of inventory return states

New in version 1.3.12.13.

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity sending a fake inventory for a device that rightfully exists in the database.
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Solution implemented

• On the first register, each device generates a key/ certificate pair that is stored in C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\
private, only accessible in read-only mode to Local Administrators. Once the device has successfully registered, the public
key is sent to the WAPT Server.

• When the inventory is updated, the new inventory status is sent along with the private key of the device. The new inventory is
then decrypted with the public key stored in the database.

• The server will refuse any inventory that is signed with a wrong key.

Security function F1E: verification of authorizations before launching of WAPT commands

Note: risks avoided

• Avoid the execution of sensitive tasks on WAPT clients by unauthorized entities.

Solution implemented

The Users interact with WAPT through WAPT user interfaces (wapt-get in command line interface, wapttray, waptexit,
waptselfservice).

The user interfaces then delegate the execution of the desired tasks to the local WAPT service running as system account.

The following actions do not require to be authenticated with the WAPT service:

• wapt-get update (update the available list of packages).

• wapt-get upgrade (launch waiting upgrades).

• wapt-get download-upgrade (download waiting upgrades).

• wapt-get clean (remove packages left in cache after installation).

• stop any running WAPT task.

• stop/ reload the WAPT service.

The other actions require the User be authenticated and the User either be a member of the waptselfservice Active Directory security
group, or be a Local Administrator, they are:

• wapt-get install: requests the WAPT agent to install a WAPT package flagged as MISSING.

• wapt-get remove: requests the WAPT agent to remove a package.

• wapt-get forget: requests the WAPT agent to forget the existence of a previously installed WAPT package without removing
the software or the configuration.
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68.7.2 Security function F2: protecting the integrity of the installation process of WAPT pack-
ages

Security function F2A: signature of WAPT packages

Note: risks avoided

• To avoid an unauthorized entity modifying the content or the behavior of a WAPT package.

Solution implemented

• When an Administrator or a Package Deployer builds a WAPT package, the file manifest.sha256 is created that lists the
control sums of all files in the package.

• A file signature.sha256 encrypted with the WAPT agent’s private key is then created in the folder WAPT; it contains the
control sum of the file manifest.sha256.

• The whole is then compressed and suffixed with a .wapt extension.

• When a WAPT agent downloads a WAPT package, the agent checks that the file signature.sha256 has been signed with the
private key that matches the certificate present in the folder WAPT.

• The WAPT agent then checks that the certificate or the chain of certificates in certificate.crt has been signed with a key
matching one of the certificates present in the folder C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\ssl.

• The WAPT agent then generates the control sum of all the files contained in the package (except the files signature.sha256
and certificate.crt) and verifies that it matches the file manifest.sha256 contained in the package.

• If one of these steps does not pass, this means that a file has been modified/ added/ removed. The execution of the setup.py
is then canceled.

• The altered package is then deleted from the local cache and the event is journalized in the logs of the agent.

Note: Since the version 1.5 of WAPT, the format of the manifest file has changed from sha1 to sha256.

Security function F2B: signature of the attributes in the control files

New in version 1.4.

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity modifying WAPT dependencies on WAPT equipped devices by falsifying https://waptserver/
wapt/Packages.
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Solution implemented

When a WAPT package is signed, the sensitive attributes of the package are listed inside the signed_attributes attribute of the control
file.

Note: Example of a signed_attributes list:

package, version, architecture, section, priority, maintainer, description, depends, conflicts, maturity, locale, min_os_version,
max_os_version, min_wapt_version, sources, installed_size, signer, signer_fingerprint, signature_date, signed_attributes,

The attributes listed in signed_attributes are signed with the private key of the Administrator and stored in the attribute signature of
the control file.

The certificate matching the private key is stored in WAPT\certificate.crt inside the WAPT package.

On the WAPT Server, the index Packages is regenerated when the wapt-scanpackages command is triggered by adding or removing
a package.

The WAPT Server extracts from each package the certificate of the signer and adds it in the Packages zip file in the directory ssl.
Each certificate is named after its hexadecimal encoded fingerprint.

When the WAPT agent launches an update, it downloads the Packages index file that contains the signed attributes of all available
packages and the certificates of the signers.

If the signer’s certificate is approved, which means that the certificate has been signed by a Trusted Certificate Authority or that the
certificate itself is trusted, AND if the signer’s certificate can verify the attributes’ signature, the package is added to the index of
available packages. Otherwise it is ignored.

Security function F2C: access restriction to the installation folder of the WAPT agent

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity modifying the behavior of a WAPT agent.

The installation folder C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt is accessible in read-write mode:

• To the Local Administrators by direct access to the installation folder of the WAPT agent on the device.

• To the Administrators through the deployment of WAPT agent upgrades.

Neither the Package Deployers, nor the Users have write-access to the WAPT agent’s installation folder.

Security function F2D: total access restriction to the folder storing the key / certificate for inventory signing

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity falsifying an inventory status update.

• An unauthorized entity impersonating the identity of a WAPT equipped device.

No access right is granted to any User to C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt\private, whomever he may be. Only the WAPT agent
has a write and read access to this folder.
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Note: This method for storing the key and the certificate results from a technical design choice that says that the WAPT equipped
device would embed any and all information related to itself.

68.7.3 Security function F3: securing the communications between the different components
of WAPT

Security function F3A: signature of immediate action calls sent to the WAPT agents

New in version 1.5.

Note: risks avoided

• An unauthorized entity sending falsified requests to the WAPT agents.

Solution implemented

The following commands are signed by the WAPT Server before being relayed to the targeted WAPT agents via their Websockets:

• wapt-get install: requests the WAPT agent to install a WAPT package flagged as MISSING.

• wapt-get remove: requests the WAPT agent to remove a package.

• wapt-get forget: requests the WAPT agent to forget the existence of a previously installed WAPT package without removing
the software or the configuration.

• wapt-get update-status: requests the WAPT agent to send its current inventory status to the WAPT Server.

• wapt-get upgrade: requests the WAPT agent to execute a package flagged as NEED UPGRADE.

• wapt-get update: requests the WAPT agent to update the list of available packages.

All the attributes in the requests for immediate action are signed:

• The device’s UUID;

• The action (ex: install);

• The arguments (ex: tis-firefox);

• The timestamp of the requests.

The certificate matching the signature is passed along:

• Upon receiving a request, the WAPT agent verifies that the request has been properly signed.

• The agent will the verify that the timestamp is within a one minute delay window.

• Ultimately, the agent will verify that the certificate is authorized to launch actions.
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68.8 Presentation of cryptographic processes

Date Dec 02, 2022
Written by Hubert TOUVET
Applicable for WAPT >= 1.5.0.17
Version of the Document 1.5.0.17-0

• Folders and files referenced in this document

• Definitions of Actors

• Summary of crypto modules present in WAPT

• Key and certificate management for the Administrators

– Validity of the Administrator’s certificate

– Authorizing an Administrator’s certificate to sign a package

• Managing the WAPT agent’s key and certificate

– First emission and later update of the WAPT agent’s certificate

– Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification to verify packages and validate actions on Clients

– Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification for the HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients and the
WAPT Server

• HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients and the WAPT repositories

– Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification

– Websocket communications between the WAPT clients and the WAPT Server

• Communications between the WAPT console and the WAPT Server

– Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification

– Deploying the certificates of Authorities of Certification to verify packages imported in the main repository

• Process for signing a package

– Initial parameters

– Signing the attributes in the control file

– Signing the files of the package

• Verifying the signature of a package attributes

• Verifying the signature of a WAPT package

• Signing immediate actions

– Signing process for immediate actions

– Verifying the signature of an immediate action

• Verifying the complete download of a package

Cryptographic processes are used in the following activities:
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• Signature and verification of the files contained in a package.

• Signature and verification of the attributes of a package.

• Signature and verification of instantaneous actions on the WAPT clients.

• Signature of inventories and status of WAPT clients.
• Authentication of the WAPT client Websocket connections on the WAPT server.

• HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients and the WAPT Server.

• HTTPS communication between the WAPT console and the WAPT Server.

• HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients and the WAPT repositories.

68.8.1 Folders and files referenced in this document

• <WAPT>: WAPT installation folder. By default %Program Files (x86)%WAPT.

• <WAPT>wapt-get.ini: WAPT client configuration file (wapt-get and waptservice).

• <WAPT>ssl: default directory for signed actions and trusted certificates.

• <WAPT>sslserver: default directory for storing HTTPS server certificates (pinning).

• <WAPT>private: default certificate directory for signing the inventory and the Websocket connections.

• %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini: configuration file for the console and package development actions for
the wapt-get tool.

• %appdata%waptconsolessl: default trusted certificate directory for importing packages from an external repository (i.e.
package templates).

68.8.2 Definitions of Actors

• Organization
An Organization is the realm of responsibility within which WAPT is used.

• Certificate Authority
A Certificate Authority is the entity that keeps the keys that have been used to sign certificates for the Package Developers, the
Package Deployers and the HTTPS servers.

• Administrators
Administrators have a personal RSA key and a certificate that has been signed by the Certificate Authority of the Organization;
they also have a login and a password for accessing the WAPT console.

• WAPT clients
WAPT clients are the realm of devices that the Organization has allowed the Administrators to manage with WAPT. The clients
may or may not be a member of the Organization’s Active Directory domain.

• WAPT Server
The WAPT Server is the Linux / Nginx/ PostgreSQL that the Organization uses to keep the inventory of WAPT equipped
devices.

By default, the WAPT Server also plays the role of an internal WAPT Repository. The WAPT Server has a machine account in
the Organization’s Active Directory.
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• Internal WAPT repositories
Internal WAPT repositories are one or several Linux/ Nginx servers that deliver signed WAPT packages to WAPT clients using
the HTTPS protocol.

• External WAPT repositories
External WAPT repositories are a public WAPT repository that the Package Developers may use to import packages designed
by other Organizations, under the condition that they check the adequacy of the WAPT package in regards the internal policies
on security and safety;

• Active Directory Server
The Active Directory Server manages the Organization’s AD domain;

68.8.3 Summary of crypto modules present in WAPT

Todo: sfonteneau

On the client side of WAPT (WAPT 1.5.0.12):

• Python 2.7.13 standard ssl module linked on OpenSSL 1.0.2j 26 Sep 2016: used for the HTTPS connections between the
WAPT clients and the WAPT server.

• cryptography==1.9 linked on openssl 1.1.0f: used for all RSA crypto operations such as key generations, X509 certificate
generations and signature verifications.

• kerberos-sspi==0.2 and requests-kerberos==0.11.0: used for authenticating the WAPT client on its first registering on the
WAPT Server.

• pyOpenSSL==17.0.0: used to recover the WAPT Server certificate chain.

• certifi==2017.4.17: used as base for the Root Authorities certificates.

• Openssl 1.0.2l dll: used in waptcommon.pas written with the FPC Indy library and the TIdSSLIOHandlerSocketOpenSSL
class.

On the server side of WAPT:

• nginx/1.10.2: configured for TLS1.2, cipher ‘EECDH+AESGCM:EDH+AESGCM:AES256+EECDH:AES256+EDH’.

• python 2.7.5 standard ssl module linked on OpenSSL 1.0.1e-fips 11 Feb 2013.

• cryptography==1.9 linked on OpenSSL 1.0.1e-fips 11 Feb 2013: used for all RSA crypto operations such as key gen-
erations, X509 certificate generations and signature verifications.

68.8.4 Key and certificate management for the Administrators

Packages and actions done by an Administrator are signed so that only Trusted Administrators are authorized to manage the devices.

The WAPT Administrator holds:

• A private 2048 bit RSA key that has been encrypted by the aes-256-cbc algorithm.

• A X509 certificate signed by an Certificate Authority trusted by the Organization.
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Note: The process for creating the keys and signing, distributing and revocating the certificates are of the responsibility of the
Organization using WAPT; that process is beyond the functional perimeter of WAPT.

However, to make the testing of WAPT easy, WAPT offers a function to generate a RSA key and its corresponding X509 certificate:

• The generated RSA key is 2048bit long, encrypted with aes-256-cbc, encoded in PEM format and saved with a .pem extension.

• The certificate is either self-signed, or signed by a Trusted Authority from whom we have received a key and a PEM formated
certificate.

• If the certificate is self-signed, then its KeyUsage attribute contains the keyCertSign flag.

• If the Administrator is authorized by the Organization to sign packages that contain python code (the presence of a setup.py
file is detected in the package), the extendedKeyUsage attribute of the certificate contains the CodeSigning flag.

• The X509 certificate is encoded and handed over to the Administrator in PEM format with a .crt extension.

Validity of the Administrator’s certificate

For WAPT version up to 1.5.0.12, WAPT agent does not verify the revocation state of the Administrator’s certificate during the process
of verifying the package, the attributes or the actions of the Administrator.

It only checks the dates of validity (notValidBefore/ notValidAfter attributes). The certificate is valid if (Now >= notValidBefore and
Now <= notValidAfter).

Authorizing an Administrator’s certificate to sign a package

The certificate used by the WAPT console to sign packages and actions is defined with the personal_certificate_path parameter in the
section [global] of the file %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini.

WAPT asks the Administrator for his password and then searches a private key (encoded in PEM format) that matches a certificate
amongst the .pem files in the directory containing the certificates.

When signing a package, WAPT will refuse the certificate if the package contains a setup.py file and the certificate is not a Code-
Signing type.

68.8.5 Managing the WAPT agent’s key and certificate

The WAPT client (waptservice) uses RSA keys and X509 certificates to interact with the WAPT Server.

The WAPT client certificate is used in the following situations:

• When updating the WAPT client status on the server (update_server_status) signing informations.
• When the WAPT agent establishes a Websocket with the server (waptservice) signing the WAPT client UUID.
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First emission and later update of the WAPT agent’s certificate

• On finishing the installation process of the WAPT agent on the device, the WAPT agent automatically registers itself on the
WAPT Server by sending a kerberos authenticated HTTPS request that uses the TGT of the machine account.

The WAPT agent uses Windows kerberos APIs implemented with kerberos-sspi and requests-kerberos python
modules.

Note: this process works if and only if the device is joined to the Windows domain for which the WAPT Server is configured.

If the key and the certificates have not yet been generated, or if they do not match the current FQDN of the device, the WAPT agent
generates a self-signed RSA key and X509 certificate with the following parameters:

• The key is 2048 bit RSA encoded in PEM format and stored in the file <WAPT>private<device FQDN>.pem.

• The generated certificate has the following attributes:

– Subject.COMMON_NAME = <device FQDN>.

– Subject.ORGANIZATIONAL_UNIT_NAME = name of the Organization registered in the WAPT client’s Windows registry.

– SubjectAlternativeName.DNSName = <device FQDN>.

– BasicConstraint.CA = True.

– Validity = 10 years.

– Serialnumber = random;

• The certificate is saved in the <WAPT>private<device FQDN>.crt.

Note: Only machine accounts and Local Administrators have access to the <WAPT>private directory because specific ACLs
have been applied upon first installation of the WAPT agent on the device.

• The inventory and the WAPT agent status updates are sent to the WAPT Server over POST HTTPS requests;

• The POST HTTPS requests are authenticated by adding two specific headers:

• X-Signature:

– JSON encoded BLOB of inventory or status informations.

– signature of the JSON file with the private key of the WAPT Client: sha256 hashing and PKCS#1 v1.5 padding.

– base64 encoding of the signature.

• X-Signer: Subject.COMMON_NAME or UUID of the WAPT Client.

• After having initially authenticated the WAPT client with kerberos, the WAPT Server receives the certificate sent by the Client
and stores it in the table hosts of its inventory in PEM format (column host_certificate).

Note: If the device is renamed, the key/ certificate pair is regenerated.

When the WAPT agent will update its status with the WAPT Server, the POST request will be refused because the remote device is
registered in the database with another certificate.

The device will then retry to register with the WAPT Server using kerberos; then the new certificate will be saved in the database.
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Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification to verify packages and validate actions on Clients

PEM formatted certificates are stored in files with .crt or .pem extensions in the directory defined with the public_certs_dir
parameter in the <WAPT>wapt-get.ini file. They are reputed to be trusted certificates.
The public_certs_dir parameter is initialized by default to be <WAPT>ssl.

Authority certificates are deployed when the WAPT agents are first deployed.

From the console, the Administrator compiles a personalized installer to be deployed by GPO or other means on target devices.

The WAPT console includes in its personalized installer the certificates present in the <WAPT>ssl directory of the PC on which the
installer is being compiled.

The Administrator must insure to save in <WAPT>ssl only the certificates of Authorities that are strictly necessary before launching
the compilation of the installer.

New or updated certificates of Certificate Authority for the verification of packages and the validation of actions may also be deployed
a posteriori with an Active Directory GPO or a WAPT package.

Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification for the HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients
and the WAPT Server

The WAPT service (waptservice) and the command line tool wapt-get exchange with the WAPT Server to send its inventory
(register) and the package deployment status (update-status).

These two types of connections verify the HTTPS certificate of the WAPT Server.

verify_cert parameter in section [global] in <WAPT>wapt-get.ini:

• verify_cert = 1

this method will only work well if the HTTPS server is configured to send its certificate and the intermediary certificates upon
initialization of the TLS connexion.

• verify_cert = <path to .pem>

check the HTTPS certificate using the indicated bundle of certificates. All the certificates of the intermediary Certificate Au-
thorities must be bundled in a .pem formated file;

• verify_cert = 0

do not verify the HTTPS certificate of the server;

Conventionally, the approved bundle of certificates from the Certificate Authority is stored in the <WAPT>sslserver directory.

The WAPT console includes a function to facilitate the initial recovery of the server certificate chain. The function stores it in .pem
format in <WAPT>sslserver<server FQDN>.

The Administrator is responsible for insuring that the recovered certificate chain is authentic.

During the compilation of the WAPT agent installer, the certificates or the bundle of certificates is incorporated into the installer.

When the installer is deployed on the WAPT clients, the bundle is copied in <WAPT>sslserver and the verify_cert parameter in
section``[global]`` in <WAPT>wapt-get.ini is filled out to indicate the path to the bundle.
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68.8.6 HTTPS communication between the WAPT clients and the WAPT repositories

Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification

The HTTPS exchanges between the WAPT agent and the main repository and between the WAPT agent and the WAPT Server use the
same methods.

The WAPT agent uses the same bundle of certificates to communicate in HTTPS with the main repository, with the WAPT Server,
and with the secondary repositories.

The HTTPS connection is implemented with requests, urllib3 et ssl python modules.

The certificate emitted by the repository HTTPS server is verified with the urllib3.contrib.pysopenssl.PyOpenSSLContext
and urllib3.util.ssl_wrap_socket python modules.

Websocket communications between the WAPT clients and the WAPT Server

To allow immediate actions on the WAPT clients, the WAPT service deployed on the clients establishes and maintains a permanent
Websocket with the WAPT server.

This connection is TLS encrypted and uses on the client side the same bundle of certificates as the HTTPS connexion from the WAPT
client to the WAPT Server.

68.8.7 Communications between the WAPT console and the WAPT Server

Deploying certificates of Authorities of Certification

verify_cert parameter in section [global] in file %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini:

• verify_cert = 1

this method will only work well if the HTTPS server is configured to send its certificate and the intermediary certificates upon
initialization of the TLS connexion.

• verify_cert = <path to .pem>

check the HTTPS certificate using the indicated bundle of certificates. All the certificates of the intermediary Certificate Au-
thorities must be bundled in a .pem formated file;

• verify_cert = 0

do not verify the HTTPS certificate of the server;

Conventionally, the approved bundle of certificates from the Certificate Authority is stored in the <WAPT>sslserver directory.

The WAPT console includes a function that facilitates the initial recovery of the server certificate chain and that stores it in .pem format
in the <WAPT>sslserver<server FQDN>.

The Administrator is responsible for insuring that the recovered certificate chain is authentic.

It is also possible to recover the server certificate chain and fill out the verify_cert parameter with the command line wapt-get
enable-check-certificate.
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Deploying the certificates of Authorities of Certification to verify packages imported in the main repository

In the WAPT console, tab Private Repository, a button Import from Internet allows to download a package from
an external repository whose address is provided with the repo-url parameter in the section [wapt_templates] of
%LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini.

A checkbox Verify Package Signature insures that the imported package has been signed with a trusted certificate.

The certificates from Trusted Authorities present in the directory specified with the public_certs_dir parameter in section
[wapt_templates] in file %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini are considered to be trusted.

If the parameter is not explicitly mentioned, it is initialized at %appdata%waptconsolessl.

This directory is not automatically populated by WAPT. It is the responsibility of the Administrator to copy/ paste into it the PEM files
of other trusted Administrators or the certificates from trusted Certificate Authorities.

The Certificates from Trusted Authorities are encoded in .pem format and stored in files with .pem or .crt extensions. It is possible to
store several certificates in each .crt or .pem file.

It is not necessary to have the complete chain of certificates, WAPT will accept the signature of a package as long as:

• the certificate of the package is also included in the public_certs_dir directory. The matching is done using the fingerprint of
the certificate;

• the certificate of the Authority that has signed the certificate of the package is included in the public_certs_dir directory. The
matching is done using the issuer_subject_hash attribute of the certificate. The signature of the certificate is done using the
x509.verification.CertificateVerificationContext class;

68.8.8 Process for signing a package

The process for signing a package is launched with the following actions:

• action wapt-get.exe build-upload <directory>.

• action wapt-get.exe sign-package <path-to-package-file.wapt>.

• shell command wapt-signpackage.py <WAPT-package-list>.

• saving a host package in the WAPT console.

• saving a group package in the WAPT console.

• importing a package from an external repository.

• creating a package with the MSI setup wizard.

Initial parameters

• ZIP file of the package;

• .pem formated RSA private key of the certificate holder (encrypted with OpenSSL’s aes-256-cbc algorithm if the key has been
created in the WAPT console);

• X509 certificate of the certificate holder matching the private key;

• if the package to be signed contains a setup.py file, then the X509 certificate must have the advanced Key Usage extension
codeSigning (1.3.6.1.5.5.7.3.3);
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Signing the attributes in the control file

The control file defines the metadata of a package and in particular its name, its version, its dependencies and its conflicts. It is the
identity card of the WAPT package.

These metadata are primarily used by the WAPT agent to determine whether a package must be upgraded, and what packages must
be first installed or removed.

The package attributes are therefore signed to insure the integrity and the authenticity of the WAPT package.

Process steps:

• The attributes signed_attributes, signer, signature_date, signer_fingerprint are added to the structure of the control file:

– signed_attributes: comma separated list of the names of the attributes;

– signer: CommonName of the certificate holder;

– signature_date: current date and time (UTC) in ‘%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S format;

– signer_fingerprint: hexadecimal encoded sha256 fingerprint of the fingerprint obtained with the fingerprint function
included in the cryptography.x509.Certificate class.

• The attributes of the control structure are JSON encoded.

• The resulting JSON BLOB is signed with sha256 hashing and PKCS#1 v1.5 padding.

• The signature is base64 encoded and stored as a signature attribute in the control file.

Signing the files of the package

• The control file attributes are signed and serialized in JSON format. The result is stored in the <WAPT>control file of the
WAPT package.

• The PEM serialized X509 certificate of the certificate holder is stored in the <WAPT>certificate.crt file of the WAPT
package.

• The sha256 fingerprints of the all files contained in the WAPT package are hexadecimal encoded and stored as a JSON list
[(filename,hash),] in the <WAPT>manifest.sha256 file in the WAPT package.

• The content of the file <WAPT>manifest.sha256 is signed with the private key of the Administrator (2048 bit RAS key),
sha256 hashed and PKCS#1 v1.5 padded:

– The signature process relies on the signing function of the cryptography.rsa.RSAPrivateKey.signer class.

– cryptography.rsa.RSAPrivateKey.signer relies on the OpenSSL functions of EVP_DigestSignInit.

• The signature is base64 serialized and stored in the file <WAPT>signature.sha256 of the WAPT package.

68.8.9 Verifying the signature of a package attributes

The verification takes place:

• When the index file of available packages on the WAPT client is updated from the Packages index file on the repository.

• When a package signature is verified (installation, download) when not in development mode, i.e. if the installation takes place
from a ZIP file and not from a development directory.

The verification consists of:

• Reading the control attributes from the WAPT package’s control file.
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• Recovering the X509 certificate from the certificate holder from the WAPT package’s certificate.crt file.

• Decoding the base64 formated signature attribute.

• Constructing a JSON structure with the attributes to be signed (such as defined in the PackageEntry class).

• Verifying if the public key of the holder’s certificate can verify the hash of the JSON structured list of attributes and the signature
of the control file, using sha256 hashing and PKCS#1 v1.5 padding.

• Verifying whether the certificate is trusted (either it is present in the list of trusted certificates, or signed by a Trusted Certificate
Authority).

In case we must verify the attributes without having the WAPT package on hand, we recover the list of certificates of potential
certificate holders from the Packages index file on the WAPT repository. The certificates are named ssl/<hexadecimal formated
certificate fingerprint>.crt.

An attribute in the WAPT package’s control file specifies the fingerprint of the control file’s certificate holder.

68.8.10 Verifying the signature of a WAPT package

The verification takes place:

• When installing a package on a WAPT client.

• When editing an existing package.

• When importing a package from an external repository (if the checkbox is checked in the WAPT console).

The verification consists of:

• Recovering the X509 certificate from the certificate holder from the WAPT package’s certificate.crt file.

• Verifying that the certificate has been signed by a Trusted Authority whose certificate is present in the folder ssl on the WAPT
client.

• Verifying the signature of the file manifest.sha256 with the public key.

68.8.11 Signing immediate actions

From the WAPT console, the Administrators may launch actions directly on the WAPT clients connected with the WAPT Server using
Websockets.

The WAPT console signs these actions with the key and certificate of the Administrator before sending them to the WAPT Server
using an HTTPS POST request; the request is then forwarded to the targeted WAPT clients.

Possible immediate actions are:

• trigger_host_update.

• trigger_host_upgrade.

• trigger_install_packages.

• trigger_remove_packages.

• trigger_forget_packages.

• trigger_cancel_all_tasks.

• trigger_host_register.
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Signing process for immediate actions

• The action is defined by its name and the actions attributes. The attributes are uuid, action, force, notify_server, and packages
(for actions implicating a list of packages).

• The attributes signed_attributes, signer, signature_date, signer_certificate are added to the structure of the action:

– signed_attributes list of the attributes that are signed.

– signer Subject.COMMON_NAME of certificate holder.

– signature_date: current date and time (UTC) in ‘%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S’ format.

– signer_certificate certificate holder’s base64 encoded X509 certificate.

• The structure is JSON encoded.

• The signature of the JSON file is calculated from the RSA private key of the signer using a sha256 hash algorithm and a PKCS1
v1.5 padding.

• The signature is base64 encoded and stored on the signature attribute inside the JSON file.

Verifying the signature of an immediate action

From the WAPT console, the Administrators may launch actions directly on the WAPT clients connected with the WAPT Server using
Websockets.

The actions are JSON encoded, signed with the key and certificate of the Administrator, and relayed to the targeted WAPT clients by
the WAPT Server.

Possible immediate actions are:

• trigger_host_update.

• trigger_host_upgrade.

• trigger_install_packages.

• trigger_remove_packages.

• trigger_forget_packages.

• trigger_cancel_all_tasks.

• trigger_host_register.

The action get_tasks_status does not require SSL authentication.

Upon receiving an event on the Websocket connexion of the WAPT client:

• The X509 certificate of the certificate holder is extracted from the JSON file (format PEM).

• The WAPT client tests whether the certificate is to be trusted, i.e. that it is present in <WAPT>ssl or that it has been signed by
a Trusted Authority (certificate of the Authority present in <WAPT>ssl).

• The WAPT client checks whether the certificate can verify the signature that is present in the JSON structure of the action,
which consists of:

– Extracting the base64 encoded signature from the signature attribute in the JSON file;

– Extracting the signature date formated in ‘%Y-%m-%dT%H:%M:%S’ from the signature_date attribute;

– Checking that the signature date is neither too old in the past, nor too late into the future by over 10 minutes;
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– Reconstructing a JSON representation of the attributes of the action;

– Checking that the certificate’s public key can verify the JSON file with the signature by using a sha256 hash algorithm
and a PKCS1 v1.5 padding.

68.8.12 Verifying the complete download of a package

For each package, a md5 sum of the package is calculated and stored in the Packages index file of the repository.

When installing a package, the WAPT client checks whether a local version of the package is already available in the cache directory
<WAPT>cache.

If the package file is cached, its md5 sum is calculated and compared with the md5 sum in the index file. If they are different, the
cached package is deleted.

This md5 sum is only used to insure that a package has been fully downloaded.

The checking of the signature of the package will be used instead of the md5 sum to fully insure the integrity and the authenticity of
the WAPT package.
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CHAPTER

SIXTYNINE

(FOR SOFTWARE EDITORS) APPLYING BEST PRACTICES TO PACKAGING
SOFTWARE

Note: _benwa is a system administrator and he has authorized Tranquil IT to republish his excellent rant on reddit Developers, you
can make sysadmins happier.

69.1 Environment variables

• Environmental variables have been around since DOS. They can make your (and my) life easier.

69.2 Program directories

• Not every system uses C:\ as the main drive. Some enterprises use folder redirection, and relocate the Documents folder. Some
places in the world do not speak English and their directories reflect that. Use those environmental variables to make your
programs just work:

– %SystemDrive% is the drive where %SystemRoot% is located. You most likely don’t need to actually know this;

– %SystemRoot% is where the Windows directory is located. You hopefully don’t care about this. Leave the Windows
directory alone;

– %ProgramFiles% is where you should place your program files, preferable in a CompanyProgram structure;

– %ProgramFiles(x86)% is where you should place your 32-bit program files. Please update them for 64-bit. 32-bit will
eventually be unsupported, and business will be waiting for you to get your shit together for far longer than necessary;

– %ProgramData% is where you should store data that isn’t user specific, but still needs to be written to by users (Users
don’t have write access to this folder either).

Your program shouldn’t require administrator rights to run as you shouldn’t have us writing to the %ProgramFiles%
directory. Also, don’t throw executables in here.

– %Temp% is where you can process temporary data. Place that data within a unique folder name (maybe a generated GUID
perhaps) so you don’t cause an incompatibility with another program. Windows will even do the cleanup for you. Don’t
put temporary data in in %ProgramData% or %ProgramFiles%;

– %AppData% is where you can save the user running your program settings. This is a fantastic location that can by synced
with a server and used to quickly and easily migrate a user to a new machine and keep all of their program settings. Don’t
put giant or ephemeral files here.
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You could be the cause of a very slow login if you put the wrong stuff here and a machine needs to sync it up. DON’T
PUT YOUR PROGRAM FILES HERE. The business decides what software is allowed to run, not you and a bunch of
users who may not know how their company’s environment is set up;

– %LocalAppData% is where you can put bigger files that are specific to a user and computer. You don’t need to sync up a
thumbnail cache. They won’t be transferred when a user migrates to a new machine, or logs into a new VDI station, or
terminal server. DON’T PUT YOUR PROGRAM FILES HERE EITHER;

Note: More and more of you software editors offer portable versions of your software that will install in and run from %AppData%
or %LocalAppData%. Your aim is to let users install software even though they are not Local Administrators and you market that
as a feature, although it is more of a security NOGO. Even worse, you tend to make it difficult to find the proper .msi that would
allow your customers to correctly install your software in %ProgramFiles%. Please, make it easy to find your .msi that will install
in %ProgramFiles%, this way you’ll make your customer AppLock and Software Restriction Policies work well and their sysadmins
happy.

You can get these directory paths through API calls as well if you don’t/can’t use environmental variables.

69.3 Logs

• Use the Windows Event Log for logging. It’ll handle the rotation for you and a sysadmin can forward those logs or do whatever
they need to. You can even make your own little area just for your program.

69.4 Error codes

• Use documented Error Codes when exiting your program.

69.5 Printing

• Use the Windows printing API and do not use direct printing in your program.

69.6 Distribution

• Distribute your program in MSI. It is the standard for Windows installation files (even though Microsoft sometimes doesn’t use
it themselves).

• Sign your installation file and executables. It’s how we know it’s valid and can whitelist in AppLocker or other policies.

Note: Applocker and Software Restriction Policies can be very effective and the management of these policies can be made simpler
with WAPT.
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69.7 Update

• Want to have your application update for you? That can be fine if the business is okay with it. You can create a scheduled task
or service that runs elevated to allow for this without granting the user administration rights. I like the way Chrome Enterprise
does it: gives a GPO to set update settings, the max version it will update to (say 81.* to allow all minor updates automatically
and major versions are manual), and a service. They also have a GPO to prevent user-based installs;

Note: WAPT is designed for businesses that don’t allow users to run software updates, which is the policy often chosen in large
security conscious enterprises.

69.8 Version numbers

• Use semantic versioning (should go in the version property in the installer file and in the Add/Remove Programs list, not in
the application title) and have a changelog. You can also have your installer download at a predictable location to allow for
automation. A published update path is nice too;

Note: If you apply this practice, then you will make system administrators who deploy your software updates using the WAPT function
def_update() very happy!!

69.9 GPO

• ADMX templates are dope;

Note: We completely agree with you _benwa on this at Tranquil IT. If developers advise their customers to use GPOs to deploy their
software or system or users settings, then, they must know that GPOs are not fully reliable.

Instead, package your software, your system and user configurations using WAPT. A setup.py is so much easier than an .xml file
for system admins to audit before deploying.

WAPT packages can be applied recursively to trees of Organizational Units, so your WAPT package will behave in production exactly
as a GPO would, just much easier.

69.10 License dongles

• USB license dongles are a sin. Use a regular software or network license. I’m sure there are off the shelf ones so you don’t have
to reinvent the wheel;

Note: You can make your software accept a license key as a parameter in your .msi executable.

WAPT can be used to assign license keys to individual workstations at install using a method that ensures that the license key can not
be read during transport.
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Then, if you want your software to call home to check on the validity of the license, make the routine work with proxies.

69.11 Networking

• Don’t use that damn custom IPv4 input field. Use FDQNs. IPv6 had been around since 1998 and will work with your software
if you just give it a chance;

• The Windows Firewall (can’t really say much about third party ones) is going to stay on. Know the difference between an
incoming and outgoing rule. Most likely, your server will need incoming. Most likely, you clients won’t even need an outgoing.
Set those up at install time, not launch time. Use Firewall Groups so it’s easy to filter. Do not use Any rules if you can help it.
The goal isn’t to make it work, it is to make it work securely. If you do not use version numbers in your install path, you might
not even have to remake those rules after every upgrade;

• Proxies are good for hygiene and proxies are now a default security feature not just in corporate IT environments, but even on
small networks. Making your software not compatible with proxies will require the network administrators of your customer to
make and maintain special rules in their firewall, just for you. It is easy to code your software to work with proxies, so please
do!

69.12 PDFs

• Don’t ship a software that requires allowing JavaScript to run in PDF readers. Business logic should be run before outputting
to a PDF, not after.

Note: .pdf is the file format people use by default to exchange documents. PDF readers are meant to display documents, not execute
unsigned programs.
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SEVENTY

WAPT RELEASE STRATEGY

WAPT does not release on a fixed date schedule.

Instead Tranquil IT will release a new major version of WAPT when new major functional updates are integrated into the core of the
product.

Tranquil IT will release intermediary minor versions of WAPT between major releases to correct functional and security defects.

70.1 Release delay between the Enterprise and the Discovery versions

A new major version will be released as Enterprise and that same version will be released as an Discovery RC1 (Release Candidate
#1). Before releasing, the Enterprise version will have undergone thorough internal testing and testing with valued Insider Program
customers to insure no regression has slipped into the core of WAPT.

The Enterprise release will cycle through several RCs and the final general availability Enterprise version will then become available
between 4 and 8 weeks after the first release to our Insider Program customers.

This delay will provide several benefits to the General Availability release process:

• It allows additional time to perform in depth testing of the new Enterprise features while avoiding major regressions.

• It allows Tranquil IT to work with a small set of selected Enterprise customers to insure upgrade procedures work smoothly.

• It gives sufficient time to the forum and the mailing list to index questions and answers to eventually include into the official
documentation.

• It gives Tranquil IT’s documentation team a fixed functional target to document the new or improved features.

• It gives the translation team the necessary delay to update translations.

• It gives the communication and marketing team a fixed functional target and a capacity to backward schedule announcements,
video podcasts and overall promotion.
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SEVENTYONE

SECURITY BULLETIN

71.1 WAPT-2021-01 : CVE-2021-38608

• Brief: Insecure permission allows a user running as guest to escalate privileges.

• Announced: August 13, 2021.

• Impact: High.

• Products: WAPT Enterprise & Community.

• Impacted versions: WAPT Enterprise < 2.0.0.9450, WAPT Enterprise < 1.8.2.7373 and WAPT Community < 1.8.2.7373.

• Description: Insecure permission allows guest OS users to escalate privileges via WAPT Agent.

• Reporter: Anass ANNOUR from the ORM/ITT&AC Risk Assessment Team, BNPParibas.

• Published CVE: https://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2021-38608.

Parts (H1) : #################### with overline Chapters (H2) : **************** with overline Sections (H3) :
==================== Subsections (H4) : ——————– Subsubsections (H5) : ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Paragraphs (H6) :
“””””””””””””””””””””

description Changelog

keywords WAPT, History, Genesis, changelog, documentation
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CHAPTER

SEVENTYTWO

CHANGELOG

72.1 WAPT-2.0 Serie

72.1.1 WAPT-2.0.0.9470 (2021-10-07)

hash : 5065cb57

This is a security release with a few related bugfixes. All Wapt 2.0 version below 2.0.0.9467 are affected

• [SEC] fix for vuln in urllib3 CVE-2021-33503 (CVSS Score : 7.5 High, CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H)

• [SEC] Sanitize filename used when downloading files on local client. (CVSS Score : 7.5 High,
CVSS;3.1/AV:L/AC:H/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H/E:U/RL:O/RC:C) Enforced on wget and local filenames for down-
loaded packages (chars ‘\’ ‘..’ @ | ( ) : / , [ ] < > * ? ; ` n are removed or replaced)

• [SEC] don’t use PackageEntry filename attribute to build target package filename as it is not signed.

• [UPD] Wapt.remove : reraise exception if there is exception in uninstall script

return traceback in ‘errors’ key return code 3 if there are errors when removing packages in wapt-get remove

• [FIX] handles wildcards in certificates in waptconsole config and create waptsetup update UI in external repositories config
when setting CA bundle

• [FIX] use PackageEntry.localpath only for local status of a package.

• [UPD] split PackageEntry non_control_attributes into repo_attributes and local_attributes local_attributes are not put into Pack-
ages index as they are not relevant for remote access.

• [UPD] update python modules requirements following urllib3 upgrade idna==3.2 (from 2.10) certifi==2021.5.30 (from
2020.12.5) requests==2.26.0 (from 2.25) urllib3==1.26.6 (from 1.26.5)

72.1.2 WAPT-2.0.0.9450 (2021-08-10)

hash : 7bc6920c

This is a security fix version affected by CVE-2021-38608.

Please visit the security bulletin to learn more.
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72.1.3 WAPT-2.0.0.9449 (2021-06-22)

hash : 70283a14

This is a bugfix version with some small improvements.

WAPTAgent:

• [FIX] Windows Update fix in the progress bar

• [IMP] Allow WAPTAgent to upgrade even when on batteries

WAPTServer:

• [IMP] many fixes in GLPI sync

• [FIX] better handling of service_delete exception cases

• [FIX] db migration handling with create_defaults_users procedure

• [FIX] on windows skip agent build if there is no available certificate for signing

Core:

• [IMP] improve compatibility of Packages file for easing upgrade from WAPT 1.8.2

• [IMP] WAPTDeploy improve behavior to avoid wrong red flag from AV softwares

Caveat

For macOS support one should use WAPTAgent 2.1 version available in nightly channel.

72.1.4 WAPT-2.0.0.9428 (2021-05-06)

hash : 4b33cf96

This is a bugfix version with many small improvements.

Console:

• [IMP] Improve CreateWaptSetup form layout

• [IMP] restore focused column visibility when refreshing grid data

• [FIX] Fix wrong path for wapt-get.py in vscode project

• [UPD] Update No fallback in rules to true by default

• [FIX] enable-check-certificate with wildcard

• [FIX] take into account the use_http_proxy_for_repo ini setting (if not present, assume False)

• [FIX] fix setup_package_template_msu.py.tmpl for package Wizard

• [IMP] Add new template for creating package with certificate

• [IMP] Add option to check downloaded package with VirusTotal in package import GUI

• [IMP] Add update-package source action directly in Private repository in waptconsole

Agent:

• [IMP] use task queue for the forced installs instead of running them inline
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• [FIX] Database not opened when we check Hosts who are secondary repositories

• [IMP] restart partial download of Windows Update files

• [IMP] improve icons handling in WaptSelfService

• [IMP] on macOS use machine certificate store by default for https certificate validation

• [IMP] reload_config_if_updated now reload config if public_certs_dir have changed

• [FIX] WUA : better handling of return code “does not apply to this computer”

Server:

• [FIX] Fix bad migration of PGSQL DB server side

• [FIX] improve db upgrade in corner cases

Setuphelpers:

• [FIX] register_windows_uninstall calculation and using correct x86_64 environment with register_uninstall and unregis-
ter_uninstall

• [IMP] improve inline function description for documentation

72.1.5 WAPT-2.0.0.9343 (2021-04-08)

hash : 117d62b8

This is mainly a bugfix release after the initial 2.0.0 release.

Console:

• [IMP] show an explicit message if user can’t build a customized waptagent

• [IMP] enable remote repo sync if there are repo configured (making remove_repo_support parameter obsolete)

• [IMP] better filtering on maturities

• [FIX] Fix for templates of vscode

Server:

• [IMP] include certificates from WaptUsers table in result of /api/v3/known_signers_certificates

WAPT ACL handling:

• [UPD] acl: Add an action to show the user certificate

• [UPD] creates default (empty) WaptUserAcls record on user login even for non ldap logins

• [IMP] better naming for acl domains

Setuphelpers:

• [FIX] Fix register_uninstall

• [FIX] don’t change silently maturity and locale in check_package_attributes

• [FIX] regression in wget resume

Other technical stuff:

• [IMP] add support for installation on OracleLinux

• [FIX] tighten files ACLs on Linux + fixes + SELinux fixes in postconf
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• [IMP] introduce mORMot2 framework in Lazarus code

• [FIX] datetime conversion in console

72.1.6 WAPT-2.0.0.9300 (2021-03-30)

hash : 018b8b57

This is the first release of the 2.0 series. After one year in development and more than 1600 commits it brings a bunch of new features
and enhancement to the last major update of WAPT 1.8.2. On the technical side WAPT 2.0 now embed Python3 and now support 8
new platforms (some of them backported to 1.8.2).

The switch to Python3 may require minor adjustment to the existing package that may have been development in-house (refer to the
corresponding doc page). The packages offered by Tranquil IT through the WAPT Store are already compatible with WAPT 2.0.

From a sysadmin point of view

• ACLs

• [IMP] server side ACLs in addition to certificate validation.

• [IMP] user management interface with certificate listing.

• WaptConsole:

• [IMP] gui: change maturity directly from console.

• [IMP] gui: all WAPT package types are grouped in one tab.

• [IMP] helpers: build and upload locally development package from the console.

• [IMP] helpers: import default reporting queries from internet.

• [IMP] helpers: restart waptagent and restart client computer from console.

• [IMP] package wizard: support for RPM/DEB/PKG/DMG.

• [IMP] remote repositories: status bar for progression of creation/update

of file:sync.json for repo sync.

• [IMP] windows update: new search bar, view machine with specific KB.

• [IMP] faster import and resigning of package, change of maturity, etc.

• [IMP] waptmessage: better handling of user oriented notification.

• [IMP] better logging of console actions and agent activity.

• Performance improvements for larger installation:

• [IMP] better handling of insert / update of inventory.

• [IMP] better handling of websocket updates.

• [IMP] GLPI integration : synchronize WAPT inventory to GLPI server.

• Better OS integration:

• [IMP] TLS certificate handling : certifi use local OS cert store

instead of Python certifi integrated certstore.
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• [IMP] increase the number of supported platform, improve packaging for Linux

(deb and rpm) with support for arm64 and macos BigSur 64bit waptagent.

• Package development:

• [IMP] improved package wizard.

• [IMP] many small fixes and improvements to setuphelpers and better support for Linux and MacOS.

• [IMP] improve os targeting : now you can specify targeted OS and specific version of OS : eg. Debian(>=9,<=10).

From a technical point of view

• Python: switch from Python2.7 to Python3:

• Linux: use of venv by default with distrib python 3 version.

• Windows: switch python3 install to embedded edition 3.8.7.

• Different installer for WinXP / WinVista / Win2k3r2 / win2k8

(nonr2) (recent CPython version does not support older Windows systems anymore).

• Better handling of passwords with special chars.

• Upgrade WAPT core libs and scripting environment:

• upgrade to Python3 and Python libraries, change of kerberos and websocket

libraries.

• upgrade of lazarus 3.0.10 and FPC 3.2.

Caveat

• Support for non supported Windows version (WinXP, WinVista, Win2k8 (non-R2)

and Win2k3) is still baking in the oven and should be ready shortly after the 2.0 release date.

• Redhat8 / CentOS8: for upgrade it is necessary to remove WAPT selinux rules

before using postconf again

72.2 WAPT 1.8 Serie

hash : 75a5de09

This is a security release. All Wapt 1.8 version below 1.8.2.7393 are vulnerable.

• [SEC] upgrade babel python module from 2.5.1 to 2.9.1

• [UPD] python lib upgrades urllib3, and requests chardet==4.0.0 requests==2.26.0 urllib3==1.26.7
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72.2.1 WAPT-1.8.2.7388 (2021-10-07)

This is a security release. All Wapt 1.8 version below 1.8.2.7388 are vulnerable.

Security changelog wapt-1.8.2.7388*

• [SEC] fix for vuln in urllib3 CVE-2021-33503 (CVSS Score : 7.5 High, CVSS:3.1/AV:N/AC:L/PR:N/UI:N/S:U/C:N/I:N/A:H)

• [SEC] Sanitize filename used when downloading files on local client. (CVSS Score : 7.5 High,
CVSS;3.1/AV:L/AC:H/PR:H/UI:N/S:C/C:H/I:H/A:H/E:U/RL:O/RC:C) Enforced on wget and local filenames for down-
loaded packages (chars ‘\’ ‘..’ @ | ( ) : / , [ ] < > * ? ; ` n are removed or replaced)

• [SEC] don’t use PackageEntry filename attribute to build target package filename as it is not signed.

• [FIX] Waptconsole config : When retrieving server side https certificate don’t write UTF16 string for in waptconfig. Remove
wildcards from CN of certificate to compose cert filename.

• [UPD] update python modules requirements following urllib3 upgrade certifi==2021.5.30 chardet==3.0.2 idna==2.8 re-
quests==2.21.0 urllib3==1.24.3

72.2.2 WAPT-1.8.2.7373 (2021-08-10)

hash : e96e569c

This is a security fix version affected by CVE-2021-38608.

Please visit the security bulletin to learn more.

72.2.3 WAPT-1.8.2.7372 (2021-06-21)

WAPTAgent:

• [FIX] fix regression on macos build after dependency upgrade

• [FIX] _update_db : error in for the calculation of next_update_on forpackage attributes valid_until and forced_install_on

• [IMP] be sure to not use waptguihelper when running as system user

• [UPD] add –use-gui for vscode / pyscripter build-upload of package

WAPTServer:

• [FIX] Fix regression on proxy setting for waptserver

Setuphelpers:

• [IMP] add func split_arg_string to split a command line into executable / args list
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72.2.4 WAPT-1.8.2.7357 (2021-02-09)

WaptCore:

• [FIX] Be tolerant with target_os = ‘all’ in windows.

• [FIX] in installed_softwares, ignore error when key can not be opened

because of encoding issues (_winreg does not handle unicode, but ansi).

• [IMP] shown ‘’ instead of None in wapt-get tables.

• [FIX] Update timestamping server and openssl hash:

http://timestamp.globalsign.com/scripts/timestamp.dll.

• [FIX] be tolerant if no ‘id’ attribute in installed packages report.

• [FIX] match properly packages with target_os = all.

• [IMP] prepare installed_packages for upgrade to wapt 1.9.

• [IMP] add Timeit class for test purposes.

• [IMP] disable sending unused data waptwua_rules_packages.

• [FIX] waptupgrade regression Bug introduced in Revision:

85686e4d631adb6e13b25146f3a81f3c09ca082d.

• [FIX] CA certificate PEM string stored as utf16 in certificate chain

when creating a certificate signed by a CA (enterprise).

WaptConsole:

• [IMP] increase width of AD-Site combobox.

• [IMP] report packages install_id in console.

WaptAgent:

• [IMP] wapt-get: add –newest-only for search.

• [IMP] waptexit: add ExceptionLogger. Change the way exceptions are handled

in threads to try to fix issues when waptexit hangs and can not be closed.

WaptServer:

• [FIX] don’t actually update the listening websocket session ID

if it is already set in hosts table.

• [IMP] wapttasks : force remove tasks locks at service startup.
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72.2.5 WAPT-1.8.2.7334 (2020-12-03)

hash : 2d15afd9

This is a bugfix release. Ubuntu 16.0.4 amd64 and Debian 10 armhf clients are now supported.

Fixes and enhancements

• [FIX] fix base proxy string “” when editing a profile package.

• [FIX] fix “Unable to create file” when editing a profile package.

• [FIX] don’t allow to save a self service rules packages without a name.

• [FIX] fix Access violation when importing from file.

• [FIX] fix issue with download_icons.

• [FIX] improve search in waptconsole (search on concatenation

of software name and software version).

• [FIX] fix extract CN from ssl client cert authentication for get_auth_token

when windows client computer has an organization (in this case client csr/cert has a CN=<uuid>,O=<org> subject).

• [FIX] fix regression on wakeonlan introduced by backported code from 1.9.

• [FIX] PostgreSQL DB not correctly migrating from some 1.8.1.X.

• [IMP] Add key param for install_msi_if_needed in setuphelpers_windows.py.

• [FIX] Fix for no_fallback in repositories rules.

• [FIX] Soupsieve python lib is set to 1.9.6 in requirements because later

version are Python3 only.

• [FIX] Patch for SocketIO with proxy.

• [FIX] Fix triggers for repository sync in PostgreSQL who were not correctly

migrated (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] Two new builders for both server and agent : Ubuntu 16.0.4 LTS /

ARM x86 Debian 10 (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] Revert dhparam bits size to 1024 bits in Windows WAPT Server because it

took too much time to generate. It can be generated afterward.

• [IMP] Increase default clockskew for signed action to 6 hours (before it was

only 1 hour).

• [FIX] waptcrypto: security fix: prevent infinite loop in SSLCABundle.certificate_chain

if issuer cert and signed cert have the same subject but one has no authority_key_identifier.

• [FIX] waptcrypto : fix revoke_cert, handle list of DNS names for certificates,

fix AuthorityKeyIdentifier when neregating certificate from CSR.

• [FIX] waptservice fix for verify_cert_ldap in waptagent.
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• [FIX] Patch pltis_utils to display properly long integer in WAPTWUA.

The wsusscn2.cab file may report KBs with incorrect huge download size up to 1TB.

• [FIX] On a fresh install the admin ACL rights were not properly set up

which required a service restart to get fixed.

• [FIX] Force admin password change on upgrade if the old hash is SHA-1.

• [FIX] minor fixes for uWSGI support.

• [FIX] Fix temporary directories not removed after package import or edit.

• [FIX] Fix duplicated auth_module_ad.py module

in bad waptwaptenterprise directory on windows waptserver.

• [IMP] Warning of wapt licence expiration message changed from 14 days

to 60 days before expiration.

• [FIX] Fix broadcast for wakeonlan.

• [FIX] fix additional server password issues when non ascii character.

Library changes

• [UPD] Update OpenSSL binary from 1.0.2r to 1.0.2u.

• [UPD] Update Python4Delphi lib to 20201020 release.

• [UPD] Build now with Lazarus 2.0.8 and FPC 3.0.4.

72.2.6 WAPT-1.8.2.7269 (2020-06-16)

hash : 757cdc76

• [FIX] Fix db schema upgrade script for upgrade from WAPT version 1.8.1-6742.

Fresh 1.8.2 installation or upgrade from 1.7 or from 1.8.0 or 1.8.1-6758 shouldn’t have the issue.

• [IMP] Add key for install_msi_if_needed.

• [FIX] Fix for no_fallback for waptwua (Enterprise only).

72.2.7 WAPT-1.8.2.7267 (2020-06-12)

hash : 46f40312

• [FIX] Fix db schema upgrade script for upgrade from WAPT version 1.8.1-6742.

Fresh 1.8.2 installation or upgrade from 1.7 or from 1.8.0 or 1.8.1-6758 shouldn’t have the issue.
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72.2.8 WAPT-1.8.2.7265 (2020-06-11)

hash : 339f1996

This is mostly a bugfix release. Support for Linux and Mac clients has also been greatly improved.

Notable enhancements

• [IMP] improve support for WaptAgent on Linux and Mac.

Now the support is almost identical on Windows, Linux and MacOS (all versions):

• waptagent installation as a service with kerberos registration.

• waptselfservice gui available on the 3 platforms

(note: support for the latest version of MacOS, Catalina, is expected for 1.8.3).

• waptexit (on Linux an Mac it is not yet started

on system shutdown, it can be triggered by a scheduled task).

• session-setup for configuring user sessions.

• send messagebox to users and propose upgrades (Enterprise only).

• OU handling (Enterprise only).

• waptselfservice authentication can be delegated

to the waptserver (Enterprise only).

• better setuphelpers coverage.

• [IMP] new supported platforms. Now WAPT for linux (server and agent)

and MacOS (agent only) supports:

• Ubuntu 18.04 and 20.04;

• Debian 8, 9 and 10;

• Centos7 (CentOS 8 as a preview);

• MacOS Sierra, HighSierra, Mojave (note: support for MacOS Catalina

expected for WAPT 1.8.3).

• [IMP] streamlining of development environment

for packaging on Linux using VSCode.

• [FIX] better handling of websocket cleanup when a host

is not properly registered. Should improve stability on large WAPT installations.

• [IMP] selfservice can now be configured for external authentication

for desktops that are not in a AD Domain.

• [IMP] selfservice users can now authenticate on waptserver

even when out of the corporate network.

• [IMP] The session setup in run for all packages immediately
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after upgrade or install, so that new packages are already configured in the context of each logged in users (no need to logout / login)
(Enterprise only).

• [IMP] If secondary repositories are defined in waptconsole.ini,

additional packages can be selected when editing hosts, groups or self-service packages.

• [IMP] When editing group or self-service packages,

one can define the Target OS of the package.

• [IMP] Remote message to logged in users is using the same custom dialog box

for Windows, Linux and macOS.

• [IMP] Remote message to logged in users can display the same custom logo

as self-service (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] The IP/Subnet match in repository access rules is based on the “main IP”

of the host (source IP from which the host is reaching the server, if the server is public, this is usually the external IP of the router)
(Enterprise only).

• [IMP] Added Remote host Shutdown and remote host Reboot from Waptconsole

if enabled in wapt-get.ini (allow_remote_shutdown and allow_remote_reboot) (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] Add a no fallback checkbox in repositories access rule

to prevent host using main repository in case secondary ones are not reachable (when main repository bandwidth is limited, having
all hosts reaching the main repository can slow down access to the main site) (Enterprise only).

• [FIX] Make sure WUA install task are executed after packages install

(Enterprise only).

Other enhancements

• [IMP] Cmd Console is hidden when session-setup is running,

to limit annoyance for users.

• [IMP] WUA direct download option in waptconsole (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] can now use microsoft url for WUA in rules (Enterprise only).

• [FIX] Improved background icons loading in self-service.

• [FIX] better inventory of lastboottime and get_domain_info.

• [FIX] better handling of other local install of Python

on client computer (eg. conflict with local Anaconda Python installation).

• [IMP] allows to have multiple private repo content displayed in waptconsole.

• [IMP] remote repository: it is now possible to prevent a fallback.

• [FIX] better handling of icons in selfservice.

• [IMP] improved support for VSCode.

• [FIX] better handling of ipv6 in console and inventory.

• [IMP] wapt_admin_filter: local admin can be filtered out
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like normal user in selfservice.

• [IMP] add a larger support for setuphelpers on macOS.

• [FIX] waptserver logs are properly redirected

to /var/log/waptserver.log.

• [FIX] package caching: packages are deleted after each successful installation

(rather than at the end of the whole upgrade) to better keep local disk space.

• [IMP] allows usage of url for changelog in control file.

• [IMP] better support for Windows Update download directly

from Microsoft if WAPTServer is not reachable.

• [FIX] better handling of upgrade from Community version

to Enterprise version.

• [IMP] improved local store skin and translations.

• [FIX] bugfixes and minor gui improvements.

Library changes in WAPT-1.8.2.7165

• [CHANGE] replaced python-ldap with ldap3.

• [FIX] upgraded ujson on waptagent and waptserver on Linux.

Removed features with WAPT-1.8.2.7165

• [REMOVED] autoconfiguration of repositories based on SRV DNS fields

(it was not working anymore anyway).

Caveats when using WAPT-1.8.2.7165

• [CAV] WaptExit is not run automatically on shutdown

on Linux or MacOS (current issue with systemd / launched integration).

• [CAV] WaptTray is not yet available on Linux and macOS.

• [CAV] MacOS Catalina is supported by the WaptAgent,

however WAPTSelfService and WaptExit are not yet supported.
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72.2.9 WAPT-1.8.2.7265 RC2 (2020-05-29)

hash git : 339f1996

This is a Release Candidate version for testing and evaluation only and should not be installed on production system.

This is mostly a bugfix release. Support for Linux and Mac clients has greatly improved.

Notable enhancements over 1.8.2 RC1

• [IMP] the session setup in run for all packages immediately after upgrade

or install, so that new packages are already configured in the context of each logged in users (no need to logout / login) (Enterprise
only).

• [IMP] if secondary repositories are defined in waptconsole.ini,

additional packages can be selected when editing hosts, groups or self-service packages.

• [IMP] when editing group or self-service packages,

one can define the target OS of the package.

• [IMP] remote message to logged in users is using the same custom dialog box

for windows, linux and macOS.

• [IMP] remote message to logged in users can display the same custom logo

as self-service (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] the IP / Subnet match in repository access rules is based

on the main IP of the host (source IP from which the host is reaching the server, if the server is public, this is usually the external IP
of the router) (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] added remote host shutdown and remote host reboot from Waptconsole

if enabled in wapt-get.ini (allow_remote_shutdown and allow_remote_reboot) (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] added a no fallback checkbox in repositories access rule

to prevent hosts using main repository in case secondary repositories are not reachable (when main repository bandwidth is limited,
having all hosts reaching the main repository can slow down access to the main site) (Enterprise only).

• [FIX] make sure WUA install task are executed

after packages install (Enterprise only).

Other enhancements over 1.8.2 RC1

• [IMP] cmd Console is hidden when session-setup is running,

to limit annoyance for users.

• [IMP] WUA direct download option in waptconsole (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] can now use Microsoft url for WUA in rules (Enterprise only).

• [IMP] improved background icons loading in self-service.
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Removed features

None

Caveats

Same as RC1

72.2.10 WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1 (2020-05-29)

hash git : 1387b38f

This is a Release Candidate version for testing and evaluation only and should not be installed on production system.

This is mostly a bugfix release. Support for Linux and macOS clients has greatly improved.

Notable enhancements in WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1

• [IMP] improve support for WaptAgent on Linux and Mac.

Now the support is almost identical on Windows, Linux and MacOS (all versions):

• waptagent installation as a service with kerberos registration.

• waptselfservice gui available on the 3 platforms

(note: support for the lastest version of MacOS, Catalina, is expected for 1.8.3).

• waptexit (on Linux an Mac it is not yet started

on system shutdown, it can be triggered by a scheduled task).

• session-setup for configuring user sessions.

• send messagebox to users and propose upgrades (Enterprise only).

• OU handling (Enterprise only).

• waptselfservice authentication can be delegated

to the waptserver (Enterprise only).

• better setuphelpers coverage.

• [IMP] add new supported platform. Now WAPT for linux (server and agent)

and MacOS (agent only) supports:

• Ubuntu 18.04 and 20.04;

• Debian 8, 9 and 10;

• Centos7 (CentOS 8 as a preview);

• MacOS Sierra, HighSierra, Mojave (note: support for MacOS Catalina

expected for WAPT 1.8.3);

• [IMP] streamlining of development environment

for packaging on Linux using VSCode.
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• [FIX] better handling of websocket cleanup when a host

is not properly registered. Should improve stability on large WAPT installation.

• [IMP] selfservice can now be configured for external authentication

for desktops that are not in an Active Directory Domain.

• [IMP] selfservice users can now authenticate on selfserver

even when out of the corporate network.

Other enhancements in WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1

• [FIX] better inventory of lastboottime and get_domain_info.

• [FIX] better handling of other local install of Python

on client computer (eg. conflict with local Anaconda Python installation).

• [IMP] allows to have multiple private repo content displayed in waptconsole.

• [IMP] remote repository: it is now possible to prevent a fallback.

• [FIX] better handling of icons in selfservice.

• [IMP] improved support for VSCode.

• [FIX] better handling of ipv6 in console and inventory.

• [IMP] wapt_admin_filter: local admin can be filtered out

like normal user in selfservice.

• [IMP] add a larger support for setuphelpers on macOS.

• [FIX] waptserver logs are properly redirected

to /var/log/waptserver.log.

• [FIX] package caching: packages are deleted after each successful installation

(rather than at the end of the whole upgrade) to better keep local disk space.

• [IMP] allows usage of url for changelog in control file.

• [IMP] better support for Windows Update download directly

from Microsoft if WAPTServer is not reachable.

• [FIX] better handling of upgrade from Community version

to Enterprise version.

• [IMP] improved local store skin and translation.

• [FIX] bugfixes and minor gui improvements.
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Library changes in WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1

• [REF] replaced python-ldap with ldap3.

• [FIX] upgraded ujson on waptagent and waptserver on Linux.

Removed featured with WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1

• autoconfiguration of repositories based on SRV DNS fields

(it was not working anymore anyway).

Caveats when using WAPT-1.8.2.7165 RC1

• [CAV] WaptExit is not run automatically on shutdown

on Linux or MacOS (current issue with systemd / launched integration).

• [CAV] WaptTray is not yet available on Linux and MacOS.

• [CAV] MacOS Catalina is supported by the WaptAgent,

however WAPTSelfService and WaptExit are not yet supported.

72.2.11 WAPT-1.8.1-6758 (2020-03-06)

(hash bb93ce41)

On server:

• [REF] refactoring for postconf.py / remove old migration from MongoDB;

• [REF] refactoring for winsetup.py / create now a dhparam

for nginx on Windows;

• [REF] refactoring for repositories: change repo_diff by remote_repo_diff /

add param remote_repo_websockets (by default to True) on server;

• [IMP] disable cache on nginx for Windows and Linux on wapt packages / exe;

On agents:

• [REF] change param waptservice_admin_auth_allow

by waptservice_admin_filter;

• [REF] delete resync functions for remote repo;

• [IMP] param local_repo_sync_task_period by default to “2h”;

• [FIX] wapt-get / waptservice debug when download a package on linux

when not sudo;

• [FIX] fix for plist in macOS;

• [IMP] can now have relative path for packages/directories

in wapt-get;
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• [IMP] templates have by default setup_uninstall / update etc. . .

• [IMP] improvements with templates for vscode;

On waptconsole:

• [IMP] add possibility of template packages for deb / rpm / pkg;

• [FIX] Fix for msi, exe, etc in PackageWizard explorer;

• [IMP] Can now choose editor_for_packages directly in waptconsole config;

• [UPD] Some cosmetic / translations improvements for GUI to deploy waptagent;

72.2.12 WAPT-1.8.1-6756 (2020-02-17)

(hash 43394f3b)

Bug fixes and small improvements

• [IMP] waptconsole: improve the refresh of hosts grid when a lot of hosts

are selected (improved by a factor of around 5)

• [FIX] waptserver Database connections management: don’t close DB on teardown

as it should not occur, and seems to trigger some issue when triggering a lot of tasks on remote hosts (error db is closed)

• [FIX] waptconsole: Don’t “force” install when triggering the upgrade

on remote hosts, to avoid reinstalling softwares when already up to date.

• [IMP] use ldap auth only if session and admin fail (avoid waiting for timeout

when ldap is not available but one wants to login with plain admin user);

• [FIX] wapt-get upload: encode user and password in http_upload_package

to allow non ascii in admin password;

• [IMP] waptconsole: Disable auto search on keywords;

• [IMP] use DMI System_Information.Serial_Number information

for serialnr Host field instead of Chassis_Information.Serial_Number because System_Information is more often properly de-
fined;

• [IMP] waptconsole: add uuid in the list of searched fields

when only ‘host’ is checked in filters;

• [IMP] nginx config: disable caching;

• [IMP] fixes for vscode project template;
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72.2.13 WAPT-1.8.1-6742 (2020-02-12)

(hash 80dbdbe7)

Major changes

• waptconsole: Added a page to show packages install status summary (merge)

of all selected hosts, grouped by package, version, install status, with count of hosts;

Context menu allow to apply selectively the pending actions. On enterprise, one can apply safely the updates (only packages for which
there is no running process on client side);

• Prevent users from saving a host package if targeted host(s) do not accept

their personal certificate. (Checked on waptconsole when editing / mass updating host packages, and on server when uploding pack-
ages);

The personal certificate file .crt must contain at first the personal certificate, followed by the issuer CA certificates, so that wapt can
rebuild the certificate chain and check intersection with host’s trusted certificates;

Important note about SSL client side authentication

In your nginx configuration, be sure to reset the headers X-Ssl-Authenticated and X-Ssl-Client-DN as waptserver trusts these
headers if ssl cient side auth is enabled in waptserver.ini;

If SSL client side auth is setup these headers can be populated by proxy_set_header with result of ssl_verify_client as
explained in ./wapt-security/security-configuration-certificate-authentication.html#enabling-client-side-certificate-authentication;

Fixes and detailed changelog

• Security fix: update waitress module to 1.4.3

(CVE-2020-5236);

• Security fix: blank X-Ssl* headers in default nginx templates;

• Fix: regression: kerberos register_host did not work anymore;

• On server, :file:’<repository root>/wapt/ssl’ dir is moved automatically

on winsetup / postconf to (per default) :file:’<repository root>/ssl’, a /ssl location is added;

This /ssl should be accessible from clients at the location specified by the server parameter clients_signing_crl_url (in
waptserver.ini);

• Improved logs readability. Log count of used DB connections

from pool on waptserver to troubleshoot DB connection issues. Log level can be specified by subcomponent with loglevel_waptcore,
loglevel_waptserver, loglevel_waptserver.app, loglevel_waptws, loglevel_waptdb defined in waptserver.ini;

• Reworked explicit DB Open/close on waptserver to not get

a DB connection from pool if not useful. It prevents exhaustion of DB connections;

• waptwinsetup: don’t create unused directories wapt-group

and waptserverlog;
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• Added .msu and .msix extensions

for Package wizard setup file dialog;

• Fallback with os._exit(10) for waptservice restart.

Added a handler in nssm.exe configuration to honor the restart;

• Increased waitress threads to 10 on waptservice;

• Lowered the default number of pooled DB connections (db_max_connections)

to 90, to be lower than postgresql default of 100;

• waptserver: allow kerberos or ssl auth check in waptserver

only if enabled in waptserver.ini config file;

• waptconsole: Allow update of host package only if user certificate

is actually allowed on the host (based on last update of host status in database);

• waptconsole / build waptagent: checkbox to specify to include or not

non certificate authority certificates in build. The normal setup would be to uncheck this, to not deploy non CA certificates, on wapt
root CA;

• [IMP] Add and option to disable automatic hiding of panels. . .

• [IMP] Add explicit AllowUnauthenticatedRegistration task to waptserversetup windows

• waptsetup: Remove explicit VCRedistNeedsInstall task. Use /VCRedistInstall=(0/1)

if you need to force install or force not install vcredist VC_2008_SP1_MFC_SEC_UPD_REDIST_X86;

• [FIX] wapt-get.exe: use wapt-get.ini for :command:’scan-packages’

and :command:’update-packages’ wapt-get actions;

• [FIX] wapt-get: auth asked when checking if server is available (ping)

and client ssl auth is enabled;

• [IMP] WAPT client: if client ssl auth failed with http error 400,

retry without ssl auth to be able to ask for new certificate signing;

• [FIX] waptserver register behavior: revert over rev 6641: sign host certificate

if an authenticated user is provided or data is signed with a key which can be verified by existing certificate in database for this host
uuid;

• [IMP] waptserver register behavior: when receiving 401 from server when registering,

retry registering without ssl auth;

• [IMP] wapt client: be sure to have proper host private key saved

on disk when receiving signed certificate from server;

• [IMP] waptconsole: advanced filters for selected host packages status.

Filter on Install status and Section + keyword. Pending button to show only pending installations / removes;

• [ADD] wapt-get make-template / edit package: Add .vscode directory.

Add template project for vscode;
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• [FIX] waptconsole: fix ssl auth for mass package dependencies

/ conflicts updates;

• [FIX] waptconsole: fix import packages from external repos with ssl auth;

• [IMP] backports from master:

• target OS in import packages;

• choose editor for packages in linux in cmdline;

• [IMP] backports from master:

• refactoring for HostCapabilities.waptos;

• add new target_os unix for mac and linux;

• so target_os: windows, darwin (for mac), linux or unix;

• [FIX] WAPT.wapt_base_dir;

• [FIX] makepath in linux/macOS;

• [IMP] refactoring / fixes for setuphelpers;

• [FIX] for rights_to_check in repo-sync client;

• [FIX] for repo-sync;

• [ADD] two setuphelpers for linux: type_debian and type_redhat

indent the local sync.json;

• [IMP] use get_os_version and windows_version_from_registry

instead of windows_version;

• [IMP] use windows_version_registry for get_os_version on windows;

• [IMP] backport host_capabilities.os from master

• [FIX] for make-template for malformed .exe installer;

• [ADD] automatic maintenance of a CSR for client auth certificates

signed by server:

• default CSR lifetime to 30 days;

• check renewal of client cert CSR every hour;

• added a parameter for the next update time of crl;

• added clients_signing_crl_url, clients_signing_crl_days,

known_certificates_folder waptserver parameters;

• added a /ssl location in nginx templates;

• added crl_urls in client auth signed certificates;

• added a scheduled task to renew server side crl;

• added clients_signing_crl waptserver parameter to add client cert

to server crl when host is unregistered;

• added revoke_cert method to SSLCRL class;
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• added a authorityKeyIdentifier to the client auth CSR;

• force restart if windows task is broken;

• waptservice: use sys._exit(10) to ask nssm to restart service

in case of unhandled exception in waptservice (loops, etc.);

• wapt client: don’t log / store into db Wapt.runstatus if not changed;

• waptserver postconf: fix for rights on some wapt directories;

• Add mutual conflicts to deb/rpm packages for waptagent/waptserver

to avoid simultaneous install;

72.2.14 WAPT-1.8.0-6641 (2020-01-24)

(hash 3dbb3de8)

Major changes

• [ADD] client Agent for Linux Debian 8, 9 , 10, Linux Centos 7, Ubuntu 18, 19

and MacOS. The packages are named wapt-agent and available in https://wapt.tranquil.it/wapt/releases/latest/;

• [IMP] repository access rules defined in waptconsole. Depending of client IP,

site, computername, one can define which secondary repository URL to use (Enterprise only);

As a consequence, the DNS query method (with SRV records) is no more supported for repositories
• [IMP] the package and signature process has been changed to be compatible

with python3. Serialization of dict is now sorted by key alphabetically to be deterministic across python versions. WAPT agents
prior to version 1.7.1 will not be able to use new packages. (see git hash SHA-1: f571e55594617b43ed83003faeef4911474a84db);

• [NEW] a WAPT agent can now be declared as a secondary remote repository.

Integrated syncing with main server repository is handled automatically. (Enterprise only);

• [NEW] waptconsole can now run without elevated privileges.

The build of waptagent / waptupgrade package are done in a temporary directory. When editing a package from waptconsole,
:program:`PyScripter` should be launched with elevated privileges;
One could deploy the agent with GPO without actually rebuilding a waptagent. Command line options are available
on stock waptsetup-tis.exe to configure repo url (/repo_url=), server url (/wapt_server=), server certificate bundle lo-
cation (/CopyServersTrustedCA=), packages certificates checking (/CopyPackagesTrustedCA=), /use_random_uuid, /
StartPackages, /append_host_profiles, /DisableHiberBoot, /waptaudit_task_period;

Some options are still missing and may be added in a future release;

• [IMP] package filename now includes a hash of package content to make it easier

to check if download is complete and if package has been scanned (improved speed for large number of packages);

• [SEC] the WAPT admin password must be regenerated (with postconf);

if it is not pbkdf2 based. See in your waptserver.ini file, wapt_password must start with $pbkdf2-;
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Fixes and detailed changelog

• [SEC] waptagent can optionally be digitally signed,

if (1) Microsoft signtool.exe is present in <wapt>utils` and (2) if there is a pkcs#12 :mimetype:.p12` file with the
same name as the personal certificate .crt file, and (3) the certificate is encrypted with the same password;

• [IMP] wapt-get.py can be run on linux and macos in addition to windows;

• [IMP] waptconsole host’s packages status reporting: now displays current version

with NEED-UPGRADE, NEED-REMOVE, ERROR status and future version with NEED-INSTALL status;

The status is stored in server’s DB HostPackagesStatus so it can be queried for reporting;

• [IMP] setuphelpers: there now different setuphelpers

for each operating system family;

• [ADD] waptconsole: added an action to safely trigger upgrades on remote hosts

only if associated processes (impacted_process control attribute) are not running, to avoid disturbing users (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] wapt-get --service upgrade: added handling of --force,

--notify_server_on_start=0/1, notify_server_on_finish=0/1 switches;

• [IMP] package signature’s date is now taken in account when comparing packages;

• [ADD] host_ad_site key in [global] in wapt-get.ini to define

a fake Active Directory site for the host;

• [ADD] waptconsole / packages grid: if multiple packages are selected,

the associated show clients grid shows the status of packages for all selected clients (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] waptagent build: added checkbox to enable repository rules lookup

when installing agent (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] waptconsole / import packages: don’t reimport existing dependencies.

Checkbox to disable import of dependencies;

• [IMP] wapt-scanpackages speed optimizations: don’t re-extract certificates

and icon for skipped package entries. use md5 from filename if supplied when scanning.

• [FIX] waptexit: fix arguments to waptexit for only_if_not_process_running

and install_wua_updates (bool);

• [FIX] waptagent / waptwua fix wapt wua enabled setting reset to False

when upgrading with waptagent and enabled=don’t touch;

• [FIX] waptserver / waptwua repository: all cabs files are now

in root directory instead of microsoft original file tree. The files are moved when upgrading to 1.8;

• [IMP] waptupgrade package: increment build number if building

a new waptagent of the same main wapt version;

• [NEW] waptserver parameter trusted_signers_certificates_folder:
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Path to trusted signers certificate directory. If defined, only packages signed by this trusted CA are accepted on the server when
uploading through server;

• [NEW] waptserver parameter remote_repo_support: if true,

a task is scheduled to scan repositories (wapt, waptwua, wapt-hosts) that creates a sync.json file for remote secondary repositories;

• [IMP] when building waptagent, don’t include non CA packages certificates

by default in waptagent. A checkbox is available to still enable non CA certificates to be scanned and added;

• [IMP] when building waptagent, one can add or remove certificates

in the grid with Ctrl+Del or drag and drop;

• [FIX] waptconsole / host packages status grid: fixed F5 refresh;

• [IMP] waptconsole / build agent: build an enterprise agent even

if no valid licence (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] forced_update_on control attribute: don’t take into account

for next_update_on if in the past;

• [IMP] waptconsole: try to accept waptserver password with non ASCII characters;

• [REMOVED] waptstarter: remove socle from default host profile;

• [IMP] waptagent build: rework of server certificate path relocation

when building / installing;

• [SEC] don’t sign agent certificate if no valid human authentication

(admin, passwd or ldap) or kerberos authentication has been provided:

• be explicit on authentication methods;

• store registration authentication method in db only

if valid human authentication or kerberos authentication has been provided;

• when registering, be sure we trust an already signed certificate

with CN matching the host;

• store the signed host certificate in server DB on proper registration;

• [IMP] some syntax preparation work for future python3;

• [IMP] some preparation work for detailed ACL handling (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] don’t enable client ssl auth by default in waptserver as nginx reverse

proxy server is perhaps misconfigured;
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Python libraries / modules updates

• use waitress for waptservice wsgi server

instead of unmaintained Rocket`;

• Flask-SocketIO 3.0.1 -> Flask-SocketIO 4.2.1;

• MarkupSafe 1.0 -> MarkupSafe 1.1.1;

• python_ldap-2.4.44 -> python_ldap-3.2.0;

72.3 WAPT 1.7 and older

72.3.1 WAPT-1.7.4-6237 (2019-11-18)

(hash 1c00cefd)

• [FIX] waptserver: add fix to workaround

flask-socketio bug (AttributeError: ‘Request’ object has no attribute ‘sid’);

• [IMP] waptserver: be sure db is closed before trying to open it

(for dev mode);

• [IMP] waptserver: add logs messages when an exception message

is sent back to the user;

72.3.2 WAPT-1.7.4-6234 (2019-11-14)

(hash ad237eee)

• [IMP] waptserver: upgrade peewee DB python module to 3.11.2.

Explicit connection handling to DB to track potential limbo connections (which could lead to db pool exhaustion);

• [FIX] waptwua: trap exception when pushing WU to Windows cache to allow

valid updates to be installed even if some could not be verified properly;

72.3.3 WAPT-1.7.4-6232 (2019-10-31)

(hash2090b0e6d52cecfb04f8fa4c279e7c0a0252d6e2

• [FIX] wapt-get session-setup: fix bad print in session_setup.

Regression introduced in b30b1b1a550a4 (1.7.4.6229);
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72.3.4 WAPT-1.7.4-6230 (2019-10-23) (not released)

(hash 391d382f)

• [IMP] return server git hash version and edition in ping and usage_statistics;

• [IMP] be sure to have server_uuid on windows when during setup;

• [FIX] .git partially included in built package manifest;

72.3.5 WAPT-1.7.4-6229 (2019-10-23)

(hash b30b1b1a)

• [FIX] 100% cpu load on one core on waptserver even when Idle;

• python-engineio upgrade to 3.10.0;

• python-socketio upgraded to 4.3.1;

• [IMP] don’t try run session_setup on packages

which don’t have one defined;

• [IMP] limit text output on console (for faster output);

72.3.6 WAPT-1.7.4-6223 (2019-10-15)

(hash 86ddeaa2d)

• [FIX] Newlines in packages installs logged output;

• [FIX] Allow nonascii utf8 encoded user and password for server basic auth;

• [UPD] waptconsole: Default package filtering to x64 and console locale

to avoid mistakes when importing;

• [IMP] waptconsole: increase default Port Socket listening test timeout

(for rdp, remote service access etc..) to 3s instead of 200ms;

• [IMP] waptconsole: sort OU

by description in treeview:

Right click changes current row selection in OU treeview;

• [NEW] option to set waptservice_password = NOPASSWORD
in waptstarter installer;

• [FIX] grid sorting for package / version / size of packages;

• [FIX] don’t create waptconsole link for starter;

• [NEW] wapt-scanpackages: add an option to update

the local packages DB table from Packages file index;

• [FIX] regression introduced in previous build: maturities = PROD
and maturities = ‘’ are equivalent when filtering allowed packages;
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• [FIX] waptconsole: grid headers too small for highdpi;

• [UPD] waptupgrade package filename: keep old naming

without all arch (for backward compatibility);

• [IMP] waptservice_timeout = 20 seconds now;

• [FIX] AD auth for waptconsole with non ASCII chars;

• [IMP] missing french translations for columns

in Import packages grid;

• [FIX] be sure to terminate output threads in waptwinutils.run;

• [IMP] avoid showOnTop flickering for VisLoading;

• [IMP] setuphelpers.run_powershell!

add $ProgressPreference = SilentlyContinue prefix command;

• [SEC] waptservice: protect test of host_cert date if file is deleted

outside of service scope;

• [IMP] WaptBaseRepo class:

• packages cache handling when repo parameters (filters. . . ) are changed;

• allow direct setting of cabundle for WaptBaseRepo;

• keep a fingerprint of input config parameters;

• [UPD] set a fallback calculated package_uuid value in database

for compatibility with old package status reports;

72.3.7 WAPT-1.7.4-6196 (2019-09-27)

(hash f9cb3ebd)

• [IMP] revert package naming of waptupgrade to previous one to ease upgrade

from previous wapt;

• [IMP] increase waptservice_timeout to 20 seconds per default;

• [FIX] AD auth when there are non ascii chars (encoding);

• [FIX] missing french translations for columns in Import packages grid;

• [IMP] set a fallback calculated package_uuid in database

for old package without package_uuid attribute in db status report;

• [NEW] wapt-scanpackages: add an option to update

the local Packages DB table from Packages file index;

• [NEW] option to filters maturities;
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72.3.8 WAPT-1.7.4-6192 (2019-09-17)

(hash 3e00ac6688)

• [SEC] update python modules python-engineio and werkzeug

to fix vulnerability CVE-2019-14806

GHSA-j3jp-gvr5-7hwq

• [UPD] Python modules:

• eventlet 0.24.1 -> eventlet 0.25.1;

• flask 1.0.2 -> flask 1.1.1;

• greenlet 0.4.13 -> greenlet 0.4.15;

• itsdangerous 0.24 -> itsdangerous 1.1.0;

• peewee 3.6.4 -> peewee 3.10;

• python-socketio 1.9.0 -> python-socketio 4.3.1;

• python-engineio 3.8.1 -> python-engineio 3.9.3;

• websocket-client 0.50 -> websocket-client 0.56;

• [UPD] default request_timeout = 15s for client websockets;

• [FIX] when building packages, excluded directories (for example .git

or .svn) were still included in manifest file;

• [UPD] don’t canonicalize package filenames by default when scanning

server repository to ease migration from previous buggy wapt;

• [FIX] package filename not rewritten in Packages when renaming package;

• [NEW] wapt-scanpackages: added explicit option to trigger rename

of packages filenames which do not comply with canonic form;

• [NEW] wapt-scanpackages: added option to provide proxy;

• [UPD] return OK by default in package’s audit skeleton;

• [IMP] waptconsole cosmetic: minheight 18 pixels for grid headers

• [FIX] waptserver database model: bad default datatype in model.py

for created_by and updated_by (were not used until now);

• [FIX] ensure_unicode for .msi output: try cp850

before utf16 to avoid Chinese garbage in run output;

• [NEW] added connected_users to hosts_for_package provider;

• [FIX] use win32api to get local connected IPV4 IP address

instead of socket module. In some cases, socket can’t retrieve the IP;

• [FIX] wapt-get unregister command not working properly;

• [NEW] Waptselfservice: added option in wapt-get.ini
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to disable unfiltered packages view of local admin;

• [IMP] Waptselfservice: 4K improvements;

• [FIX] Waptselfservice:

• packages restricted were shown in selfservice / now corrected;

• if the repo have no packages segmentation error / now corrected;

• if the repo have changed segmentation error / now corrected;

72.3.9 WAPT-1.7.4.6165 (2019-08-02)

(hash f153fab4)

Improvements

• [NEW] added unregister action to wapt-get;

• [UPD] improvements with the alt logo in the self-service;

Changes

• [UPD] use version to build the package name of unit, groups

and profile type package, like for base packages;

• [UPD] added logs to uwsgi;

Fixes

• [FIX] bugfixes with the icons of the app self-service;

• [FIX] bugfixes with the logos in the self-service;

• [UPD] waptexit: don’t cancel tasks on CloseQuery;

• [UPD] patch server.py earlier to avoid *execute cannot be used

while an asynchronous query is underway*;

• [FIX] fix waptexit doing nothing if allow_cancel_upgrade = 0
and waptexit_disable_upgrade = 0;

• [FIX] fix issue with merge of wsus rules (can cause memory errors

if more than one wsus package is applied on a host) (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] fix wua auto install_scheduling issue;

• [FIX] waptexit: add a watchdog to workaround

some cases where it hangs (threading issue ?);
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72.3.10 WAPT-1.7.4.6143 (2019-06-25)

(hash da870a2c)

Improvements

• [IMP] wapt self service application is now fully usable.

It is available in <wapt>waptself.exe;

• [ADD] option to set a random UUID instead of BIOS UUID at setup.

This is to workaround for bugged BIOS with duplicated ids;

• [IMP] better Sphinxdocs for WAPT Libraries;

Changes

• [UPD] behavior change: Use computer FQDN from tcpip registry entry

(first NV Hostname key) then fixed domain then DHCP;

• [FIX] inverted Zip and signature steps in package build operations

to workaround issue with Bad Magic Number when signing already zipped big packages;

• [NEW] Add use_ad_groups wapt-get [global] parameter to activate groups

from AD (this is a time consuming task, so better not activate it. . . );

Fixes

• [FIX] appendprofile infinite loop during setup;

• [FIX] read forced uuid from wapt-get.ini earlier to avoid loading

a bad host certificate in memory if changing from bios uuid to forced uuid;

• [FIX] setting use_random_uuid in waptagent.iss;

• [FIX] waptstarter setup: force deactivate server, hostpackages;

• [FIX] include waptself in waptstarter, don’t include innosetup in waptstarter;

• [FIX] ensure_unicode: add utf16 decoding test before cp850;

• [FIX] add ensure_unicode for tasks logs to avoid unicode decode errors

in get_tasks_status callback;

• [NEW] host status: add boot_count attribute;

• [FIX] fix potential float / unicode error when scanning windows updates

(Enterprise only);

• [FIX] handles properly excluded files in package signatures;

• [FIX] waptexit: avoid some work after checking if waptservice is running

if it is not running;
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• [FIX] a case where WAPTLocalJsonGet could loop forever if auth fails;

• [FIX] setup.pyc in manifest but not in zipped package:

• exclude exactly [‘.svn’,’.git’,

‘.gitignore’,’setup.pyc’] when signing and zipping;

• inc_build before signing;

• [UPD] add use_ad_groups setting in waptagent build.

Default to False (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] better detection of waptbasedir for python27.dll loading;

• [FIX] allow to sign source package directory to workaround a bug

in python zipfile (bad magic number);

• [NEW] added a htpasswd password file method for restricted access

to only add_host method:

allows add_host if provided host certificate is already signed by server and content can be verified;

• [FIX] wapt-get.exe crash with “can not load. . . “

when python 3.7 is installed from MS store;

• [FIX] load private_dir conf parameter earlier;

• [UPD] put a rnd- in front of randomly generated uuid;

added a checkbox to use random uuid (if not already defined in wapt-get.ini);

• [UPD] SSL CA certifi library;

• [IMP] utf8 decode user /password in localservice authentication;

• [UPD] allow authentication on local waptservice with token;

• [NEW] filter packages on hosts based on the valid_from

and valid_until control attributes;

force update sooner if valid_from or valid_until or forced_install_on is sooner than regular planned update_period;

• [FIX] events reporting from service tasks;

• [FIX] waptexit not closing of writing for running tasks

but auto upgrade has been disabled;

• [ADD] added waptexit_disable_upgrade option to waptexit

to remove the triggering of upgrade from waptexit, but keep the waiting for pending and running tasks:

‘running_tasks’ key in waptservice checkupgrades.json. Was not reflecting an up to date state;

• [NEW] add new packages attributes: name, valid_from,

valid_until, forced_install_on;

• [FIX] regression on profile packages not taken in account;
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72.3.11 WAPT-1.7.4.6082 (2019-05-20)

(hash 38e08433)

Fixes

• [FIX] waptexit not closing if waiting for running tasks

but auto upgrade has been disabled;

• [FIX] events reporting from service’s tasks;

Updated

• [ADD]] new packages attributes: name, valid_from, valid_until,

forced_install_on;

• [ADD] waptexit_disable_upgrade option to waptexit to remove

the triggering of upgrade from waptexit, but keep the waiting for pending and running tasks;

• [IMP] added running_tasks key in waptservice checkupgrades.json.

Was not reflecting an up to date state.

• [IMP] waptself:

• early support of high DPI;

• loading of icons in the background;

72.3.12 WAPT-1.7.4.6078 (2019-05-17)

(hash 5b6851ae)

Fixes

• [FIX] takes profile packages (AD based groups)

into account (Enterprise only)

72.3.13 WAPT-1.7.4.6077 (2019-05-15)

(hash 4be40c534c4627)
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Fixes

• [FIX]] regression on waptdeploy unable to read current waptversion

from registry;

• [FIX] be more tolerant to broken or inexistent wmi layer

(for waptconsole on wine for example);

72.3.14 WAPT-1.7.4.6074 (2019-05-09)

(hash 95a146c002)

Fixes and improvements over RC2

• [IMP] waptself.exe preview application updated.

Loads icons in the background.

Known issues:

• does not work with repositories behind proxies and client side auth;

• https server certificate is not checked when downloading icons);

• High DPI not handled properly;

• Cosmetic and ergonomic improvements still to come;

• [IMP] waptserver setup on windows: open port 80 on firewall in addition to 443;

• [IMP] waptserver on Debian. add www-data group to wapt user

even if user wapt already exists;

• [IMP] waptserver on CentOS. add waptwua directory

to SELinux httpd_sys_content_t context;

• [FIX] waptserver client auth: comment out ssl_client_certificate

and ssl_verify_client;

By default because old client’s certificate does not have proper clientAuth attribute (error http 400);

• [FIX] problem accessing to 32bit uninstall registry view from 32bit wapt

on Windows server 2003 x64 and Windows server 2008 x64:

it looks like it is not advisable to try to access the virtual Wow6432Node virtual node with disabled redirection;

• [FIX] setuphelpers installed_softwares regular expression search on name;

https://github.com/tranquilit/WAPT/issues/7

• [IMP] waptservice: for planned periodic upgrade, use single WaptUpgrade task

like the one used in websocket;

• [IMP] waptexit: cancel all tasks if closing waptexit form;

• [FIX] wapt-get: wapt-get service mode with events:
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refactor using uWAPTPollThreads;

• [FIX] veyon cli executable name updated;

• [IMP] wapt-get: check CN and subjectAltNames in lowercase

for enable-check-certificate action;

(todo: doesn’t take wildcard in account)

72.3.15 WAPT-1.7.4 RC2 (2019-04-30)

(hash 5ef3487)

Security

• upgrade urllib3 to 1.24.2 for

CVE-2019-11324 (high severity);

• upgrade jinja2 to 2.10.1 for

CVE-2019-10906;

New

• [NEW] Wapt self service application preview;

Improvements

• [IMP] propose to copy the newly created CA certificate

to ssl local service dir, and restart waptservice. Useful for first time use;

Fixes

• [FIX] sign_needed for wapt-signpackages.py;

• [FIX] missing StoreDownload table create;

• [FIX] bug in fallback package_uuid calculation.

It didn’t include the version;
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72.3.16 WAPT-1.7.4 RC1 (2019-04-16)

(hash 4cdcaa06c83b)

Changes

• [UPD] handling of subjectAltName attribute for https server certificates

checks in waptconsole (useful when certificate is a multi hostname commercial certificate). Before, only CN was checked against
host’s name;

• [UPD] client certificate auth for waptconsole;

• [UPD] versioning of wapt includes now the Git revision count;

Details

• [FIX] replace openssl command line call with waptcrypto call

to create tls certificate on linux server wapt install;

• [FIX] add dnsname subjectAltName extension

to self signed waptserver certificate on linux wapt nginx server configuration;

• [FIX] pkcs12 export;

• [NEW] handling of SubjectAlternativeName in certificates

for server X509 certificate check in addition to CN:

Added a SubjectAltName when creating self signed certificate on linux wapt nginx server in postconf;

For old installation, the certificate is not updated. It should be done manually;

• [FIX] fix check_install returning additional packages

to install which are already installed (when private repository is using locale or maturities):

Added missing attributes in waptdb.installed_matching;

• [NEW] added client certificate path and client private key path

for waptconsole access to client side ssl auth protected servers;

• [FIX] fix regression with wapt-get edit <package>:

made filter_on_host_cap a global property of Wapt class instead of a function parameter;

• [FIX] regression if there are spaces in OU name.

Console was stripping space for https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue911 and https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue908;

• [IMP] allow ‘0’..’9’, ‘A’..’Z’, ‘a’..’z’, ‘-‘,’_’,’=’,’~’,’.’ in package names

for OU packages. Replaces space with ~ in package names and ‘,’ with ‘_’;

• [IMP] make sure we have a proper package name in packages edit dialogs;

• [IMP] waptservice config: allow waptupdate_task_period to be empty

in wapt-get.ini to disable it in waptservice;
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• [FIX] waptutils: fix regression on wget() if user-agent is overridden;

• [FIX] waptwua: fix an error in install progress % reporting for wua updates;

• [IMP] wapttray: refactor tray for consistency.

Makes use of uwaptpollthreads classes;

• [IMP] waptexit: some changes to try to fix cases

when it does not close automatically;

• [IMP] build: add git Revcount (commit count) to exe metadata;

• [FIX] waptconsole: fix hosts for package grid not refreshed if not focused;

• [FIX] internal: use synapse httpsend for waptexit / wapt-get / wapttray

local service http queries to workaround auth retry problems with indy;

• [ADD] wapt-get.exe: added --locales

to override temporarily locales form wapt-get.ini;

• [ADD] wapt-get.exe: added WaptServiceUser

and WaptServicePassword / WaptServicePassword64 command line params:

fix timeout checking in checkopenport;

• [ADD] core: added logs for self-service auth;

• [ADD] waptservice: added /keywords.json service action;

• [ADD] waptservice: added filter keywords (csv) on packages.json provider;

• [IMP] waptconsole: replace tri-state checkbox by a radio group

for wua enabled setting in create waptagent dialog;

• [IMP] waptservice local webservice: temporary workaround

to avoid costly icons retrieval in local service;

• [FIX] simplify installed_wapt_version in waptupgrade package

to avoid potential install issues;

• [IMP] waptconsole layout: anchors for running task memo;

• [FIX] Makefullyvisible for main form:

avoid forms outside the visible area when disconnecting a second display;

• [FIX] layout of tasks panel for Windows 10;

• [FIX] add token_lifetime server side

(instead of using clockskew for token duration);

• [UPD] default unit days instead of minutes
for wua scan download install and install_delay;

• [ADD] optional export of key and certificate as PKCS12 file

in create key dialog. (to check SSL client auth in browsers. . . );

• [FIX] winsetup.py fix for backslashes in nginx;
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• [FIX] wapt-get json output / flush error;

• [IMP] cache host_certificate_fingerprint and issuer id in local db

so that we don’t need to read private directory to get host_capabilities. It allows to use wapt-get list-upgrade as normal
user;

• [UPD] don’t make DNS query in waptconsole Login / waptconfig

to avoid DNS timeout if domain dns server is not reachable;

• [FIX] warning message introduced in previous revision

when adding a new ini config on login (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] waptwua: handles redirect for wsusscn2 head request

(Enterprise only);

• [UPD] Report only 3 members on the wapt_version capability attribute;

• [IMP] core: refactor WaptUpgrade task: check task to append

and then append them to tasks queue in WaptUpgrade.run instead of doing it in caller code. Avoid timeout when upgrading;

• [IMP] core: self service rules refactoring;

• [IMP] core: notify server when audit on waptupgrade;

• [IMP] core: fix update_status not working

when old packages have no persistent_dir in db;

• [IMP] core: tasks, events waptservice action: timeout in milliseconds

instead of seconds for consistency;

72.3.17 WAPT-1.7.3.11 (2019-03-25)

(hash 92ccb177d5c)

• [FIX] waptconsole: use repo specific ca bundle

to check remote repo server certificate (different from main wapt repo);

• [FIX] waptconsole / hosts for packages: fixed F5 to do a local refresh;

• [FIX] improved update performance with repositories with a lot of packages;

• [FIX] improved wapttray reporting:

fix faulty inverted logic for notify_user parameter;

• [FIX] waptconsole: fixed bad filtering of hosts for package

(Enterprise only);

• [FIX] waptexit: fixed waptexit closes even if Running task

if no pending task / no pending updates;

• [FIX] waptexit: fixed potential case where waptexit remains running

with high cpu load;

• [FIX] waptconsole: fixed HostsForPackage grid not filtered properly
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(was unproperly using Search expr from first page);

• [FIX] waptservice: None has no check_install_is_running error

at waptservice startup;

• [FIX] core: set persistent_dir and persistent_source_dir attributes

on setup module for install_wapt;

• [FIX] core: fixed bug in guessed persistent_dir for dev mode;

• [FIX] core: fixed error resetting status of stuck processes

in local db (check_install_running);

• [FIX] waptservice: trap error setting runstatus in db in tasks manager loop:

Don’t send runstatus to server each time it is set;

• [UPD] core: define explicitly the private_dir of Wapt object;

• [UPD] server: don’t refuse to provide authtoken if FQDN has changed

(this does not introduce specific risk as request is signed against UUID);

• [UPD] core: if package_uuid attribute is not set

in package’s control (old wapt), it is set to a reproductible hash when package is appended to local waptdb so we can use it to lookup
packages faster (dict);

• [NEW] waptconsole: added audit scheduling setup

in waptagent dialog (Enterprise only):

added set_waptaudit_task_period in innosetup installers;

• [IMP] setuphelpers: add win32_displays to default wmi keys for report;

• [IMP] server setup: create X509 certificate / RSA key

for hosts ssl certificate signing and authentication during setup of server;

• [IMP] waptexit: add sizeable border and icons;

• [IMP] show progress of long tasks;

• [IMP] waptservice: process update of packages as a task instead of waiting

for its completion when upgrading (to avoid timeout when running upgrade waptservice task):

added update_packages optional (default True) parameter for upgrade waptservice action;

• [NEW] added audit scheduling setup in waptagent compilation dialog

(Enterprise only);

• [NEW] setuphelpers: added get_local_profiles setuphelpers;

• [IMP] waptserver: don’t refuse to provide authtoken

for websockets auth if FQDN has changed;

• [IMP] flush stdout before sending status to waptserver;

• [IMP] waptcrypto handle alternative object names in

CSR build;
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• [IMP] wapt-get: --force option on wapt-get.exe service mode;

• [NEW] use client side authentication for waptwua too;

• [CHANGE] server setup: nginx windows config: relocate logs and pid;

• [ADD] added conditional client side ssl auth in nginx config;

• [CHANGE] waptconsole: refactor wget, wgets WaptRemoteRepo WaptServer

to use requests.Session object to handle specific ssl client auth and proxies:

Be sure to set privateKey password dialog callback to decrypt client side ssl auth key;

• [IMP] waptcrypto: added waptcrypto.is_pem_key_encrypted;

• [IMP] waptconsole: make sure waptagent window is fully visible;

• [IMP] waptconsole: make sure Right click select row on all grids;

• [ADD] waptconsole: import from remote repo: add certificate

and key for client side authentication;

72.3.18 WAPT-1.7.3.10 (2019-03-06)

(hash ec8aa25ef)

Security

• [UPD] upgraded OpenSSL dlls to 1.0.2r

for https://www.cert.ssi.gouv.fr/avis/CERTFR-2019-AVI-080/ (moderate risk);

New

• [IMP] much reworked wizard pages embedded in waptserversetup.exe

windows server installer. Install of waptserver on Windows is easy again:

• register server as a client of waptserver;

• create new key / certificate pair;

• build waptagent.exe and waptupgrade package;

• configure package prefix;

• [NEW] if client certificate signing is enabled on waptserver

(waptserver.ini config), the server will sign a CSR for the client when the client is first registered. See Configuring Client-Side
Certificate Authentication .

• [NEW] wapt-get: added new command create-keycert to create a pair

of RSA key / x509 certificate in batch mode. Self signed or signed with a CA key/cert:

(options are case sensitive. . . )
• option /CommonName: CN to embed in certificate;
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• options /Email, /Country, /Locality, /Organization,

/OrgUnit: additional attributes to embed in certificate;

• option /PrivateKeyPassword: specify the password

for private key in clear text form;

• option /PrivateKeyPassword64: specify the password for private key

in base64 encoding form;

• option /NoPrivateKeyPassword: ask to create

or use an unencrypted RSA private key;

• option /CA = 1 (or 0)): create a certification authority

certificate if 1 (default to 1);

• option /CodeSigning = 1 (or 0) ): create a code signing

certificate if 1 (default to 1);

• option /ClientAuth = 1 (or 0): create a certificate

for authenticating a client on a https server with ssl auth. (default to 1);

• option /CAKeyFilename: path to CA private key to use for signing

the new certificate (defaults to %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini [global] default_ca_key_path setting);

• option /CACertFilename: path to CA certificate to use for signing

the new certificate (defaults to %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini [global] default_ca_cert_path setting);

• option /CAKeyPassword: specify the password for CA private key

in clear text form to use for signing the new certificate (no default);

• option /CAKeyPassword64: specify the password for CA private key

in base64 encoding form to use for signing the new certificate (no default);

• option /NoCAKeyPassword: specify that the CA private to use

for signing the new certificate is unencrypted;

• option /EnrollNewCert: copy the newly created certificate

in <wapt>ssl to be taken in account as an authorized packages signer certificate;

• option /SetAsDefaultPersonalCert: set personal_certificate_path

in configuration inifile [global] section (default %LOCALAPPDATA%waptconsolewaptconsole.ini);

• [NEW] wapt-get: added new commands build-waptagent

to compile a customized waptagent in batch mode:

• copy waptagent.exe and pre-waptupgrade locally

(if not /DeployWaptAgentLocally, upload to server with https);

• option /DeployWaptAgentLocally: copy the newly built waptagent.exe

and prefix-waptupgrade_xxx.wapt to local server WAPT repository directory .\waptserver\repository\wapt\;

• [NEW] wapt-get register: added options for easy configuration of wapt
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when registering:

• --pin-server-cert: pin the server certificate.

(check that CN of certificate matches hostname of server and repo);

• --wapt-server-url: set wapt_server setting in wapt-get.ini;

• --wapt-repo-url: set repo_url setting in wapt-get.ini.

(if not provided, and there is not repo_url set in wapt-get.ini, extrapolate repo_url from wapt_server url);

• [NEW] wapt-get: added check-valid-codesigning-cert /

CheckPersonalCertificateIsCodeSigning action;

Improvements and fixes

• python libraries updates

• cryptography from 2.3.1 -> cryptography 2.5.0;

• pyOpenSSL 18.0.0 -> pyOpenSSL 19.0.0;

• [FIX] don’t reset host.server_uuid in server db

when host disconnect from websocket. Set host.server_uuid in server db when host gets a token;

• [FIX] modify isAdminLoggedIn to try to fix cases

when we are admin but function return false;

• [FIX] ensure valid package name in package wizard (issue959);

• [FIX] regression when using python cryptography 2.4.2 openssl bindings

for windows XP agent (openssl bindings of the python cryptopgraphy default WHL >= 2.5 does not work on Windows XP);

• [FIX] trap exception when creating db tables from scratch fails,

allowing upgrade of structure;

• [FIX] reduce the risk of database is locked error;

• [FIX] deprecation warning for verifier and signer when checking crl signature;

• [FIX] persistent_dir calculation in package’s call_setup_hook

when package_uuid is None in local wapt DB (for clients migrated from pre 1.7 wapt, error None has no len() in audit log);

• [FIX] regression don’t try to use host_certificate / key

for client side ssl authentication if they are not accessible;

• [IMP] define proxies for crl download in wapt-get scan-packages;

• [IMP] fixed bad normalization action icon;

• [IMP] paste from clipboard action available in most packages editing grid;

• [IMP] propose to define package root dev path, package prefix, waptagent

or new private key / certificate when launching waptconsole;

• [IMP] remove the need to define waptdev directory

when editing groups / profiles / wua packages / self-service packages;
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• [IMP] grid columns translations in French;

• [IMP] waptexit responsiveness improvements. Events check thread

and tasks check thread are now separated.

• [NEW] added ClientAuth checkbox when building certificate in waptconsole;

• [NEW] added --quiet -q option to postconf.py

• [MISC] add an example of client side cert auth

• [ADD] added clientAuth extended usage to x509 certificates (default True)

for https client auth using personal certificate;

• [NEW] use of ssl client cert and key in waptconsole for server authentication;

• [FIX] ssl client certificate auth not taken in account

for server api and host repository;

• [ADD] added is_client_auth property for certificates;

• default None for is_client_auth certificate /

CSR build;

• don’t fallback to host’s client certificate authentication

if it is not clientAuth capable (if so, http error 400);

• [MISC] waptcrypto: added SSLPKCS12 to encapsulate

pcks#12 key / certificate in certificate store;

• [MISC] added splitter for log memo in Packages for hosts panel;

• [FIX] store fixes;

• [FIX] be tolerant when no persistent_dir in waptwua packages;

• min wapt version 1.7.3 for self service packages and waptwua packages,

• [FIX] WsusUpdates has no attribute downloaded;

72.3.19 WAPT-1.7.3.7 (2019-02-19)

(hash 373f7d92)

Bug fixes

• [FIX]] softs normalization dialog closed when typing F key

(Enterprise only);

• [IMP] include waptwua in nginx wapt server windows locations

(Enterprise only);

• [FIX] force option from service or websockets not being taken in account

in install_msi_if_needed or install_exe_if_needed;
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• [IMP] improved win updates reporting (uninstall behavior)

(Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added uninstall action for winupdates in waptconsole

(Enterprise only);

• [FIX] reporting from dmi “size type” fields with non integer content

(Enterprise only);

Improvements

• [IMP] waptexit: allow minimize button;

• [IMP] waptexit: layout changes;

• [IMP] AD Auth: less restrictive on user name sanity check

(Enterprise only);

• [IMP] handling of updates of data for winupdates

with additional download urls (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added some additional info fields to WsusUpdates table

(Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added filename to Packages table for reporting and store usage

(Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added uninstall win updates to waptconsole (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added windows updates uninstall task capabilities (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] added filename to Packages table;

• [IMP] increased default clockskew tolerance for client socket io;

72.3.20 WAPT-1.7.3.5 (2019-02-13)

Bug fixes

• [FIX] regression in package filenames (missing _);

• [FIX] mismatch for waptconsole [global] waptwua_enabled setting;

• [FIX] default waptconsole EnableWaptWUAFeatures to True;
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72.3.21 WAPT-1.7.3.4 (2019-02-13)

Bug fixes

• [FIX] waptexit: fixed install of and empty list of Windows Updates

(Enterprise only);

• [FIX] wapt-get.exe WaptWUA commands: fixed import of waptwua client module

for waptwua-scan download install (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] install_delay for Windows Updates stored

as a time_delta in waptdb (Enterprise only);

Improvements

• [ADD] versioning on group packages filenames;

• [ADD] button to create AD Host profiles

(package automatically installed/removed based on AD Grouo memberships)

• [IMP] reduce wapttray notifications occurrences.

notify_user = 0 per default

• [FIX] waptexit: fixed details panel does not show the pending packages

to install;

• [FIX] always install the missing dependencies in install

(even if upgrade action should have queued dependencies installs before) for some corner known cases;

• [FIX] get server certificate chain popup action when building the waptagent;

• [ADD] action to create a key / certificate in waptconsole conf;

• [IMP] hide inactive / disabled WaptWUA actions in Host popup menu;

• [ADD] checkbox to display newest only for groups;

• [ADD] waptconsole config parameter licences_directory

to specify the location (directory) of licenses (Enterprise only);

• [IMP] waptagent build dialog: Removed the Append host’s profiles

option;

• [IMP] remove waptenterprise directory if waptsetup community is deployed

over a waptenterprise edition;
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72.3.22 WAPT-1.7.3.3 (2019-02-11)

• [IMP] Core:

• better support for locales, maturities and architecture

packages filtering;

• [NEW] Self service rule packages (Enterprise only):

• Package to define which packages can be installed / remove

for groups of users;

• WAPT Windows Updates rules packages (Enterprise only);

• [NEW] package to define which Windows Updates are allowed / forbidden

to be deployed by Wapt WUA agents;

• waptagent build:

• [ADD] option for use_fqdn_as_uuid when building waptagent.exe;

• [ADD] option to define the profile package to be deployed

upon Wapt install on hosts;

• [ADD] options to enable WaptWUA (Windows updates with Wapt)

(Enterprise only);

• Host Profile packages (Enterprise only):

• [IMP] specific packages (like Group packages) which are installed

or removed depending of wapt-get.ini [global] host_profiles ini key;

• [NEW] if a profile package name matches Computer’s AD Groups,

it is deployed automatically;

• Reporting (Enterprise only):

• [NEW] import / export queries as json files;

• [IMP] softwares names normalization as a separate dialog;

• waptexit:
• [IMP] reworked to make it more robust;

• [IMP] takes in account packages to remove;

• [IMP] takes in account Wapt WUA Updates (Enterprise only):

• command line switch: /install_wua_updates;

• wapt-get.ini setting: [waptwua] install_at_shutdown = 1;

• checkbox in waptexit to skip install of Windows Updates;

• waptconsole Custom commands:

• [NEW] ability to define custom popupmenu commands which are launched

for the selection of hosts. Custom variables {uid};
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• Other improvements:

• [IMP] French translations fixes;

72.3.23 Changelog 1.7.2

• [NEW] Reporting (Enterprise only):

• basic SQL reporting capability;

• duplicate action / copy paste for reporting queries;

• [ADD] setuphelpers: added helpers processes_for_file

and get_computer_domain;

Libraries updates

• python 2.7.15 on Windows;

• openssl-1.0.2p;

• upgraded to python-requests 2.20.0 (Security Fix);

Improvements

• [IMP] don’t refresh GridHostsForPackage if not needed

(Enterprise only);

• [IMP] don’t add a newline to log text output for LogOutput;

• [IMP] improved handling of update_host_data hashes to reduce amount of data

sent to server on each update_server_status;

• [IMP] set python27.dll path in wapt-get and waptconsole.exe

(fix cases with multiple python installations);

• [FIX] removal of packages when upgrading host via websockets;

• [IMP] don’t get host capabilities if not needed when updating;

• [IMP] don’t check package control signatures in wapt-get

when loading list of packages for development tasks;

• [IMP] Moved static waptserver assets to a /static root

split base.html and index.html templates for blueprints;

• [FIX] selective pending wua install or downloads (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] wua updates filter logic (Enterprise only);

• [IMP] uninstall host packages if use_hostpackages is set to false:

• add a forced update in the task loop

when host capabilities have been changed;
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• include use_host_packages and host_profiles in host’s capabilities;

• [FIX] regression not removing implicit packages.

• [IMP] more tolerant to unicode errors in update_host_data

to avoid hiding actual exception behind an encoding exception.

• [FIX] order of columns not kept when exporting reports (Enterprise only)

• [IMP] install_msi_if_needed, install_exe_if_needed:

check if killbefore is not empty or None

• [IMP] changed tasks’s progress and runstatus to property

• [FIX] Audit aborted due to exception: ‘NoneType’ object

is not iterable (Enterprise only)

• [ADD] setuphelpers: Add get_app_path and get_app_install_location

• add fix_wmi procedure to re-register WMI on broken machines

• some wmi fallbacks to avoid unregistered machines when WMI is broken on them

• [ADD] Online wua scans (Enterprise only)

• [ADD] random package_uuid when signing a package metadata

which could be used later as a primary key:

• creates a random package_uuid when installing in DEV mode;

• creates a random package_uuid when installing

a package without package_uuid;

• [IMP] moved and renamed EnsureWUAUServRunning to setuphelpers;

• [ADD] pending_reboot_reasons to inventory;

• [IMP] display package version for missing packages;

• [ADD] wapt-get sign-packages: added setting maturity

and inc version in sign-packages action;

• [ADD] WindowsUpdates’s host History grid below WindowsUpdate grid

(Enterprise only);

• [IMP] store Host Windows update history in server DB (Enterprise only);

• [IMP] keep selected or focused rows in grids;

• [IMP] updates Packages table when uploading a Package / Group.

This table is meant mainly for reporting purpose;

• [IMP] disable indexes for some BinaryJson fields;

• [FIX] windows update install_date reporting (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] checkbox to enable use_fqdn_as_uuid

when building waptagent.exe;

• [IMP] change default value for upgrade_only_if_not_process_running;
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• [IMP] changed naming of organizational unit packages to remove ambiguity

with comma in package name and comma to describe the list of packages depends / conflicts:

Replace ‘,’ with ‘_’ when editing package (Enterprise only);

• [ADD] waptexit: added priorities and only_if_not_process_running

command line switches;

• [IMP] waptupgrade: changed windows_version and Version;

• [ADD] setuphelpers windows_version: added members_count;

• [IMP] waptutils.Version: strip members to members_count if not None;

• [ADD] control attributes editor keywords license homepage package_uuid

to local waptservice db;

• [ADD] short fingerprint to repr of SSLCertificate;

• [IMP] be sure password gui is visible even if parent window is not;

• [ADD] gui for private key password dialog if --use-ggui;

• [ADD] --use-gui to wapt-get.exe command line arg

to force use of waptguihelper for server credentials when registering;

72.3.24 WAPT-1.6.2.7 (2018-10-02)

This is a bugfix release for 1.6.2.5:

• [FIX] waptexit: changed the default value of

upgrade_only_if_not_process_running parameter to False instead of True:

if upgrade_only_if_not_process_running is True, the install tasks for packages with running processes (impacted_process) are skipped;

if upgrade_only_if_not_process_running is False, the install tasks for packages with running processes may impact the user if the
installer kills the running processes;

• [FIX] waptwua: take in account Windows Updates RevisionNumber attribute

to identify uniquely an Update in addition to UpdateID field (Enterprise only). This fixes the 404 error when downloading missing
windows updates on a client.

72.3.25 WAPT-1.6.2.6 (2018-09-26)

This is a bugfix release for 1.6.2.5:

• [FIX] WAPTServer Enterprise on Windows: added proper upgrade path from

PostgreSQL 9.4 (used in WAPT 1.5) to PostgreSQL 9.6 which is required for WAPT-Windows Update:

• new database binary and data directory path are suffixed with -9.6;

• old data is suffixed with -old after migration;

• [FIX] upgrade script for MongoDB upgrade (WAPT 1.3)

to PostgreSQL used since WAPT 1.5;
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• [FIX] regression on WMI / DMI inventory which may be not properly

sent back to the server;

72.3.26 WAPT-1.6.2.5 (2018-09-14)

[NEW] Main new features if you are coming from 1.5:

• per package Audit feature (Enterprise only);

• WAPT managed Windows Updates tech preview (Enterprise only);

• wizards to guide post configuration

of Windows server and first use of waptconsole;

• waptconsole/ private repo page: added a grid which shows

the computers where the selected package is installed;

It includes numerous changes over the 1.5.1.26 version.

New

• [NEW] per package audit feature:

• def audit() hook function to add into package’s setup.py.

By default, check uninstall key presence in registry:

• wapt-get audit;

• wapt-get -S audit;

• wapt-get audit <packagename>;

• right click in waptconsole on machines or installed

packages/ Audit package;

• synthetic audit status for each machine;

• for each installed package: last_audit_status, last_audit_on,

last_audit_output, next_audit_on;

• scheduled globally with wapt-get.ini parameter [global]:

waptaudit_task_period = 4h

or in package’s control file:

audit_schedule = 1d

• audit log displayed in waptconsole below installed package grid

if Audit Status column is focused;
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• [UPD] updated python modules

• [IMP] build with Lazarus 1.8.2 instead of CodeTyphon 2.8

for the Windows executables:

• better strings encoding handling and easier to setup for the development;

Known issues

• PostgreSQL 9.6 is required for WAPT WUA tech preview

(Debian Jessie not supported);

• WAPT 1.6 includes one more security layer in the agent to server connection.

After server upgrade, the client desktops won’t be able to connect to the server as long as they have not been upgraded themselves.
If you require to be able to remotely manage the WAPT agent while the agent has not yet been upgraded, it is necessary to set
allow_unauthenticated_connect to True in waptserver.ini;

Fixes

• [FIX] add AD Groups as Hosts dependencies in waptconsole;

• [FIX] remove image on reachable column if no status has been sent yet;

• [FIX] Organizational Units WAPT packages not being installed

when there are spaces in DN;

• [FIX] Operational error when host are trying

to reconnect but are not registered;

• [FIX] fill in created_on db fields on win updates data;

• [IMP] debian server postinst: remove old pyc files;

Changes

• [IMP] Improved WAPT console setup Wizard;

• [ADD] allow_unauthenticated_connect defaults to

allow_unauthenticated_registration if it is not explicitly set in waptserver.ini file (This will ease migration from 1.5 to 1.6);

• [IMP] Escape key on password edit of login moves focus

to configuration combo;

• [IMP] PackageEntry.asrequirement(): removed space between package name

and version specification;

• [IMP] missing install_date in insert_many for some updates;

• [ADD] add force arg for WAPTUpdateServerStatus action;

• [IMP] don’t includes setup.py in initial host’s

packages inventory, and full inventory;
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• [IMP] allow to use installed waptdeploy.exe

without retry/ignore dialog;

• [IMP] be sure error is reported properly in socketio;

• [IMP] added package_uuid and homepage package attributes;

• [IMP] added installed on columns for host wsus updates;

• [FIX] WUA grid layout saving;

72.3.27 WAPT-1.6.2.2 (2018-07-16)

Known issues

• PostgreSQL 9.6 is required for WAPT WUA tech preview

(Debian Jessie not supported);

• the authentication of client connections to the WAPT websockets server

is not compatible with pre-1.6.2 wapt clients. During migration, if you want to keep the connection with clients, you have to disable
the authentication with the parameter: allow_unauthenticated_connect = 0 in server’s configuration file waptserver.ini. When all
clients have migrated, this can be removed;

New

• [NEW] wizard for the initial configuration of waptserver on Windows;

• [ADD] wizard for the initial configuration of waptconsole

connection parameters;

• [ADD] Enterprise only: waptconsole/ private repo page: added a grid

which shows the computers where the selected package is installed;

• [NEW] Enterprise only: WAPT WUA Windows Updates management

technical preview:

• activate with waptwua_enabled = 1 in wapt-get.ini file

on the client;

• scan of updates on Windows clients with the IUpdateSearcher Windows API

and the wsusscan2 cab file from Microsoft;

• additional page in WAPTconsole host inventory for

Windows updates status reported (HostWsus model);

• additional page in WAPTconsole for the consolidated view

of all updates reported by hosts (WsusUpdates model);

• periodic task on server to check and download newer version

of wsusscan2 cab file from Microsoft (daemon/ service wapttasks);
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• periodic Task on server to download missing windows updates files

as reported by Windows client after scan:

• missing files are downloaded if one of the client should install

it and has not yet a copy in its local windows update cache;

• downloads are logged in WsusDownloadTasks model;

Changes

• [ADD] field in hosts table to keep the hashes of sent host data,

so that clients can send only what needs to be updated;

• [ADD] db_port server config parameter if posgresql server

is not running on standard port 5432;

• [ADD] editor optional attribute for package control, used

in register_windows_uninstall helper if supplied;

• [IMP] websocket authentication with a timestamped token obtained

from server with client SSL certificate on server with client SSL certificate;

• [IMP] json responses from waptserver are gzipped;

Fixes

• [IMP] forced host uuid;

• [IMP] forced computer AD Organizational unit;

• [IMP] public certs dir;

• [FIX] caching of negative result for certs chain validation;

• [IMP] refactoring of server python modules (config, utils, auth, app,

common, decorators, model, server) for the enterprise modularity;

• [FIX] timezone file timestamp handling for http download;

Python modules updates

• upgrade to peewee 3.4;

• upgrade to eventlet==0.23.0;

• upgrade to huey 1.9.1;

• eventlet 0.20.1 -> eventlet 0.22.1;

0.22.1:

• [IMP] event: Event.wait() timeout=None argument to be

compatible with upstream CPython;
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• [IMP] greendns: Treat /etc/hosts entries case-insensitive.

Thanks to Ralf Haferkamp;

0.22.0:

• [IMP] dns: reading /etc/hosts raised DeprecationWarning for universal lines

on Python 3.4+. Thanks to Chris Kerr;

• [IMP] green.openssl: Drop OpenSSL.rand support.

Thanks to Haikel Guemar;

• [IMP] green.subprocess: keep CalledProcessError identity.

Thanks to Linbing@github;

• [IMP] greendns: be explicit about expecting bytes from sock.recv.

Thanks to Matt Bennett;

• [IMP] greendns: early socket.timeout was breaking IO retry loops;

• [IMP] GreenSocket.accept does not notify_open.

Thanks to orishoshan;

• [IMP] patcher: set locked RLocks’ owner only when patching existing locks.

Thanks to Quan Tian;

• [IMP] patcher: workaround for monotonic “no suitable implementation”.

Thanks to Geoffrey Thomas;

• [IMP] queue: empty except was catching too much;

• [IMP] socket: context manager support.

Thanks to Miguel Grinberg;

• [IMP] support: update monotonic 1.3 (5c0322dc559bf);

• [IMP] support: upgrade bundled to dnspython 1.16.0 (22e9de1d7957e)

https://github.com/eventlet/eventlet/issues/427;

• [FIX] websocket leak when client did not close connection properly.

Thanks to Konstantin Enchant;

• [IMP] websocket: support permessage-deflate extension.

Thanks to Costas Christofi and Peter Kovary;

• [IMP] wsgi: close idle connections (also applies to websockets);

• [IMP] wsgi: deprecated options are one step closer to removal;

• [IMP] wsgi: handle remote connection resets.

Thanks to Stefan Nica;

0.21.0

• [IMP] new timeout error API: .is_timeout=True on exception object.
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It’s now easy to test if network error is transient and retry is appropriate. Please spread the word and invite other libraries to support
this interface;

• [IMP] hubs: use monotonic clock by default (bundled package);

Thanks to Roman Podoliaka and Victor Stinner

• [IMP] dns: EVENTLET_NO_GREENDNS option is back, green is still default;

• [IMP] dns: hosts file was consulted after nameservers;

• [IMP] wsgi: log_output=False was not disabling startup and accepted messages;

• [IMP] greenio: Fixed OSError: [WinError 10038] Socket operation on nonsocket;

• [IMP] dns: EAI_NODATA was removed from RFC3493 and FreeBSD;

• [IMP] green.select: fix mark_as_closed() wrong number of args;

• [NEW] added zipkin tracing to eventlet;

• [IMP] db_pool: proxy Connection.set_isolation_level();

• Flask-socketio 2.9.2 -> Flask-socketio 3.0.1;

• python-engineio 2.0.1 -> python-engineio 2.0.4;

• python-socketio 1.8.3 -> python-socketio 1.9.0;

• upgrade to websocket-client 0.47;

72.3.28 WAPT-1.6.2.1 (2018-07-04)

New features

• [ADD] def audit() optional hook in package is called periodically

to check compliance. Log and status is reported in server DB and displayed in console (Enterprise).

• [ADD] WSUS tech preview: based on local Windows update engine and WSUSSCAN2

cab Microsoft file. WAPT server act as a caching proxy for updates. Scanning for, downloading and applying Windows updates can
be triggered from console on workstations (Enterprise). A new wapttasks process is launched on the server to download updates and
wsusscan cab from Internet.

Changes / Improvements

• [IMP] better utf8 handling;

• [IMP] wapt-get make-template from a directory creates a basic installer for portable apps;

• [IMP] wapt-get, waptexit: Removed ZeroMQ message queue on the client,

replaced by simple http long polling to monitor tasks status;

• [IMP] waptconsole: Replaced blocking timer based http polling for tasks

status by threaded http long polling;

• [IMP] waptconsole: Filter hosts on whether current personal certificate signature
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is authorized for remote tasks (Enterprise). If same server is used for several organizations, it allows to focus on own machines. This
supposes that different CA certificates are deployed depending on the client host’s organization. In this release, the filtering is not
enforced and not cryptographically authenticated;

• [CHANGE] renamed waptservice.py to service.py and waptserver.py to server.py,

activated absolute import for all python sourced absolute import for all python sources;

• [REMOVED] use_http_proxy_for_template parameter

(setting is now in [wapt-templates] repo);

waptservice

• [ADD] handling of WUA tasks (Scan, download, apply updates) (Enterprise);

• [ADD] handling of auditing tasks;

waptserver

• [ADD] tasks queue (Huey) for the WSUS background tasks

(Enterprise);

• [IMP] gzip compression activated on the nginx configuration;

wapttray

• [ADD] option in wapt-get.ini to hide some items:

• hidden_wapttray_actions: comma separated list of:

LaunchWAPTConsole, register, serviceenable, reloadconfig, cancelrunningtask, cancelalltasks, showtasks, sessionsetup, forceregis-
ter, localinfo, configure;

• [CHANGE] use long polling instead of zmq;

• [IMP] stop/ start/ query waptservice using a thread to avoid gui freeze;

Fixes

• [FIX] waptguihelper: be sure to load the proper python27.dll;

• [FIX] core: forward force argument from console

to setup.py install() hook;

• [FIX] overwrite psproj package file when editing a package

to fix path to WAPT python virtualenv and add new debug actions;
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Modules updates

• [UPD] GUI Binaries are built with Lazarus 1.8.2 / fpc 3.0.4

instead of CodeTyphon 2.8;

• [UPD] peewee 3.0.4;

• [UPD] eventlet 0.23.0;

• [UPD] huey 1.9.1;

• [UPD] pywin32 rev 223;

• [UPD] Flask-socketio 2.9.6;

• [UPD] engineio.socket 2.0.4;

• [UPD] websocket-client 0.47;

• [UPD] pyOpenSSL 17.5.0;

• [UPD] request 2.19.1;

Known issues

• unit type of packages (with AD DN style names) are not well handled

by local WAPT self service, because of commas in name.

72.3.29 WAPT-1.6.1.0 (2018-06-21)

Fixes

• [FIX] av potential cause in wapttray;

• [IMP] buffer LogOuput;

• [FIX] wait task result loop in waptserver;

• [FIX] bad acl on waptservice;

• [FIX] repo timeout not taken in account;

• [FIX] bad parameter for repo_url and [wapt-host] section;

• [FIX] waptexit AV potential cause;

• [FIX] make isAdmin non blocking as a workaround for false positive checks;

• [FIX] use timeout parameter when importing external package;

• [FIX] pass timeout parameter when importing;

• [FIX] bad repo_url config naming;

• [FIX] calc hash when compiling if file does not exist;

• [FIX] repo timeout is float;

• [FIX] custom zip corruption when signing a package with non ascii filenames;
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• [FIX] check wapt_db is assigned when rollbacking;

• [IMP] logging in events;

• [FIX] installed packages section is incorrectly reported as base

instead of unit or host in waptconsole;

• [IMP] ensure manual service wua is running when using command line;

• [UPG] Python modules updates:

• upgrade to peewee 3.4;

• upgrade to eventlet==0.23.0;

• upgrade to huey 1.9.1;

• [CHANGE] replace eventprintinfo with LogOutput;

• [ADD] waptwua_enabled config parameter;

• [IMP] missing ensure_list waptwua_enabled config parameter;

• [IMP] default waptwua_enabled to None to avoid wuauserv

service configuration change;

• [ADD] missing columns for window updates;

• [ADD] action in waptconsole to show help on KB;

• [IMP] wapttray cosmetic: hide duplicated separators

in tray popup menu when some actions are hidden;

• [ADD] http_proxy ini setting for the server external download operations;

• [IMP] wapttray: Start and stop WAPTservice using a thread to avoid gui freeze;

• [IMP] Pure FPC PBKDF2 password hash calc for postconf;

• [IMP] refactor server code to share app and socketio instances;

• [FIX] forward the “force” argument (command line and through the websockets)

to the install() setup.py hook;

• [FIX] do not display all missed events at tray startup in wapttray;

• [FIX] no default audit_period;

• [REMOVED] zeromq, replaced by long http polling between wapttray,

wapt-get and waptservice;
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72.3.30 WAPT 1.5.1.26 (2018-07-12)

Bug fixes

• [IMP] revert monkey_patch for server on windows. No reason to exclude thread;

• [ADD] allow_unauthenticated_connect server config (default false);

• [FIX] CRITICAL update_host failed UnboundLocalError(“local variable ‘result’

referenced before assignment”,);

• [FIX] https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue951;

• [FIX] https://forum.tranquil.it/viewtopic.php?f=13&t=1160ix;

• [FIX] https://forum.tranquil.it/viewtopic.php?f=13&t=1160;

• [FIX] init_workdir.bat;

• [FIX] returns a token when updating host data for websocket authentication;

• [IMP] rewrite package psproj when editing (to fix wapt basedir paths);

• [FIX] %s -> %d format string for expiration warning message;

• [FIX] host_certificate not found for waptstarter;

• [ADD] some dev build scripts;

72.3.31 WAPT-1.5.1.24 (2018-07-04)

Bug fixes

• [FIX] zipfile python library bug for packages which contains files

with non-ascii filenames. Signed WAPT packages were corrupted in this case;

• [FIX] deadlocks on server database when simultaneous DB connections

is larger than 100 (default maximum connections configured by default on postgresql);

• [FIX] waptconsole crash on warning message when license

is about to expire (Enterprise only);

• [FIX] %s -> %d format string for expiration warning message;

• [FIX] host_certificate not found for waptstarter;

• [FIX] waptserversetup.iss to include enterprise modules (Enterprise);

• [FIX] download link to waptsetup and waptdeploy

on server index page for Windows;
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Modules updates

• requests 2.19.1;

• Rocket 1.2.8 - Don’t try to resurrect connections that timeout.

Increase the timeout . . . to decrease the likelihood:

• handle PyPi only supports HTTPS/TLS downloads now;

• fix the problem that when body is empty no terminating;

chunk is sent for chunked encoding.

• avoid sending the terminating chunk in case it’s a HEAD request;

• fix the problem that when body is empty no terminating

chunk is sent for chunked encoding;

• explicitly set the log level to warning;

• fix bug “Threadpool grows by negative amount when max_threads = 0”;

• don’t try to resurrect connections that timeout. Increase the timeout

to decrease the likelihood;

72.3.32 WAPT-1.5.1.23 (2018-03-28)

Changes

• [IMP] waptexit: display a custom PNG logo if one

is created in %WAPT_HOME%\templates\waptexit-logo.png;

• [IMP] nssm.exe is signed with Tranquil IT code signing key;

• waptconsole: Add locale and maturity columns in packages status grid;

• waptconsole: wapagent wizard; be sure to get a relative path

when checking cert validity;

• waptsetup: Add /CopyPackagesTrustedCA and /CopyServersTrustedCA command line

parameters to allow deployment of wapt with specific certificates with GPO for wapt without recompiling waptsetup;

Example:

C:\tmp\waptdeploy --hash=e17c4eddd45d34000df0cfe64af594438b0c3e1ee9791812516f116d4f4b9fa9
--minversion=1.5.1.23 --waptsetupurl=http://buildbot/~tisadmin/wapt/latest/waptsetup.exe
--setupargs=/CopyPackagesTrustedCA=c:\tmp\tranquilit.crt --setupargs=/CopyServersTrustedCA=c:\tmp\
srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt --setupargs=/verify_cert=ssl\server\srvwapt.mydomain.lan.crt --setupargs=/
repo_url=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan/wapt --setupargs=/waptserver=https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan
--setupargs=/DIR=c:\wapt
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Bug fixes

• [FIX] waptconsole: regression introduced in 1.5.1.22. Unable to login if server

has not a FQDN;

• [FIX] setuphelpers: winstartup_info fallback when COMMON_STARTUP

folder does not exist, preventing a client to register properly;

• [FIX] version/ revision in wapttray dispkay the git hash instead

of old svn revision number;

• [FIX] waptconsole: update French translation for certs bundle hint;

• [FIX] waptconsole: compare properly packages when number of version

members differs 1.3 -<> 1.3.1 for example;

72.3.33 WAPT-1.5.1.22 (2018-03-27)

Bug fixes

• [FIX] add Active Directory groups;

• [FIX] newest only with locale, architecture and maturity;

• [FIX] Import from external repository with mixed locale,

architecture and maturity;

• [ADD] --setupargs to waptdeploy;

• [FIX] RPM;

• [FIX] Enterprise build (Enterprise only);

• [IMP] different icons for WAPT Community and Enterprise editions;

• [IMP] switch to Community features when no licence instead of aborting

(Enterprise);

• some up to date Installed Packages marked as upgradable because

of bad comparison maturity None/ maturity;

• [IMP] depends and conflicts fields of HostsPackagesStatus table limited

to 800 chars -> type changed to ArrayField to handle unlimited number of dependencies;

• [NEW] git python module added as part of WAPT libraries;

• [IMP] list organizational unit packages in group package table

(Enterprise);

• [FIX] MongoDB to PostgreSQL database upgrade script;

• [FIX] licence/ hosts count/ expiry check (Enterprise);

• [FIX] relative path for verify_cert;
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Known issues

• When waptserver is searched with DNS SRV query (dnsdomain param),

kerberos register authentication is not working.

72.3.34 WAPT-1.5.1.21 (2018-03-13)

Global architecture

• [IMP] multiple languages for description of packages. English, French, German,

Spanish, Polish are handled as a start point. More to be added in the future;

• [IMP] the description columns in waptconsole displays either languages depending

on language setting in waptconsole.ini. In packages, description_fr, description_en, etc. . . have been added;

• [IMP] when renaming hosts, old host package (matching previous host uuid)

is now “removed” instead of forgotten;

• [NEW] Handle AD organizational unit packages (Enterprise only;)

• [NEW] package attributes:

• locale attribute: A computer can be configured to accept

only packages with a specific locale;

• maturity attribute: stores status like DEV, PREPROD, PROD

to describe the level of completion of the package. Computers can be configured to accept packages with specified maturities. Default
packages maturity of computer is both the empty one and PROD;

• impacted_process attribute: csv list of process names which

would be killed before install (install_msi_if_needed, install_exe_if_needed) and uninstall (by the mean of uninstallkey
list). Could be used too in the future for “soft” upgrade remote action which upgrade softwares while they are not running;

Setup/ WAPT upgrades

WAPTupgrade package:

• [IMP] increased lifetime for upgrade task windows scheduler trigger

for computers which are down for many days when upgrading;

• [ADD] trigger at start of the computer;
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WAPTconsole

• [IMP] display of the list of embedded trusted packages certificates

when building the custom waptagent installer;

Bug fixes

• [FIX] handle unicode filepaths for Packages Wizard;

• [IMP] work in progress improvement of unicode handling globally in WAPTconsole;

• [FIX] use proxy if needed for “download and edit” from external repo;

Setuphelpers

• [FIX] bug in create_programs_menu_shortcut and

create_user_programs_menu_shortcut. Shortcuts were created in startup and not startup/programs.

72.3.35 WAPT-1.5.1.19 rc1 (2018-03-08)

Global architecture

There is now some additional support for packages localization.

In Package control file, the description_fr, description_en, description_de, description_pl, description_es can be used to give de-
scription in respective french, english, german, polish languages.

If not set, the base description is used.

WAPTconsole

72.3.36 WAPT-1.5.1.18 rc1 (2018-02-27)

Global architecture

There is a significant internal change on how python libraries are managed inside WAPT. This has implications on the way python
scripts are launched. This change is only relevant for peoples launching WAPT processes manually.

We have removed the (not clean) sys.path manipulations inside wapt python scripts sources. The consequence is that all python scripts
must be run with prior setting PYTHONHOME and PYTHONPATH pointing to WAPT home directory (/opt/wapt on Linux).

Failing to do so results in scripts claiming that libraries are missing.

On Linux waptserver, libs are now in the default /opt/wapt/lib/python2.7 location instead of using non standard former one.

• [IMP] WAPT has its own full python environment for libraries,

even when debugging. Before, system wide python27 installation was needed for PyScripter to run.

Now, PyScripter can be started with a special batch file waptpyscripter.bat which sets the environment variables for python
(PYTHONHOME and PYTHONPATH) and run PyScripter with python dll path set to wapt own copy.

• [NEW] Command line scripts with proper environment:
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• wapt-serverpostconf on Linux server to start server postconf.py

• wapt-scanpackages

• wapt-signpackages

• [NEW] debugging commandline tools which setup python environment

properly before running the python script.py before running the python script:

• to debug waptservice, launch in cmd as admin: runwaptservice.bat;

• to debug waptserver, launch in cmd: runwaptserver.bat

or under linux: runwaptserver.sh;

• to launch PyScripter without the need for local

system wide python27 install, run waptpyscripter.bat;

WAPT client

• [IMP] Add local wapt-get.ini settings packages_whitelist

and packages_blacklist to restrict accepted packages from repository based on their package’s name;

• [IMP] More detailed reporting off host’s repositories configuration

(now includes dnsdomain, proxy, and list of trusted certificates);

• [FIX] fixed display in the Windows task bar of the login window

(to allow in particular the autofill of the password by password managers); waptagent failing to compile if keys/ certificates already
exist but the certificate had been removed from C:\wapt\ssl;

• [NEW] Handle AD organizational unit packages (Enterprise edition)

• [IMP] Fallback to basic auth when a host is registering on waptserver

if kerberos is enabled but authentication fails.

• [IMP] for wapt-get.exe, allow to designate configuration

wapt-get.ini file with –config option with base name of user waptconsole ini file (without ini extension) instead of full path. Handy
when switching between several configurations. Same behavior as for waptconsole. Example:

wapt-get -c site3 build-upload c:\\waptdev\\test-7zip-wapt;

• [FIX] Be sure to not loop for ever in websockets retry loop if something

is wrong in host waptserver or websocket configuration.

• [FIX] Update PyScripter project template to use project directory as parameter

for debug actions, and use relative paths for filenames.

• [FIX] incorrect package version comparison. Return True when comparing 1.2-1

to 1.2.1-3 (note: this is not homogeneous with the Version() class behavior. todo: merge both);

• [FIX] waptsetup: register and update must be launched with elevated

privileges. So remove runasoriginaluser option.

• [NEW] Introduced attributes target_os and impacted_process for package’s
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control file. They are not yet taken in account.

• [NEW] Introduced machinery to handle X509 client certificates authentication

for repositories and waptserver (specially for public servers);

• [NEW] Introduced classes to generate X509

CRL;

Setuphelpers

• [UPD] setuphelpers.removetree: Try to remove readonly flag when remove_tree

reach a Access Denied error;

• [FIX] unicode handling in shell startup shortcuts;

• [IMP] waptutils.wget can check sha1 or sh256 hashes in addition to md5,

and can cache and resume partial downloads;

WAPT Console

• [NEW] action in WAPTconsole to plan in near future

a restart of waptservice on selected hosts;

• [IMP] mass host update/upgrade in waptconsole actions are now launched

in single shot instead of one host at a time;

• [NEW] allow to force a host_dn in wapt-get.ini

when host is not in a domain (Enterprise only);

• [NEW] added timeout parameter for setuphelpers

service_start, service_stop and service_restart;

• [IMP] group filter list box is now editable, and one can type

a partial group match and press enter to filter on all matching groups. Separator is comma (,). Handle * at the end of search to find
all occurrences even if one group matches exactly;

WAPT Server

• [ADD] bat script migrate-hosts.bat to set environment

for migrate-hosts.py;

• [ADD] trigger_action.py script to trigger action on pre 1.5 hosts with

reachable 8088 waptservice port from 1.5 server;

• [FIX] registration_auth_user reset to None when reusing host certificate

for re-register;

• [IMP] removed unnecessary dependencies krb5-user, msktutil, python-psutil

for waptserver package;
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• [IMP] increase client_max_body_size for http post on nginx

for large update/ upgrade trigger:

• fix signature_clockskew waptserver config parameter

not taken in account;

• unified loggers for server;

• have waptserver ask wapt clients to update status using websockets

if websocket connection is up but database is not aware of given SID (case where waptserver is restarted but nginx is kept up, and
restart of waptserver service is fast enough to not trigger a reconnection of the clients);

• [FIX] disable proxy for migrate-hosts;

Known issues

• waptservice: if a system account level http proxy is defined in registry

on the windows host, websocket client library tries to use it and fails to connect to the server. Workaround: make an exception for
waptserver;

• waptconsole: if a http proxy is defined in waptconsole.ini,

section [global], key http_proxy, it is used by the waptconsole even if setting use_proxy_for_xxx is False Workround: set http_proxy
to an empty string in waptconsole.ini;

• when using a not self-signed personal certificate, depending of th issuer,

the certificate file <private_dir>mine_cert.crt can contain the full chain (own certificate, intermediate CA, and root CA). When
waptconsole asks if the certificate should be put in authorized client certificate directory (<wapt-dir>ssl), the full crt file is copied
as this. This means that all certificates in crt file are authorized, and not only the personal one. This is perhaps not desired;

Workaround: check if the personal pem encoded crt file contains the full certificates chain. If this is the case, copy in <wapt-dir>ssl
only the parts of the PEM file matching the certificates you want to trust;

• SNI is not properly handled by waptconsole code, leading to incorrect

error about certificate validation on https server with virtual hosts;

• Certificates CSR updates

(periodical signature, . . . ) must be managed manually using tools like easy-rsa. Only CSR accessible by a URL are supported;

• proxies are not supported on the server, so

CRL can not be updated properly (as far as Distribution Point is defined in certificates) if the server has no direct http access to the
distribution points;

• https certificates are verified on the clients using the bundle defined

by the verify_cert ini settings. If this setting is simply True, the bundle supplied with python libraries is used to check issuers. This
bundle is not updated unless WAPT is upgraded, so new issuers or no more trusted issuers are taken in account only at this point. So
it is better to deploy your own CA bundle along with wapt and define the verify_cert path.

• for 1.5.1.18 rc1, on the linux server, there are broken symbolic links

in lib/python2.7 folder. Next RC does not exhibit this problem;
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72.3.37 WAPT-1.5.1.14 (2018-01-09)

• [NEW] Historize in wapt_localstatus PostgreSQL table the dependencies

and conflicts of installed packages (to provide an easy way to warn when conflicting package will be installed or should be removed);

• [FIX] load fill certificate chain from host packages to check control

(as it is the case for other types of packages);

• [SEC] regression: check host package control signature

right after downloading (it is checked too when starting install);

• [FIX] regression: don’t install host package if version is lower

than installed one;

• [FIX] don’t raise an exception during session-setup if package

has no setup.py;

WAPT Client

• [FIX] intermediate CA pinning:

Allow to deploy intermediate CA as authorized package CA without root CA (segragation of rules between entities);

• [FIX] old style print statement (without parentheses)

raising an error in setup-session or uninstall setup.py functions;

setuphelpers/ libraries

• [IMP] Add cache_dir parameter to wget function;

• [IMP] renamed cabundle parameter to trusted_bundle;

• [NEW] Add python methods to create certificate

from CSR;

WAPT Console

• [ADD] checkbox in create waptagent to sign with sha1 in addition to sha256

for old wapt client upgrades;

• [IMP] force host package version to be at least equal to already installed

host package (when host package is deleted, version was starting again at 0);

• [FIX] regression: check existing host package signature before editing it;
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WAPT Server

• [FIX] Force waptserver DB structure upgrade at each server startup;

• [ADD] db_connect_timeout parameter for pool of

waptserver DB connections;

• [NEW] Store depends and conflicts attributes in waptserver

HostPackagesStatus PotsgreSQL table;

Known issues

• SNI is not properly handled by waptconsole code, leading to

incorrect error about certificate validation on https server with virtual hosts;

• certificates CSR updates

(periodical signature, . . . ) must be managed manually using tools like easy-rsa. Only CSR accessible by a URL are supported;

72.3.38 WAPT-1.5.1.13 (2018-01-03)

• Quelques fallback pour permettre l’utilisation de la console WAPT sous Wine

• Ebauche architecture plugins dans waptconsole.

• Interface GUI pour entrer les mots de passe dans PyScripter

• Action make-template dans installeur crée un paquet vide

• Inclusion de la chaine de certificats du signataire dans le paquet

au lieu du seul certificat final

• IMPROVE: gestion des certificats signés par une autorité intermédiaire

pour les actions de la console Wapt

• Ajout option pour spécifier fichier de configuration pour waptconsole.

• [FIX] SNI pour la récupération de la chaine de certificats dans waptconsole.

• [ADD] added actions to launch mass updates/ upgrades, offer updates

to the users (WAPT Enterprise);

• F5 rafraîchit la liste des paquets

• Changement à distance de la description de l’ordinateur

• Possibilité de configurer plusieurs instances de serveurs Wapt

sur un serveur/ VM.

• chunked http upload pour pouvoir uploader des gros paquets

sans passer par du scp.

• Ajout installation forcée d’un paquet sur un poste dans la console.

• Ajout option pour masquer les actions avancées
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(simplication affichage console)

• CN du Certificat / clé machine sont nommés comme l’UUID.

• Si une ou plusieurs dépendances d’un paquet ne peuvent pas être installées,

le paquet parent n’est pas installé et est marqué en erreur.

• Memory leak sur le serveur

• Gestion timezone pour validité de certificats

• [SECURITY] prend tous les fichiers en compte dans la vérification des hashes,

pas seulement ceux dans le répertoire racine (régression apparue en 1.5 mais non présente en 1.3)

72.3.39 WAPT-1.5.1.5 (2017-11-16)

Architecture globale

• [NEW] the host packages are now named with the BIOS UUID

of the machine instead of the FQDN (it is possible to use the FQDN as the UUID with the parameter use_fqdn_as_uuid but it may
create duplicates in the console);

• le service waptservice écoute sur l’adresse de loopback,

port 8088 et non plus sur toutes les interfaces. Cela réduit la surface d’attaque potentielle si un attaquant spoofe l’adresse IP du serveur
WAPT;

• le service waptservice crée au démarrage

une connexion Websockets (Socket.IO) vers le serveur pour permettre à la console de déclencher les Update/ Upgrade / Install/ Remove
; On ne pass plus par le port 8088 du service;

• [NEW] the Websocket requests from the WAPT console to the WAPT agents are now

signed with the key of the Administrator. Before, security relied on source IP restriction and the validation of the Administrator’s
login/ password;

• la base de données d’inventaire est maintenant une base PostgreSQL

en remplacement de MongoDB. Cela facilite le requêtage pour un reporting personnalisé, le langage SQL étant mieux connu des
administrateurs système;

• l’affichage dans la console d’un grand nombre de machines a été amélioré.

L’affichage de plusieurs milliers de machines n’est plus un problème;

• modifier la configuration d’un grand nombre de machines

a été rendu largement plus performant;

• la reprise d’un téléchargement partiel de paquet est

maintenant possible (interruption lors de l’arrêt . . . );

• les clés privées doivent maintenant obligatoirement être protégées

avec un mot de passe;
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Console WAPT

• passage en Websockets;

• gestion des écrans de haute résolution (ex: écrans 4k);

• modernisation des jeux d’icônes dans la console;

• changement à la volée de la description du poste;

• option pour changer le mot de passe d’une clé;

Format des paquets

• la présence du fichier setup.py est optionnelle (plus particulièrement,

il n’est pas nécessaire pour les paquets groupes et machines qui ne contiennent que des dépendances);

• [NEW] if the package contains a setup.py file, it MUST be signed with a

Code Signing certificate, otherwise the package WILL NOT be installed. The roles are now differenciated between the role of the
Package Deployer (allowed to sign group and host packages) and the role of Package Developer (allowed to sign group, host AND
base packages);

• lors de la signature du paquet, le certificat du signataire est ajouté

dans le paquet (WAPT/certificate.crt);

• le fichier manifest est renommé manifest.sha256 au lieu de

manifest.sha1 et signature.sha256 au lieu de signature;

• ajout des attributs suivants au fichier control:

• signed_attributes: pour la fiabilité de la vérification;

• min_wapt_version: le paquet est ignoré (et ne s’installe pas)

si wapt n’est pas au moins à cette version;

• installed_size: le paquet ne s’installe pas s’il n’y a pas au moins

cet espace disponible sur le disque système;

• max_os_version: le paquet est ignoré si Windows

a une version supérieure à cet attribut;

• min_os_version: le paquet est ignoré si Windows

a une version inférieure à cet attribut;

• maturity: PROD, PREPROD, TEST ;

• locale; fr, en, etc ;
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Configuration générale des agents

• section explicite [wapt-host] pour le dépôt des paquets machines

sinon l’url est déduite de <repo_url>+’-host’;

• section explicite [wapt] pour le dépôt principal,

sinon <repo_url> est pris en compte;

• vérification des certificats activée par défaut

pour toutes les connexions https;

• signature avec du sha256 au lieu de sha1;

• prise en compte de paquets signés avec des certificats délivrés

par une autorité, déploiement uniquement du certificat de l’autorité;

• utilisation de l’UUID du client pour le nom des paquets machine

au lieu du FQDN;

• possibilité d’utiliser le FQDN comme UUID au lieu de l’UUID du Bios.

(paramètre use_fqdn_as_uuid) (ou uuid forcé: paramètre forced_uuid);

• lorsqu’on signe, on désigne le signataire par son certificat et

non sa clé privée. La clé privée est recherchée par wapt dans le même répertoire que le certificat personnel. On incite à avoir un
certificat par personne agissant sur WAPT;

• possibilité de prendre en compte la révocation de certificats

(la CSR est fournie aux poste lors de l’update, dans le fichier Packages);

• re-signature possible sous Linux avec

la commande wapt-signpackage.py;

• installation dans Program Files(x86) par défaut;

setuphelpers

• running_as_admin, running_as_system;

• correctif sur add_shutdown_script;

• ajout paramètre remove_old_version pour install_msi_if_needed et

install_exe_if_needed;
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wapt-get

• ajout fonction update-package-sources qui lance

la fonction optionnelle update_package() du paquet;

• remplacement de l’option –private-key par l’option –certificate

pour désigner le certificat à utiliser pour signer le paquet. La clé privée est recherchée dans le même répertoire que le certificat;

• remplacement du fichier WAPT/wapt.psproj à chaque édition d’un paquet

(pour mettre à jour le chemin vers les modules WAPT suivant l’installation dans C:\wapt ou C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt);

• vérification du certificat serveur lors du enable-check-certificate

pour éviter de mauvaises configurations;

wapt-signpackages

• ajout options

–if-needed –message-digest –scan-packages –message-digest

Usage: wapt-signpackages -c crtfile package1 package2

Re-sign a list of packages

Options: -h, –help show this help message and exit -c PUBLIC_KEY, –certificate=PUBLIC_KEY Path to the PEM RSA certificate
to embed identitiy in control. (default: ) -k PRIVATE_KEY, –private-key=PRIVATE_KEY Path to the PEM RSA private key to
sign packages. (default: ) -l LOGLEVEL, –loglevel=LOGLEVEL Loglevel (default: warning) -i, –if-needed Re-sign package only
if needed (default: warning) -m MD, –message-digest=MD Message digest type for signatures. (default: sha256) -s, –scan-packages
Rescan packages and update local Packages index after signing. (default: False)

Console WAPT

• [NEW] all actions sent to the hosts are signed with the Administrator’s key;

• [NEW] generation of a key / certificate pair signed by

a Certificate Authority (WAPT Enterprise);

• option de créer un certificat Code Signing ou non (version Enterprise);

• option pour changer le mot de passe d’une clé RSA;

• option de vérification des certificats lors de la

création du waptagent;

• lancement TISHelp (version Enterprise);

• limitation du nombre de machines retournées dans la console;

• ajout filtre reachable = poste connecté au serveur WAPT;
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• possibilité de changer la description du poste

waptserver

• authentification sur une base LDAP (version Enterprise);

• utilisation des Websockets pour les actions;

waptservice

• le Webservice http de waptservice écoute uniquement

sur la loopback 127.0.0.1 (donc plus de vérification si port 8088 ouvert sur firewall..);

• le waptservice se connecte en websocket au serveur WAPT

si le paramètre waptserver est présent dans wapt-get.ini;

• le paramètre websockets_verify_cert active la vérification SSL du certificat

pour la connexion websockets;

• affichage de liste des certificats / CA autorisés pour les paquets;

• affichage signataire paquet;

• [NEW] allow_user_service_restart parameter allows a standard user to restart

the WAPT service on her computer;

• lancement de tishelp en mode service par URL /tishelp;

Installeur waptagent

• suppression installation msvcrt;

• restent uniquement 2 options: installer le service et lancer

wapttray;

• options pour une installation silencieuse:

• dnsdomain pour la recherche auto wapt et waptserver

• wapt_server

• repo_url

• waptupgrade fait systématiquement une installation complète

(pas d’installation incrémentale);
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Improvements 1.5.0.12-amo -> 1.5.0.16

• setup.py pas obligatoire pour uninstall;

• chemin unicode pour édition de paquets;

• corrigé la recherche de dépots en s’appuyant sur les DNS;

• corrigé \0000 pour PostgreSQL;

• introduit une option pour avoir une double signature sha1 et sha256;

• vérification https pour upload waptagent;

• option –if-needed dans wapt-signpackages;

• fix proxy dans import paquets;

• gestion des révocations de certificats (CSR);

• fix attributs requis dans signature actions;

• max_clients;

• fix option sans serveur (waptstarter);

• ajout lancement tishelp;

• force update à l’installation;

72.3.40 WAPT-1.4.0 (2017-05-05)

• pas de release officielle;

• [NEW] migration sur la base PostgreSQL à la place de MongoDB;

72.3.41 WAPT-1.3.13 (2017-07-25)

Security fix

• régression: Package files content check was skipped if signature of manifest

and Packages index file checksum was ok. This regression affects all 1.3.12 releases, but not WAPT <= 1.3.9 and >= upcoming
1.5. In order to exploit this bug, one would need to tamper the Packages files either through a MITM (if you do not have valid https
certificate check) or a root access on the WAPT server.

Other changes

• compatibility with packages signed with upcoming WAPT 1.5.

With WAPT 1.5, package are signed with sha256 hashes. An option allows to sign them with sha1 too so that they can be used with
WAPT 1.3 without signing them again.

• new package certificate for Tranquil IT packages.

previous certificate for package on store.wapt.fr has expired. all packages on store.wapt.fr has been signed again with new key /
certificate with both sha1 and sha256 hashes, and WAPT 1.5 signature style (control data is signed as well as files)

• fix for local GPO add_shutdown_script() function (thanks jf-guillou!)
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• fix for waptsetup.exe postinstall actions (update / register)

when running waptsetup.exe installer without elevated privileges: added runascurrentuser flag

• remove needless python libraries to make install package slimmer

72.3.42 WAPT 1.3.12.13 (2017-06-26)

Console WAPT

• [NEW] Assistant de création de paquets à partir d’un fichier MSI ou d’un Exe;

• [NEW] Option dans le menu Outils ou par drag drop dans l’onglet dépôt privé;

• [NEW] Découverte des options silencieuses;

• [NEW] Utilisation des fonctions install_exe_if_needed et install_msi_if_needed

au lieu d’un simple run() pour les exes et les MSI (plusieurs templates de setup.py dans C:\wapt\templates);

• [NEW] Amélioration significative de la vitesse de modification en masse des paquets machines;

• [NEW] Vérification optionnelle de la signature des paquets que l’on importe d’un dépôt extérieur.

La liste des certificats autorisés se trouve par défaut dans %APPDATA%\waptconsole\ssl et peut-être précisée dans les paramètres
de la waptconsole. Le paramètre ini se nomme authorized_certs_dir. Sinon, les certificats autorisés sont ceux dans C:\wapt\ssl;

• [NEW] Vérification optionnelle du certificat https pour les dépôts extérieurs dans la console;

• [NEW] Vérification de la signature des paquets machines, groupes et logiciels

avant leur modification dans la console ou dans PyScripter;

• [NEW] Lors de l’import d’un dépôt extérieur, possibilité d’éditer le paquet

pour inspection plutôt que de le charger directement sur le dépôt de production;

• [NEW] Changement des URL relatives à la documentation. https://www.wapt.fr/en/doc/;

• [NEW] Possibilité d’actualiser le certificat sans recréer la paire de clés RSA

(en particulier pour préciser un Common Name correct, qui apparaît comme le signataire des paquets);

• [NEW] HTTPS par défaut pour les URL de dépot.

Autres correctifs

• [FIX] Paramètre AppNoConsole:1 pour NSSM (waptservice / waptserver)

pour permettre le fonctionnement sur Windows 10 Creators Updates;

• [FIX] Problème de fichier Zip qui restent verrouillés si une erreur est déclenchée;

• [FIX] Suppression répertoire temporaire lors de l’annulation d’édition d’un groupe;

• [FIX] Gestion espace dans les fichiers de projet PyScripter;

• [FIX] Gestion utf8 / unicode pour certaines fonctions;

• [FIX] Fix gestion encoding quand run_not_fatal() renvoie une errreur;

• [FIX] remplacement librairie mongo.bson par json natif de python ,
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• [FIX] bug dans la synchro des groupes AD avec les paquets WAPT;

• [FIX] bug “La clé privée n’existe pas” la première fois qu’elle est renseignée

si on ne redémarre pas la console;

• [FIX] bug “redémarrage service wapt” (merci à QGull);

• [FIX] possibilité d’avoir des majuscules dans les noms de paquet

(toutefois pas recommandé, les noms des paquets sont sensibles à la casse);

• [FIX] quelques actualisation des exemples de configuration wapt-get.ini.tmpl

• [FIX] la compilation du waptagent échoue si les clés / certificats

existent déjà mais que le certificat a été supprimé de C:\wapt\ssl;

• [FIX] affichage dans la barre des tâches de la fenêtre de login

(pour permettre en particulier l’autofill par des gestionnaires de mot de passe);

72.3.43 WAPT 1.3.9.3 (2017-04-11)

• [FIX] Argument shell = True was not explicitly passed to the underlying

function as it occurred on previous versions.

72.3.44 WAPT 1.3.9 (2017-03-03)

Fixes

• [FIX] update code to follow more PEP8 recommandations;

• [FIX] upgradedb locks sqlite database issue;

• [FIX] Fix broken DNS SRV record discovery;

• [FIX] Fix unicode handling of signer / CN / organization in certificates;

• [FIX] Unzipped netifaces module;

wapt-get

• [NEW] Expands wildcards args for install, show,

build-package, sign-package;

• [FIX] Fix show-params wapt-get command;

• [FIX] Fix register with description not working on some computers;

• [FIX] Fix broken -c –config option;
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Added setuphelpers functions

• [NEW] reg_key_exists;

• [NEW] reg_value_exists;

• [NEW] run_powershell;

• [NEW] remove_metroapp;

• [NEW] local_users_profiles;

• [NEW] get_profiles_users;

• [NEW] get_last_logged_on_user;

• [NEW] get_user_from_sid;

• [NEW] get_profile_path;

• [NEW] wua_agent_version;

• [NEW] local_admins;

• [NEW] local_group_memberships;

• [NEW] local_group_members;

Modified helpers

• [IMP] command:run: explicit default values for run command help in PyScripter.

Added return_stderr argument (overloaded str object);

• [FIX] run_notfatal: fix unicode issue in use wmi module for wmi_info_basic

instead of wmic shell command;

• [IMP] make_path: improved when first argument is a drive.

Be smart if an argument is a callable;

• [FIX] CalledProcessError: restored command:CalledProcessError alias;

• [ADD] host_infos: added profiles_users, last_logged_on_user,

local_administrators, wua_agent_version attributes;

• [IMP] ensure_unicode: return None if None, for bytes strings,

try utf8 decoding before system locale decoding;
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Console WAPT

• [FIX] restore allowed lowercase/uppercase package naming;

• [ADD] 4 host popup menu actions:

• Computer Mgmt;

• Computer Users;

• Computer Services;

• RemoteAssist;

• [FIX] fixed other issues in the WAPT console:

• Don’t search host while typing;

• utf8 search (accents. . . );

• utf8 compare;

• try to get localized versions of special folders;

Setup

• [ADD] waptpythonw.exe binary in distribution for console less python scripts

(to avoid having cmd.exe windows poping up when invoking a python script);

• [FIX] change default wapt templates URL to https://store.wapt.fr/wapt;

• [FIX] when upgrading, (full waptagent.exe install) remove stalled

waptagent.exe installs;

72.3.45 WAPT 1.3.8.2 (2016-11-18)

Security

• [SEC] Fix inheritance of rights on wapt root folder for Windows 10 during setup

when installed in C:\wapt. On Windows 10, cacls.exe does not work and does not remove “Authenticated Users” from C:\wapt.
cacls.exe has been replaced by icacls.exe:

• on pre-wapt 1.3.7 systems, you can fix this by running the following command,

or upgrade to wapt 1.3.8 (you may check icacls.exe c:\wapt /inheritance:r) * This can be achieved with a GPO, or a wapt
package

• [IMP] in next versions of WAPT, the default install path of wapt will be changed

from root folder C:\wapt to a more standard C:\Program Files (x86)\wapt.

• [IMP] By default, waptsetup.exe / waptsetup-tis.exe do not

distribute certificates to avoid to deploy directly packages from Tranquil IT. waptagent.exe by default distributes the certificates
that are installed on the mangement desktop creating the waptagent.
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Core changes

• [IMP] The database structure has changed between 1.3.8 and 1.3.8.2 to include

additional attributes from packages: signer, signer_fingerprint, locale, and maturity. signer and signer_fingerprint are populated
when signing the package to identify the origin. This means local WAPT database is upgraded when first starting WAPT 1.3.8.2 and
this is not backward compatible;

• [IMP] Installers have a limited set of options, the most common use of WAPT is privileged;

• [ADD] 3 new parameters for the waptexit policy behavior: hiberboot_enabled,

max_gpo_script_wait, pre_shutdown_timeout. These parameters are not set by default and should be added to wapt-get.ini [global]
section if needed;

• [IMP] Use user’s waptconsole.ini configuration file instead of wapt-get.ini

for the commands targeted to package development (sources, make-template, make-host-template, make-group-template, build-
package, sign-package, build-upload, duplicate, edit, edit-host, upload-package, update-packages. This avoids the need to write
these parameters in wapt-get.ini on the development workstation. These parameters are not shared across multiple users on same
machine. One use case is to allow multiple profiles (key, upload location) depending on the maturity of package (development, test,
production. . . );

Setuphelpers

• [ADD] helper functions dir_is_empty, file_is_locked,

service_restart and WindowsVersions class

• [IMP] Added referer and user_agent in wget and wgets

• [IMP] run function: define stdin as PIPE to avoid lockup process waiting for input

or error like unable to duplicate handle when using for example powershell

• [IMP] Version class: try to compare version using at least Version.members_count

• [FIX] encoding fixes for registry functions, fix encoding

for registry_setstring key name

• [FIX] install_exe_if_needed: don’t check uninstall_key

or min_version if not provided

• [FIX] install_exe_if_needed and install_msi_if_needed

version check if –force

• [UPD] Check version and uninstall key after install with install_exe_if_needed

and install_msi_if_needed

• [UPD] inventory includes informations from WMI.Win32_OperatingSystem

• [ADD] get_disk_free_space helper function

• [UPD] check free disk space when downloading with wget.

Check http status before.

• [UPD] Version class: Version(‘7’)<Version(‘7.1’) should return True
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wapt-get

• [ADD] 2 commands to get server SSL certificate and activate the certificate checking

when using https with waptserver

• [FIX] get_sources to allow svn checkout of a new package project

• [FIX] register problems with some BIOS with bitmaps

• [UPD] Check uninstall key after package install if uninstallkey is provided

• [FIX] added compatibility OS in manifest file for wapt-get

and waptconsole version windows

• [FIX] erroneous error messages for session-setup in the WAPT console

• [UPD] add “pattern” parameter to all_files function

• [FIX] Install Date incorrectly registered by register_uninstall

• [ADD] user_local_appdata function

• [ADD] add the signer CN and signer_fingerprint

to control file when building package

• [ADD] add control attributes min_wapt_version to trigger an exception

if Package requires a minimum level of libraries. The version is checked againts setuphelpers.py ‘s __version__ attribute.

• [ADD] authorized_certificates attribute is sent to the WAPT server.

It contains the list of host’s signer certificates distributed on the host

• [FIX] When signing, check if WAPT zip file has already a signature file.

(python zipfile can not replace the file inline)

waptservice

• [ADD] Show All Versions checkbox in Available Packages page

• [UPD] Skin updated

• [ADD] Filter searchbox for available packages

waptconsole

• [ADD] Add NOT checkbox for keywords search in waptconsole

to search for hosts NOT having a specific package or software. . .

• [FIX] fix integer limit for grid display of package size, use int64

for size of packages in waptconsole.

• [UPD] don’t list packages of section “restricted” in local webservice

available packages list

• [UPD] Common Name attribute should be populated now, so that signer identity
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is not None in package control file.

• [ADD] signer’s identity column in packages grid

• [FIX] escape quotes in package’s description

• [ADD] Check waptagent.exe version against waptsetup-tis version

at waptconsole startup.

• [UPD] try to display a progress dialog

at waptconsole startup

• [FIX] company not set when building customized waptagent.exe

• [ADD] initialize Organization in waptagent.exe build with CN

from certificate.

waptexit

• [UPD] some text introduction changes

waptray

• [NEW] Limit trayicon balloon popup when Windows version is above Windows 7

or if notify_user = 0 in wapt-get.ini

waptserver

• [UPD] Use broadcast address on interface for wakeonlan call

• [FIX] remove the check of wapt server password which prevents

the proper registration of waptserver on Windows.

• [UPD] when upgrading, reuse existing waptserver.ini file if it already exists,

don’t overwrite server_uuid and ask for password reset if it already exists

waptdeploy waptupgrade

• [FIX] waptdeploy not working on WinXP removed

DisableWow64FileSystemRedir on runtask.

• [FIX] waptupgrade: Missing quotes for system account on Windows XP
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Libraries

• [ADD] BeautifulSoup for wapt packages auto updates tasks

• [UPD] winsys library update to ‘1.0b1’

72.3.46 WAPT 1.2.3.2 (2015-05-05)

• [ADD] UUID parameter for direct requests to hosts from the WAPT Server;

• [ADD] allow host to refuse request if not right target (if ip has changed

since last update_status for example)

• [ADD] fallback on waptserver usage_statictics if mongodb lacks aggregate support

• [IMP] register host on server in postconf using waptservice http

instead of command line wapt-get

72.3.47 WAPT 1.2.2 (2015-04-22)

• [ADD] reset-uuid and generate-uuid for

https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue421 duplicated UUID issues

• [IMP] mass hosts delete, added delete hosts package action. server >=1.2.2 only:

https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue433

• [ADD] read the docs theme for sphinx setuphelpers API documentation. WIP

https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue427

• [IMP] doc updates

• [ADD] api/v1/hosts_delete method

• [ADD] need_install, install_exe_if_needed,

install_msi_if_needed functions to setuphelpers

• [ADD] parameters for waptdeploy.

72.3.48 WAPT 1.2.1 (2015-03-26)

Console WAPT

• [ADD] combobox for filtering on groups in waptconsole.

• [ADD] Add ADS Groups as packages action

to WAPT host selection popup menu

• [ADD] cleancache action to clean local waptconsole packages cache

• [ADD] added notify_server on network reconfiguration

if waptserver is available;
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• [IMP] column groups shows only host’s direct dependencies with package’s

section == “group” instead of all direct dependencies.

• [ADD] optional anonymous statistics (nb of machines, nb of packages, age of updates. . . )

sent to Tranquil IT to document the communication around WAPT (sent by waptconsole at most every 24h)

• [IMP] improved mass hosts delete,

• [ADD] delete hosts package action. server >=1.2.2 only:

https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue433

• [IMP] big packages uploads (write uploaded packages by chunk)

(but still some issues on 32bits servers due to uwsgi)

• [IMP] display version of mismatch when editing package

• [FIX] host’s packages not saved when some dependencies don’t exist anymore

• [FIX] restore working Cancel running task button

• [FIX] canceling subprocesses not working in freepascal apps

(when waiting for InnoSetup compile for example)

wapt-get / waptservice

• [ADD] reset-uuid and generate-uuid for

https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue421 duplicated UUID issues

• [IMP] find_wapt_repo_url processus to avoid waiting for all repos

if one repo is ok (improved response time in buggy networks)

• [IMP] windows DNS resolver in wapt client (python part) instead of pure python resolver.

Should reduce issues when multiple network cards or inactive network connections.

• [IMP] changed priority of server discovery using SRV dns records.

-> first priority ascending and weight descending. -> comply with standards.

• [FIX] solved some issues with SQLite and threads

in local waptservice

• [IMP] explicit transaction handling and isolation_level = None

for local waptDB (to try to avoid locks)

• [IMP] teardown handler for waptservice to commit

or rollback thread local connections

• [FIX] for waptrepo detection in freepascal parts: same processus as python part.

• [FIX] for edit_package when supplying a wapt filename

instead of package request
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Setuphelpers

• [ADD] read the docs theme for sphinx setuphelpers API documentation.

WIP https://roundup.tranquil.it/wapt/issue427

• [ADD] _all_ list to avoid importing unecessary names

in setup.py modules. Now only functions defined in setuphelpers are available when importing setuphelpers. This can break
some WAPT packages if names were indirectly imported through setuphelpers module.

• [ADD] need_install, install_exe_if_needed,

install_msi_if_needed functions to setuphelpers

• [ADD] local_desktops function

• [FIX] version class instances accept to be compared to str

• [REM] processnames_list which is unused in setuphelpers

• [ADD] add_ads_groups and get_computer_groups

to waptdevutils.py

• [FIX] run helper

• [FIX] on_write callback not working

• [FIX] TimeoutExpired not formatted properly

• [FIX] use closure for registry keys

Waptdeploy

• [IMP] waptdeploy with more command line options

(in particular tasks to merge to default innosetup selected tasks)

• [FIX] waptrepo detection using dns records

Install

• [FIX] waptagent upload error on windows

• [FIX] debian packages should work for Jessie

• [IMP] copytree2 for waptupgrade

• [FIX] trap exception for version check on copy of exe and dll

• [FIX] mongodb-server version should be >= 2.4
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72.3.49 WAPT-1.1.1 (2015-02-26)

Console WAPT

• [IMP] the loading of the main grid has been optimized; only configured

columns are displayed;

• [IMP] the WAPT server detects the hosts whose waptservice is listening.

Their Reachable status is shown with a green / grey indicator;

• [IMP] the WAPT package to upgrade WAPT on hosts (???-waptupgrade.wapt)

is generated by the WAPT console at the same time as the WAPT agent installer (waptagent.exe), the two files are then uploaded
on the WAPT server;

• [ADD] the package dependencies of each host are displayed in the grid.

This allows to see what hosts have no package;

• [ADD] possibility to trigger available package upgrades on hosts

that are listening from the WAPT console. In that case, the host sends its status to the WAPT server after the upgrade;

• [ADD] possibility to filter hosts in the WAPT console according to their upgrade status

or whether they are “reachable” or not,

• [ADD] when packages are flagged for install but are not yet installed on a host,

they appear with a blue “+” indicator. It is then possible to force the immediate install of the package with a right-click;

Waptservice

• [ADD] cleaning of the cache on the hosts after each successful upgrade;

Watpserver

• [ADD] the versions of the WAPT agent, WAPT Server are shown in the main web page

of the WAPT Server (with a red indicator if there is a problem);

Packaging

• [ADD] functions to setuphelpers to manage shortcuts:

• remove_desktop_shortcut;

• remove_user_desktop_shortcut;

• remove_programs_menu_shortcut;

• remove_user_programs_menu_shortcut;
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Installation

• [IMP] verification of used ports during the post-configuration of WAPT Server on a Windows machine;

Webservices

• [IMP] the waptserver no longer listen on 8080 port by default.

The Apache frontal web server listens in HTTP and HTTPS and relays action calls to the python waptservice that only listens locally.

It is therefore necessary to update wapt-get.ini files on WAPT agents and to replace wapt_server = http://srvwapt.mydomain.lan:
8080 with wapt_server = https://srvwapt.mydomain.lan

If you can not make that change to your WAPT agents, it is possible to return to the previous behavior.

On Debian, edit the file /opt/wapt/waptserver/waptserver.ini, and in the [uwsgi] section, put:

http-socket = 0.0.0.0:8080

On Windows, edit C:\waptwaptserver\waptserver.ini and replace:

server = Rocket((‘127.0.0.1’, port), ‘wsgi’, {“wsgi_app”:app})

with:

server = Rocket((‘0.0.0.0’, port), ‘wsgi’, {“wsgi_app”:app})

The repository may stay in HTTP on port 80.

The calls to the WAPT Server are authenticated, but it is advized to restrict access to authorized sub-networks with a firewall.

• [IMP] json calls to the webservice of the WAPT Server are now standardized;

• [IMP] when launching command:update / command:upgrade / command:remove

/ command:forget / command:tasks_status actions from the WAPT console, the IP address of the host is no longer sent, but instead
its UUID, and it is the WAPT Server that finds the IP address and the port to use; et c’est le serveur wapt qui s’occupe de déterminer
quelle IP / port utiliser;

• [ADD] verification in the WAPT console that the version of the WAPT Server is sufficient;

• [ADD] the timeout to connect to WAPT agents and read the data are configurable in waptserver.ini;
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72.3.50 WAPT-1.0 (2015-01-31)

• [ADD] first public version of WAPT
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CHAPTER

SEVENTYTHREE

WAPT END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT

This Enterprise End User License Agreement (this “Agreement”) is made between Tranquil IT (“Company”), and you (“Customer,”
“you” or “your”), for the use of WAPT Enterprise and WAPT packages (the “Software”), as described. By downloading, installing
or using the Software accompanying this Agreement, you acknowledge that you have reviewed and accept this Agreement. If you
are agreeing to this Agreement as an individual, “Customer”, “you” and “your” refers to you individually. If you are agreeing to this
Agreement as a representative of an entity, you represent that you have the authority to bind that entity, and “Customer”, “you” and
“your” refers to that entity specified in the sales confirmation or other agreement to purchase the enterprise license to the Software. If
you do not agree with all of the terms of this Agreement, do not download or otherwise use the Software.

73.1 Definitions

In this Agreement, the following capitalized terms have the following meanings:

• “AFFILIATE” means any entity that directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls, is controlled by, or is
under common control with the subject entity. For purposes of this definition, “control” means direct or indirect possession of
the power to direct or cause the direction of the management and policies of an entity, whether through the ownership of voting
securities, by contract or otherwise.

• “AUTHORIZED PURPOSES” means Customer’s internal business purposes.

• “CUSTOMER SYSTEM” means Customer’s internal website(s), servers and other equipment and software, including, without
limitation, mobile devices and systems based on virtual or logical emulations.

• “DELIVERY DATE” means the date, set forth in the applicable, on which the Software is scheduled to be made available to
Customer.

• “DOCUMENTATION” means the printed, paper, electronic or online user instructions and help files made generally available
by Company for use with the Software, as may be updated from time to time by Company.

• “INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS” means all intellectual property rights or similar proprietary rights, including (a)
patent rights and utility models, (b) copyrights and database rights, (c) trademarks, trade names, domain names and trade dress
and the goodwill associated therewith, (d) trade secrets, (e) mask works, and (f) industrial design rights; in each case, including
any registrations of, applications to register, and renewals and extensions of, any of the foregoing in any jurisdiction in the world.

• “OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE” means all software that is available under the GNU Affero General Public License (AGPL),
GNU General Public License (GPL), GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), Mozilla Public License (MPL), Apache
License, BSD licenses, or any other license that approved by the Open Source Initiative (www.opensource.org).

• “SALES CONFIRMATION” means the ordering documents for Services and licenses for Software purchased from Company
that are entered into or otherwise mutually accepted in writing hereunder by the parties from time to time, including modi-
fications, supplements and addenda thereto. If there is any inconsistency or conflict between a Sales Confirmation and this
Agreement, this Agreement controls, unless the Sales Confirmation specifically identifies by Section reference the provision
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that such Sales Confirmation is modifying, and then such change will apply for such Sales Confirmation only. Any terms or
conditions stated in any Sales Confirmation, sales acknowledgment or invoice (except for details of the software provided, price,
quantity of licenses, subscription term, Delivery Date and other details of delivery which are not pre-printed and which are in-
consistent with the terms of this Agreement) shall be of no force and effect, and no course of dealing, usage of trade, or course
of performance shall be relevant to explain or modify any term expressed in this Agreement.

• “SOFTWARE” means the WAPT Enterprise and WAPT packages specified in a Sales Confirmation and any Company Updates
that Company provides to Customer in accordance with Support Services that Customer is entitled to receive pursuant to this
Agreement, in object code form or in text form. For all purposes of this Agreement, “Software” excludes any open source
software and all Third Party Offerings, such as third party software, content and other virtual and digital assets.

• “SUPPORT SERVICES” means the support and maintenance services provided by Company under Section Maintenance and
Support Services below.

• “THIRD PARTY OFFERINGS” means certain software or services delivered or performed by third parties that are required
for the operation of the Software.

• “UPDATES” means bug fixes, patches and maintenance releases to the Software to the extent made generally available by
Company to its licensees.

• “DEVICES” means any of Customer’s or its Affiliates’ device on which the WAPT Enterprise agent is installed.

73.2 Orders, License Grant, Activation Key, and Performance Warranty

73.2.1 Orders

Subject to the terms and conditions contained in this Agreement, you may purchase licenses for Devices to use the Software pursuant
to a Sales Confirmation. Users may not transfer licenses and may not install or use the Software on more than the designated number
of unique Devices specified in the Sales Confirmation. Customer agrees that its purchases hereunder are neither contingent on the
delivery of any future functionality or features nor dependent on any oral or written public comments made by Company regarding
any future functionality or features.

73.2.2 License Grant and License Limitations

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, Company hereby grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, non-assignable,
revocable, limited license to use the Software and any Documentation, without the right to sub-license the Software, solely for Cus-
tomer’s Authorized Purposes and not for the benefit of any other person or entity. You may not, nor permit any third party to, loan,
lease, distribute, transfer or make available the Software to any third party. Except as necessary for your personal use of the Software,
you may not copy the Software, in whole or in part, except for the open source third party components listed in Section Third Party
Software Components whose licenses provide the right to copy such components. Your use of the Software may be subject to certain
limitations as set forth in a Sales Confirmation. Any such limitations will be specified either in the Sales Confirmation or in the
Documentation. Except as expressly granted in this Agreement, there are no other licenses granted to Customer, express, implied or
by way of estoppel. All rights not granted in this Agreement are reserved by Company.
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73.2.3 Restrictions

You may not, directly or indirectly, and you will not permit any user or third party to:

• Reverse engineer, decompile, disassemble or otherwise attempt to discover the source code or underlying ideas or algorithms
of the Software.

• Modify, translate, or create derivative works based on any element of the Software or any related Documentation.

• Rent, lease, distribute, sell, resell, assign, or otherwise transfer your rights to use the Software.

• Use the Software for timesharing purposes or otherwise for the benefit of any person or entity other than for the benefit of
Customer.

• Remove any proprietary notices from the Documentation.

• Publish or disclose to third parties any evaluation or benchmarking of the Software without Company’s prior written consent.

• Use the Software for any purpose other than its intended purpose.

• Interfere with or disrupt the integrity or performance of the Software; or

• Attempt to gain unauthorized access to the Software or Company’s systems or networks.

73.2.4 Activation Key

You may activate the Software through an activation key provided by Customer or by Company, as set forth in the applicable Sales
Confirmation.

73.2.5 Performance Warranty

Company warrants the Software will perform in material respect as described in the documentation for a period of 30 days from
the date of the order purchase (the “Warranty Period”). If Customer becomes aware of the Software not functioning in substantial
conformance with the Documentation (a “Defect”), Customer must provide Company with written notice that includes a reasonably
detailed explanation of the Defect within the Warranty Period. If Company is able to reproduce the Defect in Company’s own operating
environment, Company will use commercially reasonable efforts to promptly correct the Defect or provide a replacement software
product to Customer with substantially similar functionality.

THE FOREGOING SETS FORTH COMPANY’S SOLE AND EXCLUSIVE LIABILITY AND CUSTOMER’S SOLE AND EX-
CLUSIVE REMEDY FOR ANY DEFECTIVE SOFTWARE.

73.3 Confidentiality

73.3.1 Confidential Information

“Confidential Information” means any and all non-public technical and non-technical information disclosed by one party (the “Dis-
closing Party”) to the other party (the “Receiving Party”) in any form or medium, whether oral, written, graphical or electronic,
pursuant to this Agreement, that is marked confidential and proprietary, or that the Disclosing Party identifies as confidential and
proprietary, or that by the nature of the circumstances surrounding the disclosure or receipt ought to be treated as confidential and
proprietary information, including but not limited to:

• Techniques, sketches, drawings, models, inventions (whether or not patented or patentable), know-how, processes, apparatus,
formulae, equipment, algorithms, software programs, software source documents, APIs, and other creative works (whether or
not copyrighted or copyrightable).
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• Information concerning research, experimental work, development, design details and specifications, engineering, financial
information, procurement requirements, purchasing, manufacturing, customer lists, business forecasts, sales and merchandising
and marketing plans and information.

• Proprietary or confidential information of any third party who may disclose such information to Disclosing Party or Receiving
Party in the course of Disclosing Party’s business; and

• The terms of this Agreement and any Sales Confirmation or SOW. Confidential Information of Company shall include the Soft-
ware, the documentation, the pricing, and information regarding the characteristics, features or performance of Beta Licenses
and Non-GA Solutions. Confidential Information also includes all summaries and abstracts of Confidential Information.

73.3.2 Non-Disclosure

Each party acknowledges that in the course of the performance of this Agreement, it may obtain the Confidential Information of the
other party. The Receiving Party shall, at all times, both during the term of this Agreement and thereafter, use reasonable efforts to
keep in confidence and trust all of the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information received by it. The Receiving Party shall not use
the Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party other than as necessary to fulfill the Receiving Party’s obligations or to exercise
the Receiving Party’s rights under this Agreement. Each party agrees to secure and protect the other party’s Confidential Information
with the same degree of care and in a manner consistent with the maintenance of such party’s own Confidential Information (but
in no event less than reasonable care), and to take appropriate action by instruction or agreement with its employees, Affiliates or
other agents who are permitted access to the other party’s Confidential Information to satisfy its obligations under this Section. The
Receiving Party shall not disclose Confidential Information of the Disclosing Party to any person or entity other than its officers,
employees, affiliates and agents who need access to such Confidential Information in order to effect the intent of this Agreement and
who are subject to confidentiality obligations at least as stringent as the obligations set forth in this Agreement.

73.3.3 Exceptions to Confidential Information

The obligations set forth in Section Non-Disclosure shall not apply to the extent that Confidential Information includes information
which:

• Was known by the Receiving Party prior to receipt from the Disclosing Party either itself or through receipt directly or indirectly
from a source other than one having an obligation of confidentiality to the Disclosing Party.

• Was developed by the Receiving Party without use of the Disclosing Party’s Confidential Information; or

• Becomes publicly known or otherwise ceases to be secret or confidential, except as a result of a breach of this Agreement or any
obligation of confidentiality by the Receiving Party. Nothing in this Agreement shall prevent the Receiving Party from disclosing
Confidential Information to the extent the Receiving Party is legally compelled to do so by any governmental investigative or
judicial agency pursuant to proceedings over which such agency has jurisdiction; provided, however, that prior to any such
disclosure, the Receiving Party shall:

– Assert the confidential nature of the Confidential Information to the agency.

– Immediately notify the Disclosing Party in writing of the agency’s order or request to disclose; and (z) cooperate fully
with the Disclosing Party in protecting against any such disclosure and in obtaining a protective order narrowing the scope
of the compelled disclosure and protecting its confidentiality.
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73.3.4 Injunctive Relief

The Parties agree that any unauthorized disclosure of Confidential Information may cause immediate and irreparable injury to the
Disclosing Party and that, in the event of such breach, the Receiving Party will be entitled, in addition to any other available remedies,
to seek immediate injunctive and other equitable relief, without bond and without the necessity of showing actual monetary damages.

73.4 Proprietary Rights

73.4.1 Software

As between Company and Customer, all right, title and interest in the Software and any materials, software, virtual items and other
content furnished or made available hereunder, and all modifications and enhancements thereof, and all suggestions, ideas and feedback
proposed by Customer regarding any such items, including all copyright rights, patent rights and other Intellectual Property Rights in
each of the foregoing, belong to and are retained solely by Company or Company’s licensors and providers, as applicable.

73.4.2 Company Developments

All inventions, works of authorship and developments conceived, created, written, or generated by or on behalf of Company, whether
solely or jointly, and all Intellectual Property Rights therein, shall be the sole and exclusive property of Company. Customer agrees that
to the extent that the ownership of any contribution by Customer or its employees to the creation of the Software is not, by operation
of law or otherwise, vested in Company, Customer hereby assigns and agrees to assign to Company all right, title and interest in and
to such contributions, including without limitation all the Intellectual Property Rights therein, without the necessity of any further
consideration.

73.4.3 Further Assurances

To the extent any of the rights, title and interest in and to Intellectual Property Rights therein cannot be assigned by Customer to
Company, Customer hereby grants to Company an exclusive, royalty-free, transferable, irrevocable, worldwide, fully paid-up license
(with rights to sub-license through multiple tiers of sub-licensees) to fully use, practice and exploit those non-assignable rights, title
and interest. If the foregoing assignment and license are not enforceable, Customer agrees to waive and never assert against Company
those non-assignable and non-licensable rights, title and interest. Customer agrees to execute any documents or take any actions as
may reasonably be necessary, or as Company may reasonably request, to perfect ownership of such rights. f Customer is unable
or unwilling to execute any such document or take any such action, Company may execute such document and take such action on
Customer’s behalf as Customer’s agent and attorney-in-fact. The foregoing appointment is deemed a power coupled with an interest
and is irrevocable.

73.5 Customer Obligations

Customer is responsible for:

• Obtaining, deploying and maintaining Customer’s computer system and all computer hardware, software, peripherals and net-
work equipment necessary for Customer, its Affiliates and their respective users to use the Software; and

• Paying all third party fees and access charges incurred in connection with the foregoing. Except as specifically set forth in
this Agreement or a Sales Confirmation, Company shall not be responsible for supplying any hardware or other equipment to
Customer under this Agreement.
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73.6 Maintenance and Support Services

73.6.1 Maintenance and Support

Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement (including payment of the applicable fees, if any), Company will use commer-
cially reasonable efforts to provide the following “Support Services”:

• Technical support by forum and mailing list (in a reasonable time frame) if Enterprise Support has not been subscribed.

• Technical support by phone if Enterprise Support has been subscribed and.

• Bug fixes. Support Services may include Updates generally issued by Company to customers, but do not include new versions
of the Software, for which Company may charge a fee. In no event will Support Services apply with respect to Third Party
Offerings. Company does not guarantee that it will provide Support Services for versions other than for then-current versions
of the Software.

73.6.2 Support Term; Termination

Unless otherwise specified in an Order Form Company will provide Support Services starting on the date the Software is first down-
loaded for use and for so long as Customer maintains a then-current version of the Software (the “Support Period”).

73.7 Audit

Company shall have the right to review Customer’s use of the Software and enter Customer’s facilities and premises solely to verify
only that the number of computers with the Software used by Customer does not exceed the number of licenses granted to Customer
under this Agreement. Any visit to Customer’s facilities under this Section shall be subject to Customer’s on site regulations and shall
occur at a mutually agreed upon day and time no earlier than 10 days after notice from Company. Alternatively, Company may request
that Customer provide a written report as to identity and location of the computers with the Software (detailed on a monthly basis) in
order to verify compliance with the license granted herein. If an audit reveals an overuse of licenses, Company shall issue an invoice
for the number of licenses equal to the number of such excess computers at the then-current rate for the Software and Customer shall
pay such invoice within thirty (30) days of date of invoice. Company will pay the costs of the audit unless such audit reveals additional
computers being operated by the Customer without permission of Company, in which event the costs of the audit shall be paid by
Customer.

73.8 Representations and Warranties; Disclaimer

73.8.1 Mutual Representations and Warranties

Each party represents, warrants and covenants that:

• It has the full power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to perform its obligations hereunder, without the need for
any consents, approvals or immunities not yet obtained; and

• Its acceptance of and performance under this Agreement shall not breach any oral or written agreement with any third party or
any obligation owed by it to any third party to keep any information or materials in confidence or in trust.
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73.8.2 Warranty disclaimer

EXCEPT FOR THE LIMITED WARRANTY PROVIDED ABOVE IN SECTION 2.5, THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS,”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY
OF NON-INFRINGEMENT, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABILITY, OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE
ENTIRE RISK IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY
AND EFFORT IS WITH YOU. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY COMPANY SHALL CRE-
ATE A WARRANTY. COMPANY DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS,
OPERATE WITHOUT INTERRUPTION, OR BE ERROR-FREE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION
OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIMITATIONS AS SPECIFIED HERE AND TO THE LEAST EXTENT AS ALLOWED BY
LAW, SUCH EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. NO AGENT OF COMPANY IS AUTHORIZED
TO ALTER OR EXPAND THE WARRANTIES OF COMPANY AS SET FORTH HEREIN. COMPANY DOES NOT WARRANT
THAT:

• THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL BE SECURE, TIMELY, UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE OR OPERATE IN
COMBINATION WITH ANY NON-SUPPORTED HARDWARE, SOFTWARE, SYSTEM OR DATA.

• THE SOFTWARE WILL MEET CUSTOMER’S REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS; OR

• THE SOFTWARE WILL BE ERROR-FREE OR THAT ERRORS OR DEFECTS IN THE SOFTWARE WILL BE COR-
RECTED. THE SOFTWARE MAY BE SUBJECT TO LIMITATIONS, DELAYS, AND OTHER PROBLEMS INHERENT
IN THE USE OF THE INTERNET AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS. COMPANY IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR
ANY DELAYS, DELIVERY FAILURES, OR OTHER DAMAGES RESULTING FROM SUCH PROBLEMS.

73.9 Indemnity; Limitation on Liability

73.9.1 Company Indemnity

General

During such time as Customer maintains a current version of the Software, Company shall defend Customer and its Affiliates (the
“Customer Indemnified Parties”) from and against all actions, proceedings, claims and demands by a third party (a “Third-Party
Claim”) alleging that the Software infringes any copyright or misappropriates any trade secret. Company’s obligations under this
Section are conditioned upon (i) Company being promptly notified in writing of any claim under this Section, (ii) Company having
the sole and exclusive right to control the defense and settlement of the claim, and (iii) Customer providing all reasonable assistance
in the defense of such claim. In no event shall Customer settle any claim without Company’s prior written approval. Customer may,
at its own expense, engage separate counsel to advise Customer regarding a Claim, subject to Company’s right to control the defense
and settlement;

Mitigation

If any claim which Company is obligated to defend has occurred, or in Company’s determination is likely to occur, Company may, in
its sole discretion and at its option and expense:

• Obtain for Customer the right to use the Software.

• Substitute a functionality equivalent, non-infringing replacement for such the Software.

• Modify the Software to make it non-infringing and functionally equivalent; or

• Terminate this Agreement.
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Exclusions

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the foregoing obligations shall not apply with respect to a claim of
infringement if such claim arises out of:

• Use of the Software in combination with any software, hardware, network or system not supplied by Company where the alleged
infringement relates to such combination.

• Any modification or alteration of the Software other than by Company.

• Customer’s continued use of the Software after Company notifies Customer to discontinue use because of an infringement claim.

• Use of Open Source Software.

• Customer’s violation of applicable law; and

• Customer System.

Sole Remedy

THE FOREGOING STATES THE ENTIRE LIABILITY OF COMPANY WITH RESPECT TO THE INFRINGEMENT OF ANY IN-
TELLECTUAL PROPERTY OR PROPRIETARY RIGHTS BY THE SOFTWARE OR OTHERWISE, AND CUSTOMER HEREBY
EXPRESSLY WAIVES ANY OTHER LIABILITIES OR OBLIGATIONS OF COMPANY WITH RESPECT THERETO.

73.9.2 Customer Indemnity

Customer shall defend Company and its Affiliates, licensors and their respective officers, directors and employees (“Company Indem-
nified Parties”) from and against any and all Third-Party Claims which arise out of or relate to:

• Customer’s use or alleged use of the Software other than as permitted under this Agreement.

• Customer or its Affiliates’ users use of the Software in violation of any applicable law or regulation, or the Intellectual Property
Rights or other rights of any third part; or

• Arising from the occurrence of any of the exclusions set forth in Section Exclusions. Customer shall pay all damages, costs and
expenses, including attorneys’ fees and costs (whether by settlement or award of by a final judicial judgment) paid to the Third
Party bringing any such Third-Party Claim. Customer’s obligations under this Section Customer Indemnity are conditioned
upon:

– Customer being promptly notified in writing of any claim under this Section Customer Indemnity.

– Customer having the sole and exclusive right to control the defense and settlement of the claim; and

– Company providing all reasonable assistance (at Customer’s expense and reasonable request) in the defense of such claim.

In no event shall Company settle any claim without Customer’s prior written approval, which approval shall not be unreasonably
withheld, delayed or conditioned. Company may, at its own expense, engage separate counsel to advise Company regarding a
Third-Party Claim and to participate in the defense of the claim, subject to Customer’s right to control the defense and settlement.
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73.9.3 Limitation of liability and damages; exclusion of remedies and damages

IN NO EVENT WILL COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, OR SIMILAR DAM-
AGES OF ANY KIND ARISING UNDER OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SOFTWARE OR THIS Agreement. IN NO
EVENT WILL COMPANY’S AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING UNDER OR IN ANY WAY RELATED TO THE SOFTWARE
OR THIS AGREEMENT EXCEED THE AGGREGATE LICENSE FEES PAID BY YOU FOR THE LICENSE GRANTED HERE-
UNDER, OR, IF NO FEES HAVE BEEN PAID, THE SUM OF ONE DOLLAR. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ANY CLAIM HEREUNDER, WHETHER FOR BREACH OR REPUDIATION OF ANY
OTHER TERM OR CONDITION OF THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY RELATED WRITING, FOR NEGLIGENCE, ON THE BA-
SIS OF STRICT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. THIS IS YOUR EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS
WILL APPLY EVEN IF THE ABOVE STATED REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO
NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AS SPECIFIED HERE AND TO THE LEAST EXTENT AS
ALLOWED BY LAW, SUCH EXCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

73.10 Term and Termination

73.10.1 Term

The term of this Agreement commences on the date set forth in the applicable Sales Confirmation and continues until terminated as
provided in this Agreement.

73.10.2 Termination for Cause

A party may terminate this Agreement (and all Licenses granted hereunder) upon written notice to the other party in the event the
other party:

• Files a petition for bankruptcy or has a petition for bankruptcy filed against it that is not dismissed within sixty (60) days after
filing or admits its inability to pay its debts as they mature, makes an assignment for the benefit of its creditors or ceases to
function as a going concern or to conduct its operations in the normal course of business and such termination shall occur
immediately upon notice; or

• Commits a material breach of any provision of this Agreement and does not remedy such breach within 30 days (or 10 days after
a failure to pay any fees hereunder) after receipt of notice from the other party or such other period as the parties may agree.
Upon any termination for cause by Company, Customer shall pay any unpaid fees covering the remainder of the term of all Sales
Confirmations after the effective date of termination. In no event shall any termination relieve Customer of the obligation to
pay any fees payable to Company for the period prior to the effective date of termination.

73.10.3 Termination for Convenience

Either party shall have the right to terminate any License for convenience on at least 10 days prior written notice to the other party.
Prepaid fees are non-refundable.
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73.10.4 Effects of Termination

Upon expiration or termination of this Agreement, Customer’s use of and access to the Software and Company’s performance of all
Support Services shall cease and all fees and other amounts owed to Company shall be immediately due and payable by Customer.
Within ten (10) days of the effective date of termination each Receiving Party shall:

• Return to the Disclosing Party, or at the Disclosing Party’s option, the Receiving Party shall destroy, all items of Confidential
Information then in the Receiving Party’s possession or control, including any copies, extracts or portions thereof; and

• Upon request shall certify in writing to Disclosing Party that it has complied with the foregoing.

73.11 Copyright

The Software is protected by French copyright laws and international treaty provisions. Unauthorized use or copying of the Software
is expressly prohibited, except as explicitly set forth in this Agreement. ny copies that you are authorized to make pursuant to this
Agreement must contain the same, unmodified copyright and proprietary rights notices that appear in the Software.

73.12 Confidentiality

You acknowledge and agree that the Software and documentation related to its use include proprietary information that are Company’s
exclusive property. You agree not to use or disclose this proprietary information except as authorized under this Agreement.

73.13 Entire Agreement

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties relating to the subject matter hereof and supersedes any prior
negotiations, proposals, representations and agreements. If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
the validity, legality or enforceability of the remaining provisions shall in no way be affected or impaired thereby. No modification of
this Agreement is binding unless it is in writing and accepted by you and Company.

73.14 Third Party Software Components

The Software uses open source components, and your use of the Software is subject to the terms and conditions of the software licenses
governing those components. The open source components in the Software are listed in External component licenses used in WAPT .
Information about the authors and copyright ownership of those open source components, and the applicable license terms, can be
found within the Software’s installation directory.
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73.15 Governing Law; Jurisdiction and Venue

In any claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement:

• The substantially prevailing party will recover its reasonable costs and attorneys’ fees.

• Company and you each consent to the jurisdiction of the tribunal of Nantes (France) and waive any objection based on juris-
diction r venue, including forum non conveniens; provided, however, if Company seeks injunctive relief, it may file such action
wherever in its judgment relief might most effectively be obtained.

• The laws of France will apply, without regard to the choice of law provisions thereof.

73.16 Miscellaneous

73.16.1 Notices

Company may give notice to Customer by means of electronic mail to Customer’s e-mail address on record with Company, or by
written communication sent by first class postage prepaid mail or nationally recognized overnight delivery service to Customer’s
address on record with Company. Customer may give notice to Company by written communication sent by email to commercial-
tis@tranquil.it or by first class postage prepaid mail or nationally recognized overnight delivery service addressed to Tranquil IT, 12
avenue Jules Verne, 44230 Saint Sébastien sur Loire (France). Notice shall be deemed to have been given upon receipt or, if earlier,
two (2) business days after mailing, as applicable. All communications and notices to be made or given pursuant to this Agreement
shall be in the English or French language.

73.16.2 U.S. Government Customers

If Customer is a Federal United States Government entity, Company provides the Software, including related software and technology,
for ultimate Federal Government end use solely in accordance with the following: Government technical data rights include only
those rights customarily provided to the public with a commercial item or process and Government software rights related to the
Software include only those rights customarily provided to the public, as defined in this Agreement. The technical data rights and
customary commercial software license is provided in accordance with FAR 12.211 (Technical Data) and FAR 12.212 (Software) and,
for Department of Defense transactions, DFAR 252.227-7015 (Technical Data – Commercial Items) and DFAR 227.7202-3 (Rights in
Commercial Computer Software or Computer Software Documentation). If greater rights are needed, a mutually acceptable written
addendum specifically conveying such rights must be included in this Agreement.

73.16.3 Export Restrictions

Customer acknowledges that the Software may be subject to export control and import laws and regulations of:

• The United States, including without limitation the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) (22 CFRPart 120-130),
the National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM) (DoD 5 220.22-M), the U.S. Export Administration
Regulations, 15 CFR Part 730-774, and other controls administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce, and the sanctions
regulations administered by the U.S. Department of Treasury Office of Foreign Assets Control.

• The European Union and its member states, including without limitation Council Regulation (EC) No. 1334/2000.

• And other countries (collectively, “Export/Import Law”). Customer agrees to comply with all Export/Import Law applicable
to the Software and assumes sole responsibility for obtaining licenses and other authorizations that are required under Ex-
port/Import Law to deliver and use the Software Material. The Licensee acknowledges and agrees and shall procure that any
person to whom the Software is made available shall acknowledge and agree that the Software shall not be exported, re-exported
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or otherwise transferred to any countries for which the United States and/or the European Union maintains an embargo (collec-
tively, “Embargoed Countries”), or a national or resident thereof, or to any person or entity on the U.S. Department of Treasury
List of Specially Designated Nationals or the U.S. Department of Commerce Denied Parties List or Entity List, or to any person
on any comparable list maintained by the European Union or its member states (collectively, “Designated Nationals”). The lists
of Embargoed Countries and Designated Nationals are subject to change without notice. Customer represents and warrants that
neither it nor any of the persons to whom the Software is made available is located in, a national or resident of, or under the
control of an Embargoed Country or Designated National. Customer specifically shall obtain all required authorizations from
the U.S. Government before transferring or otherwise disclosing technical data or technology (as those term are defined in 22
CFR Part 120.10 and 15 CFR Part 722, respectively), to any Foreign Person (as defined in 22 CFR Part 120.16).

73.16.4 General

Customer shall not assign its rights hereunder, or delegate the performance of any of its duties or obligations hereunder, whether
by merger, acquisition, sale of assets, operation of law, or otherwise, without the prior written consent of Company. Any purported
assignment in violation of the preceding sentence is null and void. Subject to the foregoing, this Agreement shall be binding upon,
and insure to the benefit of, the successors and assigns of the parties thereto. With the exception of Affiliates of Customer who have
executed Sales Confirmations under this Agreement, there are no third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement. Except as otherwise
specified in this Agreement, this Agreement may be amended or supplemented only by a writing that refers explicitly to this Agreement
and that is signed on behalf of both parties. No waiver will be implied from conduct or failure to enforce rights. No waiver will be
effective unless in a writing signed on behalf of the party against whom the waiver is asserted. If any of this Agreement is found
invalid or unenforceable that term will be enforced to the maximum extent permitted by law and the remainder of the Terms will
remain in full force. The parties are independent contractors and nothing contained herein shall be construed as creating an agency,
partnership, or other form of joint enterprise between the parties. This Agreement, including all applicable Sales Confirmations and
separate or additional terms referred to herein, constitute the entire agreement between the parties relating to this subject matter and
supersedes all prior or simultaneous understandings, representations, discussions, negotiations, and agreements, whether written or
oral. Except for payment obligations hereunder, neither party shall be liable to the other party or any third party for failure or delay
in performing its obligations under this Agreement when such failure or delay is due to any cause beyond the control of the party
concerned, including, without limitation, acts of God, governmental orders or restrictions, fire, or flood, provided that upon cessation
of such events such party shall thereupon promptly perform or complete the performance of its obligations hereunder.
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CHAPTER

SEVENTYFOUR

EXTERNAL COMPONENT LICENSES USED IN WAPT

WAPT software development was started in March 2012 by Tranquil IT.

With WAPT >= 1.9, developments done within WAPT are licensed under under a proprietary license.

Table 1: External components licenses used in WAPT
WAPT components License
Python Python Software License
Python Libraries Various open-source licenses
Lazarus GNU Public License
Lazarus Component Library GNU Lesser General Public License
Lazarus Libraries Various open-source licenses
OpenSSL Openssl License
Redistr. Microsoft Visual C++ Microsoft Software License Terms
PostgreSQL PostgreSQL License
NSSM Public Domain
Nginx 2-clause BSD-like license
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